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ABSTRACT 
 

Southeast Asia as a regional category of analysis has long been a contested one. Debates over 

the nature of the cultural matrix or the ecological factors that have produced a regional 

identity have driven some of the most innovative research in the field of Southeast Asian 

studies since the Second World War.  

These debates have not been limited to the types of external boundaries that may help to 

distinguish the region sandwiched between India to the west and China to the northeast. As 

the latter have more or less stabilised, attention has increasingly been directed towards the 

internal composition of the Southeast Asian region and the conventions employed to organise 

a highly diverse collection of states and peoples. Historians have grown increasingly wary of 

the dangers in writing history as a means of justifying current political geographies and 

continue to seek out ways of countering the inherent biases of colonial sources that serve as 

such an essential window into the past. Once conventional spatial models of a distinct 

mainland Southeast Asia complimented by a sprawling insular landscape are today splintering 

as new research points towards the trade networks and patterns of mobility that paid scant 

attention to any such imaginary divides. In the process new spaces that have formerly existed 

at the margins of scholarship on the region are emerging as valid subjects of inquiry. Areas 

and subjects long regarded as peripheries on conventional maps of the region are moving back 

to the centre. 

This thesis examines one such ‘periphery’ that I refer to as the central peninsula region. 

This central peninsula is not an essentialised space with distinct territorial and cultural 

boundaries, but a category of analysis from which we may begin to destabilise conventional 

representations of that area that today comprises the southern border provinces of Thailand 

and the northern state of Malaysia. Rather than persist with conventional representations of a 

vertical civilisational fault line that represents a transitional zone between the mainland and 

island worlds, what I seek to present in this thesis is an extended critique of conventional 

colonial and nationalist narratives that have taken a distinctly vertical and centralist view of 

this region. My study commences from a set of basic inquiries such as whether there are there 

ways of writing the history of this region beyond that of civilisational/nationalist narratives 

that appear designed to justify patterns of conflict in the borderlands? To surmount such 

representations we need to ask in what ways have modern political boundaries and 

nationalist/civilisational identities been projected into the past to obscure interactions between 

non-bounded communities and narratives of peace and indigenous forms of modernity? In 

answering these questions, I seek to demonstrate how the critique opens up new spaces of 

research—new histories. In the case of this thesis, much I my interest is directed towards the 



interior of the central peninsula, an area that has been doubly disadvantaged by the coastal 

bias exhibited in many histories of the peninsula in general.  

In asking these types of questions, a major linking theme in this study is the question of 

progress and development. Given my desire to shift our attention from centre to periphery as a 

means of recovering a non-state history, examining the link between conventional historical 

narratives and western theories of progress that have privileged the role of the ‘civilised’ 

centre is a logical step. Modernity—that great eighteenth and nineteenth expression of 

technological progress and civilisational sophistication—critically shaped the way in which 

colonial and later nationalist observers saw the world around them and speculated its past. But 

as we are frequently reminded when reading contemporary revisions of Southeast Asian 

history, modernity was not a condition that was incubated in the centre. Modernity a 

condition that was fashioned through a constant engagement with external (read indigenous) 

regions and actors. Likewise, peripheries were not areas that had experienced but a partial 

experience of modernity, but a discursive Other that was required to give the supposed 

advancement of the centre definition and meaning. To critically deconstruct narratives of 

progress and modernity by showing them as a product of interaction therefore serves the duel 

purpose of deconstructing representations of the peripheral Other. From here we can begin to 

fashion alternative histories.  

Such a critical reflection on the role of western narratives of progress and civilisational 

advancement are highly timely given that many governments in Southeast Asia are currently 

promoting the development of various state peripheries in accordance with economic theories 

not unlike those that underpinned a century of colonial exploitation. The Malaysia-Thailand 

borderlands are one such region that has been identified as subregional development zone or 

growth triangle that will supposedly act as a catalyst for the re-discovery of a vibrant non-

state regional identity. Whether this will be the case or not is the question that represents the 

end-point of this study. 
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prologue: kemajuan dan ketinggalan1 
 
 

 
Indonesia looks at the IMT-GT with a great amount of confidence and optimism, because 

Indonesia views its launching not as an introduction to regional co-operation, but a 

process of going back to history...a process of rediscovering a long lost natural economic 

entity. Kosim Gandataruna2 

 

 

In July 1993, dignitaries from three neighbouring states converged on the Malaysian island of 

Langkawi to sign a document which became known as the Langkawi Accord. This agreement 

marked the formal establishment of what was subsequently named the Indonesia-Malaysia-

Thailand Growth Triangle (IMT-GT). The plan was part of an Association of Southeast Asian 

Nations (ASEAN)-wide trend in subregional development whereby territorially adjacent 

portions of various countries were targeted for integrated socio-economic development. In the 

case of the IMT-GT, the southern provinces of Thailand, north-western Malaysia, and the 

Indonesian provinces of Aceh and North Sumatra were identified as components of a distinct 

subregional territory. It was argued that by liberalising regulatory regimes along their 

common borders and exploiting various complementary strengths, these relatively poor 

national peripheries could be transformed into nodes within an emerging poly-centric, global 

economy. 

Subregions were strategies for the future. The vision of a borderless subregion where 

people could wander to and fro unimpeded by regulations and national prejudice tapped into 

an optimistic discourse of globalisation that deeply influenced economic theory and practice 

during the years of the Asian Miracle. At the same time however, such a scenario of 

borderless-ness was highly nostalgic. Going forward to meet the challenges of the global 

economy also involved a ‘process of going back to history’ to borrow the words of the 

Indonesian government official who has provided the second quotation. The growth triangle 

scheme was not to be constructed, but rather rediscovered, dusted off, and revitalised.   

But precisely what was being dusted off by Southeast Asian governments in the 1990s as 

they re-inscribed various state frontiers with a series of transnational growth triangles, 

polygons, and circles in the name of subregional development? The task of identifying 

historical analogies for such projects did seem quite incongruous with theoretical renderings 

of the growth triangle as a forward step within a linear model of economic development with 
                                                            
1 Malay: progress and backwardness 
2 Kosim Gandataruna. 1996. IMT-GT Development: Indonesia's Perspective. In Growth Triangles in 
Southeast Asia: Strategy for Development, edited by I. Lim. Kuala Lumpur: ISIS. 
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globalisation as its end point. As one Thai promotional brochure stated, the IMT-GT was a 

step ‘toward the next century’.3 In the state capital of Kedah, Alor Setar, moves were 

underway to establish the city as a future telecommunications hub for the IMT-GT and maju 

ke-arah taraf bandar raya4? The rhetoric of kemajuan, a Malay term meaning a sense of 

progress and moving with the times, figured prominently in literature and commentary on the 

growth triangle scheme. And what was regarded to define kemajuan was the process of 

globalisation. Subregional development projects were flagged as evidence of a Southeast 

Asian readiness, indeed, a pre-emption of a globalised future. 

As the subregional juggernaut rumbled on throughout the 1990s, implicit in every 

statement on the subject of the IMT-GT was the fear that failure to accept this new global 

logic could have but one outcome: ketinggalan. Ketinggalan is the Malay antonym of 

kemajuan—the condition of being left behind or backwardness. For the architects of the IMT-

GT, this condition had long plagued various parts of the IMT-GT, particularly the border 

provinces of Thailand and Malaysia. It was a condition manifested in the relative poverty of a 

region that, historically speaking, was viewed to have experienced but a partial engagement 

with modernity. It was this condition of backwardness that the IMT-GT would remedy, 

catapulting a region that had missed the best part of modernity in a post-modern, global 

future.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                            
3 Toward the Next Century with SPBAC, The Southern Border Provinces Administrative Centre, Yala. 
4 This slogan calling for the modernisation of the city was employed as Alor Setar enjoyed a minor 
development boom in late 1990s. 
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chapter one : introduction 

 

 

 

Studies of Southeast Asia must always take into account how the world was seen from specific 
places. Regional histories are subjects in their own right and not samples of the history of larger 
areas. Each region was, for its ruler and his spokesmen, the centre of the world. 

 

O. W. Wolters. History, Culture, and Region in Southeast Asian Perspectives.5 

 

 

One of the more curious outcomes of post-war endeavours to establish the credibility of 

Southeast Asia as a regional entity has been an increasing uncertainty about the borders that 

supposedly define it. While Southeast Asia maintains a secure place in today’s academy, over 

the last few decades many of the field’s brightest stars have concentrated on critically 

deconstructing colonial and nationalist borders that have long ordered the internal structure of 

this diverse region. This project has been a successful one in that a historiography that takes 

into account ‘how the world was seen from different places’ and acknowledges the historical 

particularity of modern boundaries now constitutes the mainstream framework within which 

Southeast Asianists work. Identities that were long regarded as essential and fully-formed are 

increasingly recognised as ‘unstable points of identification or suture which are made within 

the discourses of history and culture’.6 Once stabile political maps are today challenged by 

local and regional perspectives of space that pay little heed to imaginary lines drawn up by 

colonial powers in the late nineteenth century.  

A renewed interest in regions as categories of analysis that resist the neat boundaries 

presented in colonial or nationalist historical narratives has been part of the historiographical 

decolonisation of Southeast Asia. It has been a process spearheaded by historians and 

anthropologists influenced by a wider anti-essentialist turn in the social sciences since the late 

1960s. A common theme presented in the work of revisionist scholars has been the 

incompatibility of Western models of cultural and political space that have often been used to 

organise and analyse the Southeast Asian past. Beginning as a key point in Wolters’ 

pioneering study of Southeast Asia during the Classical Age (c. 800-1400), the argument that 

terms such as ‘the state’ or ‘sovereignty’ are incompatible with the Southeast Asian context 

                                                            
5 O. W. Wolters. 1970. The Fall of Srivijaya in Malay History. Lund Humphries, London, p. ix. See 
also O. W. Wolters. 1982. History, Culture, and Region in Southeast Asian Perspectives. Singapore: 
ISEAS, p. 3. 
6 Stuart Hall cited in Mark Poster. 1997. Cultural History and Post Modernity: Disciplinary Readings 
and Challenges. New York: Columbia University Press, p. 49. 
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continues draw the attention of historians of a more recent past. Critical reflections upon the 

discursive construction of the centralised Southeast Asian state and the possibilities of 

indigenous alternatives highlight the ongoing contribution of historians to the decolonisation 

of the Southeast Asian past.7 

One of the more recent endeavours to decolonise conventional spatial categories of 

Southeast Asia has come from a rather unexpected quarter—that of the economist. Since the 

late 1980s various economists have set about reconfiguring the Southeast Asian landscape in 

terms of various novel regional categories. The best-known of these has been ASEAN (the 

Association of Southeast Asian Nations), a Cold-War security alliance that in more recent 

years has been presented as an emerging regional economic bloc. As Acharya Amitav has 

discussed in a recent study, over the last few decades a sense of ASEAN regionality has 

evolved to consolidate the status of Southeast Asia as a distinct entity in a global political 

economy marked by the presence of various regional trading blocs.8  

Less well-known and commented upon have been programs of intra-ASEAN regional 

development. Usually referred to as subregional growth areas or subregions, these intra-

regional development schemes have mushroomed in recent years. Premised upon the 

exploitation of economic complementarities across political boundaries, subregions have been 

identified as mini-ASEANs that enable participating nation-states to gently-wade into the 

complex world of the regional trading bloc. For the more enthusiastic proponents, subregions 

have been identified as organic spatial forms that challenge the artificiality of the nation-state 

as both an ideological construct and unit of economic activity. 

The Indonesian-Malaysian-Thailand Growth Triangle (IMT-GT) has been one such 

subregional development scheme. Formerly launched in 1993, this project was premised upon 

the lofty aim that one day the population of this area would be able to ‘cross borders just like 

one people without the dividing lines of different nationalities, different regulations’.9 The 

scheme encompassed the southern provinces of Thailand, north-western Malaysia, and the 

Indonesian provinces of Aceh and North Sumatra. It was argued that by liberalising 

regulatory regimes along their common borders and exploiting various complementary 

strengths, these relatively poor national peripheries could be transformed into nodes within an 

emerging poly-centric, global economy. 

 

                                                            
7 Anthony Reid. 1998. Political 'Tradition' in Indonesia: The One and the Many. Asian Studies Review 
22 (1): 23-38; Thongchai Winichakul. 1994. Siam Mapped: A History of the Geo-body of a Nation. 
Chiang Mai: Silkworm. 
8 Amitav Acharya. 2000. The Quest for Identity: International Relations of Southeast Asia. Singapore: 
Oxford University Press. 
9 Opening speech, Deputy Thai Prime Minister Supachai Panitchpakdii, IMT-GT Ministerial Meeting, 
16th of December 1994, Langkawi, Malaysia. 
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Map 1. The Indonesia-Malaysia-Thailand Growth Triangle (IMT-GT). Source: Myo Thant and 
Min Tang, eds. 1996. Indonesia-Malaysia-Thailand Growth Triangle: Theory to Practice. 
Manila: Asian Development Bank, p. 38. 

 

 

As the concept of a borderless subregion defined by long-standing cultural ties and 

economic complementarities gathered currency amongst national leaderships and economists 

during the 1990s, many historians came to see such projects as analogous to the dismantling 

of borders within their own fields. In Thailand’s north, subregional development initiatives 

provided a spatial framework for work by local historians and archaeologists interested in the 
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historical linkages between southern China and Thailand.10 In the peninsula a renewed interest 

in the historical unity of the Straits region has benefited from the parallels that could be drawn 

between present subregional development strategies and past forms of regional unity.11 In 

keynote speeches and papers delivered at a number of conferences on peninsula history over 

the last decade IMT-GT has served as a contemporary reference point for scholars whose 

work ranges across the political borders that have long constrained the production of regional 

or subregional historical narrative.12 This latter scheme has been cited as evidence of the 

capacity for subregional cultural and economic networks to resist the territorial fragmentation 

wrought by European and Siamese colonial expansion in the late nineteenth century.13 In the 

popular press the IMT-GT has been described as ‘nothing more than an attempt to exploit 

historical links between neighbouring countries’14 and as an example of a ‘natural economic 

territory’ that the inscription of political borders during the colonial era never succeeded in 

effacing.15  

While the primary interest of economists has been in presenting subregions such as the 

IMT-GT as examples of economically rational space, the work of historians has encouraged 

the view that these spaces may also be understood as culturally authentic ones. In the central 

peninsula the net result of these parallel revisions has been a process of re-positioning as an 

area that was previously seen as a marginal or peripheral national space has been recast as a 

dynamic subregional centre.  

As I will argue throughout this study, the area canvassed by today’s IMT-GT is indeed ‘a 

much neglected historical reality, representing an arena of transcending political and 

administrative boundaries, crossed by transnational linkage and mobility’.16 Yet how this 

                                                            
10 Craig Reynolds. 1998. Globalization and Cultural Nationalism in Modern Thailand. In Southeast 
Asian Identities: Culture and the Politics of Representation in Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore and 
Thailand, edited by J. Kahn. Singapore: Institute of Southeast Asian Studies, p. 116 
11 Minako Sakai. 2002. Recreating the Malay World at the Era of Regional Autonomy: Resurgence of 
Malay Cultures and Identities in Indonesia. Paper read at National Integration and Regionalism in 
Indonesia and Malaysia: Past and Present, ADFA, Canberra; A. B. Shamsul. 2002. From Malay Studies 
to Malay World Studies: Colonial Knowledge and Malay Identity Formation in the Malay-Speaking 
World. Paper read at National Integration and Regionalism in Indonesia and Malaysia: Past and 
Present. ADFA, Canberra; Ismail Mohd. Salleh. 1992. Economic Cooperation in the Northern Triangle. 
Paper read at Regional Cooperation and Growth Triangles in ASEAN, International Symposium. 
Boulevard Hotel, Singapore. 
12 The IMT-GT has served as a contemporary analogy for past forms of regional unity at a number of 
international conferences in recent years such as The Penang Story International Conference, Penang, 
2002; The First Inter-dialogue Conference on Southern Thailand, Pattani, 2002; The Shared Histories 
Conference, Penang, 2003. 
13 Wu Xiao An. 2003. Chinese Business in the Making of a Malay State, 1882-1941: Kedah and 
Penang. London: RoutledgeCurzon, pp. 2-3. 
14 ‘KL Poised to Take Leading Role in Northern Growth Triangle’. The Straits Times, 20th September, 
1991. 
15 See Myo Thant. 1996. Overview. In Indonesia-Malaysia-Thailand Growth Triangle: From Theory to 
Practice, edited by Myo Thant and Min Tang. Manila: Asian Development Bank, p. 1. 
16 Wu Xiao An, Chinese Business in the Making of a Malay State, p. 2.  
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reality is to be drawn out from the margins of colonial and nationalist historiography is a more 

complicated task. The historical analogies that have been employed in the service of 

subregional development—usually fashioned by public relations agents rather than 

professional historians—present a rather one-sided image of the past that fails to offer a 

substantive contribution to the decolonisation of the region’s history. They are analogies that 

have been constructed from within the same ‘universe of dominance’17 that may be blamed 

for the fragmentation of the region in the first instance, namely a universe defined by a 

hegemonic discourse of progress and improvement. It is via such a discourse of an ‘ever 

onwards, ever upwards march of progress’18 that mainstream representations of the central 

peninsula have been constructed since the early nineteenth century and continue to be revised 

today in the shape of the IMT-GT. If the region that I term the central peninsula is to be 

recovered as a historical reality, we must commence with a critical deconstruction of those 

very narratives of progress and improvement that encouraged the fragmentation of the region 

in the first instance. 

The argument that progress as metaphor for history has critically contoured the writing of 

colonial histories and hence the definition of Southeast Asian spatial categories has been 

explored by a number of authors, both in regard to specific colonial contexts and in a more 

general sense.19 In the case of the former, studies by Maier and Quilty have shown how the 

idea of capitalist development as an inertial property of historical experience was a peculiarly 

British view of history.20 After establishing themselves in the central peninsula in the late 

eighteenth century, the British scripted the region’s past in accordance with a supposedly 

universal process of production and accumulation. History became a linear scale along which 

nations progressed at a rate determined by their mastery over nature and the sublime laws of 

economy. Colonial scholars rejected or reconfigured local historical narratives in terms of an 

abstract universalism that rationalised modes of British resource exploitation and political 

domination. In its crudest forms, the historiographical implication of this action was the 

outright rejection of local agency as a worthwhile subject of inquiry. The history of the region 

became the history of British involvement, an adjunct to liberal discourse on Southeast Asia 

                                                            
17 Ranajit Guha. 1997. Dominance without Hegemony: History and Power in India. Cambridge, 
Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, p. 11. 
18 Paul Hirst and Grahame Thompson. 1999. Globalization in Question: The International Economy 
and the Possibilities of Governance. Cambridge: Polity Press, p. 9. 
19 Guha, Dominance without Hegemony; Arturo Escobar. 1995. Encountering Development: The 
Making and Unmaking of the Third World. Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton University Press; Ellen 
Meiksins Wood. 1998. Modernity, Postmodernity, or Capitalism? In Capitalism and the Information 
Age: The Political Economy of the Global Communication Revolution, edited by R. W. McChesney, E. 
Meiksins Wood and J. Bellamy Foster. New York: Monthly Review Press. 
20 Hendrik M. J. Maier. 1988. In the Center of Authority: the Malay Hikayat Merong Mahawangsa. 
Ithaca, New York: Cornell Southeast Asia Program; Mary C. Quilty. 2001. British Economic Thought 
and Colonization in Southeast Asia, 1776-1850, PhD, University of Sydney, Sydney. 
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summed up by the idea of the ‘Expansion of Europe’ commonly found in liberal education 

curricula.21 In the texts that have comprised this curricula in the field of Malay or Thai 

studies, measures of historical experience have been reduced the development of railways, 

roads, bureaucracies, plantations, and mines. Historians have tended to focus (often 

exclusively) on those parts of the central peninsula where the markets were the biggest, where 

the forests were cleared for plantations, and where the manifestations of a rational 

bureaucracy were most evident. Economic development unfolded in a linear fashion like the 

laying of the railway itself, supply and demand ordering time and the demarcation of space 

itself. 

However, as Sutherland has argued, when we set out to ‘disentangle the complex strands 

of temporal and spatial categorisation’ that have been essentialised and sequenced in a linear 

or progressive fashion by colonial and nationalist historians, we often find that ‘these strands 

can be linked in unexpected ways’.22 In the case of this study, many of these more unexpected 

linkages lead us towards the examination of spaces and identities that played a pivotal role in 

the life of the region, yet have often been absent or negatively defined in mainstream studies. 

In particular there has been a relative disinterest in those parts of the central peninsula that 

were beyond the railways or existed at the fringes of the bureaucratic and coercive reach of 

the colonial state. In this study I sketch out the history of some of these lesser-known spaces, 

areas that persist in the memories of peoples until this day but which occupy a subaltern 

position in mainstream historical representations.  

Of particular interest is the interior of the central peninsula. It is an area of vast natural 

resource wealth that captured the imagination of the British from the earliest days of 

settlement in the northern Straits region. The wealth of the interior and the paths that passed 

over the mountains to connect the east coast to the west coast simultaneously sponsored the 

emergence of a nineteenth century Malay polity that, for many British actors, was regarded as 

the successor to the once-great state of Patani. Today that polity—Raman—exists as a District 

within the Thai border province of Yala. For a century, however, it extended from the Upper 

Patani valley to the Upper reaches of the Perak river on the other side of the dividing 

watershed, an unorthodox Malay polity that was without a port, but one that controlled the 

headwaters of two major peninsula river systems.  

A large part of this study is devoted to a reconstruction of the Raman past, a history that 

has largely been lost by a more intense focus on the experience of downstream centres such as 

Penang and Patani. By revisiting the historical record to find explicit or implicit evidence of a 

                                                            
21 Guha, Dominance without Hegemony, p. 19. 
22 Heather Sutherland. 2003. Southeast Asian History and the Mediterranean Analogy. Journal of 
Southeast Asian Studies 34 (1):10. 
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continually unfolding series of events in this previously anonymous site, it is possible to 

arrange these events into a coherent narrative that challenges conventional histories of the 

central peninsula. Yet more important than merely filling in a gap left open by colonial and 

nationalist scholarship is the task of examining how marginal spaces such as the interior have 

operated as a necessary ingredient of dominant historical narratives of the central peninsula. It 

is my contention that a ‘backward’ or ‘primordial’ interior has served a vital function within 

conventional histories of the central peninsula as the Other against which the history of more 

‘civilised’, ‘developed’, or ‘modern’ segments of the peninsula have been illuminated and 

applauded.  

Significantly, a dualistic model of regional space divided between the cultured coastal 

zone and a barbaric interior was not a colonial invention. As readers of indigenous Malay and 

Thai histories would be well aware, this was a distinction commonly encountered in pre-

colonial historical texts. To reiterate a point emphasised by Thongchai, such apparent overlap 

between pre-colonial and colonial representations of space indicates the need to consider the 

types of complex interaction that took place between indigenous and European actors and 

texts in the colonial setting. It is a factor that reminds us of the need to dispense with the 

notion that European intrusion into Southeast Asia was a one-way street that saw the erasure 

of ‘irrational’ pre-colonial knowledge systems by the modern European. On the contrary, we 

must be attentive to the way in which local ideas frequently colonised the European 

worldview, even if they were ultimately rearticulated as part of a discourse on the modern that 

would serve to rationalise the subjugation of indigenous peoples and the exploitation of the 

central peninsula’s rich resources. 

Aside from its role as a point of definition for civilised centre or cultured elite, the 

presence of the marginal and the backward has also performed a vital role in sustaining the 

legitimacy of a universalising discourse of progress and improvement. So long as 

backwardness has been seen to persist, there has been a reason for ongoing efforts to develop 

or modernise particular peoples or spaces. Whether articulated by British colonial agents in 

the early nineteenth century or Bangkok planning agencies in the 1990s, backwardness has 

always been regarded as temporary condition that will be remedied by the inexorable march 

of progress with all of its rational institutional and epistemological accoutrements. According 

to this commonly encountered meta-narrative, ‘rational’ patterns of market relations will 

inevitably erode primordial and personalistic attachments that hinder the development of 

economies of scale and ever-more efficient modes of production.23 In this study I set out to 

deconstruct this myth by revealing the universalism of progress and improvement as an 

                                                            
23 Uthai Dulyakasem. 1981. Education and Ethnic Nationalism: A Study of the Muslim Malays in 
Southern Siam, PhD, Stanford University, Stanford, p. 1. 
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abstract one with peculiar historical origins. Thus, my efforts to widen our understanding of 

the central peninsula by narrating the history of some of its lesser known parts coincides with 

an extended critique of the reasons why such areas assumed the status of marginal or 

anonymous in the first instance. The objective of this two-pronged approach is the removal of 

this area from the margins of Southeast Asian history by counter-evidencing its status as an 

economic periphery and deconstructing its characterisation as a culturally backward zone. 

 

Methodology 

 

Historical criticism, writes Guha, must proceed from a position ‘outside the universe of 

dominance which provides the critique with its object’.24 It must interrogate the epistemology 

and language of this universe of dominance in order to ‘show how exotic its constitution of 

reality has been’.25 It cannot proceed from within the epistemology of its object of critique. 

From here the historian may be able to soften the edges of this universe, but ultimately they 

become complicit in the reproduction of the myth. 

It is such an interrogation of the epistemology and language of a universalist discourse of 

progress and improvement that forms the methodological basis of this study. In the words of 

Rist, I seek to ‘scrutinize the aura of self-evidence surrounding a concept which is supposed 

to command universal acceptance but which—as many have doubtless forgotten—was 

constructed within a particular history and culture’.26 

Unlike Rist, whose critical deconstruction of Western discourses of progress and 

improvement is global in scope, my own study is focuses on a particular part of Southeast 

Asia. Initially, it was my scepticism towards the IMT-GT as a panacea for socio-economic ills 

in Thailand’s border provinces that prompted inquiries into the relationship between 

narratives of progress and improvement in the central peninsula. The more that I looked into 

the issue of border development programs in this region the clearer it became that the rhetoric 

and types of issues raised by subregional development projects in the 1990s often differed 

little from those of national development projects in the 1950s and 1960s. The ideological 

principles that drove the post-war development decades were in turn heavily indebted to 

nineteenth century colonial narratives of progress and improvement. It was therefore evident 

that any criticism of a contemporary development scheme, if it was to be something other 

than a series of counter-claims regarding the failure of specific programs to meet stated 
                                                            
24 Guha. Dominance without Hegemony, p. 11.  
25 Rabinow cited in Escobar. Encountering Development, p. 11. 
26 Gilbert Rist. 1999. The History of Development: From Western Origins to Global Faith. London: 
Zed Books, p. 2. 
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objectives, required analysis of the types of narratives of progress and development that 

provide the very language through which it becomes possible to conceptualise schemes such 

as the IMT-GT. 

Discourse analysis furnishes a means for elucidating narratives that have been lost or 

overshadowed in histories that tacitly accept the temporal sequences and spatial categories 

developed within colonial and nationalist historiographical paradigms. This is a point that has 

underpinned a number of valuable studies that offer new perspectives on the history of the 

central peninsula. Some of these studies, such as Maier’s In the Center of Authority and 

Thongchai’s Siam Mapped have primarily been concerned with the deconstruction of the 

myth rather than the presentation of alternatives.27 By this, I mean to say that the most 

significant contribution of these works has been the destabilisation of conventional narratives 

rather than the presentation of alternatives. Maier’s primary agenda in his study of the Kedah 

court chronicle, the Hikayat Merong Mahawangsa, for example, is not to champion the value 

of this text as an alternative source from which we might begin to re-write the history of the 

central peninsula, but to deconstruct the supposed infallibility of rival texts around which 

essentialised forms of Malay identity were developed over the course of the nineteenth and 

twentieth centuries.  

In a similar way, the primary value of Thongchai’s Siam Mapped has been to break down 

conventional representations of space in order to open up the possibility of writing alternative 

histories that have long-been obscured by essentialised models of civilisational or national 

space. How the decolonisation of Southeast Asian history might be continued beyond the 

initial point of critique, Thongchai argues, is open to interpretation. Some authors may choose 

to focus on local histories that reject or transcend political boundaries that formerly 

constrained the production of narrative. Others may choose to continue on with the 

deconstruction of other essentialised forms that constitute the basis of hegemonic discourses 

on state and nation.28 

In this study I pursue both of these agendas in order to produce a regional history that 

transcends the political and historiographical boundaries that have long structured the study of 

the central peninsula. The deconstruction of Western discourses of progress and improvement 

is an essential part of this task, for such discourses have played a critical role in both 

                                                            
27 Maier, In the Center of Authority; Thongchai, Siam Mapped. 
28 Thongchai cited in Chris Baker. 2003. Afterword: Autonomy's Meanings. In Recalling Local Pasts: 
Autonomous History in Southeast Asia, edited by S. Chutintaranond and C. Baker. Chiang Mai: 
Silkworm, p. 170. 
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determining the spatial categories and temporal sequences that historians have been 

accustomed to working within.29  

In addition to this, narratives of civilisational improvement—an important adjunct to 

narratives of economic development—must be critically examined to destabilise the 

essentialised forms of identity upon which they were based. I argue that when we are able to 

recognize the historical contingency of supposedly timeless spatial categories and forms of 

identities it becomes increasingly possible to reveal alternative historical narratives. These 

alternative narratives may be framed as autonomous histories that serve to restore agency to 

local actors. They may produce a wide range of new spaces that have previously been non-

existent or only negatively defined in conventional studies.  

In this study such spaces are identified through the analysis of various primary and 

secondary resource materials. My effort to write a history of the interior of the central 

peninsula has led me from readings of eighteenth century Malay hikayat (chronicles) to late-

twentieth century Thai development reports. Chapters of the mining industry of the interior 

during the nineteenth and twentieth century have been the product of both archival research 

and interview work in the region in question. Some of the more serendipitous finds, such as 

various British District Officer reports and a history of a prominent commercial family from 

Patani, have served as valuable primary sources that present a new angle on the history of this 

region. These new sources, drawing on English, Malay, and Thai language material, allow us 

to challenge previously stable spatial categorisations and identify a region rather than a 

periphery. As I discuss in the following section, however, the region is a concept that must be 

seen as something other than a simple replacement for ‘the State’ in histories of Southeast 

Asian. 

 

Studying regions, removing the state 

 

As Acharya has written, the concept of the region is one that has always been dogged by 

tensions between ‘the geographic and the perceptual, fixed and dynamic, [the] rationalistic 

and discursive.30 Whereas traditional definitions of regions have focused on the ‘organic’ or 

physical aspects of the concept, this approach has long been challenged by scholars for whom 

the region is considered to represent an ‘acquired form’ that transcends physical 

determinants.31 The study of regions and regionness has bounced between these two positions 

as part of an ongoing and ultimately, inconclusive scholarly debate. Perhaps the only definite 
                                                            
29 Escobar, Encountering Development, p. 9. 
30 Acharya, The Quest for Identity, p. 4. 
31 Clive J. Christie. 1996. A Modern History of Southeast Asia: Decolonization, Nationalism and 
Separatism. London: Tauris Academic Studies. 
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conclusion that can be drawn from a review of literature on the subject is that ‘there are a 

number of ways in which regionness can be explored, identified, and established, but no 

single attempt is likely to prove definitive and universally accepted.32 The corollary to this 

statement is Acharya’s argument that rather than attempting to prove or disprove the 

existence of a given regional space or identity, we should focus on trying to understand how 

and why a particular idea of regionness should assert itself at a specific historic juncture. 

Acharya’s approach to the subject of the region is well suited to a study of the central 

peninsula where the debate over organic or acquired status has been particularly lively. 

Depending on epochs and scholars, the central reaches of the peninsula have been viewed as 

part of a hierarchical political network attuned to larger political centres to both north and 

south33, a series of semi-autonomous satellites34, an ambiguous political and civilisational 

buffer zone35, or a distinctly autonomous region. In many cases, it has been simply discarded 

as an anomaly.36 Most recently it has been cast as a distinct subregion where ‘historical links 

of ethnic, culture, language and trade bear the absence of geographical constraints to [its] 

natural economic unity.’37  

Amidst the various interpretations, debates over the status of central peninsula as a 

category of analysis have tended to congeal around two major theoretical paradigms. The first 

approach has treated the region as a dependent periphery to the modern states of Thailand and 

Malaysia and major pre-colonial centres such as Ayudhaya and Melaka.38 From this 

perspective, the key to understanding the history and political experiences of the region has 

been an understanding of events in these powerful external centres. It is this approach, 

described by Sunait as the ‘centralist historical ideology’, that has formed the basis of colonial 

and nationalist historiography.39 

The major competing paradigm rejects this model on the grounds that it is primarily 

motivated by the desire to justify contemporary political scenarios and spatial formats by 

                                                            
32 Acharya, The Quest for Identity, p. 4. 
33 Michael J. Montesano. 1998. The Commerce of Trang, 1930s-1990s: Thailand's National Integration 
in Social-Historical Perspective. PhD, Cornell University. 
34 Stanley Jeyaraja Tambiah. 1976. World Conqueror and World Renouncer: A Study of Buddhism and 
Polity in Thailand Against a Historical Background. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press; Tej 
Bunnag. 1977. The Provincial Administration of Siam 1892-1915: The Ministry of the Interior Under 
Prince Damrong Rajanubhab. Kuala Lumpur: Oxford University Press; Kobkua Suwannathat-Pian. 
1988. Thai-Malay Relations: Traditional Intra-regional Relations from the Seventeenth to the Early 
Twentieth Centuries. Singapore: Oxford University Press. 
35 Thongchai, Siam Mapped. 
36 David K. Wyatt. 1975. The Crystal Sands: The Chronicles of Nagara Sri Dharrmaraja. Ithaca, New 
York: Southeast Asia Program, Department of Asian Studies, Cornell University. 
37 Kosim Gandataruna. 1996. IMT-GT Development: Indonesia's Perspective. In Growth Triangles in 
Southeast Asia: Strategy for Development, edited by I. Lim. Kuala Lumpur: ISIS, p. 114. 
38 Sunait Chutintaranond. 2002. Leading Port Cities in the Eastern Martaban Bay in the Context of 
Autonomous History. In Recalling Local Pasts: Autonomous History in Southeast Asia, edited by 
Sunait Chutintaranond and C. Baker. Chiang Mai: Silkworm, pp. 10-12. 
39 Ibid. 
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linking them to equivalents in the past. Rather than viewing the peninsula as a strip of land 

defined by its status as a political and civilisational periphery, alternative approaches have 

drawn attention to the multi-centric political structure of the region and the complex ethno-

cultural map that defies bifurcation into neatly-bounded civilisational forms. Whereas the first 

model views power as concentrated in the centralised kingdom or state and flowing outwards, 

critics have provided images of diffused states with power circulating between multiple points 

and capable of flowing in opposite directions from the supposed periphery to centre. The first 

approach privileges structure to create a distinct centre and periphery and has been a highly 

influential paradigm in Southeast Asian studies.40 The latter approach seeks to grant greater 

agency to outlying regions and actors both by questioning the determinism implicit in 

structuralist accounts and counter-evidencing conventional claims through the analysis of new 

data. 

The pioneers of this new perspective on the Southeast Asian past have largely been drawn 

from the disciplines of history and anthropology. Many, such as Day, Thongchai, Wolters, 

and Vickers have been driven by the desire to seek out a local vocabulary through which to 

discuss the Southeast Asian past so as to avoid the problems associated with using concepts 

derived from uniquely Western historical experiences.41 One of their strategies has been to re-

write the history of various regions using concepts such as the mandala, negeri, muang, or 

political models found in artistic-literary forms such as Panji stories, to overcome the 

Eurocentricity of ‘the State’. 42 To date there has been no consensus as to the most appropriate 

indigenous concepts that might solve problems related to the use of ‘the State’ in the study of 

the Southeast Asian past. Indeed, many scholars remain wary of the risk that a search for an 

indigenous equivalent to ‘the State’ may even perpetuate dominant centre-periphery modes of 

anlaysis.43  Risks must be taken however, and the forging of such a consensus should not be 

seen as particularly desirable in any case. The core value of this ongoing discussion must be 

seen to reside in its function as an increasingly sophisticated critique of a colonial and 

nationalist mode of historiography that either ignores or dismisses the value of such local 

categories altogether. As Thongchai has argued, histories of the ‘periphery’ should be 

understood as part of a strategy to deconstruct ‘the unifying theme, the essence, the teleology 
                                                            
40 Richard A. O'Connor. 2000. Critiquing the Critique of Southeast Asia: Beyond Texts and States to 
Culture History. Paper read at Southeast Asian Studies for the 21st Century Conference, UCLA, p. 11. 
41 Craig J. Reynolds. 1995. A New Look at Old Southeast Asia. The Journal of Asian Studies 54 (2): 
429. 
42 Baker, ‘Afterword: Autonomy's Meanings’, pp. 171-76; Adrian Vickers. 1994. The Eighteenth 
Century in Southeast Asian History. Asian Studies Review 18 (1):66-7. 
43 As Chattip has noted,  there is always the danger that ‘studying the state, even from a critical 
perspective, tends to magnify the state’s importance’. See Chattip Nartsupha. 1999. The Thai Village 
Economy in the Past. Translated by P. Phongpaichit and C. Baker. Chiang Mai: Silkworm, p. 118; 
Chris Baker has also noted that in seeking to revise conventional spatial categories we must be wary of 
local histories that are simply ‘national history writ small—the same themes and concerns squeezed 
into a smaller container’. See Chris Baker, ‘Afterword: Autonomy's Meanings’, p. 170. 
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or spirit of a nation’s history’.44 Such a deconstruction forces scholars to move beyond the 

comfort zone of bounded colonial or national spaces.  

A significant contribution to this critique has also been made by anthropologists such as 

Arjun Appadurai and Richard O’Connor. Appadurai’s important contribution has focused on 

the way in which dominant centre-periphery modes common to both historical analysis and 

other social science disciplines such as anthropology tend to draw our attention to the 

attributes of a complex centre (core cultures, civilisations) at the expense of the periphery. 

Arguing that ‘there is a tendency for places to become showcases for specific issues over 

time’45, Appadurai has criticised such centre-periphery approaches for taking the centre as a 

template to be passed over other regions to check for correct fit. Overtime, the centre becomes 

packaged into a few influential metonyms by which the differences and deficiencies of the 

periphery are subsequently contrasted so that whatever parts do not fit the template are 

henceforth labelled peripheral.46  

Linking Appadurai’s general critique of dominant centre-periphery models to the 

Southeast Asian context, Richard O’Connor has argued that three key metonyms of theory 

have dominated the analysis of the region.47 These metonyms have operated to ‘highlight the 

ruling center’s claim to supreme sovereignty and thereby hide the multiple sovereignties and 

containers that organize much of the rest of social life.’48 O’Connor has argued that a 

regional-centric approach to the past is a useful means of illuminating these previously hidden 

multiple sovereignties and containers. Rather than essentialising regionality as a delimited 

concrete space, O’Connor argues that the concept of ‘connectedness’ is a useful means of 

defining the region as ‘a category of analysis’. Stemming from theoretical developments 

within anthropology (particularly Barth’s seminal work on ethnic boundaries as socially 

constructed points of complex interaction), this concept of connectivity has provided the basis 

for a growing number of non-state histories of the central peninsula.49 Whereas ethnic 

boundaries were once a means of cordoning off fields of study, there is a today a growing 

recognition that such boundaries may in fact provide a means of establishing connections 

across socially constructed models of political space. As Sutherland has argued, the relative 

density of economic or cultural linkages across space can be a far more decisive factor in the 

formation of regional identities than those posed by either physical location or ‘membership 

                                                            
44 Thongchai, Siam Mapped, p. 148. 
45 Arjun Appadurai. 1986. Theory in Anthropology: Centre and Periphery. Comparative Studies in 
Society and History 28:358. 
46 Andrew Walker. 1999. The Legend of the Golden Boat: Regulation, Trade, and Traders in the 
Borderlands of Laos, Thailand, China, and Burma. Richmond: Curzon. 
47 These three key metonyms are ‘manpower-not-land’, ‘centre-not-boundaries’, ‘power-not-politics’. 
48 O'Connor, ‘Critiquing the Critique’, p. 12. 
49 F. Barth. 1969. Ethnic Groups and Boundaries: The Social Organisation of Culture Difference. 
Boston: Little Brown; Sutherland, ‘Southeast Asia and the Mediterranean Analogy’. 
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in an apparently ‘geographic’ category’.50 In the case of the ethnically heterogeneous central 

peninsula, the analysis of linkages stretching across supposed civilisational or state 

boundaries can produce a number of exciting new perspectives on the region.  

Such new perspectives have been outlined in a number of important studies. Most 

prominent have been a series of works heavily indebted to the popularity of diaspora as a non-

state category of analysis that has played a pivotal role in the history of regions such as the 

central peninsula. The role of that difficult to define category of ‘Overseas Chinese’ in the 

history of the region has prompted a number of recent works that work beyond conventional 

spatial categories—in some cases abandoning the terrestrial domain altogether to emphasise 

the importance of the maritime trading routes as an arbiter of space rather than the bounds of 

the kingdom. From within Malaysia a revised discourse on the origins and scope of a 

transnational tamadun Melayu (Malay civilisation) has also acted to play down the 

significance of modern political borders by appealing to transcendent forms of ethnic and 

cultural fraternity that link the Malay world of the peninsula with that of Sumatra and other 

parts of Nusantara.51 

The vitality of the central peninsula as a distinct region has varied with the period under 

study. In general, it can be said that the consolidation of the colonial state during the great 

‘modern’ transformation of the late-nineteenth/early-twentieth century saw the gradual 

whittling away of the forms of political and cultural autonomy that frontier zones such as the 

central peninsula once enjoyed. This was a theme apparent in Cushman’s influential Family 

and State, a study that charted the gradual realignment of once-autonomous cultural and 

economic spaces along the west coast of the central peninsula along a distinctly 

colonial/nationalist tangent between the late-nineteenth and the early twentieth centuries. In 

his study of Trang on Thailand’s south-western coastline, Montesano has also focused on the 

development of those classic emblems of the modern state—railways and highways—as the 

means by which southern Thailand was created from the remnants of a non-state space at the 

centre of the peninsula.52 Further south, Chuleeporn Virunha has shown how the ‘relative 

                                                            
50 Sutherland, ‘Southeast Asia and the Mediterranean Analogy’, p. 3. 
51 Jennifer W. Cushman. 1991. Family and State: The Formation of a Sino-Thai Tin-Mining Dynasty 
1797-1932. Edited by Craig J. Reynolds. Singapore: Oxford University Press; Montesano, The 
Commerce of Trang; Pas-Ong Suparb. 1990. Market and Petty-Trade Along the Thai-Malaysian 
Border, PhD, University of Bielefeld, Bielefeld; Suliman Narumon Wongsuphaap. 2544 (2001). Sao 
Yai Trakun 'Ngaanthawi' Laeiwithii lae Phalang Mangkorn Tai. Bangkok: TRF; Suthiwong 
Phongphaibun, Dilok Wuthiphaanit, and Prasit Chinakaan, eds. 2544 (2001). Jiin Thaksin: Withii lae 
Phalang. Bangkok: TRF. 
52 Montesano, The Commerce of Trang, 1998. 
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autonomy’ of Penang as a truly regional entrepôt was slowly pared-back in the early twentieth 

century as the island was transformed into a Malayan port.53  

Studies such as those noted above have captured a very real trend in the political and 

economic transformation of the central peninsula in the early decades of the twentieth 

century. In most cases, they make significant modifications to the time-line of central 

peninsula autonomy by pointing out the relatively recent penetration of the Siamese or 

Malayan colonial state, an agenda that accords with Thongchai’s call for the need to disrupt 

the sense of timelessness associated with national/colonial histories.  

It is nonetheless evident that studies such as those by Cushman and Montesano remain 

focused on those parts of the central peninsula that would play a prominent role in the 

development of a colonial export economy. Penang, Phuket, Hat Yai and Kantang were 

important examples of a central peninsula that was marching to a colonial beat of progress 

and civilisational improvement during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. But a 

critical aspect of the definition of these sites as part of a burgeoning ‘modern sector’ has 

always been mirror sites that remained characterised by the persistence of a ‘traditional’ 

sector. These are sites, such as the interior of the central peninsula that would assume an 

ignominious reputation throughout the twentieth century as unruly badlands that existed 

beyond the modernising reach of railways and roads. In some cases, such as Raman, these 

were sites that not only ‘failed to become separate independent nations’54 but would assume 

the status of a threatening Other to the national space that they would eventually be contained 

by. 

Writing the history of such peripheral spaces as something other than a history of rebellion 

or backwardness is part of my contribution to a growing body of literature that is not only 

attentive to the region as a valuable category of analysis, but also the manner in which 

‘marginal’ spaces such as frontiers and borders can be understood as centres of regional 

space.55 Unlike studies by the likes of Cushman or Tagliacozzo’s more recent Secret Trades, 

Porous Borders, my approach is a long term one that seeks to not only to restore agency to 

previously marginalized actors and spaces at particular times, but to understand how such 
                                                            
53 Chuleeporn Virunha. 2003. From Regional Entrepot to Malayan Port: Penang's Trade and Trading 
Communities, 1890-1940. Paper read at Shared Histories Conference, Penang, Malaysia. 
54 Thongchai cited in Baker, ‘Afterword: Autonomy's Meanings’, p. 170. 
55 Nola Cooke, and Li Tana, eds. 2004. Water Frontier: Commerce and the Chinese in the Lower 
Mekong Region, 1750-1880. Singapore: Rowman and Littlefield; Carl Grundy-Warr. 1998. Turning the 
Political Map Inside Out: A View of Mainland Southeast Asia. In The Naga Awakens: Growth and 
Change in Southeast Asia, edited by V. R. Savage, L. Kong and W. Neville. Singapore: Times 
Academic Press;Eric Tagliacozzo. 2004. Ambiguous Commodities, Unstable Frontiers: The Case of 
Burma, Siam, and Imperial Britain, 1800-1900. Comparative Studies in Society and History 46 (2):354-
77; Eric Tagliacozzo. 2005. Secret Trades, Porous Borders: Smuggling and States Along a Southeast 
Asian Frontier, 1865-1915. New Haven and London: Yale University Press; Thomas M. Wilson, and 
Hastings Donnan, eds. 1998. Border Identities: Nation and State at International Frontiers. 
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.  
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peripherality has operated as a critical component of dominant modes of Southeast Asian 

historiography. It is a subject that Tagliacozzo also discusses in the aforementioned 

publication, but I shall make few references to this work for the publication of Secret Trades 

has coincided with the completion of this thesis. Given the Dutch-centric nature of 

Tagliacozzo’s book, my own more British-centric study may yet serve as a useful 

complement to a growing literature on non-state spaces in the peninsula world. The structure 

of my histoire à longue durée is summarised in the following section. 

 

Chapter overview 

 

This study begins with an examination of conventional representations of the peninsula during 

the pre-colonial era. While this is an era that is ‘pre-modern’ in a temporal respect, in terms of 

Southeast Asian historiography the writing of pre-colonial history has been strongly tempered 

by modes of analysis that were developed during the colonial era. As a consequence of a 

colonial historiography that sought to order the past in terms of a linear process of 

civilisational refinement and economic progress, conventional approaches to the early history 

of Southeast Asia have tended view the peninsula in terms of vertical political and cultural 

alignments that serve to explain the evolution of a more recent political map. My critique of 

these conventional representations introduces a theme that recurs throughout my study, 

namely the importance of the horizontal connections that stretch across the peninsula. I argue 

that the latter can reveal a degree of regional coherence that is often overlooked by studies 

composed from the vantage point of external centres. New perspectives made possible by the 

recognition of such lateral linkages reaching out into the maritime world enable us to critique 

Eurocentric biases towards terrestrial histories that focus on the tribulations of the complex 

centre. 

Ironically, the value of such lateral linkages was recognised by European actors during the 

eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. Dutch and British interest in the overland trade of 

the central peninsula and the resource wealth of the remote interior is a subject sidelined by 

colonial historians far more interested in the changes wrought by European penetration than 

patterns of trade and production to which European actors sought to adapt. British actors 

enamoured with the new science of Political Economy were certainly driven by a desire to 

modify and improve indigenous patterns of trade and production, but at the same time they 

endeavoured to carve out a place for themselves and preserve a regional economy of long 

historical formation. 
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In chapter four some light is brought to bear on one of the murkier eras in central 

peninsula history, that period spanning the decline of Penang in the mid-1820s and a renewed 

British push into the peninsula in the 1870s. I seek to disrupt the neat periodisation of a 

colonial historiography structured around key treaties and sudden shifts in the locus of 

colonial economic activity by not only stressing indigenous continuities, but also the manner 

in which indigenous actors adapted to colonial economies that were, for most of the 

nineteenth century, coastal in orientation. By embracing the opportunities afforded by the 

opening up of new markets in places such as Penang and Singapore, over the course of the 

nineteenth century Malay rulers in the interior of the central peninsula and Chinese merchants 

in east coast ports such as Patani were consolidating their power at a time that colonial 

historiography has depicted them as being caught in a process of decline. 

With success, however, would come the attention of rivals. It was no coincidence that the 

two most comprehensive reports on the Patani-Perak river watershed published by British 

observers in the early 1880s would be primarily concerned with the details of the mining 

sectors controlled by the rulers of the interior polity of Raman and the family of the Patani 

Chinese Kapitan. The nature of a revived British interest in the natural resource economies of 

the watershed during the last decades of the nineteenth century is the subject of chapter five. 

In chapter six I examine the intensification of British interests in the interior watershed zone, 

focusing in particular upon the shifting meaning of progress and development in the British 

colony of Malaya as the chimera of civilisational advancement was abandoned altogether in 

favour of a more aggressive program of natural resource extraction and defence of geo-

strategic territories. While this would result in a well-known clash with the neighbouring 

power of Siam over the status of various minor polities located in the central peninsula, my 

focus is on internal divisions within the British colonial administration over what should 

constitute the proper course of development in the remote interior.  

These internal divisions over the question of transformation versus preservation would 

strongly determine patterns of resource exploitation and communal identity during the 

twentieth century. As colonial development trajectories took on a broadly dualistic form and 

political jurisdictions stabilised around new borders, much of the central peninsula would 

once again recede into the shadows as a traditional landscape that was bypassed by the great 

‘modern’ transformation of the late-nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries. In chapters 

seven and eight I critical reflect upon narratives of backwardness and tradition that have 

formed the conventional angle of inquiry for histories of the central peninsula during the 

twentieth century. Representations of a disorderly and dangerous frontier are re-positioned as 

products of a continually evolving discourse on the modern, one whose genealogy stretches 

back to initial British contacts with the region during the early nineteenth century. At the 
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same time, conventional representations of disorder are challenged by the presentation of 

various alternative historical narratives that suggest ongoing processes of autonomous 

adaptation, such as the growth of black markets.  

The final chapter of this study examines the most recent manifestation of a hegemonic 

discourse of progress and development in the central peninsula. Ironically, contemporary 

strategies of subregional development have been promoted as a post-colonial reaction to the 

types of cultural and economic fragmentation wrought by a almost two centuries of colonial 

interference in the central peninsula. In contrast to such opinions, I argue that contemporary 

subregional development schemes tend to perpetuate colonial development trajectories and 

the maintenance of ethnic differences that sustain them. Far from restoring the region as an 

autonomous economic actor with a unique cultural identity, subregionalism remains a strategy 

of the centre that is foremost concerned with the exploitation of key natural resource sectors. 

In summary, this thesis takes the form of a series of historiographical critiques centred on 

the subject of the central peninsula. As noted earlier, these critiques and the various 

alternative narratives that are forwarded as a remedy to a past burdened by the biases of 

conventional histories are not designed to essentialise the central peninsula as a category of 

analysis. On the contrary, this study has been undertaken with an acute awareness of the 

urgent need to deconstruct rigid forms of identity and a dissembling rhetoric of progress and 

development that continues to fuel vicious cycles of ethno-religious conflict and poverty 

across much of the Thailand-Malaysia frontier to this day. 
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chapter two: the pre-eighteenth century central 
peninsula: causeway or landbridge? 

 

 
 
Conventional approaches to the early history of the peninsula have been marked by a number 

of common assumptions, a powerful one of which has been the image of this thin stretch of 

land as a bit actor in a larger drama played out by empires such as Funan, Srivijaya, Angkor, 

Pagan, Ayudhaya and Melaka. One of the most enduring images of pre-colonial peninsula 

history has been one whereby numerous polities would rise as the centre fell, gaining 

whatever political leverage distance and political disarray in the centre may afford them, only 

to be drawn back into a dependent relationship with the re-establishment of a new or reformed 

central power. Such a pattern led Cady to refer to the various peninsula polities during the 

early and classic era as ‘vassal and succession states’.56 

In recent decades, this rise-and-fall narrative has been challenged by a body of literature 

that has moved in an opposite direction to conventional approaches that have tended to 

analyse zones outside of primary political centres ‘in terms of [their] purely dependent 

situation’.57 Debates regarding the place of Southeast Asia within a wider regional context are 

now being turned inwards so that the ‘localisation’ thesis that was once so central to critiques 

of Coedès’ theory of ‘Indianization’58 are now being re-directed to intra-regional analysis of 

the relationship between centre and periphery. Indeed, Michael Aung-Thwin has lamented 

that current tendencies to foreground the historical experiences of hitherto neglected regions 

at the expense of major civilisational centres has become the new ‘conventional perspective’ 

in Southeast Asian historical analysis.59  

A common feature of this new ‘convention’ is the deconstruction of indigenous and 

colonial texts for the purpose of drawing attention to the often highly symbolic nature of 

                                                            
56 John F. Cady. 1966. Southeast Asia: Its Historical Development. New York: McGraw-Hill, pp. 56-8. 
57 Jos Gommans and Jacques Lieder. 2002. Preface. In The Maritime Frontier of Burma: Exploring 
Political, Cultural and Commercial Interaction in the Indian Ocean World, 1200-1800, edited by J. 
Gommans and J. Lieder. Leiden: KITLV Press, pp. vii-xii. 
58 On the Indianization thesis see G. Coedès, G. 1975. The Indianized States of Southeast Asia. 
Translated by S. Brown Cowing. Edited by W. Vella. Canberra: ANU Press; Robert Heine-Geldern. 
1956. Conceptions of State and Kingship in Southeast Asia. Ithaca, New York: Cornell University. For 
a concise summary of the debate over the Indianization theory see Kenneth R. Hall. 1976. An 
Introductory Essay on Southeast Asian Statecraft in the Classical Period. In Explorations in Early 
Southeast Asian History: The Origins of Southeast Asian Statecraft, edited by K. R. Hall and J. K. 
Whitmore. Ann Arbour: Centre for South and Southeast Asian Studies, The University of Michigan, 
pp. 1-24. 
59 Michael Aung-Thwin. 2002. Lower Burma and Bago in the History of Burma. In The Maritime 
Frontier of Burma: Exploring Political, Cultural and Commercial Interaction in the Indian Ocean 
World, 1200-1800, edited by J. Gommans and J. Lieder. Leiden: KITLV Press, p. 25. 
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political ties between centre and periphery. Accompanying this revision has been a 

concomitant interest in distinctly regional economies and localised political and cultural 

forms that were previously obscured by a conventional narratives concerned primarily with 

the history of the centre. So-called ‘peripheral’ regions and frontier polities are today 

recognised as cultural and political formations that developed as much in response to the local 

environment and patterns of intra-regional and international trade as they were a response to 

events occurring within higher order centres.60 
  

A distinctive trait of this new approach to Southeast Asia’s past is a willingness to 

recognise the impermanence or fluctuating strength of polities such as those in the peninsula 

where bases of wealth and power were dependent on highly mobile patterns of sea-borne 

commerce. Acknowledgement this point, the object of the following historical overview is not 

to affirm the peninsula as an essentialised regional entity. It would be disingenuous to critique 

a region-denying, state-centred historiography by supplanting it with a state-denying, region-

centric historiography. An interest in regions as categories of analysis should not entail the 

rejection of the influence that major political and cultural centres of authority had on distant 

polities. Conventional depictions of Ayudhaya or Srivijaya as powerful expansionary states 

that held sway over large parts of the peninsula are not fictions. The main problem is that such 

models have often been viewed as the only way to comprehend the history of this region. Yet 

the assumption that events in the centre singularly determined the parameters within which 

political, cultural and economic processes evolved in outlying regions is not only inaccurate, 

but ignores the extent to which relatively autonomous processes occurring in outlying regions 

frequently stimulated responses from the centre, or served as counterpoints for the 

construction of the latter’s own peculiar political and cultural identity. 

The following historical overview of the peninsula is designed to outline why this is a zone 

that can be fruitfully analysed as a region unto itself rather than a frontier or periphery to 

external powers. Rather than reading the past as the rise and fall of a number of vassal and 

succession states, I focus on the manner in which processes of state formation were responses 

to the local environment and patterns of international trade. The structural similarities of the 

various peninsula states that emerged from the turn of the first millennium A. D. onwards 

should encourage us to analyse them as part of a regional system that was foremost shaped by 

patterns of resource distribution and the unique geopolitical location of this long neck of land. 

In this chapter I place particular emphasis on the central part of the peninsula that is often 
                                                            
60 Such an interest is evident in a number of recent edited collections. See, Jos Gommans and Jacques 
Lieder, eds. 2002. The Maritime Frontier of Burma: Exploring Political, Cultural and Commercial 
Interaction in the Indian Ocean World, 1200-1800. Leiden: KITLV; Sunait Chutintaranond and Chris 
Baker, eds. 2002. Recalling Local Pasts: Autonomous History in Southeast Asia. Chiang Mai: 
Silkworm; Nola Cooke and Li Tana, eds. 2004. Water Frontier: Commerce and the Chinese in the 
Lower Mekong Region, 1750-1880. Singapore: Rowman and Littlefield. 
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overlooked or ignored as a consequence of efforts to divide this stretch of land into 

complementary mainland and island segments of Southeast Asia.61 

 

The civilisational divide: conventional images of the peninsula 

 

Published in 1961, Paul Wheatley’s The Golden Khersonese: Studies in the Historical 

Geography of the Malay Peninsula Before A. D. 150062 represented a new direction in the 

study of a hitherto neglected part of Southeast Asia. As Wheatley would explain in the 

opening pages of his book, in contrast to Indochina or Java, ‘the peninsula, lacking an Angkor 

or Borobodur, has until recently failed to attract the attention of historians’.63 The 

architectural grandeur and epigraphic riches of such major civilisational epicentres had indeed 

cast a long shadow over this region. Although Coedès, for example, did not neglect the 

peninsula outright in his seminal study of Southeast Asia’s ‘Indianized states’, it was 

primarily incorporated into his map as an adjunct to the history of external powers such as 

Srivijaya and Angkor, a point of cultural and economic transmission rather than genesis. 

To some degree, a lack of information regarding early peninsula polities made it difficult 

for scholars such as to Coedès justify this region’s inclusion into his catalogue of important 

Classic states.64 Yet although the climate of the peninsula is hostile to the preservation of 

historical sources such as palm leaf texts or monuments it was not a region without history.65 

The absence of an Angkor or Borobodur had not deprived contributors to The Journal of the 

Straits Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society of a wide range of subject material. By the time of 

Wheatley’s study in the late 1950s, numerous scholars had begun the task of combing early 

Chinese records for clues on the pre-European history of the peninsula. The pioneering 

research of Roland Braddell into early Chinese reports on the peninsula provided a valuable 

platform for Wheatley’s study, to which he added the fruits of his own impressive research 

                                                            
61 On this subject see Chuleeporn Virunha. 2004. Past Perceptions of Local Identity in the Upper Malay 
Peninsula Area: A Comparative Study of Thai and Malay Historical Literatures. Paper read at A Plural 
Peninsula: Historical Interactions Among Thai, Malays, Chinese and Others. Walailak University, 
Nakhon Sri Thammarat. 
62 Paul Wheatley. 1961. The Golden Khersonese: Studies in the Historical Geography of the Malay 
Peninsula Before A. D. 1500. Kuala Lumpur: University of Malaya Press. 
63 Ibid.,  p. v. 
64 Coedès, The Indianized States of Southeast Asia. See Conclusion. 
65 In addition to climatic factors such as high humidity and year-round rainfall, continually changing 
coastal profiles and river valley contours complicate the task of locating potential sites of historical 
interest. See Barbara Watson Andaya and Leonard Y. Andaya. 2001. A History of Malaysia. 
Houndsmill: Palgrave, p. 8; M. Jacq-Hergoualc'h. 2002. The Mergui-Tenassarim Region in the Context 
of the Maritime Silk Road: From the Beginning of the Christian Era to the End of the Thirteenth 
Century AD. In The Maritime Frontier of Burma: Exploring Political, Cultural and Commercial 
Interaction in the Indian Ocean World, 1200-1800, edited by J. Gommans and J. Lieder. Leiden: 
KITLV Press, p. 83.  
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skills.66 Yet one of the most significant aspects of his project was to simply draw together a 

disparate and highly specialised body of research and present the peninsula as a distinct 

region that was something more than a stop-over on the India-China trade routes or a frontier 

to empires such as Srivijaya or Angkor. His research compiled and compared various external 

descriptions of the peninsula and its various states from the early Christian era until the 

sixteenth century and put them at the centre of the map, not the periphery.  

                                                            
66 Braddell’s numerous contributions to The Journal of the Malay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society 
may be found in Roland Braddell. 1980. The Study of Ancient Times in the Malay Peninsula and Straits 
of Malacca. Kuala Lumpur: MBRAS Reprint. For a more recent summary of Chinese sources of 
information on the peninsula see Geoff Wade. 2002. From Chaiya to Pahang: The Eastern Seaboard of 
the Peninsula as Recorded in Classical Chinese Texts. Singapore: Asia Research Institute, National 
University of Singapore. 
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Map 2. Map of the Malay Peninsula. Source: Paul Wheatley. 1961. The Golden Khersonese: 
Studies in the Historical Geography of the Malay Peninsula Before A. D. 1500. Kuala Lumpur: 
University of Malaya Press.  

 

 

Placing the peninsula in the middle of the map as Wheatley did (in such a way that many a 

reader will rotate the book in order to orientate themselves to its unfamiliar perspective), 

raises the question of how should we reconcile to a map of Southeast Asian commonly 

structured around a mainland-island dichotomy. To use the words of one of Wheatley’s 
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contemporaries, this is one of Southeast Asia’s ‘most characteristic peculiarities’67, an 

analytical model that continues to resist revisions of Southeast Asia’s spatial, political, and 

cultural characteristics. In its most limited sense, it is a purely geographical distinction that is 

employed to distinguish between two different physical environments—one continental and 

dominated by a series of long river valley complexes, the other insular and characterised by 

smaller and more erratic lowland-highland divisions. In its more general usage however, a 

complex number of attributes are bundled into each geographical category.68 The mainland is 

agrarian and Buddhist. Its river valleys and basins have been natural containers for the 

development of Burmese, Khmer or Thai civilisations, peoples belonging to Tibeto-Burman, 

Austro-Asiatic, and Tai language families respectively. The peoples of the island world by 

contrast are Austronesian speakers, traders, fisher folk and, since the fifteenth century, 

predominantly Muslim. 

Looking at the map of Southeast Asia, the peninsula stands with its head in the fields and 

its feet in the water. Its upper portion has long been drawn towards mainland states that prized 

this area for the access it granted to the trade of the Indian Ocean.69 The lower portion that sits 

adjacent to the narrow Straits of Melaka has been site of numerous maritime states that have 

come to epitomise the character of the island world. The space in between has had a far less 

precise identity. As a result it has frequently been rendered as a culturally anomalous point of 

conflict between competing mainland and island powers. 

While he may have taken the important step of drawing the peninsula as a whole from the 

shadows of more well-known political centres to north and south, Wheatley remained 

disposed towards dividing the peninsula into mainland and island halves to erase any 

problematic central space. As he would write, 

 

Whereas the northern, isthmian tracts adjoin and partake of the nature of continental 

South-East Asia, the southern half, which is practically coincident with the new state 

of Malaya, is better classed both historically and geographically with the island 

Indies.70  

 

It was a view of the peninsula that has been adopted by a number of later scholars who 

have structured their analyses of this region according to a dualistic typology in which the 

peninsula can be understood as comprising ‘isthmian’ (mainland) and ‘peninsula’ (island) 
                                                            
67 Cady, Southeast Asia: Its Historical Development, p. v. 
68 Heather Sutherland. 2003. Southeast Asian History and the Mediterranean Analogy. Journal of 
Southeast Asian Studies 34 (1):7. 
69 Kenneth R. Hall. 1985. Maritime Trade and State Development in Early Southeast Asia. Honolulu: 
University of Hawaii Press; J. Mills. 1997. The Swinging Pendulum: From Centrality to Marginality—
A Study of Southern Tenassarim in the History of Southeast Asia. Journal of the Siam Society 85 (1-2). 
70 Wheatley, The Golden Khersonese, p. xvii. 
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portions.71 But precisely where the dividing line between these two halves should run is 

difficult to say. There are no striking physical differences that conveniently divide a northern 

portion of the peninsula from a southern counterpart. Highland/lowland settings are sporadic 

and neither high or long enough to be a serious barrier to communication or movement along 

this thin neck of land. There are no significant delta zones like the Mekong or Red River 

deltas of Vietnam. Mountain chains run north-south, meaning that the more significant 

physical divisions tend to be between east and west coasts, rather than upper and lower 

halves. 

Due to a lack of decisive physical distinctions, cultural or civilisational indicators have 

usually been isolated as a means of rationalising the division of the peninsula into isthmian 

(mainland/Siamese) and peninsula (insular/Malay) portions. This is problematic in regard to 

the early history of the peninsula, for as shall be detailed in later chapters, notions of a 

bounded Siamese culture or a unified Malay ethnicity as a determinant of civilisational or 

political space were products of colonial expansion in the nineteenth century, a process that 

saw rival colonial powers endeavour to define distinctive regional identities in terms of 

centrally determined ideal-types.72 These ideal types would in-turn be adopted by twentieth 

century nationalist historians and western ethnographers and geographers such as Winzeler 

and Sternstein who would endeavour to map the ethnic/civilisational frontier that divided the 

isthmian world of the Thai and its Malay peninsula counterpart.73  They would produce 

models such as that below in which the civilisation divide would take the form of a broad 

band extending in a south-easterly direction from Phuket in the west to Kelantan in the east.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                            
71 See J. G. de Casparis and I. W. Mabbett. 1992. Religion and Popular Beliefs in Southeast Asia before 
c.1500. In The Cambridge History of Southeast Asia: From Early Times to c.1800, edited by N. 
Tarling, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, p. 276; Hall. Maritime Trade and State Development 
in Early Southeast Asia. For Hall, by the twelfth century it is permissible to speak of a ‘isthmian’ 
portion of the peninsula that was counterpoised against the peninsula zone to the south. 
72 See David Streckfuss. 1993. The Mixed Colonial Legacy in Siam: The Origins of Thai Racialist 
Thought, 1890-1910. In Autonomous Histories, Particular Truths: Essays in Honor of John Smail, 
edited by L. J. Sears. Madison, Wisconsin: Center for Southeast Asian Studies, University of 
Wisconsin-Madison; Thongchai Winichakul. 1994. Siam Mapped: A History of the Geo-body of a 
Nation. Chiang Mai: Silkworm; Adrian Vickers. 1997. 'Malay Identity': Modernity, Invented Tradition, 
and Forms of Knowledge. Review of Malaysian and Indonesian Affairs 31 (1):173-212; Hendrik M. J. 
Maier. 1988. In the Center of Authority: the Malay Hikayat Merong Mahawangsa. Ithaca, New York: 
Cornell Southeast Asia Program. 
73 Larry Sternstein. 1976. Thailand: The Environment of Modernisation. Sydney: McGraw-Hill, p. 49. 
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Map 3. Map of Malay and Thai Settlement Patterns in the Peninsula. Source: Robert L. 
Winzeler. 1985. Ethnic Relations in Kelantan: A Study of the Chinese and Thai as Ethnic 
Minorities in a Malay State. Singapore: Oxford University Press. 

     
 

Models such as that presented by Winzeler may have be based on an accurate set of 

quantitative data, yet they are problematic in that, as with colonial distinctions formed on 

idealised notions of Malay or Siamese identity, they operate in accordance with an 

‘externalist’74 or ‘centralist’75 historiography that denies the possibility of regional or local 

forms of identity. They are evidence of way in which civilisational distinctions developed 

during the colonial era have been adopted by subsequent generations of historians, 

anthropologists, and ethnographers, who have given little consideration to the specific 

historical circumstances in which they were initially produced. When the origins of concepts 

such as the ‘Malay peninsula’ or ‘the Siamese isthmus’ are looked into, it is evident such 

                                                            
74 Victor Lieberman. 2003. Strange Parallels: Southeast Asia in Global Context, c. 800-1830. Volume 
1: Integration on the Mainland. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, pp. 6-9. 
75 Sunait Chutintaranond. 2002. Leading Port Cities in the Eastern Martaban Bay in the Context of 
Autonomous History. In Recalling Local Pasts: Autonomous History in Southeast Asia, edited by 
Sunait Chutintaranond and C. Baker. Chiang Mai: Silkworm, pp. 9-12. 
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categories have been quite unstable.76 By the 1960s, however, the repetition of a broadly 

dualistic model of the peninsula outside of context in which it had been produced had 

stabilised this model and created a situation wherein it was ‘capable of reproducing without 

the presence of the progenitors’.77 For those of us interested in the history of this region, one 

of the most powerful effects of this has been the way in which the experiences of regional 

actors has been erased in favour of narratives composed from the vantage points of external 

centres of authority such as Bangkok or the Straits Settlements, Ayudhaya or Melaka.   

It has been the rise of the latter two political centres in the fifteenth century that has 

critically influence the way in which the space between them has come to be understood by 

generations of historians. As a region that was ‘caught’ between two mighty and expansionist 

empires, it has been common to analyse the political fortunes of the peninsula in the post-

fifteenth century era in terms of imperial geopolitical struggles. In addition to this has been 

the tendency to measure the cultural characteristics of ‘peripheral’ regions such as the central 

peninsula against a set of indicators derived from ideal-types that evolved in these supposed 

cultural heartlands of the capitals. 

The outcome of such a reading of peninsula history has been the production of a historical 

narratives in which the central peninsula exists as a site of continual conflict and civilisational 

contestation. Patani, in particular, has been unable to escape its designation by a seventeenth 

century French envoy to Ayudhaya as a place ‘much more famous, and best known by the 

history of its revolutions’.78 Malek introduces his study of this famed Malay sultanate with the 

words ‘since the emergence of Patani and for the duration of its history up until the present, 

this history has been filled with stories of struggle and wars of resistance against Siam, the 

traditional enemy of the Malay peoples’.79 Yet, while it is true that Patani was often at odds 

                                                            
76 In his geographical account of 1824, John Anderson would state that the ‘Peninsula of Malacca, 
properly so called, extends from Point Romania, on the South Eastern extremity, in latitude 1º 22½ 
North, to opposite the Northernmost point of Junk Ceylon, in Lat. 8º 27’...Here the Peninsula unites 
with the Isthmus of Kraw. See John Anderson. 1965. Considerations Relative to the Malayan 
Peninsula and the British Settlements in the Straits of Malacca. Singapore: Malaysian Branch of the 
Royal Asiatic Society Facsimile Reprint. Original edition, 1824. Anderson’s contemporary, John 
Crawfurd, considered Patani to represent the northernmost extremity of the Malay peninsula. Attempts 
to establish a dividing line across the peninsula have elsewhere simply produced confusion. Braddell 
remarks that ‘The Malay Peninsula, which runs from Tavoy to Singapore, begins at the isthmus of Kra, 
10° N’. Yet Tavoy sits at 14°N. One can only speculate as to what Braddell considered the intervening 
4°’s (approximately 600 kilometres) worth of the peninsula to be categorised as. See Braddell, The 
Study of Ancient Times, p. 1. 
77 Thongchai, Siam Mapped,  p. 144. 
78 Nicholas Gervaise. 1989. The Natural and Political History of the Kingdom of Siam. White Lotus, 
Bangkok. Original edition, 1688. 
79 Sejak kemunculan awal negeri Patani dan sepangjang sejarahnya hinggalah sekarang ini, ia tidak 
sunyi dipenuhi kisah perjuangan dalam siri peperangan menentang Siam, musuh tradisi bangsa 
Melayu. Mohd. Zamberi A. Malek. 1994. Patani Dalam Tamadun Melayu. Kuala Lumpur: Dewan 
Pustaka dan Bahasa, p. 1. 
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with Siam, it warred with neighbouring Muslim sultanates with as much frequency.80 

Likewise, key ‘Siamese’ polities such as Songkhla and Nakhon Sri Thammarat would 

frequently reject Siamese over-lordship at the first sign of a palace crisis.81 These supposedly 

fraternal ‘Siamese’ polities were in fact ‘just like creatures living in two different worlds’ that 

endlessly plotted against one another for political dominance and the control of important 

revenue streams in the central peninsula.82 Rather than being prompted by civilisational 

tensions, conflict between and within the various ‘Malay’ and ‘Siamese’ polities of the 

peninsula typically originated in squabbles between local political elites.83 Troops were 

assembled by force or attracted by the lure of war booty rather than the desire to rush to the 

defence of kinsmen, and rarely was there a bond of civilisational fraternity that could 

outweigh the more rational option of flight.84  

Why then, has a model of civilisational conflict proven so persistent as a means of framing 

the history of this region? In part, such narratives merely reflect the content of available 

source material. Reports compiled by foreign visitors from the sixteenth century onwards 

were often compiled from the vantage point of the metropolis and show a predilection for war 

reporting.85 Indigenous historical texts likewise focus on the subject of war—usually with the 

purpose of highlighting the martial prowess or political fidelity of particular leaders.86 As 

‘histories of events’, both of these windows into the peninsula past have been structured 

around instances of political conflict and the tribulations of political elites. A fragmented 

history of the everyday can only be found in between the lines, a task that few scholars have 

ventured to reconstruct.87 

                                                            
80 The Hikayat Patani records numerous conflicts between Patani and other Malay states such as 
Pahang and Johor. See A. Teeuw and David K. Wyatt. 1970. Hikayat Patani. The Hague: Martinus 
Nijhoff. 
81 Nakhon Sri Thammarat rebelled against Siam in both 1691 and 1767. See Stuart Munro-Hay. 2001. 
Nakhon Sri Thammarat: The Archaeology, History and Legends of a Southern Thai Town. Bangkok: 
White Lotus, pp. 104-7. The fall of Ayudhaya in 1767 likewise prompted Songkhla to declare its 
independent status. See R. Bonney. 1971. Kedah, 1771-1821. Kuala Lumpur: Oxford University Press, 
p. 70. 
82 Cyril Skinner. 1993. Rama III and the Siamese Expedition to Kedah in 1839, The Dispatches of 
Luang Udomsombat. Translated by C. Skinner. Melbourne: Centre of Southeast Asian Studies, Monash 
University,  p. 105. 
83 Regarding the political tumult of the early eighteenth century, Teeuw and Wyatt note that ‘In the ten 
episodes of conflict during this period the Thai were involved in every one, though in most cases the 
central conflict was between local protagonists in Patani’. Teeuw and Wyatt. Hikayat Patani, p. 270. 
84 Ibid., p. 67. 
85 A good example of this are the numerous Japanese reports on towns such as Patani, Songkhla and 
Nakhon Sri Thammaraat composed in the late seventeenth century. See Yoneo Ishii, ed. 1998. The 
Junk Trade from Southeast Asia: Translations from the Tosen Fusetsu-gaki 1674-1723. Singapore: 
Institute of Southeast Asian Studies. 
86 Cyril Skinner. 1993. Rama III ; C. Skinner. 1985. The Battle for Junk Ceylon: The Syair Sultan 
Maulana. Dordrecht: Foris Publications; C. Skinner. 1966. The Civil War in Kelantan in 1839. 
Singapore: Malaysian Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society. 
87 The exception here is Cyril Skinner, whose various translations of Siamese and Malay texts provide a 
fascinating insight into patterns of difference and dispute within cultural domains that nationalist 
historians often view as homogenous and unified. 
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Even for historians mindful of Wolters’ well known rejoinder that ‘each region was, for its 

ruler and his spokesmen, the centre of the world’88, it is also the case that many of 

spokespersons for the early history of the peninsula have resided outside of the region itself. 

Wyatt notes how the chronicles of Nakhon Sri Thammarat were fashioned according to a 

distinctive ‘northern tradition’ that emphasised descent from the north rather than emergence 

in the centre.89  The court chronicles of smaller states such as Songkhla and Phattalung were 

likewise commissioned by the Bangkok court in the early nineteenth century and concerned 

with establishing a seamless line of descent between a governing metropolis and outlying 

dependencies.  

An even more remarkable scenario prevailed in Kedah where the local historical chronicle 

was marginalized by British colonial historians in favour of the famous Sejarah Melayu or 

History of the Kings of Melaka.90 The antiquity of the Kedah chronicle, the Kesah Merong 

Mahawangsa, and its value as a source was dismissed by the British on account of its 

supposed literary deficiencies and the politically inopportune timing of its ‘discovery’.91 This 

dismissal merely confirmed the status of the Sejarah Melayu as the foremost authoritative text 

on Malay history and political culture. As an elaborate salasilah or book of descent, the 

central genealogy around which the Sejarah Melayu was formed became impervious to 

challenges from rival texts. Because this genealogy clearly indicated the derivative nature of 

the royal houses that were established following the demise of Melaka, the history of states 

such as Kedah or Kelantan, for example, could only follow on from that of Melaka. 

Conventional renderings of Malay state formation are therefore structured like the exhibits of 

Malaysia’s National Museum, where the visitor must confront the grandeur of Melaka in the 

foyer, before proceeding into the ‘pre-history’ of places such as Kedah and Kelantan in 

adjoining rooms. 

To summarise, conventional approaches to the early history of the central peninsula have 

worked upon what we might broadly term the ‘causeway supposition’. This supposition has 

been based around a narrative of the gradual southward movement of the Thai from the north, 

and a concomitant northward expansion from Malay peoples from the civilisational 

wellspring of Melaka. The causeway supposition not only creates civilisational flows in the 

place of far more erratic and contingent processes of migration, but erases regional difference 

altogether. Indeed, one of its more remarkable achievements has been the erasure of entire 

indigenous populations who have been either ignored or placed into the category of ‘non-state 
                                                            
88 O. W. Wolters. 1970. The Fall of Srivijaya in Malay History. Lund Humphries: London, p. ix. 
89 David K. Wyatt. 1975. The Crystal Sands: The Chronicles of Nagara Sri Dharrmaraja. Ithaca, New 
York: Southeast Asia Program, Department of Asian Studies, Cornell University, p. 101. 
90 Maier, In the Center of Authority, p. 29.  
91 Crawfurd’s dismissal of the Kedah chronicle as a ‘dateless tissue of rank fable from which not a 
grain of reliable knowledge can be gathered’ was particularly harsh. See J. Crawfurd. 1820. History of 
the Indian Archipelago. Edinburgh: Archibald Constable, p. 371. 
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peoples’ by historians.92 It constructs a bi-polar image of the peninsula where the image of a 

golden two-headed bird (a tribute item that signified the duel tributary obligations of 

peninsula states) is singled out as a metaphor the historical identity of the peninsula.93 My 

contention is that while the two-headed bird may be a useful means of illustrating ideal-types 

of inter-regional relations, these ideal-type relations obscure a richer understanding of the 

both the social and economic history of peninsula polities and conceals the importance of 

lateral relationships to processes of state formation in the peninsula. As both Braddell and 

Wheatley were at pains to stress, the most significant physical characteristic of the peninsula 

is that ‘even at its maximum width in the southern half, the Peninsula is barely two hundred 

miles across, so that no part of the interior is as much as a hundred miles from the sea’.94 

This seaward orientation of the peninsula is highly significant. If physical indicators are to 

have any value as a means of dividing up the peninsula into different segments, by far the 

most significant are those between east and west coast. From the earliest periods of recorded 

history it has been a tract of land and water that was central to patterns of commerce and trade 

that flowed across it rather than up and down. Indeed, if Southeast Asia can been described as 

‘a natural crossroads and meeting point for world trade’95, the peninsula is a distillation of 

such a region. On account its unique location at the juncture of major east-west trade routes, 

in addition to a rise and fall pattern derived from a focus on major political centres, there have 

been the left to right fluctuations brought about by changes in regional trade patterns—the 

‘swinging pendulum’ effect as Mills has put it.96 The combined effect of a placement that 

allowed peninsula states to take full advantage of shifting trade patterns and relative isolation 

from affairs in the ‘capital’ was a relatively high degree of political and economic autonomy. 

When considered in this light, what is generally viewed as a politically vulnerable frontier 

zone emerges as one where isolation was ‘the cardinal advantage’97 in developing a robust 

sequence of polities between early part of the millennium and the eighteenth century.  

 

Beyond the mainland-island dichotomy 

 

The idea of the peninsula as a transitional link between island and mainland worlds is one that 

takes the land as its focus. It depicts the region as a giant causeway along which different 

groups have migrated since Neolithic times, most recently the Tai/Thai, who probably began 
                                                            
92 David Joel Steinberg ed. 1987. In Search of Southeast Asia: A Modern History. St. Leonards: Allen 
and Unwin, pp. 21-5. 
93 Ibid., p. 65. 
94 Braddell, The Study of Ancient Times, p. 1. 
95 Andre Gunder Frank. 1998. ReOrient: Global Economy in the Asian Age. Berkeley: University of 
California Press, p. 96. 
96 Mills ‘The Swinging Pendulum’, pp. 35-58. 
97 Wheatley, The Golden Khersonese. 
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to drift into the upper reaches of the peninsula around the twelfth century, gradually 

displacing Mon and Malay peoples as they pushed south over the following centuries.  

As Leonard Andaya argues, this tendency to look at the peninsula as a strip of land stems 

from western philosophical traditions that privilege the terrestrial domain as a site of 

historical analysis. In this tradition, patterns of land use and mechanisms of territorial control 

are taken as the fundamental means of reconstructing processes of state formation. Bodies of 

water, on the other hand, are viewed as a divisive factors that separate states and people from 

one another.98 In the peninsula, however, where land is both scarce and relatively 

unproductive, people have depended more on their relationship with the seas. Echoing 

Leonard Andaya’s argument, De Casparis and Mabbett have remarked that ‘the straits and 

seas separating the islands and the Malay peninsula, easily navigable in general, were not 

barriers like the mountain ranges of the mainland: they linked, rather than separated different 

parts of the region’.99  

From the perspective of early Chinese maritime traders upon whom we are dependent for 

much of our knowledge of the pre-sixteenth century peninsula, this thin stretch of land was 

not viewed as a link between mainland or island worlds and dominant political centres, but 

part of a maritime trading system that stretched from southern China to India.100 Internally, it 

was divided into two segments, the first of which linked Sumatra to the Mekong delta. This 

‘northern sea of Malayu’101 had its complement in the well-known idea of nanyang, or the 

southern sea of Malayu that covered the Java Sea and the eastern parts of the archipelago. 

Writing in 1225, the Chinese Superintendent of Maritime Trade in Ch’uan-chou, Chao Ju-kua 

provided a similar description of the region, dividing it into an upper shore (Shang Un) 

covering the mainland and the east coast of the peninsula, and a lower shore (Hsia An) made 

up of Sumatra and the Java Sea.102 Early Arab traders likewise conceptualised the region in a 

way that distinguished the west coast (which they visited as participants in Indian Ocean 

trade) from the east coast of the peninsula which was viewed as part of the ‘extreme limits of 

China’.103 In other words, the peninsula was not so much a tract of land divided into northern 

and southern halves as one that was primarily conceptualised in terms of its opposing coasts 

and their relationship to different maritime trading systems. 

Such a relationship was also manifested locally in terms of the important distinction made 

between up-river (ulu) and down-river (ilir). This distinction was used as a basic political and 

                                                            
98 Leonard Andaya. Creation of a Malay Identity. The Star, 22nd April, 2002. 
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cultural division in the riparian states of the peninsula.104 In addition to the upland and 

lowland areas/peoples, there were the orang selat or orang laut (peoples of the sea), who led 

nomadic lifestyles along the coasts of the peninsula. The activities of all three groups were 

highly complementary. The agricultural activities of the coastal littoral underpinned the 

trading economy of downstream political centres which acted as intermediaries in the 

distribution of forest products and minerals from the interior. The sea people functioned as 

collectors of other valuable commodities such as trepang (sea cucumbers) and edible bird’s 

nests, as well as playing an important role as providers of security services to coastal states.  

Such types of complex integration between different groups and economic sectors within 

regions such as the peninsula complicates a conventional mainland-island distinction that is 

frequently regarded as synonymous with that of an agrarian-maritime divide. As 

Kathirithamby-Wells has argued, evidence of such sectoral overlap and integration should 

alert historians to the risk of over-stating the rigidity of agrarian and maritime Southeast Asia 

as ‘separate historical categories’.105 An agrarian-maritime framework is a valuable means of 

coming to terms with the basis of economic power and political structures in the region, yet 

these terms should be seen to operate independently of the specific geographical distinctions 

implied by the mainland-island paradigm.106 If this can be done, it no longer becomes 

necessary to try and divide the peninsula up so that it may be reconciled with one these 

categories, a compulsion that has encouraged either the erasure of difference in favour of 

unified cultural divisions107 or simply prompted scholarly indifference to what is viewed as a 

murky interstitial zone.108 

In recent years, the acknowledgement of such conceptual limitations has prompted a 

growing number of scholars to turn their attention away from a dualistic model of the 

peninsula that relies upon the existence of two vertically aligned, homogenous, and mutually 

exclusive cultural forms. Nationalist models of Nakhon Sri Thammaraat as a ‘Thai’ historical 

                                                            
104 Barbara Watson Andaya. 1993. To Live as Brothers: Southeast Sumatra in the Seventeenth and 
Eighteenth Centuries. Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press. 
105 J. Kathirithamby-Wells. 1990. Introduction: An Overview. In The Southeast Asian Port and Polity: 
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Press, p. 3. For a critique of this argument, see Michael Aung-Thwin, ‘Lower Burma and Bago’, pp. 
25-58. 
106 Although his recent study is primarily concerned with the mainland states, Lieberman concurs that 
various approaches to the history of Southeast Asia may benefit from approaches that can ‘crosscut a 
simple mainland/archipelago distinction’. See Lieberman, Strange Parallels, p. 22. 
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108 Li Tana. 2004. The Water Frontier: An Introduction. In Water Frontier: Commerce and the Chinese 
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polity or Patani as a ‘Malay’ empire resonate less strongly today with the recognition of the 

ethnic heterogeneity of these important peninsula polities and the manner in which structures 

of political power were more strongly determined by local economic strength rather than 

symbolic ties to distant suzerain powers.109 Scholars such as Reid and Li have played an 

important role in developing new perspectives on peninsula history by devising entirely new 

categories of analysis by which to study the region. For Reid, the essentialised concept of the 

‘Malay peninsula’ might best be abandoned in favour of the ‘plural peninsula’, a name that 

draws attention to the bewildering array of peoples who made up the fabric of the region’s 

past.110 Along with large bodies of migrant groups such as Chinese sojourners and Indian 

traders that have drawn a fair degree of scholarly attention, the plurality of the peninsula was 

reflected in the important role of ‘non-state peoples’111 such as nomadic and semi-nomadic 

indigenous tribes whose economic activities were a critical element of trans-peninsula trade 

networks that sustained coastal polities. Unlike anthropological studies of the 1960s that saw 

such groups as the remnants of pre-historic settlement patterns112, more recent scholarship has 

stressed that tribality should be seen as ‘a relational, not a primordial quality’, one comes into 

being with ‘the the emergence of centralized polities—states and the civilisational culture that 

goes with them’.113 

Li’s contribution this new plural angle on the history of the peninsula has been the 

development of framework by which we might understand the workings of non-state 

economies in the region. Focusing on the late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, Li and her 

co-contributors to a recent publication examining Southeast Asia’s ‘Water Frontier’ have 

drawn attention to the existence of a robust regional economy that linked the various 

peninsula polities into a Chinese maritime trading network that stretched from Phuket to the 
                                                            
109 For example, see Chavalit Angwithayathorn. 2004. Relations Between Malays and Nakhon Sri 
Thammarat in the Past. Paper read at A Plural Peninsula: Historical Interactions Among Thai, Malays, 
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Mekong Delta.114 Like Leonard Andaya, Li draws attention to the unifying power of maritime 

communication and transportation networks, paths which facilitated the ‘frequent movement 

of people and exchange(s) of commodities and cultural practices’.115 Further comment on this 

significant revision of peninsula history shall be made in later chapters. 

By acknowledging the overlapping material bases of state power in the peninsula and 

recognising the differing ways in which both internal and external actors have conceptualised 

its place within a larger trade network linking the Indian ocean with the South China Sea, the 

image of this region as a terrestrial ‘civilisation frontier’ tends to fragment and disperse. The 

tacit equation that the mainland represents the agrarian, Buddhist world, while the islands are 

a Muslim, maritime trading zone simply becomes too unwieldy. Approaching maritime and 

agrarian sectors as ‘complementary features of intra-regional cohesion and regional 

integration rather than as, ‘internally’ and ‘externally’ oriented divergent forces’116 allows us 

to approach the peninsula as a subject in itself rather than viewing it as a dependent entity 

caught between mainland and island centres of political power. 

 

Early states and trade patterns 

 

Revisions of externalist approaches to Southeast Asian history have not been limited to the 

period of European intrusion when the distortions of colonial historiography have been most 

pronounced. The search for an underlying ‘cultural matrix’ by which the identity and agency 

of Southeast Asian actors might be distinguished from that external actors has long 

preoccupied observers of the region’s early history. As Reynolds has argued in a stimulating 

essay on early Southeast Asian historiography, the desire to shift away from an Orientalist 

mode of scholarship that emphasised the derivative nature of Southeast Asian culture and 

political organisation has seen the study of earlier periods ‘engaged in a postcolonial and an 

anti-colonial project’.117 This project has been quite successful. The notion that a transferral of 

foreign know-how (Sinic and Indic) was the critical catalyst for the emergence of a number of 

states in the early centuries of the first millennium A.D. is no longer widely accepted.118 The 

emergence of such states is now more commonly viewed as ‘a natural course of 
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development’119 that built upon existing patterns of intra-regional trade operative since 

prehistoric times.120 The concept of a Southeast Asian cultural matrix has been employed to 

demonstrate that foreign influences, as critical as they were to processes of state formation, 

were strongly reconfigured by local actors. 

Clear parallels may be drawn between a revision project aimed at Southeast Asia in general 

and that regarding the more limited terrain of the peninsula. Both are guided by a desire to 

restore a degree of agency to local actors by de-emphasising the influence of external centres. 

Both make a strong case for a more gradual and autochthonous processes of state formation 

and single out environmental factors as critical determinants of ‘localization’.121 What 

distinguishes the two projects from one another is primarily the scale at which they are carried 

out. It therefore stands that revisions based upon the analysis of Southeast Asia are a useful 

means of introducing a number of themes that are highly relevant to the study of one of its 

constituent parts. Chief amongst these is the theme of lateral integration. Located at the 

crossroads of a dynamic trading system that linked the Indian Ocean to the South China Sea, 

the Southeast Asian region—and the peninsula in-particular—has long been exposed to the 

lateral movement of goods and ideas, a pattern which contrasts to the vertical movement of 

peoples and empires described in centralist historiographies. 

The good fortune of the peninsula in this respect was its position at ‘the end of the 

monsoons’ where it formed a natural barrier to the maritime trading routes between the two 

great emporiums of India and China.122 The volume of freight on these routes expanded 

rapidly from the third century A.D. as trade between India and China grew. In the third and 

fourth centuries, the larger part of this trade went via the overland portage routes of the central 

peninsula, stimulating the emergence or consolidation of a number of small states that served 

as storage points and places where goods could be exchanged or organised for overland 

portage to ports on the opposite coast. With contrary wind conditions on opposing sides of the 

peninsula working against the feasibility of an unbroken voyage via the Straits of Melaka, a 

string of port-polities from Prachuap Kiri Khan in the east to Tavoy in the west developed into 

valuable half-way houses. Ships could unload goods from India brought in on one monsoon, 

load up on Chinese merchandise that had been carried across the peninsula and await the 

change in the monsoon to sail home again.  

Aside from acting as entrepôts along international trade routes, peninsula ports additionally 

functioned as collection centres for a vast array of forest products and minerals that were an 
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integral part of the system. While Hall and Whitmore argue that the various polities of the 

peninsula were primarily ‘a key link in [the India-China] route, rather than having been a 

source of goods for that route’123, such an opinion is questionable given the importance of 

local products such as gharu wood and aromatics to foreign traders and the demonstrated 

capacity of peninsula polities to produce ‘Chinese’ goods such as ceramics.124 Chinese and 

Arab records note the availability of ‘a host of objects to numerous to count’125 in the various 

port polities along both eastern and western shorelines of the peninsula. Stargardt argues that 

the forests of the central peninsula produced some of the finest quality aromatics in the Nanhai 

(Southern Ocean) region.126 These luxury goods were essential to the maintenance of systems 

of patronage and gift-giving that underscored elite cohesion in external political centres.127 

Domestically, the exchange value of such goods allowed for the purchase of Indian fabrics that 

were distributed to interior chiefs as markers of their status within the polity, a ceremonial 

affair known as persalinan in Malay polities. 

The points at which foreigners assembled to collect such goods were far more than ad hoc 

marts catering to seasonal traders. Chinese records of various countries located on ‘a shipping 

obstacle’128 between India and China describe polities that exhibited a good deal of urban 

sophistication. The earliest of these, a state known as Tun-sun (probably located in the upper 

half of the peninsula), was aptly described as ‘an ocean steeping stone’ by third century 

envoys to the court of Funan.129 Some centuries later, Chinese envoys were received by an 

Indianized polity located in the northeast of modern Malaysia known as Ch’ih-t’u. They 

described the capital of Seng-chih as a wall citadel with ‘triple gates more than a hundred 

paces apart’130, surrounded by satellite cities that were governed by territorial chiefs. In the 

centre, a class of officials supervised criminal law, religion, and political affairs. Although 

situated a considerable distance up-river, the ability of the court to raise thirty ocean-going 

junks for the reception of the Chinese envoys strongly suggests that this was a city that was 

heavily engaged in international maritime trade. The presence of Barus camphor in one of the 
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tribute items offered to the Chinese envoys shows that this trade—be it overland or 

maritime—extended to the other side of the peninsula and onwards to the west coast of 

Sumatra. 

To the north, Ch’ih-t’u bordered probably the best known of the early peninsula states, 

Langkasuka. Although the precise site of Langkasuka’s capital has been the subject of much 

debate, its location is generally agreed to have been inland from present day Patani.131 Further 

to the north, neighbouring kingdoms included Tambralinga (Tanmaling) in the vicinity of 

Nakhon Sri Thammaraat, and P’an P’an near present day Chaiya. On the west coast, both 

archaeological and textual evidence shows the Kedah region to have been a site of continual 

settlement of fluctuating importance since at least the fifth century. To the north, Takuapa has 

been identified as a key node in the Indian Ocean trade of the past.132 

These early peninsula polities were far more than temporary settlements for foreign traders. 

Capital cities presided over wide territorial domains that were governed by officials in charge 

of tax collection, public works, and the periodic requisitioning of large amounts of manpower. 

The latter point was a crucial indicator of both the overall health of the state and the power of 

its governing elite. The mobilisation of vast amounts of labour for such activities as elephant 

corralling in Langkasuka required a healthy agricultural surplus to compensate for the periodic 

movement of labour into this non-productive sphere. A strong agrarian sector likewise 

underpinned the trading economy of Satingphra, a Mon polity located in the vicinity of 

modern-day Songkhla. In her analysis of the archaeological remains of Satingphra, Stargardt 

links the golden age of the polity to a period after the ninth century which saw the construction 

of two twelve kilometre long trans-peninsula canals from the western shore of Songkhla’s 

inland sea towards Trang on the Andaman coastline.133 One of these canals allowed goods to 

be conveyed across the peninsula by ship barring a short overland portage of less than two 

kilometres.134 Such massive engineering feats would not have been possible without a healthy 

agricultural surplus to compensate for the absence of peasants from the fields. Stargardt argues 

that such requisitioning of manpower was possible was due to the development of a 

sophisticated network of canals and dams in the core Satingphra area which served both 

irrigation and transportation functions. By balancing the demands of the agrarian sector with 

the activities of an urban trading community, this Mon state was able to gradually expand its 

participation in the trans-peninsula trade to such an extent that the digging of trans-peninsula 

canals was feasible (figure 3). The foreign luxuries and other trade items that could be 
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obtained via participation in such international trade in turn served as a means of forging elite 

cohesion and the maintenance of an effective administrative apparatus.135 

 

 
 

Map 4. Map of Satingphra, showing trans-peninsula canal routes. Source: Janice Stargardt. 
1986. Hydraulic Works and South East Asian Polities. In Southeast Asia in the 9th to 14th 
Centuries, edited by D. G. Marr and A. C. Milner. Singapore: Institute of Southeast Asian 
Studies, Singapore, and the Research School of Pacific Studies, Australian National University 
 

 

The territory controlled by these early peninsula states was quite significant. 

Archaeological evidence shows that Satingphra expanded out from its core hydraulic territory 

to Nakhon Sri Thammaraat in the north and across to Satun and Trang on the west coast. The 

similar types of porcelain found at Satingphra and Pangkalan Bujang in Kedah have also led to 
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suggestions that two sites were complementary trading nodes.136 A similar dyadic structure has 

been postulated for a number of other early states. The kingdom of P’an P’an evidently 

prospered from its control of the Takuapa-Chaiya route137, while the various states that 

emerged in the vicinity of modern day Nakhon Sri Thammarat—including old Nakhon itself—

enjoyed a strong connection across the coast to Trang.138 Langkasuka extended at various 

times, or at least held considerable influence, over west coast trading centres in Kedah.139  

The dyadic structure of these various early peninsula states was a response to the thinness 

of the terrestrial domain. In the nineteenth century it was noted that a crossing from the 

Andaman Sea to the Gulf of Siam was only a three day journey by elephant, or if willing ‘a 

man on foot can travel despatch in two’.140 From Prachuap Kiri Khan to the mouth of the 

Perak river, over a dozen routes were used to convey goods overland.141 One of the busiest 

between Songkhla and Kedah is perceptible to the naked eye from the high ground at the 

entrance of Songkhla’s inland sea as a natural corridor stretching south-westward between 

hills and minor ranges. Some routes accorded to the complementary arrangement of river 

systems on either side of the main watershed, so that in the nineteenth century Surat Thani it 

was noted that ‘according to public tradition, a chau-boat can ascend the eastern branch to its 

source and then go down the Trang River to the west coast without a portage; the distance 

being given as 170 miles.’142  

These trans-peninsula routes did not represent a default alternative to maritime routes 

around the southern tip of the peninsula. The Mergui-Koh Lak crossing of old was not, as 

Keith Arthur described it in the late nineteenth century, a pleasant journey where ‘carriages 

with ladies riding in them and driven by cockaded coachmen were wont to pass to and fro’.143 

It was more likely that the traveller would be eaten by a tiger than passed by a cockaded 

coachman, as was the fate of a Jesuit missionary on the Tavoy trail in the seventeenth 
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century.144 But as Warington-Smyth observed, the journey overland from the Indian Ocean to 

the Gulf was, ‘notwithstanding the fear of “tigers and lions” which haunted their timid minds, 

much preferred to the long and dangerous voyage through the Straits of Malacca, and it 

became the high road for mail and travellers’.145 Although this statement was made in the late 

nineteenth century, there is little reason to doubt its applicability to much earlier periods so 

long as we are mindful of the influence of variables affecting the popularity of overland trails. 

The primary variable was security conditions in the Straits of Melaka. While the use of the 

maritime route via the Straits of Melaka had emerged as a favoured means of shifting goods 

from one side of the peninsula to the other by the fifth century, the attraction of this maritime 

route waxed and waned with changing security conditions in the Straits. So long as the threat 

of pirates outweighed the convenience of the voyage around the tip of the peninsula, central 

peninsula states would continue to benefit from their role as providers of portage services 

across the thin neck of land that interrupted the China-India trade.  

The suppression of piracy in the Straits was one of the great achievements of the Malay 

state of Srivijaya which had emerged as a regional power by the late seventh century. Jacq-

Hergoualc’h argues Srivijaya’s rise to commercial and political dominance in the lower part 

of the Straits is difficult to explain if a large part of the India-China trade was skirting its port 

by using overland portage routes, leaving us with the conundrum of why the central peninsula 

polity was embarking on the construction of trans-peninsula canals during the nadir of 

Srivijayan power during the ninth century. Undersea archaeological evidence suggests that the 

sea route around the Straits of Malacca was a preferred means of transporting bulk items such 

as Chinese ceramics146, yet it is likely Satingphra functioned as a sorting house for these 

goods prior to re-export to other regional centres, including Srivijaya. Chinese and locally 

produced ceramics probably continued to flow overland during the period of Srivijayan 

dominance in the central peninsula.147 Like the neighbouring polity of Langkasuka, 

Satingphra was overshadowed by the great Palembang-based empire, but it was not 

necessarily eclipsed by it.148 Both of these central peninsula polities were no doubt able to 

benefit from an overland trade in high-value/low bulk items such as forest resins and 
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aromatics, a trade that was not easily supervised by Srivijaya’s sheriffs. Leonard Andaya 

describes this trade in the following manner: 

 

From the Sumatran interior the Bataks carried the camphor and benzoin on their backs 

and followed narrow highland footpaths down to the rivers. They then sailed on the 

rivers leading to settlements along the north-eastern coast of Sumatra in the Straits of 

Melaka…While some of the products were then brought down to the Srivijayan 

entrepôt, much of the resins were transported across the Straits to other important 

ports. Among these ports mentioned in foreign sources are Takola (somewhere in the 

neighbourhood of Trang), Kalah (on the west coast of the Malay Peninsula or in 

Tenassarim in Peninsula Burma), and Kataha (Kedah). From these ports there were 

trade routes which went across the Peninsula and the Isthmus to the east coast 

settlements of Tambralinga/Ligor (in the vicinity of Nakhon Sri Thammarat), Chi Tu 

(interior of Kelantan), Panpan (Kelantan or Trengganu), and Dandan (perhaps in 

Trengganu). The settlements would have changed over the centuries, but there 

continued to be various trade routes via rivers and short land passages linking the east 

and west coast terminals.149 

 

Whether these ‘settlements’ or ‘terminals’ were sufficiently integrated to be discussed as 

states will always be debated given the paucity of information on many of them. Certainly the 

complexity of the Satingphra site and various Chinese descriptions of relatively sophisticated 

city-states suggests a level of bureaucratic centralisation and territorial administration greater 

than that associated with a simple trading polity. The seventh century Liang-shu recorded that 

the inhabitants of Langkasuka ‘say that their state was founded more than four hundred years 

ago’150, an indication of a historical consciousness that we might expect to have created some 

sense of membership within an organised political community. In other cases, evidence of 

such an organised political community is lacking, particularly in regard to various west coast 

terminals which may have been little more than seasonal refuges for foreign trading 

communities. But the fact that processes of state development were uneven should not be 

taken as evidence that the development of states was lacking entirely.151 What is clear is that a 

number of settlements that were favourably situated to profit from a unique position at the 

crossroads of intra-regional and international trade were able to evolve into relatively 

sophisticated political communities by effectively balancing the opportunities afforded by 

maritime trade with the development of a surplus producing agricultural sector.  
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These polities have left few remains by which a clearer picture of their form may be 

reconstructed. As D. G. E. Hall has remarked, 

 

From such bits and pieces of information that we have, the imagination pictures the 

area from the Bay of Bengal southwards to the ports on both sides of the Malacca 

Straits, and possibly including the Nicobar and other island groups, as one of close 

intercommunication, with peoples such as Arakhanese, Mons, Pyu and Malays, as well 

as Sinhalese, Tamils and other Indian shippers and seamen playing their respective 

parts, regarding which further information could, among other things, place much of 

early South-East Asian history in better perspective.152 

 

While Hall would eventually align his perspective of Southeast Asia with a centralist 

historiography that emphasised the important of major civilisational centres and European 

actors, his image of a plural peninsula that was strongly contoured by lateral trade linkages 

that sponsored the emergence of various important early polities resonates with more recent 

work that has resisted centralising tendencies to argue for a more autonomous view of 

peninsula history. 

 

The early-modern era 

 

The early-modern period of Southeast Asian history witnessed the rise of a series of new 

political centres as empires such as Srivijaya, Pagan, and Angkor slowly disintegrated due to a 

combination of internal disunity and external pressures. The influence of the latter two states 

on the peninsula had been felt most directly in its upper-most reaches, which by the twelfth 

century ‘became the centre of a multi-partite interaction among the Singhalese, the Burmese, 

and the Khmers’.153 In the preceding century the trade terminals of Mergui and Tavoy had 

become sought after prizes by a variety of competing mainland powers for whom luxury 

goods obtained via the Bay of Bengal were critical to the maintenance of elite coherence. 

Upper peninsula terminals first came under the influence of the Khmer kingdom of Angkor 

under the rule of Suryavarman (r.1002-1050), for whom the overland routes offered direct 

access to the goods of southern India and Sri Lanka. The effect of the initial Khmer expansion 

and later Burmese conquest had important implications for regional trade, drawing the 

commerce of Bay of Bengal and the upper peninsula into the mainland and pushing 
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international trade further south towards Kedah. Hall describes the evolution of a upper 

isthmian trade during the eleventh century in the following terms: 

 

The contacts of this area came to lie not with the international trade route but with a 

more local route that went across the Bay of Bengal to South India and Sri Lanka. 

Whereas previously it had been the locus for outside contact with the islands and the 

international route for the Mons of lower Burma and southern Thailand, now the 

isthmus provided a more regional contact for the wet-rice states of Pagan and Angkor 

and through them to the northern mountain areas where the stirrings of the Tai-speaking 

people were becoming more important. 

 

For Hall, the ‘isthmian’ portion of the peninsula as it begins to emerge at this time is 

foremost an economic rather than a cultural or civilisational entity. Over the following 

centuries the economic ties between the upper parts of the isthmus and mainland states would 

serve as conduits for the gradual incorporation of this zone into major mainland polities such 

as Ayudhaya. 

Hall and Whitmore nonetheless caution us not to readily assume that larger mainland 

states dictated the pace of such a process. For them, Ayudhaya prospered as a new Thai state 

in the lower reaches of the Chao Phraya partially because it was located in ‘the hinterland of 

the isthmus’154 In other words, Ayudhaya was on the periphery of region that whose ‘central’ 

status derived from its place at the centre of lateral trade routes.155 By the sixteenth century 

the key ports of Tavoy and Tenassarim would also be drawn into the orbit of the new Siamese 

kingdom, acquiring a status as Siam’s principal Indian Ocean ports.156 Yet in spite of the 

importance of these ports to Royal coffers, they were not designated as muang luk luang or 

first class domains governed by relatives of the Ayudhaya royal family. Local leaders 

maintained ‘a considerable degree of autonomy’157 from the Ayudhaya court, being required 

to ‘bear the water of allegiance’ but exempted from tribute obligations.158 The population of 

the western seaboard remained predominantly Mon, while the harbourmasters, governors, and 

chiefs of the overland trails were Persian or Indian Muslims as late as the seventeenth 

century.159  

A similar urban cosmopolitanism and political autonomy persisted further to the south. 

The driving of international trade southwards from the upper tracts of the isthmus enabled the 
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lower portions of the peninsula to benefit from a surge in international commerce between the 

fifteenth and seventeenth centuries. At the centre of a boom period that Reid has famously 

described as ‘the Age of Commerce’ was Melaka, which along with a number of other major 

commercial centres developed into a major collecting point for the valuable spices and forest 

products of Southeast Asia and served as an exchange centre for Indian textiles, Mexican 

silver and Chinese wares at the end of the monsoons. 

If Melaka inherited Srivijaya’s mantle in the southern stretches of the peninsula, further to 

the north, its conquest by the Portuguese in 1511 precipitated the rise of Patani as a dynamic 

trading centre in the territory formerly controlled by Langkasuka. At the height of its power 

from the mid-sixteenth century, Patani is estimated to have had a population of 50,000 people 

or 10% of the total population of the peninsula at the time.160 This had shrunk to an estimated 

10,000 by the end of the seventeenth century as Patani’s star faded, but simultaneous with its 

decline was a revival of fortunes across the peninsula in Kedah. Having recovered from a 

particularly violent seventeenth century experience, by the early eighteenth century Kedah 

had become an important port with a population of 7000-8000 in its capital city against only 

20,000 in the whole country.161 

The towns themselves were characterised by a rich mix of peoples. Late seventeenth 

century records note that half of Songkhla’s urban population was Chinese and that while the 

polity was under the authority of Siam, ‘the king is not Siamese but Songkhlanese’.162 To the 

north in Nakhon Sri Thammaraat, the image at the centre of the oldest Chinese spirit shrine 

takes fashioned in the form of a Muslim rice trader from Trengganu, complete with Malay 

garb and kris.163 As mentioned earlier, Persian and Gujerati Muslims held key positions in the 

upper isthmian ports and along the overland trails connecting Ayudhaya to the Bay of Bengal 

while Arab traders played similar roles further to the south. On the east coast, Chinese 

migrants enjoyed various positions of political and commercial import in eighteenth century 

in Songkhla, Patani, and Kedah. Indeed, the ‘bases of wealth and power’ that Kathirithamby-

Wells views as a fundamental key to understanding the nature of state and society in early 

Southeast Asia were regularly entrusted to ethnically diverse groups whose only common 

identity might be said to have been as participants in a dynamic international and inter-

regional trade that pivoted on this thin neck of land sandwiched between the seas.164  

The overall picture that emerges is off a peninsula region that exhibited a high degree of 

diversity with dispersed centres of political powers, but which was at the same time tightly 
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linked by divisions of labour within an integrated maritime-agrarian economy. Seventeenth 

century Patani was dependent upon Nakhon and Songkhla for half of its rice imports165 while 

the supply of Indian piece goods to ports in Kedah and Perak was enough to satisfy demand 

along the east coast by use of overland trials.166 Far from being dependent suzerain states, 

peninsula polities such as Nakhon Sri Thammaraat and Kedah were dynamic local centres, the 

former enjoying ‘considerable autonomy, to such an extent that its local life and adventures in 

Malay politics were of little concern to Ayudhaya’.167 Phuket was so integrated into the 

maritime world of the Straits that its ‘tin would have been sold...even if there had been no 

capital or administrative centre at Ayutthaya’.168 As Charnvit and Kobkua have argued in 

regard to the early Ayudhaya and Bangkok periods respectively, the relationship between the 

Siamese court and the various peninsula polities such as Phuket and Nakhon Sri Thammaraat 

often ‘reflected policy goals rather than reality’.169 The ability of the capital to make its policy 

goals a reality certainly increased from the seventeenth century onwards, but providing that 

the basic strategic concerns of the court were allayed, there was little inclination to interfere in 

the domestic politics of the region. ‘Siam’ remained confined to the basin of the Chao Phraya 

river, while along the coast of the peninsula existed various ‘countries’ that acknowledged 

Siam’s suzerain rights as a means of guarding their autonomy. The rulers of Songkhla, so 

often seen as a key ‘Siamese’ outpost in the peninsula, would pursue their ‘economic interests 

to the detriment of Siamese authority and political stability in the areas under its supervision’ 

up until the last decade of the nineteenth century.170 

 

The new convention 

 

In contrast to narratives composed in accordance with a ‘centralist historical ideology’ 

wherein the political history of the peninsula is writ as one of ongoing civilisational tension, 
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an appreciation of lateral linkages and ethnic heterogeneity draws attention to a region that 

was far more than an appendage to larger, external powers. Unlike nationalist histories that 

seek to analyse a region such as the peninsula in terms of ‘one nation, one race, one language, 

one capital, one crown, one culture, one story’171, there is a need to draw attention to the 

contingency of historical experience and attempt a reconstruction of the peninsula past from 

the perspective of regional actors. By challenging established categories such as the Malay 

peninsula/ Siamese isthmus, or mainland/island Southeast Asia, it is possible to see how the 

various port polities of the peninsula that thrived between the first centuries of the millennium 

and the eighteenth century shared a number of common characteristics that have little in 

common with the types of categories prescribed by centralist narratives. Lateral movements 

of goods were far more important than vertical movements of people to the formation of early 

polities. Plural societies blurred supposedly timeless civilisational boundaries. Oceans 

represented far more significant frontiers to local actors than the terrestrial boundaries that 

may have concerned external powers.  

The following chapter continues on into the post-eighteenth century era to investigate a 

more discrete part of the peninsula. The choice of a single port-polity or loosely bounded 

trade system presents a far more manageable subject from which to critique centralist 

histories. But unlike many studies to date that have focused on the maritime linkages that 

granted such autonomy to peninsula polities such as Tenassarim, Phuket, or Patani, my focus 

is on the overland linkages that were so critical to the operation of regional trade systems and 

the health of political units. To date, the interior of the peninsula has received little attention 

as anything other than a point of transit and site for the collection of forest products. Yet this 

is an area is that provides a rich canvas upon which to fashion an alternative narrative of 

peninsula history. 
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chapter three: balancing the coastal bias: the interior  
1700-1820 

 
 

 

It is surprising, although two British settlements have been established in the vicinity of that coast, 
at the distance of only one or two days sail with a fair wind, and a very extensive commerce has 
been carried on with several of the ports during the last twenty or thirty years, that we should have 
known so little of the history or even the situation of many places of considerable commercial 
importance. 

 

John Anderson. Mission to the East Sumatra Coast in 1823.172 
 

 

In the previous chapter, the structure of peninsula polities during the pre-colonial period was 

outlined in terms of a series of coastal trading centres connected via overland paths and rivers 

to the interior of the peninsula. From the early centuries of the first millennium, the evolution 

of these political systems was marked by a deepening collaboration between interior 

collecting centres and the coastal feeder points that delivered forest products (such as gharu 

wood, camphor), elephants and minerals (such as gold and tin) to overseas markets via Arab, 

Chinese, Indian, and local intermediaries.173 

Despite the importance of interior districts as a source of valuable export products, they 

have occupied a relatively anonymous place in the history of the central peninsula. The 

perennial problem of source limitations has restricted our view of the interior. Compounding 

this, however, has been the coastal bias of historical texts which were either composed from 

the vantage point of downstream courts or the deck of visiting merchant vessels. Like the 

deck of the Company ships that van Leur famously identified as such a poor vantage point 

from which to write the history of Southeast Asia, the chronicles of the downstream court or 

the travelogues of Chinese maritime traders were foremost histories of those coastal 

centres.174  

By the eighteenth century, however, it becomes possible to assemble a clearer image of the 

central peninsula interior as demand for tin prompted growing downstream interest in the 

region. Rapid growth in the international tin market saw many isolated interior districts 
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brought into more regular contact not only with downstream courts, but also European tin 

agents and Chinese miners.  

In this chapter I examine efforts to exploit the tin-wealth of the interior zone that lay at the 

junction of Patani, Perak, Kedah and Kelantan. Over the course of the eighteenth century 

various rivals struggled for control over mining sites located along this primary watershed 

zone, one that was not only exceedingly rich in minerals, but also served as a key link in trade 

routes linking the east and west coasts of the central peninsula. While a downstream Perak 

court beholden to Dutch pressures held nominal claims to the tin rich interior throughout the 

1800s, by the end of the century new contenders heralding from the Patani lowlands had 

wrested control of key mining sites. The wealth derived from such control and the remoteness 

of the locale granted great autonomy to the chiefs of a new interior polity that would later be 

known as Raman.  

By the late nineteenth century British observers would view Raman as an anomaly that 

contravened orthodox models of Malay states as riparian units organised around distinctive 

downstream (ilir) and upstream (ulu) nodes. In this chapter I argue that Raman was a rather 

typical feature of the eighteenth and nineteenth political map. Contrary to history writ 

retrospectively from the perspective of the centre, I also argue that Raman did not strike the 

British of the time as atypical either. For many years this landlocked polity at the heart of the 

central peninsula was viewed as an important part of a Penang-centric regional economy that 

exhibited strong continuities with pre-colonial patterns of trade and commerce. While such 

continuities have been acknowledged in terms of Penang’s role as a maritime entrepot, the 

coastal bias of later colonial historiography has obscured the extent to which the value of the 

colony was seen to reside in its potential as a base for British control of important trans-

peninsula trade routes and mineral deposits in the interior of the peninsula. 

But if Penang’s relationship with the interior was built upon long-standing trade patterns, 

the way that the administrators of this British colony conceptualised the relationship between 

port and ulu production centres differed radically from that of indigenous rulers. If the latter 

sought to exert influence in the interior via the fashioning of origin myths and the 

performance of upstream processions, the British put their faith in the market and the 

explanatory power of a new theory of history—Political Economy. Political economy not 

only provided an epistemological framework that encouraged a view of peninsula polities as 

markets, but it served to arrange those markets in a particular order from the most 

sophisticated or ‘modern’ down to those that were still characterised by traditional practices. 

Such an ordering had the flow on effect of skewing the writing of history towards the most 

sophisticated markets, namely Penang itself. As the pre-eminent complex centre in the region, 

Penang would inturn become the template by which the modernity of the surrounding region 
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might be measured. During the early nineteenth century this template was squarely placed 

over the interior as British expansionists lobbied the East India Company for greater 

integration between this region and Penang. As I argue in this chapter, for a while the interior 

hovered as a potential entrant into the ‘modern’ history of the peninsula. By the end of the 

1820s, however, it had been cast back into historical oblivion when Penang itself was 

downgraded in a regional hierarchy of market centres dominated by the new port of 

Singapore. 

 

The watershed during the eighteenth century 

 

The richest mineral deposits of the central peninsula are located in the remote watershed zone 

of the Perak and Patani rivers. Isolated from the coast, the terrain of the region consists of the 

foothills and mountains that mark the beginning of the great central dividing range of the 

lower peninsula. Framing the broad central watershed are a number of peaks which rise to 

significant heights such as Gunung Kendrong (4010 feet), Gunung Bintang (6,103) and 

Gunung Titi Wangsa (5,036). From these peaks and connected ranges extend the innumerable 

streams that coalesce to form the Perak and Muda rivers on the south-western side of the 

watershed, and the Patani and Sai on north-eastern flank of the peninsula. Some of the richest 

tin deposits are located on the southern or Perak side of watershed atop a broad plateau that 

sits 1000 feet above sea level, surrounded by a number of tributary streams of the Perak river 

such as the Rui, Kenarong and Kwah. A short march to the north takes one across to the town 

of Betong on the northern side of the watershed, where the Patani river starts its meandering 

course down to the Gulf of Thailand. An equally short distance to the east of this plateau the 

terrain descends down to the town of Baling in Kedah, from where Muda river starts its 

journey down to the Straits of Melaka. Local oral geographies recorded in the 1820s 

described the region as a unique convergence of ulu or upstream territories, with the three 

major rivers of the Muda, Patani, and Perak, all finding their source at the base of Sablah 

mountain in the ‘Patani Country’.175   

Although this part of the interior is quite rugged, the area does not form an impenetrable 

barrier between east and west coasts as is the case further southward. The various rivers that 

find their source along the watershed of the central peninsula have long provided a means of 

                                                            
175 Other local histories recorded in the late nineteenth century also describe the area as a confluence of 
headwaters. Oral histories collected by Maxwell in the late 1870s described the way in which the Perak 
and Patani rivers were considered to issue from the same point, diverging only at a point where the 
second Sultan of Perak had cloved a large rock in two ‘so that the water ran down in one direction to 
Perak and in the other to Patani’. See W. E. Maxwell. 1974. The History of Perak from Native Sources. 
In A History of Perak, edited by R. O. Winstedt and R. J. Wilkinson. Kuala Lumpur: Malaysian Branch 
of the Royal Asiatic Society. Original edition, 1882, pp. 201-2. 
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access to the interior. Elsewhere the paths of cattle traders and migrants served to connect the 

coastal plains. While we are accustomed to looking at the peninsula in general in terms of a 

distinctive east coast (pantai timur) and west coast (pantai barat), we must be careful not to 

overstate the extent to which trans-peninsula traffic blurred this distinction. The ties between 

Patani and Kedah in particular, have historically been quite strong, Ahmad metaphorically 

describing the relationship between them as a case of ‘branches always going in different 

directions but always bound to the one stem’.176  

In terms of trans-peninsula trade, the route over the hilly interior was not as expeditious as 

the paths that followed the gently undulating terrain between Penang and Songkhla-Patani. 

However it was what was found in the highland zone that made the trip worthwhile. The wide 

expanse of the watershed is one of the few places in the peninsula where geological processes 

have pushed rich sources of lode tin to the surface. While the weathering of this area over 

thousands of years had layered downstream areas along the Perak river and Patani rivers with 

alluvial tin, the watershed was home to the fabled mother lodes. The granite intrusions that 

hampered travel across the rugged interior were the boon that had lifted rich tin bearing slates 

to the surface. Unlike the downstream deposits of alluvial tin that was found below an over-

burden of varying depth, the tin of the ulu region takes the form of rich veins of tin-bearing 

sulphide running through surface shales.177 Detectable at surface level, the lodes of the ulu, 

along with the rich alluvial deposits that formed around them, were a valuable natural 

resource for surrounding down-stream polities. 

At the commencement of the eighteenth century, this portion of the central peninsula was a 

heavily forested and sparsely populated zone that existed beyond the limits of surrounding 

lowland polities. The population of the area was dominated by aboriginal tribes who, although 

occasionally engaging in rudimentary forms of mineral production, were largely involved in 

the collection of forest products and swidden agriculture. Descriptions of the overland journey 

between Kedah and Patani in the eighteenth century Kesah Merong Mahawangsa describe a 

rugged area covered in virgin jungle (hutan rimba) and stretches of deserted forest (padang 

balantara yang luas).178 The only clues about the interior given in the Misa Melayu, a Perak 

text composed in the 1770s, is that it was heavily forested area populated by aboriginal 

                                                            
176 Shahnon Ahmed. 1979. Srengenge. Translated by H. Aveling. Kuala Lumpur: Heinemann 
Educational Books. 
177 In addition to tin, valuable lode sources of galena (sulphide of lead), lead, and—to a lesser extent, 
copper and silver—are distributed in the hilly interior zone. See William Cameron. 1883. On the 
Patani. Journal of the Straits Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society 11:131-42; L. Hunter. 1940. Report 
on the Laboo Lodes of the Straits Consolidated Tin Mines Limited, Yala, South Thailand; Louis W.  
Cope. 2000. Malaysian Tin. Engineering and Mining Journal December 1.  
178 Abdullah Hj. Musa Lubis. 1965. Kesah Marong Maha Wangsa. Kuala Lumpur: Pusaka Antara, p. 
91. 
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groups, some of whom were the subjects of pioneering Malay chiefs in tin mining regions 

such as the Plus river.179  

The political status of the remote and thinly populated area that straddled the headwaters of 

various major river systems was ambiguous. It was no means exceptional in this respect, for 

the pre-colonial political map was characterised by the existence of broad buffer zones 

between neighbouring polities.180 As Thongchai has argued, such zones were often regarded 

as political neutral areas of which little was known about by downstream courts.181 While the 

structure of the Perak, for example, was metaphorically described as a boat in which the 

leaders of five distinct regions performed complementary duties to keep the ship of state 

afloat, the stern of the ship (the upper reaches of the Perak river) was an indeterminate region 

during the eighteenth century.182 The extent of political authority in the area was largely 

determined by the ability of downstream sultans to project a symbolic presence through the 

acts of mudik or upstream processions to the ulu heartland around Kuala Kangsar.183 During 

the eighteenth century, however, such processions were limited to the reign of Sultan Iskander 

(1754-1764). Aside from this relatively brief period, the upper-most limits of the Perak river 

retained a largely autonomous status as part of a broad and ill-defined buffer zone between 

Perak and Patani.184 

On the east coast, courtly authority in the watershed was even less apparent. Downstream 

rulers were content to restrict their intervention in the rugged interior to the taxation of 

interior products when they reached coastal depots. Early eighteenth century Chinese reports 

mention camphor and tin as the key interior products found downstream markets, so there is 

no doubt that trading relations between the interior and the coast existed.185 However during 

the first half of the eighteenth century mineral production remained a part-time pursuit that 

was carried out in between harvests or conducted by panning methods in the downstream area 

                                                            
179 Raja Chulan. 1966. Misa Melayu. Kuala Lumpur: Penerbitan Pustaka Antara.  
180 Thongchai Winichakul. 1994. Siam Mapped: A History of the Geo-body of a Nation. Chiang Mai: 
Silkworm, pp. 74-7. 
181 Barbara Watson Andaya. 1979. Perak: The Abode of Grace. A Study of an Eighteenth Century 
Malay State. Kuala Lumpur: Oxford University Press, p. 25. 
182 The prow of the ship was the river mouth, ruled over by the Laksamana who controlled the anchor 
of the state in his capacity as ruler of the tidal zone. At the helm was the Seri Adika Raja, the ‘ruler of 
the shallows’ in the upper ulu. The territorial chiefs of the two great tin producing districts of the ulu-
proper (the Panglima of Kinta and the Panglima of Bukit Gantang) rowed on the left and right sides 
respectively, while the chief of the intermediate zone ‘poled or attended to the royal passengers’. See 
R. O. Winstedt, and R. J. Wilkinson. 1974. A History of Perak. Kuala Lumpur: The Malaysian Branch 
of the Royal Asiatic Society, p. 154. 
183 The eighteenth century Perak chronicle, Misa Melayu, is valuable in describing the nature of the 
royal progressions conducted by Sultan Iskander into the ulu and the role of such trips in reinforcing an 
aura of courtly power in districts far from the istana or palace. See Chulan. Misa Melayu.  
184 Watson Andaya, Perak: The Abode of Grace, p. 145.  
185 J. W. Cushman, and A. C Milner. 1979. Eighteenth and Nineteenth-Century Chinese Accounts of 
the Malay Peninsula. Journal of the Malaysian Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society 52 (1):10. 
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itself. A scale of production that would have compensated for the expense of maintaining 

tighter political control over the distant interior did not exist.  

Downstream indifference towards the remote watershed zone began to alter during the 

second half of the eighteenth century as growing Chinese demand for tin and gold placed an 

entirely new value on control over the mineral-rich interior.186 Labour scarcities were slowly 

ameliorated by the migration of Chinese miners to upriver districts. By the 1770s the ports of 

Patani and Kelantan were drawing several hundred Chinese goldminers every year.187 Aside 

from foreign labour, a series of political disturbances in the second half of the seventeenth 

century also saw increasing numbers of Patani Malays migrating upriver to open up new land 

in the watershed zone. Various chiefdoms that would provide the nucleus for a series of semi-

independent petty states in the early nineteenth century began to take form around many of 

the richest mineral deposits, often being situated at important river junctions where 

opportunities for taxation and supply control were greatest.  

On the Perak side of the watershed, increasingly demand for tin from the middle of the 

century saw the court become embroiled with the Dutch who controlled the nearby entrepot of 

Melaka. In 1745 the court signed a treaty stipulating that all tin coming down the Perak river 

would to be delivered to the Dutch at a rate of thirty reals (Spanish dollars) a bahar (375 

lbs/187.5 kg), with two reals a bahar being payed as royalty to the court. The Dutch were 

willing to take as much tin as could possibly be produced at the fixed price, a scenario that 

provided a clear incentive for the court to encourage the opening up of new tin land or the 

intensification of existing mines.  

Much of the labour required for this intensification was not to be provided by Chinese, but 

by Patani Malays who had migrated out of the Patani valley into the upper reaches of the 

Perak river watershed. The relationship between new settlers and the downstream Perak court 

was not antagonistic on account of differences of origin. Many Patani Malays had moved of 

the Patani valley to evade the onerous obligations to their own rulers—particularly in regard 

to military service—and saw now reason not to reside within the domain of another should 

the terms be more favourable. They were, to quote Lieberman, engaged in that ‘endemic 
                                                            
186 The demand for tin was for the manufacture of tin-lined chests and spirit money. See Victor 
Lieberman. 2003. Strange Parallels: Southeast Asia in Global Context, c. 800-1830. Volume 1: 
Integration on the Mainland. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, p. 289. The general upswing in 
trade that took place between China and Southeast Asia during the eighteenth century has been 
discussed in numerous works. See Anthony Reid, ed. 1997. The Last Stand of Asian Autonomies: 
Responses to Modernity in the Diverse States of Southeast Asia and Korea. Great Britain: Macmillan; 
Anthony Reid. 2004. Chinese Trade and Southeast Asian Economic Expansion in the Later Eighteenth 
and Nineteenth Centuries: An Overview. In Water Frontier: Commerce and the Chinese in the Lower 
Mekong Region, 1750-1880, edited by N. Cooke and L. Tana. Singapore: Rowman and Littlefield; 
Sarasin Viraphol. 1977. Tribute and Profit: Siamese-Sino Trade, 1651-1853. Cambridge, 
Massachusetts: Harvard University Press. 
187 Cushman and Milner, ‘Eighteenth and Nineteenth-Century Chinese Accounts’, pp. 21-3. 
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search for individual patrons who would demand a smaller share of their wealth’.188 In the 

early-1770s, for example, a Patani Malay, who by dint of his own prowess or Perak’s 

ineptitude, had come to control the primary tin mines on the Perak side of the watershed 

 

informed Sultan Aladdin that he was prepared to relinquish his rights to the mines of 

Rui and Indah, usurped by Patani during the previous reign, if the Perak ruler would 

grant him a more imposing title than that of ‘Datuk Sri Paduka Raja Muda’, which 

had been bestowed upon him by the Yang di Pertuan of Kedah.189  

 

Here was a Patani chief, with a Kedah title, bargaining for a higher commendation of 

status from the Perak ruler. Elsewhere throughout the watershed minor chiefs nominally 

attached to the Perak and Patani courts were forging marriage alliances and carving out their 

own independent territories. Perak chiefs were ruling on the Patani side of the watershed and 

Patani chiefs on the Perak side. In between, large tracts of the country remained 

uninhabited.190 

Alternatively, entirely new patterns of descent could emerge in situation where allegiance 

to larger downstream political units was regarded as unnecessary.  Certainly this was the case 

from the mid-1770s onwards as the relationship between Patani migrants and Perak chiefs in 

the watershed deteriorated. The Perak official charged with the supervision of the tin district 

in the watershed during the 1770s evidently showed little tact in dealing with the large 

migrant population. Dutch records indicate that by the end of the decade the entire mining 

district centred around the Kroh plateau was in revolt over his abuses. Subsequently, a certain 

Penghulu Boton of Patani descent presented himself at the Perak court and was granted 

powers of supervision over the tin mines at the expense of this official, the Perak Seri Adika 

Raja. At this point, what control the Perak sultanate had over the mines appears to have been 

lost as Penghulu Boton became increasingly reluctant to submit to the demands of 

downstream centres.191 This chief may be best understood in terms of Vickers’ ‘Panji-style 

hero...in the process of building his own set of alliances, followers and marriages, while 

                                                            
188 Leiberman cited in Tony Day. 2002. Fluid Iron: State Formation in Southeast Asia. Honolulu: 
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189 Watson Andaya, Perak: The Abode of Grace, p. 340-1. 
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building new palaces and wealth’192 who set about developing an entirely separate political 

identity to legitimise control over a new territory.  

For our Panji-style hero and his followers there was nothing anomalous about the task if 

carving out new domains of political authority.193 Indigenous political space was not defined 

by the concept of the bounded state with a stable bureaucratic structure that formed such an 

integral part of the European worldview which would be later transferred to the peninsula 

context in the guise of the classic riparian Malay state. Where the notion of the classic Malay 

state would emphasise the unity of ilir-ulu political spaces and the importance of the 

downstream complex centre, indigenous perceptions of political space in the late eighteenth 

century   

 

suggest polities being seen in terms of constantly changing social networks organised 

around what we usually translate as palaces. These social networks did not cover all 

the people within a given geographical area—for example nomads had a marginal 

status in relation to them—and people who lived in one area could actually ‘belong’ 

to another palace in some way. To some degree these were formations in which there 

was usually not one single state, but a cluster of courts, related in some way or 

another, the personnel of which tended to change rapidly from one generation to 

another.194 

 

Raman, the polity that would emerge to control much of the central peninsula watershed 

zone by the early nineteenth century certainly conforms to this model.  The istana or palace of 

this polity shifted a number of times before finally being established at Kota Baru in the upper 

Patani valley in the early nineteenth century. That segment of the polity that canvassed the 

rich mining land of the Kroh plateau in the upper Perak valley was home to a lesser cluster of 

courts that governed over an ethnically varied population. Combined, the various nodes of 

this polity held sway over an area that was connected to the coast via a number of routes, a 

point that allowed its rulers to circumvent attempts by a single downstream centre to control it 

through the control of supply and distribution points.  

The ability to divert the tin wealth of the interior down the Muda river to the Kedah coast 

was critical to the emergence of Raman. Here it was possible to realise a price that was almost 
                                                            
192 Adrian Vickers. 1994. The Eighteenth Century in Southeast Asian History. Asian Studies Review 18 
(1): 66-7. 
193 Craig J. Reynolds. 1995. A New Look at Old Southeast Asia. The Journal of Asian Studies 54 (2): 
429. See also O. W. Wolters. 1982. History, Culture, and Region in Southeast Asian Perspectives. 
Singapore: Institute of Southeast Asian Studies; Chris Baker. 2003. Afterword: Autonomy's Meanings. 
In Recalling Local Pasts: Autonomous History in Southeast Asia, edited by S. Chutintaranond and C. 
Baker. Chiang Mai: Silkworm, pp. 171-76. 
194 Vickers, ‘The Eighteenth Century in Southeast Asian History’, p. 67. 
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double that paid by the Dutch by selling to country traders whose business thrived on the 

incentive that the Dutch monopoly created for smuggling. As the Sultan Muda of Perak would 

admit in 1784, even Perak Malays who theoretically owed their allegiance to the downstream 

sultan, ‘would risk life and limb’ for an extra two Reals that could be made moving tin down 

to the Kedah coast.195 The resulting impoverishment of the Perak court was reflected during 

the visit of the English trader Captain Forrest to the Sultan of Perak in 1783, when ‘all that 

could be given to him in return for his ceremonial gifts of rich Bengal cloths, was a collection 

of jungle fruit’.196  

The new British settlement of Penang, by contrast, would prosper from the trade derived 

from this nascent Malay political unit at the heart of the central peninsula. By the 1820s, 

Raman would be conceptualised as a natural ulu-complement to the downstream centre of 

Penang. 

 

  Penang: a new participant in an old regional economy 

 

The East India Company (henceforth ‘the Company’) settlement of Penang was formally 

established in 1786 when the country trader Francis Light secured an agreement with Sultan 

Abdullah Mukkaram Shah of Kedah (r. 1778-1798). Although Penang represented a second 

choice to Phuket for an English base east of India it was nonetheless a strategic acquisition.197 

Not only did the island provide a revictualling point for the Company ships that held a leaky 

monopoly on the India-China trade, but it was hoped that the island could be developed into 

‘the mart of the east’.198 It was envisaged that Penang would function as both a collection 

point for various local products that could be exchanged on the China market for tea and silks 

while drawing in Malay and Bugis traders wishing to ‘purchase opium, and piece goods and 

European manufactures’.199  
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As a mart for eastern products Penang was quite successful in attracting traders from a 

string of ports stretching from Arakan to East Sumatra, as well as Bengal and China, a pattern 

that 

 

can best be visualized if Penang is imagined as the centre of a circle, a ring 

encompassing its neighbours. Its rim would touch the ports of Burma, would swing 

down the Kra and Malay peninsula, would then curve away from the northern Malay 

states to cross to east Sumatra and circle back to Burma through the ports of southern 

India.200 

  

The scope of this regional trade system mirrored that of earlier entrepot states along the west 

coast of the peninsula, such as Takuapa and Kuala Kedah. Indeed, to a large degree Penang 

merely usurped and expanded upon the success of the latter centre as an entrepot for maritime 

trade. As Loh Wei Leng has remarked, the extent to which the success of the British outpost 

was due to adaptation to an extant regional economy has often been overlooked in favour of a 

focus on the novel features of the British outpost. But while Penang may not have been 

traditional entrepôt to the extent that the port was no longer in the hands of an indigenous 

Malay elite201, in many other respects the British settlement represented a point of continuity 

rather than rupture as ‘previous trading patterns persisted into the Imperial Age, adding on 

new dimensions, in response to altered conditions’.202 

Tin miners in the upper Perak valley adjusted easily to the ‘altered conditions’ created by 

the formal acquisition of Penang in 1786.203 For them, Penang did not represent a particularly 

abrupt change to existent practices. British country traders operating along the west peninsula 

coast had long served as an alternative, albeit less predictable market for Perak tin for over a 
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century.204 Rather than the creation of a new market, the acquisition of Penang served to 

centralise and stabilise the collection of regional commodities. As Barbara Andaya has noted, 

by settling in Penang, ‘in Malay eyes the English had emerged as the possessor of their own 

negeri in the peninsula, and were no longer represented merely by passing traders from far-off 

posts in India’.205 Unlike later Malayan ports such as Port Anson, Port Weld, and Port 

Swettenham, Prince of Wales Island (the name given to the island by Light) never entered the 

lexicon of the Straits community and was a dead letter after thirty years. Penang was always 

known by its local name, and the main settlement of Georgetown popularly known as 

Tanjung (promontory). 206 

Like Raman, the structure of this new negeri was unorthodox by later standards in that it 

was without an ulu. Up until the 1820s the linkages between Penang and various surrounding 

polities only extended as far as the various river mouths where goods from the interior zones 

were collected. There was little need for British traders to venture beyond the river mouth 

districts or for Penang’s governors to lay territorial claims over inland production centres so 

long as a low-paying Dutch monopoly at the mouth of the Perak river and the allure of cheap 

opium and textiles would draw traders to the Penang market on a voluntary basis. This coastal 

mart function was also consonant with Company policy that stipulated that the island’s 

government was to remain firmly ‘wedded to the policy of non-intervention in Malayan 

affairs’.207 The role of the Penang government was formally confined to the provision, 

regulation, and maintenance of a market. In return for its ‘caretaker’ duties208, the Company 

would have a pool of private traders at its service, merchants who were capable of securing 

valuable raw materials for export and creating a thirst for Indian and British manufactures in 

the archipelago. As such, early Penang was a dualistic settlement divided between traders and 

administrators.  

Opportunities to deepen commercial ties with the peninsula were strongly circumscribed 

by this dualistic structure. The idea that ‘as with commercial life, so too with other domains of 

life...one may expect interrelated activities in the spheres of society and culture to reflect the 

position of their host market in the hierarchy of central places’209 did not hold for the British 

settlement. As Penang’s merchants strove to extend commercial linkages with neighbouring 

polities, any parallel expansion in social, cultural, or political realms was quarantined to the 

island by the neutralist policy of the East India Company. From the Supreme Government’s 
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205 Watson Andaya, Perak: The Abode of Grace, p. 368. 
206 Pinang—a type of palm tree that yields the areca nut. 
207 L. A. Mills. 1966. British Malaya, 1824-67. Kuala Lumpur: Oxford University Press,  pp. 45, 129. 
208 C. D. Cowan. 1950. Governor Bannerman and the Penang Tin Scheme. 1818-1819. Journal of the 
Malayan Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society 23 (1):81.  
209 Michael J. Montesano. 1998. The Commerce of Trang, 1930s-1990s: Thailand's National 
Integration in Social-Historical Perspective. PhD, Cornell University, p. 21. 
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point of view—one reluctantly adhered to by Penang’s government—such a policy satisfied 

strategic concerns and prevented the types of political entanglement that had consumed the 

Dutch East India Company’s (VOC) energies and resources in the second half of the 

eighteenth century.210  

In Penang the policy served to hasten the convergence of interests between administrators 

and the mercantile classes for whom it was viewed as illogical given the location of the 

Company outpost. For Penang’s founders, one of the main attractions of the island was the 

potential it offered for participation in a lucrative overland trade to the east coast of the 

peninsula. Francis Light had viewed the overland trade as a lucrative one while his 

contemporary, Thomas Forrest, had sent sketches of the overland routes from Kedah to Patani 

and Songkhla to Governor Hastings in 1784.211 In addition to the attraction of the overland 

trade as a source of new revenues, the neutralist policy of the Company frustrated efforts to 

remedy frequent instances of political commotion on the mainland that upset the existing 

revenue raising capacity of both government and traders. The frequent supply disruptions 

caused by political commotion in interior zones such as the watershed prompted merchants to 

petition for some form of government intervention in the peninsula. Such petitions reached 

increasingly sympathetic ears in government circles from the 1810s onwards as the revenues 

obtainable from the trades became increasingly important in off-setting the fiscal burden 

created by an elaborate and expensive bureaucracy that ‘was the perennial despair of the 

government of India, despite various exercises in retrenchment’.212 Increasingly it came to be 

felt that an official policy that viewed ‘the wars and contentions of other States as the best 

safeguard for our own security’213 was poorly suited to a colony that was surrounded as it was 

by a multitude of small states, chiefdoms, and autonomous enclaves upon whom the island 

both traded and relied upon for provisions. It was considered naive to assume that the colony 

could function as an central market place while claiming to be politically independent of the 

regional context in which it was embedded. Such a sentiment was amplified by ongoing 

concerns over food supplies and regular rumours that various Malay or Siamese parties were 

preparing to attack the island.214 

                                                            
210 The position of the British Government was that it was ‘highly probable that interference on the part 
of the British Government would involve it in extensive and complicated political relations, bringing 
on a rupture sooner or later with Siam, and ultimately lead us to Bangkok, and to a direct occupation of 
the whole of the Malay peninsula’. Burney’s Report. The Burney Papers, Vol. 2, Part 4, p. 137. 
211 D. K. Bassett. 1967. British Commercial and Strategic Interest in the Malay Peninsula During the 
Late Eighteenth Century. In Malayan and Indonesian Studies: Essays Presented to Sir Richard 
Winstedt on his Eighty-Fifth Birthday, edited by J. Bastin. Oxford: Oxford University Press, pp. 125, 
131, 140. 
212 C. M. Turnbill, 2002. Penang's Changing Role in the Straits Settlements, 1826-1946. Paper read at 
The Penang Story, Penang, Malaysia. 
213 Anderson, Considerations, p.  vii. 
214 The question of securing a reliable source of provisions for Penang was one that had occupied the 
minds of its administrators since the earliest days of the settlement. In 1810 the Sultan of Kedah would 
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Developing linkages with the interior 

 

With total government revenues rarely sufficient to cover as much as a third of total 

government expenditure, from the 1810s onwards the Penang government increasingly turned 

to the tin trade as the colony’s saviour.215 But whereas the flow of the precious metal into the 

Georgetown roads had previously been driven by market mechanisms, by the 1810s the 

comfortable advantage that Penang enjoyed as an outlet for peninsula tin was waning. In 1809 

Phuket suffered a devastating Burmese invasion that severely disrupted its tin mining 

industry.216 Five years later, Britain relinquished its control of Dutch possessions in the 

archipelago that had been seized following Holland’s fall to Napoleonic France in 1808. This 

included the return of Melaka and, in 1818, the tin-rich island of Bangka. The latter action in 

particular promised to arrest the flow of tin into Georgetown drastically. Fears that the Dutch 

would attempt to revive or forced delivery contracts on peninsula states such as Perak and 

Selangor brought further consternation to Penang’s merchants and administrators. One answer 

was to seek new sources of tin revenue that were closer to home. It was in this context that 

Penang’s interests increasingly turned towards the neighbouring peninsula and the opening up 

of direct relations with the mining districts of the interior. 

Tin from the rich mines of the watershed had been filtering down to Penang via the Muda 

and Krian rivers for over three decades by the mid-1810s. On account of the aforementioned 

pressures on tin market in Penang, in 1818 it was proposed that delivery contracts should be 

negotiated with the rulers of the interior to ensure that any attempt by the Dutch to reintroduce 

a monopoly on Perak tin would not restrict the flow of the precious metal to Penang. Urged 

on by a restless local mercantile community, in 1818 Governor John Bannerman initiated a 

project known as the Penang Tin Scheme. The dream of Bannerman and his associates was 

                                                                                                                                                                          
write that his father had leased Wellesley to Leith in 1800 on the grounds that the latter had stated that 
‘the island being small, the Company’s people were distressed for procuring timber, and the raising of 
cattle’. See Swettenham, British Malaya, p. 49. Also see Light quoted in Anderson, Considerations, p. 
66; Mills, British Malaya, pp. 129-130; James Low, Report on Negotiations with the Raja of Perak, 
27th of October 1826. The Burney Papers. Vol 2, Part 4, p. 7; Supplementary Engagement of the Rajah 
of Perak Contained in a Letter Addressed by His Majesty to the Agent Captain James Low. The Burney 
Papers. Vol. 2, Part 6, p. 25; James Low. Retrospect of British Policy from the Period of the First 
Establishment of Penang 17th of July, 1786-1839. The Burney Papers. Vol. 5,  Part 1, p. 107. Threats of 
invasion invariably preceded those of food shortages. See R. Bonney. 1971. Kedah, 1771-1821. Kuala 
Lumpur: Oxford University Press, p. 96; Letter from Governor of Penang S. G. Bonham to H. T. 
Prinsep Esq. Officiating Secretary to the Government, Fort William, 15th of August 1838. The Burney 
Papers. Vol. 3,  Part 2, p. 435. 
215 Despite its success as a trading port, from 1805 onwards when it was turned into a Presidency of the 
EIC, Penang was ‘noted above all else for its chronic inability to make ends meet’. Tregonning, The 
British in Malaya, p. 59. 
216 A rich eye-witness account of this event is provided by C. Skinner. 1985. The Battle for Junk 
Ceylon: The Syair Sultan Maulana. Dordrecht: Foris Publications. 
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that Penang should become ‘the Great Tin Mart of the East’.217 The architects of the scheme 

envisaged the British settlement as the hub of a regional economy with three main feeder 

routes extending from Phuket, Pangkor, and the tin mines of the interior, a sort of ‘nineteenth 

century growth triangle’ to borrow Colombijn’s phrase.218 The third arm of this scheme that 

was designed to draw the wealth of the Kroh plateau down to Penang marked the beginning of 

a long and complex relationship between a downstream British market place and the rulers of 

the interior.  

The proposal that Bannerman put to the agents of the ‘Rajah of Patani’ (in truth the Raja of 

Raman) who held sway over the Kroh district was for the delivery of tin to the Penang market 

at a fixed price of 40 dollars a bahar. The penghulu or chief of the Kroh mining district 

responded favourably to the proposal and pledged 200 bahar of tin immediately. On top of 

this, the penghulu informed Bannerman that there existed many larger mines which were 

merely in want of sufficient capital and manpower to be brought back into production. The 

offer to open up more mines contained the caveat that any such expansion would lead to a 

‘proportionate increase in duties which we pay to the Raja’219, but at this early point in 

negotiations Bannerman was unconcerned with who taxed the mines, only that they provided 

the political stability and sufficient amenities to allow for the profitable extraction of tin. 

Bannerman himself made a number of significant concessions to accommodate the tax 

demands of the Raja of the Raman. Although the demand of the latter that his tax on the 

mines—taken in the form of tin at the rate of 24 reals a bahar—be disposed on the Penang at 

market rates which were as high as 54 reals a bahar grated Bannerman, the latter was 

confident that once the interior chiefs were exposed to the civilising effects of English 

commerce, a more favourable trade and production regime could be arranged. 

Before this could happen Bannerman died and the experiment known as the Penang Tin 

Scheme followed him to the grave. Plagued by the existence of a tax farm on the Muda river 

that had been leased by the Sultan of Kedah, the Kroh arm of the scheme failed miserably and 

was the heaviest financial burden for this project. Not a single pikul of tin had been delivered 

to Penang from the Kroh plateau by the time the scheme folded in 1819, although the sale of 

the tin acquired by John Anderson in Perak and Selangor was able to raise a profit of 

$5396.41 when sold by public auction.220 

The failure of the scheme only whetted the appetite of men such as John Anderson who was 

convinced of the need to further integrate the downstream market of Penang marketplace with 

production centres in the interior of the peninsula. Anderson saw the trans-peninsula networks 
                                                            
217 Cowan, ‘Governor Bannerman’, p. 64. 
218 Freek Colombijn. 1997. Of Money and Trees: A 19th Century Growth Triangle. Inside Indonesia: 
49. 
219 Cowan, ‘Governor Bannerman’, p. 63. 
220 Ibid., p. 80. 
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linking Penang to rich tin mines in the interior as critical to the future viability of the British 

settlement. Like Bannerman he saw great potential in a partnership with the interior. 

Improved connections into the watershed promised not only tin, but the export of cheap 

foodstuffs from the Patani lowlands to a hungry Penang.221  

Anderson’s enthusiasm for the development of linkages reaching across the peninsula was 

seconded by John Crawfurd, the man delegated to lead a Company embassy to the courts of 

Siam and Cochin China in 1822. During his brief stop-over in Penang en-route to the latter 

destinations, Crawfurd was also impressed by the economic potential of the interior, both as a 

supplier of commodities and as a means of access to the Gulf of Siam. From his source in 

Penang he recorded details on the various paths that linked the west coast of the peninsula to 

the Gulf of Siam, noting that the path between Kedah and Songkhla  

 

is so safe and expeditious, that a great deal of merchandize is sent by it; and it is not 

uncommon for native vessels from Siam, to send back half of their returns in this 

direction, as well for expedition as to divide the risk.222 

 

In addition to this Crawfurd recorded details of the journey from Kedah ‘across the 

mountains to Kroh, in the Patani territories, where there are tin mines.’ When the journal of 

Crawfurd’s embassy to Siam and Cochin China would finally be published in 1828, the 

various paths that Crawfurd hoped would help to integrate the Penang market into a regional 

hinterland were highlighted on the accompanying map [map 5]. The key tin mining centres of 

Krah [Kroh] and Klian Mas, along with a few other villages situated along the Kedah-

Songkhla road would figure as the only non-coastal settlements marked on the map. A few 

years later, Teesdale’s Map of British Birmah would also stand out for the fact that the entire 

interior of the peninsula was devoid of any settlements barring those of Kroh and Kalian 

Intan.223   

 

 

 

 

                                                            
221 Penang’s hunger for imported food was prompted by a rapidly expanding non-productive 
population. The colony’s population swelled following its establishment from a few hundred in 1786, 
to 10,310 in 1801 and 86,275 by 1833. The latter figure including Province Wellesley, T. J. Newbold. 
1971. Political and Statistical Account of the British Settlements in the Straits of Malacca. Vol. One. 
Kuala Lumpur: Oxford University Press. Original edition, 1839, p. 54. 
222 Crawfurd, Journal of an Embassy, pp. 14-15. 
223 Teesdale’s 1831 Map of British Birmah hangs in the foyer of the Muzium Negara, Kuala Lumpur. 
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Map 5. Segment of the map accompanying the original edition of Crawfurd’s 1828 Journal of 
an Embassy from the Governor General of India to the Courts of Siam and Cochin China. 

 

 

   Maps by Crawfurd and Teesdale, along with an important publication by John Anderson 

that I shall discuss shortly indicated an important aspect of British attempts to forge a 

relationship with the interior. Where the Dutch had formerly relied upon force of arms to 
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sustain their leaky monopoly on the tin of the Perak valley, men such as Anderson saw the 

accumulation of knowledge as the key to securing the tin of Kroh and the cheap provisions of 

Patani. They were driven by what was frequently described as ‘an incumbent duty’ to enlarge 

the breadth of knowledge about the wealth (real and potential) of areas within a British sphere 

of influence.224 It is the epistemological framework that would mould observations of the 

interior that is the subject of the following section. 

 

‘Discovering’ the interior the political economy way 

 

In the 1820s, Penang’s governing and mercantile communities were in the position, somewhat 

analogous to that of the Perak sultans a century prior, of not knowing a good deal about the 

watershed region that was considered to be so important to the health of their downstream 

polity. Rumours relating to the great extent of mineral deposits in this remote area were in 

circulation, yet the reach of Penang’s administrators did not extend far beyond the river 

mouth districts of the adjacent coast during the first decades of the settlement’s existence. An 

early ‘Map of the Kedah Roads’ from 1785 did not plot the course of the overland paths that 

brought tin and other interior products down to the coast.225 It was a map composed from the 

deck of a ship at anchor in the Kedah Roads, a chart of fathom markings and coastal 

landmarks for the maritime trader rather than the land-lubbing planter or mine manager. The 

first formal foray into the peninsula proper—the acquisition of thin strip on the mainland 

opposite Penang in 1800 (Province Wellesley)—did little to alter the depth of British 

knowledge of lands beyond the island mart. In 1822 this Wellesley was supposedly so riddled 

with tigers and pirates that it was a hazard to even step ashore.226 As ilir men, the horizons of 

                                                            
224 In his preface, Marsden would declare that it was ‘a duty incumbent on me, to lay the information I 
am in possession of, however defective, before the public’. William Marsden. 1811. The History of 
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Inhabitants, with Natural Productions, and a Relation of the Ancient State of that Island. Third ed. 
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matters [in his case, political affairs in Aceh], to communicate the result of their personal knowledge 
and experience’. John Anderson. 1971. Acheen and the Ports on the North and East Coasts of Sumatra. 
Kuala Lumpur: Oxford University Press. Original edition, 1840, p. v.   
225 K 67/5.5  Plan of the Quedah Roads, Arkib Negara, Kuala Lumpur.  
226 P. J. Begbie. 1967. The Malayan Peninsula. Kuala Lumpur: Oxford University Press. Original 
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Low, Superintendent of Land and Police, to John Anderson, Secretary to the Government, 28th of June, 
1829. The Burney Papers, Vol. 3, Part 1, p. 143; Letter to Captain James Low, Superintendent of 
Province Wellesley from the Governor of Penang, 5th of February, 1830. The Burney Papers, Vol. 3, 
Part 1, p. 184. On the failure of Wellesley to progress as an agricultural belt see J. C. Jackson. 1968. 
Planters and Speculators: Chinese and European Agricultural Enterprise in Malaya 1786-1921. Kuala 
Lumpur: University of Malaya Press; Khoo Kay Kim. 1972. The Western Malay States, 1850-1873: 
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the island’s country traders and early administrators, like their maps, tended to stop at the 

shoreline and river mouth districts. 

As the advantages that Penang had previously enjoyed as a market for the tin of the 

interior waned in the 1810s, it was becoming increasingly evident that the ability to effect the 

regular delivery of tin from this region was seriously compromised by a dearth of knowledge. 

Not only were men such as Bannerman unable to properly discern the political map of the 

interior, but a failure to properly investigate the riches of the peninsula and the tastes of its 

inhabitants was increasingly regarded as a fatal obstacle to the development of the peninsula 

states as markets for English manufactures and other goods sourced from the empire. 

A view of peninsula polities as markets for British manufactures rather than mere suppliers 

of raw materials and local commodities was one that had been incubating within the East 

India Company for a number decades by the 1820s. While India had provided the original 

context for such explorations, it was William Marsden’s History of Sumatra (1783) that set an 

early precedent as a seminal example of ‘descriptive composition’ in the Southeast Asian 

theatre. 227 It was followed by a number of key texts on other parts of the region, most notably 

those by Thomas Stamford Raffles228 and John Crawfurd.229  

 These early encyclopaedias of Southeast Asia were devoid of romantic meanderings or a 

penchant for the fantastic common to Orientalist travel literature that had found favour 

amongst continental philosophers during the Enlightenment. Marsden made it quite clear in 

the preface to his history of Sumatra that his aim ‘was not, ultimately, to write an entertaining 

book, to which the marvellous might be thought not a little to contribute’.230 His European 

audience were the mercantile classes whose manufactures were seen to be an integral part of 

Britain’s future in the East. Company servants such as Marsden viewed themselves as 

scientists whose responsibility was to open up broad new fields of inquiry and compile 

information that might assist in the more effective participation of the British as both buyers 

and sellers in the East.231 Their books were catalogues arranged into sections on climate, 

geography, systems of government, botany, zoology, language, economy, history, husbandry, 

                                                                                                                                                                          
The Effects of Commercial Development and Malay Politics. Kuala Lumpur: Oxford University Press, 
p. 65. 
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and antiquities. Their works were additionally examples of ‘early market research’.232 They 

provided detailed information on where goods may be obtained, what may be exchanged for 

them, prices, and information pertaining to routes, harbours, systems of local government, 

local culture, and modes of production. 

At the most basic level, the work of these early writers was shaped by their identities as 

‘Moderns’, representatives of a triumphant European philosophical tradition that argued 

reason operated in an autonomous and cumulative fashion.233 The Moderns’ approach to 

questions of reason and historical progress had emerged victorious from a series of debates in 

the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries. It had triumphed at the expense of the 

Ancients for whom the perfectibility of humankind was to be found in an unadulterated 

antiquity.234 The Moderns inverted the Ancients’ belief that history’s march was a 

degenerative process leading away from enlightenment. Perfectibility, they argued, resided 

not in the models of ancient Greece but in the ever greater accumulation of knowledge that 

could unravel the mysteries of nature’s grand plan. The East, rather than Greece, was an 

important part of this process, for it was through comparison with non-European societies that 

the universal laws the Moderns sought might be tested, modified, and ultimately, proven. As 

Marsden would declare in the opening sentence of his History of Sumatra, 

 

If Antiquity holds up to us some models, in different arts and sciences, which have been 

found inimitable; the moderns, on the other hand, have carried their inventions and 

improvements, in a variety of instances, to an extent and degree of perfection, of which 

the former could entertain no ideas. 

 

Marsden, Raffles, and Crawfurd all stood on the side of the Moderns. In their observations 

they frequently pondered how many centuries of technological improvement and civilisational 

progress separated European countries from those of the Orient. Each was committed to the 

scrupulous stockpiling of data that might add to the store of knowledge that an autonomous 

and cumulative mode of reasoning demanded. This stockpiling of data was not a directionless 

inquiry however, a process of knowledge accumulation for reason’s sake. The ideals of the 

Scottish Enlightenment, a movement which intervened between the debates between the 

Moderns and Ancients and British adventures in such places as Penang, would direct such 

data towards the fulfilment of specific purposes. 
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As a continuation of the Modernist movement, the Scottish Enlightenment developed as a 

response to civic humanist ideals formed around the Ancient concepts of virtue, civic 

equality, and the maintenance of a public good.235 Where civic humanists had viewed the 

increasing commercialisation of eighteenth century England as a corrupting process that 

traded the virtuous ideas of the public good for the narrow benefits of commercial oligarchy, 

Scottish thinkers defended this commercial society as the most advanced form human 

development. Although not capable of producing a utopian egalitarian society, commercial 

society with its ever more detailed and efficient divisions of labour was argued to represent 

the best means by which the principles of natural jurisprudence might be best satisfied and 

equanimity amongst nations sustained. At the core of the Scottish Enlightenment was the 

contention that a free market was the best mechanism of ‘reconciling inequality of property 

with adequate provisions for the excluded’.236 

The name given to this new ‘science’ of writing history through the analysis of production 

relations and systems of exchange was Political Economy. Late-eighteenth century Scotland 

provided the intellectual milieu from which it arose and Adam Smith’s The Wealth of Nations 

was its foundational text. Penang may have been a long way from Scotland, but in many ways 

this isolated outpost of the East India Company was a unique testing ground for the universal 

applicability of the new science. As a free port, Penang was established—probably more by 

coincidence than design—in accordance with the key principles upon which the science of 

political economy was based.237 Its administrators saw themselves as important participants in 

a discussion on free trade that was taking place in Britain. As Maier writes, 

 

Free trade, the symbol of personal liberty in the stage of commerce that Scottish society 

was reaching, became, around 1800, the key word in British discussions. Man could 

follow his natural inclinations and serve communal interests best if he was constrained 

as little as possible by the rules and regulations that had survived from a previous stage 

of civilisation. To the Scots, it seemed a natural law that unrestricted accumulation of 

                                                            
235 Istvan Hont and Michael Ignatieff. 1983. Needs and Justice in the Wealth of Nations: An 
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wealth contributed to the well-being and prosperity of British society as much to the 

elevation of those nations whose development had stagnated.238 

 

For the merchants and administrators who were eager to consolidate their settlement as the 

centrepiece of a wider regional economy such theories held an obvious attraction. Political 

Economy turned the self-interest of the colony’s merchants and administrators into a virtue. 

Calls for intervention in the peninsula states became the moral responsibly of a relatively 

advanced commercial society (Penang) towards neighbouring nations, nations that could be 

shaken from their slumber by the liberating capacity of unrestricted trade amongst nations. In 

his 1804 report to the Supreme Council, Lieutenant Governor Farquhar would demonstrate 

his familiarity with the new science when he set out the manifest advantages to be derived 

from British intervention in the peninsula. He would write, 

 

As cheapness of provisions is one of the greatest alurements [sic] to an increase of 

population, and as it is from a numerous population alone that the Company can expect 

the price of labour to be diminished, as well as a permanent and efficient Revenue to 

defray the great expenses of their important and expensive plans, this object may be 

considered as of the last importance, and aided by peace and quiet, it [control over the 

neighbouring parts of the peninsula] will soon leave no Jungle either on this Island or on 

the Company’s dominion on the opposite shore. Taking matters therefore on the great 

scale, the acquiring of this Territory ought never to be lost sight of.239 

 

Farquhar envisioned a paternalistic intervention over a territory that would stretch from 

Penang until ‘the boundaries of Tringano’, a space that included the tin producing interior 

zone. His geography was however, very vague and exhibited little detail regarding the zone 

beyond the coast. Although evidently conversant in the science of political economy, the 

terrain over which it might be applied and experimented with remained relatively unknown. 

More would have to be known of the peninsula and its peoples if British commercial interests 

were to expand in this direction. Java had been dissected by Raffles and Crawfurd’s skills as 

an amateur political economist had canvassed various regions extending from India to Cochin 

China. But with the exception of the foray of Bannerman in 1818-19, few intellectual or fact-

finding missions had been carried into the central peninsula. 

This ‘gap’ in British knowledge would be filled in 1824 with the publication of John 

Anderson’s Considerations Relative to the Malayan Peninsula and the British Settlements in 
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the Straits of Malacca. While he may have been ‘a lesser statesmen than Raffles, a less 

literary figure than John Crawfurd’240, Anderson was highly cognisant of the message of these 

men that effective participation within the surrounding regional economy required a detailed 

knowledge of it constituent parts. Indeed, by the 1820s the Company was actively 

encouraging men such as Anderson to embark on surveys that might improve connections 

between Penang and its hinterland. His 1823 mission to the East Coast of Sumatra was 

despatched with orders to investigate ‘if possible, our intercourse with the countries in the 

interior, which are reported to be highly flourishing’.241  

For Anderson, who had exhibited a keener interest in the peninsula than Sumatra, the 

flourishing state of the peninsula interior had long been evidenced by the cattle that was 

‘brought up in droves beyond the frontier’ from the Patani and Songkhla lowlands and the tin 

of Kroh that flowed down the Muda river to Penang.242 He nonetheless considered that for 

trade with the interior to reach its full potential, it was essential that British political 

stewardship be extended over a territory hitherto in the hands of indigenous chiefs. He 

regarded the extension of British political influence over the Kedah hinterland and interior to 

provide potential advantages that were 

 

too manifest to be dilated upon. Thousands of poor people would be raised from misery 

and slavery to comfort, the Island of Pinang would be plentifully supplied with 

provisions of all sorts for its own consumption, for His Majesty’s and the Honorable 

Company’s Ships, and the numerous vessels touching at the Island, the Traders would 

be secure in continuing there Adventures to Quedah and the adjacent States, Piracy 

would cease in a great degree, and the Honorable Company might reap immense 

advantages from the tin mines of Patani, and the mountains of Quedah, which abound 

with Tin Ore. A very intelligent Native who came from Banca, and surveyed the tin 

mines up the Kwala Mooda, declared, that the produce might in a few years be rendered 

fully equal to Banca, and offered to establish a Colony of Miners, but was prevented by 

the exorbitant demands of the King, who wished to have one half of all the produce. 

There is no question the Siamese would speedily be reconciled to the British possessing 

Quedah, and a lucrative overland Commerce, might, after a proper understanding, be 

established to an almost unlimited extent...By extending our protecting influence to 

Quedah, and declaring the other Malayan States under our guardianship against foreign 
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powers, we acquire a vast increase of Colonial Power without any outlay or hazard, and 

we rescue from oppression, a countless multitude of beings who will no doubt become 

attached and faithful dependents; we protect them in the quiet pursuit of Commerce, and 

give life and energy to their exertions.243 

 

For Anderson and his supporters, the peninsula interior was a territory that ‘was so 

alluring; its treasures, its adventures, its backwardness beckoned’.244 His commitment to the 

establishment of trade linkages with the interior and east coast has, however, been 

overshadowed by his reputation as an anti-Siamese polemicist who penned a fiery critique of 

the East India Company’s failure to protect Kedah from a Siamese invasion in 1821. In the 

following section I argue that Anderson’s passion for the Kedah issue must be read against his 

desire to secure British access to an interior and east coast zone that could only be accessed 

via Kedah. The value of the latter, I argue, was not as a market itself, but as a gateway to 

more lucrative markets beyond its borders.   

 

The Kedah question as a means to a greater end 

 

Anderson’s Considerations was submitted to the Penang government in 1824. The manuscript 

was read, and subsequently approved for publication by newly installed Governor Robert 

Fullerton. As was practice, a number of copies were sent off to Calcutta for the Supreme 

Government, who, perhaps unexpectedly, declared it ‘a very useful Work’.245  

The Supreme Government’s favourable response was unexpected because Part One of 

Anderson’s manuscript was a polemic levelled at the East India Company’s policy, or lack 

thereof, in regard to affairs in the neighbouring Malay state of Kedah.246 In it he set out to 

‘prove’ that Siam had no traditional suzerain rights over Kedah, and that its invasion and 

subsequent occupation of the state in 1821 was a brutish infringement of Kedah’s sovereignty.  

Part One of the book would go on to become a highly authoritative text for subsequent 

generations of anti-Siamese polemicists in the Straits Settlements.247 It was in this section and 
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the accompanying preface that John Anderson as the anti-Siamese polemicist was at his best. 

But Anderson was far more than a polemicist. In his sixteen years as a Company servant in 

Penang he held almost as many positions—sheriff, company merchant, auditor, secretary to 

government, Malay translator, accountant. In addition to his activities in the peninsula he led 

an important mission to the east coast of Sumatra in 1823 on the orders of the Government of 

Penang, the fruits of which were published in 1826.248 In what must have been a frenzied 

period of writing, Anderson also managed to compile another lengthy book on Aceh at the 

behest of Governor Fullerton in 1824, the same year that his Considerations were 

published.249 

The structure of Anderson’s texts in all three cases was quite similar. Divided into two 

parts, the first part focused on current political issues and the author’s suggested course of 

action for the Company. With the threat of Dutch expansion forming the geo-political context 

of his investigations, his prescriptions were inevitably directed towards greater British 

engagement with indigenous states in the interest of protecting and extending ‘free’ trade. 

The Part Two format of Anderson’s publications was a descriptive geography. In the case 

of the Considerations, where Part One was an impassioned tract, the subtitle for part two 

gives some indication of the dryness to follow: 

 

Descriptive Sketch of the Tin Countries on the Western Coast of the Peninsula of 

Malacca, from the Island of Junk Ceylon to the River Lingi near Malacca, and the 

Rivers on that Coast; intended to exhibit the Boundaries of the Several States, their 

Natural Productions, as Objects of Commerce, &c’.  

 

Despite its literary deficiencies, part two of the Considerations would make a significant 

contribution to British understanding of the geography of the peninsula. Over eighty-six 

pages, Anderson delivered a succession of annotations for eighty-five rivers, from the Pungah 

(Phang Nga) in the north, to the Lingi Besar (near Melaka) in the south. The majority of these 

rivers were despatched with in a single sentence such as ‘Sanglang: With 50 Houses on its 

banks. Jerloon: With 20 houses’.250 In other cases, notes were made on the existence of shoals 

at the entrance, the number of settlements, and products attainable.  
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In addition to listing eighty-five rivers along the west coast, Anderson also grouped them 

into five major political units: Salang (Phuket), Quedah (Kedah), the Honorable [sic] 

Company’s Territory (Province Wellesley), Perak, and Selengore (Selangor). Unlike his very 

concise descriptions of numerous smaller rivers and adjacent settlements, accounts of the 

Kedah, Perak, and Salengor rivers merge seamlessly into extended commentaries on these 

major political units. Commencing at the river mouth, his descriptions of these rivers literally 

proceeded upstream along the numerous tributary stream and canals, branching into a 

discussion of the numbers of villages and houses, population and territorial divisions. In the 

case of Kedah, his description continued on until the mountains of Gunung Garam and Fakir 

Terbang which form ‘the boundary between the States of Quedah and Patani’.251 

While Anderson was confident in his assessment of Kedah as a distinct territorial and 

political unit, he was far less resolute in his description of Perak. Although similarly 

structured in that the political territory of Perak was constituted via a journey upriver from the 

coast, his description petered out half-way up the river at a point where ‘the Perak people are 

mixed with the Patani’.252 Unable to clearly define the extent of the sultanate, Anderson 

would only ever refer to Perak as a ‘Country’ as opposed to ‘the State’ as was the case with 

Kedah. 

This left the political status of the tin-producing districts located around the Kroh plateau 

outside of both Kedah and Perak. Anderson chose to discuss this watershed zone within his 

description of the ‘Honorable Company’s Territories on the Main’.253 Included within this 

sub-section on Province Wellesley, his description of the tin country of the interior would 

proceed up along the Muda river to the foothills of the Patani Country. There the Muda found 

its source 

 

...at the foot of the Mountain Sablah in the Patani Country. On the opposite side, the 

Patani River, which empties itself on the Eastern side of the Peninsula, also takes its 

rise, and it is positively asserted by the Malays, that the Perak River has its source at the 

base of the same Mountain, which is remarkable, the mouths of the two Rivers being 

distant of about a degree and half of Latitude.254 

 

Anderson’s account of this interior zone included a brief description of the rich tin districts 

of the Kroh plateau and the trails leading overland into the east coast lowlands. He would 

table the walking distances between the various towns and villages in the interior, population 

figures, and the prices of various commodities such as buffalos, goats, fowls and rice. The 
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Patani lowlands would be noted as a rich source of cheap cattle for the Penang market, 

‘several hundred head of which have recently been brought down to Province Wellesley’.255 

But it was the tin wealth of the watershed zone that was of greatest interest to Anderson. With 

a ‘considerable supply’ of this tin having recently secured via the office of the Superintendent 

of Province Wellesley, Anderson was confident that ‘there was every prospect of an 

increasing Trade’.256 Elsewhere in Part One of the Considerations, this prospect was amplified 

to suggest that ‘almost any quantity [of tin] may be derived through the Murbow, Muda and 

Pyre rivers’.257 

Anderson’s interest in the tin of the interior and the value attributed to the overland routes 

connecting Penang to the east coast suggests that the question of Siamese rule over Kedah 

that has attracted so much attention from historians, was in many ways a means to a more 

important end. Influence over Kedah meant control of the Muda river, ideally to the extent 

that the British would be able to abolish the tax farm on this route that had so frustrated 

Bannerman’s efforts to draw tin down from the Kroh plateau in 1818. 

The Penang Government drew a clear distinction between popular demands for political 

intervention in Kedah and the issue of securing of access to the interior and east coast. As the 

Deputy Secretary to the Government of Penang would write in a missive to Bengal in the 

same year that Anderson’s Considerations were published 

 

The Renovation of the little Kingdom of Kedah, however desirable to the immediate 

interests of this Settlement, cannot for one moment be considered of such importance to 

the British empire at large as the establishment of an unrestricted trade with the whole 

Siamese Empire, and with the interior and Eastern Coast of the Malay peninsula by 

means of those overland routes and those rivers flowing into the sea in the immediate 

neighbourhood of this Island’.258 

 

Two years later, Captain Burney—the man demonised by Penang’s merchant community 

for signing a treaty with Siam in 1826 that formalised British acceptance of Siamese 

suzerainty over Kedah—would reconfirm such an opinion. Burney was dismissive of the 

attention given to the Kedah issue for in his mind the state was ‘generally destitute of all those 

commodities which give some commercial consequence [compared] to the other States of the 
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Peninsula such as tin, gold, pepper, and other ordinary Malayan products’.259 Kedah was a 

convenient supplier of food, but it was not critical to the survival of Penang as anti-Siamese 

lobbyists would argue. Kedah rice sold in the Penang market for the same price as imported 

Bengali rice, while livestock imported from Patani and Songkhla was far cheaper than that 

which could be obtained in neighbouring Kedah.260  

The interior, by contrast, was a region that could supply valuable trade commodities 

unobtainable in Kedah itself, while it provided a channel for the importation of cheaper food 

than could be obtained in the latter. Access to the interior would therefore be an issue that 

Burney pushed for in his negotiations with the Siamese over the course of 1826. Spurred on 

by Penang’s government, he would lobby for ‘the free navigation of the Rivers between the 

Trang and the Creean, from their mouths to their sources, as well as the free and unimpeded 

intercourse overland with Patani and the Tin Countries in the interior, and with Ligor, 

Singora, and other parts on the Eastern Coast of the Malayan Peninsula’.261 In the final 

version of the document commonly referred to as the Burney Treaty of 1826 such access was 

granted, but limited to ‘Asiatic subjects’ of British countries (with the exception of ‘Burmese, 

or Peguers, or descendents of Europeans’). Provincial governors in centres such as Phuket 

and Songkhla were also reserved the right to deny British merchants access to particular 

localities.262  

Despite the concessions granted to non-European subjects (namely the Chinese) for access 

to the interior of the peninsula, the signing of the Burney Treaty in 1826 dealt a severe blow 

to the ambitions of Penang’s merchant community. Company recognition of Siamese 

suzerainty over Kedah meant that trade with the interior and east coast would continue to 

have to pass through the Kedah ‘middle-man’. On top of this, the unwillingness of the 

Company to risk provoking Siam over the question of Kedah and the interior merely 

compounded the gradual decline of Penang itself as the primary Company outpost east of 

India. The beneficiary was the rival port of Singapore, which was experiencing a rapid 

expansion in trade with Siam during the 1820s. Significantly, a valuable part of the new 
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Singapore-Siam trade included country trading throughout the minor ports of the east coast 

that Penang’s government and merchants had previously sort access to via overland pathways.  

The Burney Treaty cemented the precedence of imperial geopolitical concerns over the 

desires of Penang’s traders and administrators to apply the universal principles of political 

economy to the building of empire. While Penang’s vocal merchant community continued to 

lobby for British intervention in the peninsula, by the 1830s the island’s government was 

reconciled to the fact that the Company would not budge on its neutralist policy to satisfy the 

desires of a relatively small outpost. In a sign of changing times, ensuing publications on the 

subject of the peninsula would rarely broach the issue of trans-peninsula trade or the tin-

wealth of the interior. James Low’s The British Settlement of Penang (1836) would be a 

seminal example of the influence of political economy upon Penang’s administrative classes, 

but the subject of this study would be agricultural development within Penang and Province 

Wellesley. While Low was possibly the first European to make the arduous journey along the 

upper reaches of the Muda river to visit the tin mines of the Kroh plateau, he would note little 

in regard to this trip besides adding to add to the mystique of the Patani country by noting its 

‘inexhaustible Mines of tin’.263 Newbold’s comprehensive two volume study of the Straits 

Settlements (1839)264 was also largely concerned with the agriculture of Penang and Province 

Wellesley and did not broach the issue of the interior. The tin mines of Kroh and trade with 

the east coast, an important—if often un-stated—component of an early British forward 

movement into the central peninsula, had slipped off the agenda. Lobbyists could only 

bemoan that ‘had prudence spared the life of that excellent and intelligent functionary 

[Colonel Bannerman], so wise a measure [intervention] would have been carried into 

effect’.265 It would be another three decades before their desires would be realised. In the 

meanwhile, the rulers of the shadowy state of Raman would continue to consolidate their 

control over the valuable resources of the watershed zone. The history of nineteenth century 

Raman forms the subject of the following chapter.  
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chapter four: the consolidation of Raman, 1826-1900 

 
 

 

 
For most of the nineteenth century A.D. the Malay Peninsula was much the same as it had been 
in the nineteenth century B.C., a tangled mass of jungle. 

 

K. C. Tregonning,  A History of Modern Malaya266 

 

 

The immeasurable technical progress of the nineteenth century has introduced the exotic element 
into literature concerning the East, and along with it at the same time the picture of decaying 
oriental states and lawless despotisms, in contrast to the driving power, the perfection, and the 
liberality of the Christian states of the West.  

 

J. C. van Leur, Indonesian Trade and Society267 

 
 

 

The period from 1826-1870 has conventionally been regarded as a relatively uneventful 

period in the history of the central peninsula. With the exception of a few studies of which 

Khoo Kay Kim’s stands out, analysis of this period has been strongly contoured by a colonial 

historiography in which the terms of the 1826 Burney Treaty are taken as the closure of a 

distinct historical chapter.268 Cowan’s history of British involvement in the peninsula during 

the nineteenth century manages to dispense with the years prior to 1867 within the preface.269 

Swettenham’s British Malaya turns exclusively to Singaporean and Johor affairs for the 

duration of the post-1826 period.270  Emerson embarks on an analysis of the Dutch Cultivation 

System in Java before returning to the peninsula to examine ‘the British forward movement’ 

of the 1870s.271 L. A. Mills’ study shifts to examine affairs in other parts of the peninsula, but 

he is careful not to take them too seriously. His statement that ‘during the whole period 

between 1786 and 1867 the Malay states of the Peninsula were hard at work committing 
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political hari-kari’272 typifies the attitude of scholars writing from within a colonial paradigm 

that the states of the peninsula during this time were collapsing under the weight of their own 

irrationality.273 

Decline was a theme that proved equally irresistible to important post-war historians such 

as D. G. E. Hall, who, despite the attempt to present a more Asia-centric history of the region 

than many earlier writers, could only arrest the pace of nineteenth century decline to the point 

of a fragile stasis.274 A later generation of nationalist historians would likewise subscribe to a 

model of declining Malay political power during this period, one that would be linked to the 

onset of a wider cultural malaise within Malay society. 275 

As discussed in the preceding chapter, for a relatively brief moment during the early 1800s 

Penang’s merchant-scientists argued that they had not only identified a process of indigenous 

political and cultural decline, but discovered the means of arresting it. For them, the science 

of political economy could be used to diagnose the symptoms of decay. Theories of free trade 

and comparative advantage were the antidote, ideas that could literally stimulate progress. It 

was this theory and language of the Scottish Enlightenment that Company servants such as 

John Anderson had used when lobbying for a British intervention that could halt a perceived 

civilisational decline. They argued that by exposing indigenous political systems to a rational 

system of free trade and regulated commerce, this philanthropic set of universal laws would 

re-inscribe Malay culture with a set of values that would restore its vitality.  

The merchant-scientists failed in their efforts. The East India Company’s Supreme Council 

was unwilling to stem any general political decline or cultural decay that was not yet 

impinging on its larger economic agenda. When the effects of political instability in the 

peninsula did reach such a point around 1870, the British would intervene. And it is at this 

point that later observers would be able to locate the triumph of Western order and progress 

that John Anderson had so desperately desired some fifty years earlier. For D. G. E. Hall, 

1870 was the year that the people of the peninsula would be shaken from their slumber.276 For 

Swettenham, it was the decade in which ‘the British Government was invited, pushed, and 
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persuaded into helping the Rulers of certain States to introduce order into their disorderly, 

penniless, and distracted households’.277  

The enthusiasm with which historians have sought to capture the significance of the 1870s 

has had the effect of rendering the earlier decades of the nineteenth century as little more than 

a sorry preamble to ‘History proper’. It is this oversight that I seek to rectify in this chapter by 

moving away from the colonial vantage point of Penang to open up a new perspective on 

nineteenth century peninsula history. The focus of this chapter is the interior zone that would 

slowly fade out of the British colonial view following the signing of the 1826 Burney Treaty. 

Far from decaying, I argue that throughout the nineteenth century the expansion of the tin 

industry and peripheral services sponsored the emergence of Raman as a robust Malay polity. 

It was also a flexible one that was able to duly compensate for difficulties in establishing 

relationships with the Penang market by profiting from the Patani market of the east coast. 

Pivotal to this relationship between the rulers of an inland polity and the ilir market place 

were forms of collaboration with migrant Chinese entrepreneurs who came to dominate key 

commercial nodes along the east coast during the nineteenth century. While much has been 

written on forms of collaboration that developed between migrant Chinese and the Siamese 

court, in this chapter I investigate the partnership that developed between upstream Malay 

chiefs and downstream Chinese merchant-administrators.  

 

New angles on murky regions 

  

The assumption that few events of historical note occurred in the central peninsula between 

1826 and 1870 is highly problematic. By all accounts, the area had been a rather lively spot 

on the map in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. The tin miners of the 

watershed zone were active. Penang was hosting a bustling trade. The southern Siamese ports 

of Nakhon and Songkhla were recovering from some ill-destined adventurism of the late 

1760s. As Reid notes, the period between 1780 and 1870 was in fact marked by a general 

upswing in the commerce of the entire Southeast Asia region.278  

It is the evidence of such a general upswing that has led scholars such as Reid and Li to 

question what has been obscured by colonial histories who have emphasised a contrary 

pattern of Southeast Asian decay and decline during this period. The result of Li’s queries has 

been the exposure of an entirely new region centred round the lengthy shoreline of the Gulf of 

Thailand and the South China Sea during this period. Like that of a central peninsula region, 

this Mekong-centric Water Frontier is one that was ‘obscured when the region was sliced into 
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pieces and fitted into respective national histories’.279 Her work, along with that of co-

contributors to a recent volume on the subject, combines a critique of nationalist histories 

with recently unearthed sources to illustrate the existence of a thriving regional economy 

along the shores of the Gulf of Thailand in the late eighteenth century and nineteenth 

centuries. A non-state history, the Water Frontier is presented as a network of ports and 

hinterland producer regions that were animated by the role of Chinese traders. 

A similar non-state history can be plotted for the central peninsula during the British 

‘interregnum’ of 1826-1870, one linked to the energies of both a new batch of Malay rulers in 

the Penang hinterland and the overseas Chinese who were the driving force of Li’s Water 

Frontier. These were actors who would take advantage of growing Chinese demand for 

peninsula tin to stimulate production in the interior zone that separated the ports of Patani and 

Penang. Rather than seeing themselves as subordinates to a British regional initiative, these 

were actors who sought to take advantage of British markets. For migrant Chinese operating 

out of the coastal ports of Patani and Songkhla during the nineteenth century, linkages 

developed between the tin and galena mines of the Patani river watershed and Singapore 

would signal the development of an alternative trade network to that centred around Penang 

on the west coast. As migrant Chinese money and manpower flowed up-river from the east 

coast to open new mining centres in the watershed zone and intensify production in old ones, 

the mining industry that had so entranced John Anderson would continue to grow, particularly 

from the 1850s onwards. Their efforts challenged the centrality of the Penang market by 

drawing part of the interior mineral trade off to the east coast while their successes invite us to 

question the assumption that progress was somehow a uniquely British gift to the peoples of 

peninsula.  

Progress as such, was not a uniquely Chinese gift either. Although the history of Raman is 

one strongly defined by the presence of powerful competing suzerain powers, we should not 

underestimate the capacity of Raman’s Malay governing class to exploit competing colonial 

and commercial interests. The nineteenth century was a period in which the state of Raman 

consolidated its hold over the mines of the Kroh plateau independent of Siamese or Chinese 

assistance. Its ruling class profited from the tin boom within both its own and neighbouring 

territories. Through the control of a transportation infrastructure (elephants), investments in 

mining ventures, and the leasing of tax farms, the rulers of this state became far more than 

mere landlords for the Chinese syndicates that worked the various mines of the interior. They 

demonstrated a readiness to adapt to changing situations, even a willingness to play the 

‘progress’ card against the British in the defence of their material interests. They exhibited 
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what Smail referred to as the ‘creative adaptation’ of local societies that both colonial and 

anti-colonial/nationalist historians have frequently overlooked. 

My examination of this period begins with a review of Smail’s ideas on creative adaptation 

and autonomous history, ideas that I attempt to place in the context of nineteenth century 

Raman. I argue that from the very point of its formation, the history of this polity can be 

reinterpreted in a more autonomous light that de-emphasises the dynamic of inter-

civilisational conflict and the rigidity of ethnic categories that have been employed by 

colonial and nationalist historians. I then chart the political consolidation of the state and its 

opening up to new capital investment originating from Patani. 

 

Smail’s autonomous history 

 

The absence of a civilising British capital investment (or a discourse recommending as much) 

in the period between 1826-1870 should not be interpreted to mean that mining activity and 

trade across the watershed stagnated or was insignificant until such an investment 

materialised in the 1870s. To do as such is to adhere to the rhythm of a colonial 

historiography that exhibits little interest in those regions that van Leur famously described as 

‘grey and undifferentiated’280 Devising the means to break this rhythm and bring the blurry 

parts of the colonial map into focus was what John Smail endeavoured to do in his seminal 

essay ‘On the possibility of an autonomous history of modern Southeast Asia’. While not 

without a number of problems, his ideas provide a useful template for charting the emergence 

and consolidation of Raman in the nineteenth century. 

Smail was centrally concerned with a methodological problem: in writing the history of 

Southeast Asia—particularly for the period of the nineteenth century—is the author 

compelled to acknowledge a number of distinct discontinuities at those junctures where power 

appears to have swung in favour of domestic or western/colonial powers? Or is there the 

possibility that historians might identify a continuous thread of autonomous history that can 

transcend such breaks and grant far greater agency to Southeast Asians.281  

                                                            
280 Jacob van Leur quoted in John R. W. Smail. 1993. On the Possibility of an Autonomous History of 
Modern Southeast Asia. In Autonomous Histories, Particular Truths: Essays in Honour of John R. W. 
Smail, edited by L. J. Sears. Madison, Wisconsin: Center for Southeast Asian Studies, University of 
Wisconsin-Madison, p. 39. 
281 Smail, ‘On the Possibility of an Autonomous History’, p. 54; A similar question was posed by Harry 
Benda in an another important essay on Southeast Asian historiography. Like Smail, Benda proposed 
that the periodization of Southeast Asian history must move away from the junctures represented by 
European intrusions and pay greater attention to indigenous factors. See Harry J. Benda. 1969. The 
Structure of Southeast Asian History: Some Preliminary Observations. In Man, State, and Society in 
Contemporary Southeast Asia, edited by R. O. Tilman. New York: Praeger. A good summary of the 
autonomous history approach is found in Victor Lieberman. 2003. Strange Parallels: Southeast Asia in 
Global Context, c. 800-1830. Volume 1: Integration on the Mainland. Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, pp. 9-15. 
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Smail’s belief in the possibility of the latter hinged upon the concept of autonomy itself. It 

was, he argued, a term with two distinct meanings. In what he called the ‘newspaper sense’ of 

the word, autonomy was a term used to evaluate power relations.282 He argued that the point 

where the relative strength of Southeast Asian and colonial powers is seen to shift in favour of 

the latter has typically signalled a historiographical disjuncture wherein the perspective of the 

historian shifts to one that looks out over the shoulder of the Company or colonial agent. 

Whilst stating that the location of these points is always subject to regional variations, 

colonial historians were said to be in general agreement that the balance of power had firmly 

shifted in favour of western powers by the late nineteenth century.   

Given the significance of numerous changes forced by colonial powers in the late 

nineteenth century, such an opinion was a relatively accurate one. However, Smail argued that 

a more complex interpretation of the term autonomous meaning ‘to some extent unique 

socially and culturally’283 offered the possibility of writing an history of Southeast Asia 

beyond the colonial rupture of the late nineteenth century. Such an interpretation of the term 

served to shift the focus of the historian away from the affairs of political elites and crude 

balance of power arguments to take in a broader view of Southeast Asian society. He argued 

against the tendency to see the fall of domestic elites as synonymous with the decline or 

collapse of the societies over which they had ruled. Such a loss or stagnation of elite culture—

an event regularly linked to the collapse of domestic autonomy or civilisational decay—did 

not necessarily impact greatly on the autonomous activities—and thus history—of a large 

peasantry or immigrant communities.  

On the contrary, Smail argued that Southeast Asian societies have exhibited considerable 

robustness and ‘creative adaptability’ to political tumult and the collapse of elites. As 

discussed in chapter three, the decay of Perak courtly authority in the watershed zone did not 

result in societal paralysis. On the contrary, it provided opportunities for new stakeholders to 

establish followings and carve out new domains. The ‘men of prowess’ who came to rule over 

much of the interior would in turn seek to guard their autonomy by ‘creatively adapting’ to 

the circumstances produced by a creeping colonial presence. A key aspect of such an 

engagement was economic collaboration between themselves and Chinese elites located at 

both ends of the trans-peninsula trails leading out of the interior. This process invariably 

involved adjustments by society at large such as changes in the nature of corvee obligations 

                                                            
282 Smail, ‘On the Possibility of an Autonomous History’, p. 51. Autonomy as a measure of relative 
power is the interpretation often used by critics of centralist histories of the pre-colonial era. See for 
example Dhiravat na Phombejra. 2002. Towards a History of Seventeenth Century Phuket. In Recalling 
Local Pasts: Autonomous History in Southeast Asia, edited by Sunait Chutintaranond and C. Baker. 
Chiang Mai: Silkworm; Sunait Chutintaranond. 2002. Leading Port Cities in the Eastern Martaban Bay 
in the Context of Autonomous History. In Recalling Local Pasts: Autonomous History in Southeast 
Asia, edited by Sunait Chutintaranond and C. Baker. Chiang Mai: Silkworm. 
283 Smail, ‘On the Possibility of an Autonomous History’, p. 51. 
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and production habits. What Smail stressed however, was that such processes of 

‘acculturation’ by both leaders and subjects should be seen in terms of a series of choices 

rather than ultimatums. The latter view is where the end of Southeast Asian autonomy has 

traditionally been located. Here Southeast Asians abandoned established production regimes 

or customary practices because they lacked the relative strength to maintain them in the face 

of a Company or colonial advance. To acknowledge that acculturation is a selective process 

on the other hand, allows us to appreciate the agency demonstrated by Southeast Asian’s in 

creatively adapting to new circumstances, even if this included the enlarged presence of a 

colonial regime that stifled domestic autonomy in the ‘relative strength’ sense of the word.  

The story of the emergence and consolidation of Raman well-reflects the operation of this 

dynamic. It is a story which helps to forge a continuity between the period discussed in the 

previous chapter and the sudden explosion of Raman onto the international scene in the 1880s 

when this landlocked state would become a bitter bone of contention between two new 

colonial states (British Malaya and Siam). Most importantly, this history questions the 

standard notion that ‘nineteenth-century Southeast Asia was on a slow decline heading for 

that final calamity’.284 The following discussion presents the case of a polity that not only 

resisted British models of orthodox state structure, but one which was moving in a most 

‘progressive’ direction by the standards of the East India Company’s political economists.  

 

The emergence of Raman 

 

Raman was a polity that had been known of by Europeans since 1818 when Bannerman had 

sought out a commercial treaty with the chiefs of the Kroh district. It was noted by Anderson 

as part of an otherwise anomalous ‘Patani Country’ in 1824 and described to Burney two 

years later as one of the fourteen chieftainships that paid tribute to Siam via the 

superintending states of Nakhon Sri Thammaraat and Songkhla.285 As discussed in chapter 

two, the emergence of this landlocked state was related to the disintegration of the Perak 

                                                            
284 David K. Wyatt. 1997. History and Directionality in the Nineteenth-Century Tai World. In The Last 
Stand of Asian Autonomies: Responses to Modernity in the Diverse States of Southeast Asia and Korea, 
1750-1900, edited by A. Reid. New York: St. Martin’s Press, pp. 427-8. 
285 Captain H. Burney. Report, 2nd December, 1826. In The Burney Papers. Vol. 2,  Part 5, p. 144-5.The 
thirteen petty states listed by Burney are ‘Ch’hena or Tana, Tipha, Tani or Patani, Jamoo, Benera and 
Sai or Nong-Sai on the coast, and inland, Chene, Jala, Nong Chik, Toom, Prawan, Raman, Roge, or as 
named by the Malays Leggeh, Datoo or Jering’. This list differs from the conventional view that Patani 
was divided into only seven statelets in 1810. The inclusion of some secondary centres may partially 
account for the large number of petty states listed by Burney, yet it appears that the precise number of 
states was not a settled matter. Cyril Skinner argues that during this time there were at least nine 
statelets. For details regarding the status of the Patani states in the early nineteenth century see Cyril 
Skinner. 1983. A Malay Mission to Bangkok During the Reign of Rama II. Journal of the Malaysian 
Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society 56 (2):135-140; and Cyril Skinner. 1985. The Battle for Junk 
Ceylon: The Syair Sultan Maulana. Dordrecht: Foris Publications. 
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sultanate’s authority in the ulu zone during the last decades of the eighteenth century and 

corresponding political disturbances in the Patani lowlands. 

Precisely which one of these factors was more important to the emergence of Raman as a 

semi-independent state is open to question. Standard accounts view its emergence as a 

unilateral Siamese initiative, a product of Bangkok’s decision to dissolve the ancient polity of 

Patani in 1810 and replace it with a more manageable confederation of petty states under the 

supervision of Songkhla.286 According to this version of events, the creation of Raman was 

achieved by the stroke of a Siamese pen and the weight of its armies. It simply comes into 

being, a new polity with its capital located some twenty miles upstream from the mouth of the 

Patani river at Kota Bharu where the Raja Tuan Loh Teh resided.287 

Such an image of Siam as a colonial aggressor that broke-up the once great sultanate of 

Patani may satisfy the moral of Malay nationalist historiography, but it is a simplistic account 

of the factors that would contribute to the dismemberment of Patani and the subsequent 

emergence of Raman.288 As discussed in chapter two, the stirrings of an increasingly 

independent group of chiefs in the interior had been noticed by both the Perak court and the 

Dutch as early as 1780. It was in that year that Sultan Alauddin of Perak had received a 

mission from ‘the so-called King of Patani’, a figure that Barbara Watson Andaya rightly 

suspects was the chief of the region that would later be known as Raman.289 By the mid-

1790s, the watershed was home to an increasing number of largely autonomous settlements 

established by refugees fleeing the turmoil that affected the Patani lowlands for much of the 

period between 1791 and 1808. In the early 1790s, Mengkong Ras of Legeh led a large 

contingent of his peoples out of the Patani lowlands to establish new settlements at Tapang 

and Bendang Niang on the upper reaches of the Perak river.290 In the Betong valley a Perak 

official left stranded by the decline of downstream authority—Mengkong Jarum of Betong—

oversaw a number of settlements in this strategic valley that connected the Patani and Perak 

sides of the dividing watershed. By opening up new land along the empty river valleys and 

mobilising manpower for the collection of tin, men such as Mengkong Ras and Mengkong 

                                                            
286 Authors using Siamese sources such as Tej Bunnag date the break-up of Patani from the failed 
rebellion of the Patani Rajah Tungku Lamidin in 1791. Tej Bunnag. 1997. The Provincial 
Administration of Siam, 1892-1915. Kuala Lumpur: Oxford University Press, p. 31. A date closer to 
1810 would appear to be more accurate however. Syukri links the division of Patani to  the 1808 
rebellion of the Rajah Datuk Pangkalan. See Ibrahim Syukri. 1985. History of the Malay Kingdom of 
Patani. Translated by C. Bailey and J. N. Miksic. Athens, Ohio: Ohio University Centre for 
International Studies, pp. 47-8. 
287 Known variously as Toh Nik, Tuan Mansur or Tuan Nik Loh The. 
288 Syukri, History of the Malay Kingdom of Patani, pp. 49-50. 
289 Barbara Watson Andaya. 1979. Perak: The Abode of Grace. A Study of an Eighteenth Century 
Malay State. Kuala Lumpur: Oxford University Press, pp. 340-1. 
290 M. 1561/68. Office Diary of Hubert Berkeley. Kept Intermittently as District Officer of Upper Perak 
and Covering from abut 1900 to 1908. 
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Jarum came to exist in a patchwork of autonomous settlements across the expanse of the 

watershed. 

 Precisely how Tuan Loh Teh managed to rise to the top of this pile of opportunists is 

unclear. Oral histories recorded in the early twentieth century render him as a figure who 

‘gathered together a body of fighting men and declared himself the independent Raja of the 

Upper Patani valley’291 at some time in the first decade of the nineteenth century. Whether his 

rise was facilitated by genealogical links to the Patani court is unclear. His alias of Toh Nik 

suggests as much, for the title Nik was one bestowed upon the offspring of a union between a 

female royal and a commoner.292 Another tradition states that he was a commoner whose 

descendents adopted humble titles in recognition of their non-royal origins, hence the lineage 

of the Raman rajas including names such as Tuan Kundur (pumpkin), Tuan Jagong (maize) 

and Tuan Timung (cucumber).293 Both traditions may have some truth to them, for 

inconsistencies between different accounts of Tuan Loh Teh’s rule and particularly the timing 

of his death admit the possibility of a break in the ruling line in the mid-1830s, the period 

when Tuan Kundur—the first raja to employ a humble name—came to power.294 In either 

case, it is clear that the rulers of this up-start polity adroitly ‘promoted ancestor-consciousness 

as a form of centralizing social control’.295 

The only point that can be made with any certainty in the absence of further evidence is 

that by 1808 when Siamese efforts to break-up Patani into a number of confederate states 

commenced, Tuan Loh Teh was firmly in control of the tin rich interior. Given that the 

Bangkok court was generally in no position to choose local leaders in the outer provinces and 

that in times of crisis ‘the natural leader, whom the government had to accept as governor, 

was usually a military leader’296, the Siamese most likely confirmed—rather than 

inaugurated—the rule of this individual around this time. This is an important distinction, for 

it reverses the relative power imbalance between local actors and external suzerain in favour 
                                                            
291 W. E. Everitt. 1955. The Rahman Mines at Intan. The Malayan Historical Journal 2 (2):104. 
292 Syukri, History of the Malay Kingdom of Patani, p. 86,  n. 69. The word Toh is likewise an 
abbreviation of Datoh, a Malay honorific held by local rulers and district chiefs.  
293 This same tradition nonetheless also claimed that the ruling line of Raman refused to eat bamboo 
shoots because their ancestors were found in the internode of a bamboo stem (a common Malay origin 
myth), a point which suggests that these commoners endeavoured to fashion a mythical origin in order 
to legitimate their positions. W. W. Skeat. 1953. Reminiscences of the Cambridge University 
Expedition to the North-Eastern Malay States, 1899-1900. Journal of the Malayan Branch of the Royal 
Asiatic Society, 28 (4):86. 
294 One of the more curious statements made by the sister of Tuan Kundur to the District Officer of 
Upper Perak in the early 1900s, was that the division of Patani into seven statelets was only formalised 
in the aftermath of the 1831-1832 Kedah rebellion. Prior to this the suggestion is that Tuan Loh Teh 
ruled more-or-less independently, and it was not until the Kedah-Songkhla war of 1831-32 that the 
Siamese formally divided Patani up. Given that Tuan Loh Teh was reputedly executed by the Siamese 
for having failed to halt Kedah troops en-route to Songkhla, it is possible that the new ruler, who it is 
stated was selected by the Siamese in this instance, was of commoner origin. Hubert Berkeley, Office 
Diary of Hubert Berkeley. 
295 Tony Day, Fluid Iron, p. 57. 
296 Tej, The Provincial Administration of Siam, p. 19. 
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of the former. It should also alert us to the likelihood that rather than being a product of 

Patani’s demise, the emergence Raman was probably a contributor to the declining fortunes of 

the downstream court in much the same way that the downstream court of Perak was greatly 

weakened by the increasingly independent stance of its own ulu chiefs in the last decades of 

the eighteenth century. 

 

Consolidating control over the Kroh plateau 

 

By 1810, those chiefs of the watershed zone such as the Mengkong of Jarum and Mengkong 

Ras of Legeh who had hedged their bets via marriage connections to the family of the future 

ruler of Raman were the winners as Tuan Loh Teh won Siamese backing for his rule over this 

region. By the time of Bannerman’s negotiations with the chiefs of the Kroh district in 1818, 

Tuan Loh Teh was growing quite wealthy from his control of the valuable tin resources of the 

Kroh plateau. Manipulation of the Penang market was critical to his success in this regard and 

serves as a reminder of the adeptness with which local rulers adapted to changes wrought by 

European intrusions. His strategy of disposing tin collected as tax-in-kind on the Penang 

market allowed him to reap a gross profit five times in excess of that which had been realised 

by the Perak court when the tin of Kroh plateau had been conveyed down the Perak river. 

According to figures supplied by the Juragen Sulaiman in 1818, the Perak side of the 

watershed at this time was producing around 1,500 bahar of tin a year at a time when tin was 

fetching as much as $54 a bahar on the Penang market.297  Tuan Loh Teh taxed tin miners at 

the lower price of $24 a bahar, demanding fifty-percent of output as tax-in-kind.298 

Technically, this system was capable of raising $18,000 worth of tin a year, which when sold 

on the Penang market at a peak rate of $54 a bahar appreciated to a gross profit of $40,500. 

Whether such fortunes were ever accrued is difficult to state with any certainty, with British 

observers being of the opinion that a figure of 1,500 bahar a year was considerably 

exaggerated.299 Probably the only thing that can be said with any certainty is that a dearth of 

labour kept mine output at comparatively modest levels. The security of the main transit route 

down to the coast also effected how much tin reached the Penang market, only 250 bahars 

                                                            
297 Juragen Sulaiman was a Malay trader whom Bannerman had entrusted with his negotiations with the 
Kroh chiefs in 1818. By contrast Anderson records that tin exports from the Kuala Muda only averaged 
around 1000 pikuls at this time. See John Anderson. 1965. Considerations Relative to the Malayan 
Peninsula and the British Settlements in the Straits of Malacca. Singapore: Malaysian Branch of the 
Royal Asiatic Society Facsimile Reprint. Original edition, 1824, p. 309. 
298 C. D. Cowan. 1950. Governor Bannerman and the Penang Tin Scheme, 1818-1819. Journal of the 
Malayan Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society 23 (1):52-83. 
299 J. Crawfurd. 1830. Journal of an Embassy from the Governor General of India to the Courts of Siam 
and Cochin China; Exhibiting a View of the Actual State of those Kingdoms. Second ed. Vol. 1. 
London: Henry Colburn and Richard Bentley, p. 15. 
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being received in 1824 on account of the Muda river being ‘infested by Pirates’.300 There is of 

course the possibility that such conditions prompted the export of tin down the Patani river as 

was common practice later in the century, yet in the absence of more conclusive data this 

must remain a mere speculation.  

Problems associated with transit routes were less significant than those which would arise 

from Perak attempts to reassert its control of the Kroh mines and the effects of two conflicts 

between Kedah and the Siamese supervisory states of Nakhon Sri Thammarat and Songkhla 

during the 1830s. The first disruptions would in fact turn out to be a boon for Tuan Loh Teh, 

for attempts by the Perak’s rulers to regain control of the Kroh mines would only to prove that 

the Patani men of Raman were not ‘simple and uncultivated men’ who could be held by a hair 

‘if you only have the discretion not to pull it too hard’.301 The precise date the first campaign 

launched by Sultan Abdul Malik is uncertain302, but it was most likely the event that prompted 

his complaint to the ruler of Kedah in 1814 that ‘the Patani people have attacked our country 

and taken possession of our tin mines’.303 In an attempt to shore up Perak authority in the 

area, the Sultan sent the widow of his predecessor, Putri Andek, upstream with an 

expeditionary force to take control of fort Kapas, a Perak outpost at the edge of the Kroh 

plateau. This she did, but things went awry when she accepted a marriage proposal from Tuan 

Loh Teh who had heard of the beauty and charm of his adversary. When Putri Andek 

subsequently reneged on her acceptance of Tuan Loh Teh’s offer after the latter had already 

made his way up to Betong for the wedding, the Raja of Raman pushed on. The Perak forces 

fled fort Kapas and were chased as far south as Bukit Naksa, whereupon the Raman forces 

retired, having secured control over the most valuable tin mines in the region.304 

 Ensuing attempts by the Perak court to recapture the Kroh mines likewise failed, most 

famously with the massacre of a Perak forced composed of largely of syeds at Kuala Kwah in 

1845.305 The victorious Raman force was said to have buried the corpses of over a hundred 

syeds in rows across the path at Kuala Kwah so that ‘any Perak men walking north, would 

have to walk over and desecrate the graves of these descendants of the founder of their 

religion’.306 

                                                            
300 Anderson, Considerations, p. 171. 
301 Crawfurd, Journal of an Embassy, pp. 14-15. 
302 Everitt, ‘The Rahman Mines at Intan’, pp. 104-5.  
303 Anderson. Considerations,p. 70.  
304 Hubert Berkeley, Office Diary of Hubert Berkeley.  
305 Syed—a honorific given to descendents of the Prophet Muhammad. 
306 W. E. Everitt. 1952. A History of Mining in Perak. Johore Bahru, p. 55. In his journal of a journey 
into the ulu in 1909, E. W. Birch passed this gravesite. He noted that it contained the ‘hundred graves 
of the Perak Shahids (men killed in battle), who attacked Patani and were cut down by Mengkong 
Delaha in 1846. Their graves are an interesting relic of the days when the Northern Perak Chief (the 
Dato’ Sri Adika Raja) in an attempt to recover what he believed to belong to Perak—viz. the mines at 
Klian Intan—came into conflict with the Reman power’. See E. W. Birch. 1909. My Visit to Klian 
Intan. Journal of the Straits Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society. 56:140. 
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While victories over Perak had the effect of continually expanding the extent of Raman 

control over the watershed, opportunities for the exploitation of valuable mineral deposits 

remained constrained by the conflicts of the 1830s. In 1831-32 and 1838-39, supporters of the 

deposed ex-Raja of Kedah took their cause up to the walls of Songkhla in a series of violent 

campaigns. For the state of Raman, one unfortunate implication of the development of routes 

down to the coast for the export of tin and cattle was the erosion of the isolation that had 

formerly guaranteed a degree of protection from such lowland disturbances.307 The successful 

manipulation of both the Muda and Patani rivers by the Raja of Raman also invited reverse 

flows in the form of invasion forces. To guard against such flows both the Raman and Perak 

chiefs had established a series of stockades at strategic points along the overland trail. While 

these defences were sufficient for the handling of local disturbances, they were no real 

obstacle to large bodies of troops coming up from the lowlands. The Kedah rebellions against 

Songkhla and Nakhon in 1831-32 and 1838-9 devastated the watershed as a scorched earth 

campaign was conducted from Baling to the upper Patani valley. During the 1831-32, this 

route was used by Kedah Malays on their way to attack the Siamese at Songkhla.308 Oral 

histories note how the Kedah forces  

 

burned every house at the mines and the Raja’s agent threw three large jars full of 

dollars into Lubuk Gendang at Lembang Ninering which has never been recovered. 

They burned every house in every village in the Rhui valley down to Kepayang but 

feared to go further owing to the strength of Krunei.309 

 

After being ransacked by Kedah Malays on the way to Patani, Siamese troops in turn 

pursued the retreating Rajas of Legeh and Nong Jik as far as Jarum whereupon another battle 

ensued, with the surrounding area plundered by Siamese troops at its conclusion.310 

 The overland route was again used during the 1838 rebellion of Tengku Mohamed Sa’ad 

and became a path of much concern to Rama III, primarily because it was being used as an 

escape route for Malays fleeing the Patani lowlands.311 From the Siamese perspective, the 

trans-peninsula route passing over the highlands was viewed as Siam’s ‘right nostril’, which 

together with the paths running from Kedah to Songkhla, was an artery that was critical to the 

                                                            
307 Mahnaz Z. Isphahani. 1989. Roads and Rivals: The Political Uses of Access in the Borderlands of 
Asia. Ithaca, New York: Cornell University Press, p. 6. 
308 The Raja of Raman Tuan Loh Teh apparently offered no resistance to the Kedah force, failing to 
turn up to a troop muster organised by the Songkhla’s nominated Raja of Patani. For this he was 
allegedly executed by the Siamese after the 1831-32 rebellion had been suppressed. See Syukri. History 
of the Malay Kingdom of Patani, p. 50; Hubert Berkeley, Office Diary of Hubert Berkeley. 
309 Hubert Berkeley, Office Diary of Hubert Berkeley. 
310 Syukri, History of the Malay Kingdom of Patani, p.52.  
311 Pasuk Phongpaichit and Chris Baker. 2002. Thailand: Economy and Politics. New York: Oxford 
University Press, p. 13. 
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health of the Siamese body politic.312 These two rebellions severely disrupted mining activity 

as labour fled southwards to the relative safety of Perak and the routes that conveyed tin down 

to the coast became the province of bandits.313 Newbold’s figures for Kedah tin in the year 

ending 1836—probably the most peaceful of this entire decade—show that a mere 200 bahar 

was exported from Kuala Muda, while next door in Perak—the beneficiary of refugee flight—

2,500 bahar was produced during the same period.314 Monthly trade figures across the 1830s 

as recorded in the Penang Gazette show very little tin being exported from Kuala Muda.315 If 

tin mining was carried on, one might assume that low labour supply and the general insecurity 

of property arising from troubles in the Kedah and Patani lowlands would have kept 

production to a minimum.316 

The resolution of disputes over the Kedah throne in the early 1840s and the end of Perak 

attempts to reclaim the mines of the watershed ushered in period of relative calm. During this 

decade the mines swung back into production under the watchful gaze of Toh Nang Patani, 

the sister of the second Raja of Raman, Tuan Kundur. The mines had begun to pay again by 

the middle of the century, but further expansion was stifled at this point with the opening up 

of the Larut tin fields in Perak during the early 1850s which drew off labour from the remote 

mines of the ulu. It is not until the 1860s that we have evidence of an emerging alliance 

between the Rajas of Raman and Penang-based Chinese miners who provided the labour for 

the mines of the Kroh plateau. It was during this decade that Tuan Timung (the third Raja of 

Raman) went into the tin business with Fong Kwi alias Dato Chawan, a Chinese towkay from 

Penang, to bring the main mine at Klian Intan back to a ‘flourishing condition’ with an annual 

                                                            
312 Cyril Skinner. 1993. Rama III and the Siamese Expedition to Kedah in 1839, The Dispatches of 
Luang Udomsombat. Translated by C. Skinner. Melbourne: Centre of Southeast Asian Studies, Monash 
University, pp. 141-2. 
313 The rebel leader Mohamed Sa’ad was reputedly the worst of all. During his brief tenure as the de-
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Skinner. 1966. The Civil War in Kelantan in 1839. Singapore: Malaysian Branch of the Royal Asiatic 
Society, p. 8; Khoo Kay Kim. 1995. Malay Society: Transformation and Democratisation. Kuala 
Lumpur: Pelanduk, pp. 95-6. 
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production of 900 pikuls that equated to an annual profit of $30,000.317 The relationship was a 

symbol of the important alliance that would develop between Chinese mining interests and 

the Malay rulers of this landlocked peninsula state. In similar fashion to that emphasised by 

Trocki in his analysis of Chinese kongsi in the Riau area, Chinese mining entrepreneurs were 

far often more integrated into indigenous state systems than is often assumed.318 Such an 

integrated relationship with Chinese miners was not confined to the Kroh-Penang axis 

however. As discussed in earlier chapters, the region of the central peninsula was one 

foremost defined by its relationship to both coasts, and Raman was no exception to this.  

Given that the seat of the Raman government was on the northern side of the watershed in the 

upper Patani valley, it was not surprising that this portion of the state would forge linkages 

with Chinese merchants in the neighbouring east coast port of Patani. 

 

 The other side of the watershed 

 

Penang was not the only regional centre that aspired to a peak position in a regional economy 

of the central peninsula. On the other side of the peninsula, Nakhon Sri Thammarat was 

engaged in a similar struggle for market share, particularly in regard to the lucrative mining 

sector. The profits to be made from a controlling stake in the regional economy of the central 

peninsula was what had prompted the Nakhon invasion of Kedah in 1821 and the subsequent 

redirection of Kedah’s surplus northwards during a twenty-year occupation period.319 With its 

own tin fields exhausted, Nakhon’s interference in Perak during the 1820s was also intimately 

related to a desire for mineral supplies, Chao Phraya Nakhon ‘requesting’ 200 bahar of tin in 

1826 which was to be used for the purchase of twenty cannon and seven hundred muskets 

from the captain of a French ship.320  

From the 1780s onwards, however, Nakhon faced a challenger to its position as the 

premier east coast trading node with the promotion of Songkhla to the status of a first class 

dependency of the Siamese court. Songkhla had previously been governed as a dependency of 

Nakhon, yet with the ascension of Rama I to the throne of the new Siamese court in Bangkok, 

                                                            
317 Hubert Berkeley, Office Diary of Hubert Berkeley. 
318 Carl A. Trocki. 1997. Chinese Pioneering in Eighteenth-Century Southeast Asia. In The Last Stand 
of Asian Autonomies: Responses to Modernity in the Diverse States of Southeast Asia and Korea, 1750-
1900, edited by A. Reid. Great Britain: Macmillan, pp. 90-2. 
319 Burney estimated that the annual value of Kedah to Nakhon Sri Thammarat stood at $30,000 per 
annum. From his own observations of Nakhon he concluded that it was a somewhat impoverished state 
in which all the tin mines had long been worked out. Memorial Submitted to the Ministers of the Court 
of Siam by Captain H. Burney, 13th of February 1826. The Burney Papers. Vol. 1, Part. 1. 
320 Abstract of Ligorean Letters. The Burney Papers. Vol. 2, Part. 4, p. 18. 
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Nakhon’s rulers had fallen out of favour in the capital.321 Under the stewardship of a Chinese 

migrant family whose patriarch had assumed the post of governor in 1775, by the first decade 

of the nineteenth century Songkhla had risen to become the pre-eminent Siamese city in the 

south.322 Cyril Skinner has remarked that the rise of Songkhla was closely linked to the role of 

its governors as ‘agents for a good deal of the Siamese court’s financial ventures in the China 

trade’.323 As tax farmers, the ruling family controlled monopolies for birds’ nests and tobacco, 

prospering from their connections with both noble factions in the court and Chinese traders 

engaged in the shipment of goods between the various ports of the Gulf.324  

As Hong has argued, the role of Chinese merchant-governors in the peninsula was unique 

in terms of the relationship they held with the Siamese court. While the shift to a tax farming 

system would not occur until the mid-1820s elsewhere in Siam, in the peninsula prominent 

families such as the Wu clan of Songkhla were subcontractors for the collection of royal 

monopolies from the late 1760s onwards.325 Unlike the tax farmers of the later era, those of 

the south were not barred from political office by the presence of a local nobility, but rather 

used the wealth they accumulated to establish themselves as rivals to traditional elites.326 They 

were, in Hong’s words, ‘largely autonomous administrators who relieved the Bangkok 

government of the need to expend resources and attention on this area, while at the same time 

deriving revenue from it’.327 Given growing Chinese demand for peninsula commodities such 

as bird’s nests and tin during the second half of the eighteenth century, the revenues derived 

from monopolies on such items were considerable. As Cushman has suggested, it is highly 

                                                            
321 This falling out was both connected to Nakhon’s capitulation to Burmese forces following the fall of 
Ayudhaya in 1767 and suspicions that its ruler held pretensions to the Siamese throne on account of his 
alleged blood-connection to King Taksin.  
322 Jennifer Wayne Cushman. 1993. Fields from the Sea: Chinese Junk Trade with Siam during the 
Late Eighteenth and Early Nineteenth Centuries. Ithaca, New York: Southeast Asia Program, Cornell 
University, pp. 110-11; Klaus Wenk. 1968. The Restoration of Thailand Under Rama I, 1782-1809. 
Tucson: University of Arizona Press, p. 104.  
323 C. Skinner. 1985. The Battle for Junk Ceylon: The Syair Sultan Maulana. Dordrecht: Foris 
Publications, p. 8,  n. 4. 
324 Pasuk and Baker, Thailand: Economy and Politics, p. 97. 
325 The broad shift to a system of state revenue accumulation through tax farming did not occur 
elsewhere in Siam until the 1835 when the new monarch, Rama III (ruled 1825-1851) declared that he 
would not be a ‘merchant-king’. 
326 Hong Lysa. 1984. Thailand in the Nineteenth Century: Evolution of the Economy and Society. 
Singapore: Institute of Southeast Asian Studies,  p. 96. Such collusion according to Hong was behind 
the slow rate of revenue returns in Siam from 1850 onwards as noble and tax farmer came to see that 
they shared a common local interest. As Bunnag has also noted, the fact that the court had no direct 
control over the outer provinces meant that such ‘opportunities for peculation were endless’. Rama V 
(Chulalongkorn) estimated that the value of the golden and silver trees (bunga mas dan perak) that the 
tributary states submitted to the crown on a triennial basis was less than one eight or one ninth of the 
bunga mas tax collected by local rulers from their subjects. Tej, The Provincial Administration of Siam, 
pp. 12-13, 37. 
327 Hong, Thailand in the Nineteenth Century, p. 93. 
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probable that aside from remittances to the court, much of their economic activity was 

conducted autonomously within the framework of a state-less water frontier.328 

The wealth that Songkhla’s governors derived from their participation in the expanding 

Siam-China trade of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries saw their influence 

spread into numerous neighbouring polities. The second governor of Songkhla played a key 

role in the elevation of Ahmad Tajuddin Halim Shah to the throne of Kedah in 1804.329 

Following the break-up of Patani around 1808, the rulers of Songkhla assumed a supervisory 

role over numerous new petty states and set about placing numerous kin and supporters into 

minor administrative positions throughout them. The precise chronology regarding the 

extension of Sino-Thai interests in to neighbouring Patani is unclear, but it is certain that in 

the aftermath of the 1808 attack on Songkhla by the Patani ruler Dato Pangkalan, control of 

the latter port was placed into the hands of a Chinese migrant who had formerly served as the 

palat Chana (District Head of the petty state of Chana, adjacent to Songkhla). This individual, 

known in various accounts as Phraya Chana or Nai Khwan Sai, took up residence in Patani 

along with 500 ‘Singgora-Siamese’ families.330 He was soon succeeded by his son, Nai Phai, 

who when the break-up of Patani was formalised at some time during the 1810s, was installed 

as the Raja of Jering, one of the petty states carved out of the old kingdom. 

 The expansion of this Songkhla-centric network of Chinese merchant-administrators 

suffered a setback during the reign of Rama II (1809-1824) as factions supporting the 

governor of neighbouring Nakhon Sri Thammarat gained the upper hand in the capital. The 

governor of Songhkla was himself taken to the capital in chains by the Chao Phraya Nakhon 

in 1824 ‘for having refused to join in the execution of their schemes, for extending Siamese 

influence over the Malayan Peninsula’.331 His stay in the capital was relatively brief however, 

for under the new regime of Rama III (1824-1851) he had reputedly managed to bribe his way 

out of captivity and return to Songkhla.332 

The 1830s could not have been an overly prosperous time for the city, besieged as it was 

on two occasions by armies coming up from Kedah and Patani. Newbold would nonetheless 

still count Songkhla as one of the four major east coast ports of the peninsula alongside 

Pahang, Trengganu and Kelantan. Interestingly, tin—a commodity that Songkhla itself was 

                                                            
328 Cushman, Fields from the Sea,  pp. 110-111. 
329 Skinner, The Battle for Junk Ceylon, p. 3. 
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the hands of the palat Chana. For a comparison of different interpretations see Wenk, The Restoration 
of Thailand Under Rama I. 
331 Burney to Fullerton, 1st of May 1826, The Burney Papers. Vol. 1, Part. 2, pp. 201-2. 
332 Ibid. When in Bangkok for treaty negotiations, Burney would note that the recent gambling loss of 
500 catties of silver by the Governor of Songkhla to important members of the Siamese court was most 
likely a bribe for his release. On the suspicions with which Rama III held the ruler of Songkhla see 
Skinner, Rama III and the Siamese Expedition to Kedah in 1839, pp. 52-3. 
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only a marginal producer of—was listed by Newbold as the first amongst the commodities 

exported from the port on the ships that plied the Singapore-Bangkok route.333 The linkages 

between the expansion of a network of Chinese merchant-administrators on the east coast and 

Malay chiefs such as the Rajas of Raman who controlled the wealthiest tin mines in the region 

are the subject of the following discussion. 

 

The Patani Kapitan 

  

The ties that would develop between the tin mines of Raman and Chinese merchant-

administrators in the coastal port of Patani were intimately related to the 1838-39 attack on 

Songkhla led by Tengku Mohamed Sa’ad. As already discussed, this affair had severely 

disrupted mining activity across the watershed as this area became a transit route for troops 

passing between the Kedah and Patani lowlands. During the course of the war, the forces of 

the Kedah leader Mohamed Sa’ad had besieged Songkhla, yet the city was not burned to the 

ground as a jubilant Penang press would claim.334 On the contrary, the siege of Songkhla 

would be an event intimately linked to the rise of a figure who would shortly thereafter 

assume an important post in the neighbouring port of Patani. 

At the time of the 1838 conflict, the governor of Songkhla was Thien Seng, a second 

generation member of the dynasty that had assumed power during the Thonburi era.335 During 

Thien Seng’s reign, a number of Hokkien immigrants had settled in Songkhla where they 

found employment as petty traders and as minor functionaries. Clan connections played an 

important part in this process of migration, for the repute of this upstart Songkhla dynasty had 

evidently travelled back to the southern sea ports of China, in turn attracting Hokkien 

refugees fleeing the turmoil of the latter region.336  

For those Hokkien migrants who made the dangerous voyage to Songkhla in the first three 

decades of the nineteenth century, flight from the troubles of southern China saw them faced 

with further political instability in their newly adopted homeland. The situation was 

something of an irony for a migrant named Pui Sae Tan, a figure who would follow in the 

footsteps of other successful merchants and rise to a position of importance in the central 

                                                            
333 Newbold, Political and Statistical Account, p. 73. 
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Malays’. The Penang Gazette and Straits Chronicle. 2 (44), 2nd February, 1839. 
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336 Nai Wichit Kananurak (Suan Yin Tanthonwat). Prawat Traa Kuun Kanaanurak. In Thaayaat Luang 
Samretkitjakornjaangwaang, edited by Prayundet Kananurak, Paanthep Kananurak, and Phanruet 
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peninsula state of Patani in the middle decades of the nineteenth century.337 His departure 

from Amoy in the late 1820s had been prompted by a desire to escape the political turbulence 

and economic uncertainty of the southern Chinese coastal states. His father, in granting his 

blessings to his departing son, impressed upon him that  

 

the business of being an enemy is a business of the state, not a personal one. You should 

build a future by seeking your fortune with honesty and integrity, not by molesting or 

harming others. Do not become an official or play politics and pass this lesson on to 

your children. Do not take up the martial arts, for the right path to happiness is farming 

or trading.338 

 

After having made the proverbial penniless arrival and found some security of life and 

property in Songkhla, it would appear that such advice was quickly forgotten with the onset 

of Mohamed Sa’ad’s attack in 1838. With the city under siege, Pui Sae Tan and his clansmen 

presented themselves to Chao Phraya Songkhla (Thien Seng) as defence volunteers. They 

were subsequently organised into four regiments under the command of the Thien Seng’s 

cousin, Wu Wen Shuang. In this role, these overseas Chinese regiments played an important 

part in the defence of Songkhla.339 They entered into two major engagements with Mohamed 

Sa’ad’s forces, losing the first, but winning the second and more decisive one. In the end, 

Mohamed Sa’ad’s combined Kedah and Patani Malay force collapsed in the face of 

reinforcements despatched from Bangkok. Sa’ad fled back to Kedah as the Bangkok troops 

sacked neighbouring Patani for having joined in on the attack on Songkhla.  

The connection of this affair to the intensification of mining enterprises in the watershed 

was the subsequent relocation of a several hundred of these overseas Chinese to Patani. As a 

key figure in the mobilisation of the Chinese defence regiments, Pui Sae Tan was appointed 

to the position of Kapitan of the Chinese community in the neighbouring port-town.340 One 

version of the story has it that he volunteered to remain in Patani following the war on 

account of the fact that as an overseas Chinese, he was a non-partisan figure who could 

mediate between the Malay community and Siamese government to prevent future conflicts. 

Whether this was the case or not (Malay nationalist historians prefer to note this appointment 

                                                            
337 A summary of the history of this figure and his family can be found in Suthiwong Phongphaibun, 
Dilok Wuthiphaanit, and Prasit Chinakaan, eds. 2544 (2001). Jiin Thaksin: Withii lae Phalang. 
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200-300 people. Newbold, Political and Statistical Account, p. 70. 
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as part of a plan to Siam-ify Patani), Pui Sae Tan received his appointment as the Kapitan Jiin 

(Captain of the Chinese) from Chao Phraya Songkhla. He was granted the title of Luang 

Samretkitjakornjaangwaang and established a home for himself and his followers on the high 

ground adjacent to the mouth of the Patani river. 
 
 

 
 
 

Image 1. Pui Sae Tan alias Luang Samretkitjakornjaangwaang. Source: Thaayaat Luang 
Samretkitjakorncaangwaang, edited by Prayundet Kananurak, Paanthep Kananurak, and 
Phanruet Wattanaayaakorn, Bangkok. 

 

 

As in Penang and other settlements where large urban Chinese populations resided, the 

post of Kapitan opened a number of doors for the enterprising merchant. In Patani it granted 

the holder the tax farms for opium and gambling and responsibility for the collection of the 

Chinese poll tax. The Kapitan was additionally responsible for the despatch of tax revenues 

back to the governor of Songkhla. Having satisfied the latter in this respect, Pui Sae Tan was 

subsequently granted a number of mining concessions in the upper reaches of the Patani river 

within the states of Raman and neighbouring Yala. In total he became the holder of eleven 
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concessions within these territories.341 Like the mines of Kroh plateau, these were 

exceedingly rich mines of both tin and galena (sulphate of lead). Records of the ninety acre 

Laboo mining leases which were taken out in 1844 and 1847, estimate the availability of two 

and a half million cubic yards of alluvial tin ore. Later estimates based on more sophisticated 

milling procedures than those used by Chinese miners in the mid-nineteenth century, posited 

that these concessions, located to the west of Betong, held over half a million tons of alluvial 

tin assaying 0.82% metallic tin.342  

The period during which Pui Sae Tan opened up his concessions was evidently a 

prosperous one for Patani. By 1848, the volume of shipping passing between Singapore and 

east coast ports such as Patani and Songkhla had risen five-fold from a low point of the mid-

1830s.343 Pui Sae Tan’s family clearly had connections in this British port, for one of his 

daughters from his second wife was married to a Singaporean.344 But while the town had 

‘became increasingly populous and many foreign businessmen came to do business in Patani 

[of whom] the most numerous were the Chinese’345, more specific data on the operation of 

mining interests in the watershed and linkages to external markets is lacking. By the time of 

his death in 1878, however, it was clear that the mines under his family’s control were 

thriving. Tin and lead remained Patani’s principal exports346, the trade in which ‘was entirely 

in the hands of the industrious Chinese’.347 With the passing of the family patriarch  

responsibility for mining business was taken up by his eldest son, Ju Meng, who was granted 

the Siamese title of Luang Sunthornsitiloha. By this time the most important holdings of the 

family were the concessions at Tham Thalu, located in the petty state of Yala. It was this 

concession that was reckoned by Cameron in the early 1880s as one of the richest mineral 

deposits on the entire Malayan peninsula.348 In 1883, as he composed a map of the watershed 

that he hoped would prove British claims to the mines of Klian Intan in Raman, Hugh Low 
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was similarly drawn to this other side of the watershed and simply marked Tham Thalu with 

the words ‘The Great Mine’.349 

Aside from tin, Ju Meng also held the Patani opium farm, a profitable enterprise in a 

province where the drug was ‘smoked by both high and low to great excess’.350 He was 

described by Cameron as being ‘a man of great force of character and exercises more power 

throughout the Patani provinces than any other individual in them’.351 Along with his brother 

Ju Laay alias Phrajiin Khananurak, he was connected by marriage to Chao Phraya Songkhla. 

Ju Laay held the post of Kapitan formerly held by his father, yet he—along with the Raja—

were subordinate to Ju Meng, a clear indication that control over the riches of the interior had 

surpassed that of the coastal regions in importance. The post of Kapitan was still a lucrative 

one however. Ju Laay was the master of shipping, collector of customs and inland duties, as 

well as magistrate of the Chinese community.352 The position placed the holder in an 

advantageous position in regard to the importation of labour and opium for the mines further 

upstream and the export of tin to either Bangkok or Singapore.353 The family controlled their 

own kongsi up until 1957, through which labour importation was managed and despatched to 

the various kongsi houses on mining concessions in the  

watershed.354 Through their control of these two important posts, these two sons of Pui Sae 

Tan played an important role in the mining economy from the point of extraction to that of 

export.  

 
 
 

                                                            
349 F. St. George Caulfield, and Sir Hugh Low K. C. M. G. 1885. A Map to Illustrate Memorandum on 
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Image 2: Ju Meng alias Luang Sunthornsithiloha, photographed with the captain of an 
English steamer. Source: Thaayaat Luang Samretkitjakornjaangwaang, edited by 
Prayundet Kananurak, Paanthep Kananurak, and Phanruet Wattanaayaakorn, Bangkok. 
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Image 3: Ju Laay alias Phrajiin Khananurak: Thaayaat Luang Samretkitjakornjaangwaang, 
edited by Prayundet Kananurak, Paanthep Kananurak, and Phanruet Wattanaayaakorn, 
Bangkok. 

 
 

Adaptation to regional constraints 

 

This rise of this particular Chinese family reads much like that of numerous other Chinese 

migrant families who achieved varying levels of economic and political success during the 

nineteenth century. As with many of these rags to riches histories, control of tax farms 

provided a critical means of capital accumulation for expansion into sectors such as mining. 

As Hong has argued, however, tax farmers in the peninsula faced particular constraints upon 

capital accumulation, namely labour shortages. Part of the reason that the Siamese court 

granted such liberties to its nominees in the peninsula was based on the belief that the 

invisible hand of labour demand in this man-power deficient region checked the potential for 
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abuse of the tax farming system.355 In addition to this, the tin mining sector was severely 

constrained by the remote location of the richest ore bodies and the expenses involved in the 

provision of adequate infrastructure networks capable of bringing tin and other minerals 

down to the coast for export. The rugged geography of the Patani and Perak river watersheds 

made cart roads prohibitively expensive, particularly in regard to the constant need for 

maintenance in a monsoon zone. Even the most well developed roads in the central peninsula 

such as that which connected Kedah and Songkhla via the gently undulating terrain to the 

west of the watershed were impassable in the wet season. While rivers were by far the most 

convenient means of moving goods, those of the central watershed suffered the reverse 

problem of low water levels during the dry season and too much flow during the monsoon.  

Efforts to overcome these constraints formed the basis of a mutually beneficial relationship 

that would develop between the Chinese commercial elite of the river mouth port in Patani 

and the Malay Rajas of Raman based in Kota Baru, twenty miles up river. The basis of this 

relationship was a relatively straightforward division of labour wherein coolies imported by 

the Kapitan would mine tin that was then transported on elephants provided by the Rajas of 

Raman and other local rulers. As was the case in the Kroh district where the rough terrain also 

made the elephant a indispensable part of the mining economy, the Malay ruling class entered 

into a commercial relationship that involved far more than the collection of land rents from 

Chinese mining syndicates. It was a relationship that demonstrates the way in which  the rise 

of prominent Chinese syndicates and families in areas such as Patani can not be reduced to the 

unique business skills of these ‘outsiders’, for their success would involve ‘a heavy reliance 

on indigenous state mechanisms for production’.356  

The role of the elephant in fostering the growth of Chinese mining enterprises was itself a 

significant creative adaptation on the behalf of Malay rulers. Despite the long history of 

elephant trapping in the watershed zone there is little indication that they ever had a 

significant role as draft animals. Historically, elephant trapping was conducted with the object 

of capturing elephants for export to India.357 There is little reason to suppose that elephants 

had been employed in the mining industry of the watershed prior to the intensification of 

mining in the early nineteenth century simply on account of the small scale of activity.  

The diversion of tin of the Kroh plateau to the Penang market in the late eighteenth century 

and increased demand for minerals in the east coast port of Patani changed this. Export to 
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Penang from Kroh necessitated an overland trip of around twenty kilometres whereas 

previously the tin could be sent to the coast directly down the Perak river when water levels 

were sufficient. In the upper Patani valley, many of the richest mines were located in rugged 

terrain some distance away from navigable rivers. For these mines to be developed at a scale 

that could support the import of Chinese labour and capital investments in such things as 

water races and kongsi houses, elephants were essential. Although elephants were not the 

only way that tin might be transported, on a cost-benefit ratio they were far superior to 

buffalo.358 The latter may have been cheap and abundant, but the elephant was far better 

adapted to the rugged terrain that linked the mines of the watershed to river depots. Despite 

their size, the animals are exceptionally nimble and capable of carrying up to five pikuls of 

smelted tin.  

In Malay states such as Raman, the ownership of these beasts was a royal monopoly that 

counterbalanced the power wielded by Chinese capitalists such as Pui Sae Tan and his son, Ju 

Meng. It was a monopoly held by default in many ways, for the corralling and domestication 

of these animals was a Herculean task that required the mobilisation of resources beyond 

those held by any single individual or group. Foremost among the required resources were 

people themselves. The corvee system (kerah) of Malay states such as Raman was essential to 

the periodic mobilisation manpower required for an elephant hunt. The scale of the enterprise 

can be envisaged from the following description of the process recorded in an early nineteenth 

century Chinese account of the east coast:  

 

The kings of all these countries like rearing elephants. When they hear that there are 

wild elephants in the mountains, the king’s retainers order people to clear [out] the big 

trees in a ten mile circle and to build a fence over this area. Over [a period of] ten days 

they move the fence forward several times. In the gradually narrowing enclosure the 

elephants cannot get food and become weakened. Tame elephants are then set loose in 

the enclosure where they fight [the wild elephants]. When the [wild elephants] are 

subdued, they follow the tame elephants out, and allow the elephant driver to push them 

on’. 359 

 

Hundreds of people would be required for such an enterprise. Following the capturing of 

wild elephants, they would be taken to the capital of the Malay ruler who owned the massive 

stocks that were used to restrain captured elephants whilst they were being broken in. In both 

                                                            
358 According to Cameron, a buffalo ‘can only carry 133 katis, whilst an elephant will take from three 
and half to five pikuls, according to size and strength, the latter animal is much more profitable’. 
Cameron, ‘On the Patani’, p.132. 
359 J. W. Cushman and A. C Milner. 1979. Eighteenth and Nineteenth-Century Chinese Accounts of the 
Malay Peninsula. Journal of the Malaysian Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society 52 (1):24. 
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Raman and Yala, these stocks were constructed adjacent to the ruler’s balai.360 One indication 

of just how important control of such infrastructure was to these rulers can be found in 

Skeat’s 1899 description of the Raman capital of Kota Baru, which is little more than an 

extended illustration of the great elephant stocks and the techniques by which elephants were 

trained for their future in government service.361 This service included the hire of elephants to 

expeditions such as that led by Skeat, but by and large it was the mining economy that had the 

heaviest demand for the animals.362 

As the mining economy of the northern half of Raman attracted new Chinese investors 

from the 1850s onwards, the Rajas of Raman firmly grasped the revenue raising opportunities 

that this growing economy could provide. The importation of coolie labour through Patani 

port and the opening up of concessions at places such as Tham Thalu was responded to with a 

stepped-up campaign to capture and train elephants for work in the mining industry. In the 

early 1860s the export of elephants from Kedah and Perak had come to a halt partially 

because ‘the demand in Siam is so great as to absorb all that are now reclaimed from the 

forest’.363 Such was the intensity of this process, that by the 1880s it was being reported that 

many of the subjects of Tuan Jagong (the fourth Raja of Raman) were migrating to Perak to 

escape ‘the hard conditions imposed by the government [where] all the people are constantly 

taken away from their own affairs on the business of the Rajas’.364 Such demands had 

increased not only in response to the opening up of new mines in the upper Patani valley, but 

also the exponential growth of tin mining further south in the tin mines of lower Perak.365 The 

brother of the Raja of Raman would report in 1883 that people living under the sway of the 

Raman fort at Krunei (the southern-most outpost of the polity) had left in droves on account 

of a three dollar per family head tax imposed by Tuan Prang and the excessive corvee 

obligations which chiefly involved work ‘at elephant Kubbus’ [kubu] or elephant corrals.366 

Such obligations primarily entailed the collection and delivery of vast amounts of fodder 

required to maintain a large stable of elephants. 

Around those mines controlled by Chinese merchant-administrators such as Ju Meng, 

numerous reports from the 1870s and 1880s indicate the bustle of elephant traffic on the paths 

connecting mines to riverside depots. Cameron noted that on the paths connecting 
                                                            
360 Skeat, ‘Reminiscences of the Cambridge University Expedition’, pp. 82-3. 
361 Ibid. 
362 Sensing the opportunity to profiteer a little, the expedition journal notes that the Raman mahouts 
who joined this expedition for the leg through to Tomoh were instructed by the Royal Chief Mahout to 
convey the Europeans by a circuitous route, extending the period of hire. 
363 John Cameron. 1965. Our Tropical Possessions in Malayan India. Kuala Lumpur. Original edition, 
1865, p. 346. 
364 C.O. 8774. Hugh Low to the Colonial Secretary of the Straits Settlements, Singapore. 16th of March, 
1883. 
365 J. W. W. Birch, The Journals of J. W. W. Birch, pp. 235-8. 
366 C.O. 8774. Hugh Low to the Colonial Secretary of the Straits Settlements, Singapore. 16th of March, 
1883. 
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Bannangsita to the numerous mines in the surrounding hills, trains of elephants were 

‘constantly passing to and fro’.367 The traffic was heavy enough to necessitate a system of 

road signs warning mahouts to keep their vehicles off the softer parts of roads and trails. 368 

These roads and trails were well developed between key supply centres such as Bannangsita 

(on the Patani river) or Baling  (on the Muda river) and the mines that they serviced. They 

were marked out on maps composed by British observers, maps that occasionally took care to 

mark out the location of elephant fords. As Maxwell would note in his description of the 

southern portion of Raman in the late 1870s, these road networks were well maintained and 

provisioned with numerous rest houses along the paths connecting mines to riverside depots. 

The maintenance of this infrastructure of access by local rulers was an important part of the 

relationship that developed between a Malay ruling class in the ulu areas and the Chinese elite 

at the mouth of the Patani river and in Penang also.  

 

 
Image 4: Elephants of the watershed. This photo shows Perak government elephants in Grik, 
Upper Perak, c. 1910. The howdahs or panniers are in the Raman style with a canopy for the 
passengers/goods. Source: Arkib Negara, Malaysia. 

 
 
The commercial advantages that this relationship created for both parties fashioned the 

Raman rulers as rather enlightened Malay chiefs in the eyes of some British observers. 

Cameron described Tuan Jagong as ‘a man of liberal ideas and exceedingly anxious to 

cultivate a knowledge of European manners and customs...a fair artisan and a Nimrod in the 
                                                            
367 Cameron, ‘On the Patani’, p. 132. 
368 Skeat, ‘Reminiscences of the Cambridge University Expedition’, p. 83. 
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jungle’.369 Appropriately, these artisan skills were applied to the construction of beautiful 

elephant panniers for which the Rajas of Raman were famous, panniers distinguished by a 

canopy for protection from the rains and rattans of the jungle. James McCarthy, a surveyor in 

the employ of the Siamese Department of Mines during the 1880s and 1890s, offered one of 

the highest possibly compliments that an Englishmen could make of a ‘native’ when he 

remarked that this same ruler ‘had the reputation of being a good sportsman’.370 Such flattery 

was influenced by the efforts of Raman’s rulers to present themselves as individuals who 

were open to an engagement with a modern world fashioned in Europe’s image371  [figure 4]. 

In this respect they differed little from men such as Ju Meng were at once patriarchs of 

migrant dynasties that retained strong links to the homeland in southern China, urbane Luang 

in the service of the Siamese crown, and Dato’ who maintained close linkages with Malay 

rulers in the tin producing interior. Just as ethnic distinctions between Perak and Patani 

Malays had little meaning for Tuan Loh Teh when he set out to establish himself as the ruler 

of the upper Patani and Perak valleys in the early nineteenth century, the Chinese and Malay 

entrepreneurs of the interior tin economy exhibited a clear talent for forging connections 

across ethnic and cultural boundaries—including that dividing the world of the European 

from that of the ‘native’. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                            
369 Cameron, ‘On the Patani’, p.130. 
370 McCarthy, Surveying and Exploring in Siam, p. 13. 
371 Skeat reported on the enforcement of quarantine laws by the raja of Raman during his 1899-1900 tour of 
the Siamese Malay states. While in Yala, he noted that the bomoh or medicine man of the Raja of Raman 
had been despatched to deal with a smallpox outbreak. The gates to the effected village were sealed by 
strands of rattan and white thread and a bitter local plant was buried across the thresholds. In this way the 
village was sealed for ten days and a fine of $5, payable to the Raja of Raman, imposed on those who broke 
the quarantine. For the services of the bomoh, each house within the village was taxed 5 kenderi (15 cents 
Singapore). See Skeat, ‘Reminiscences of the Cambridge University Expedition’, pp. 41-2. 
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Image 5: Photo showing Long Raya or Raja Muda Bakak (centre) and the Raja Muda of 
Raman (second from right), 1899. Long Raya acted as the attorney for the Raja and Raja 
Muda of Raman. Source: Arkib Negara, Malaysia. 

 

 

The capacity of indigenous actors to creatively adapt to the emergence of new colonial 

(often equated to ‘modern’) markets would generally been dismissed by colonial historians 

who were unwilling to acknowledge the possibility that peninsula economies might be 

energised (even modernised) in the absence of a civilising European hand. As such stories 

such as that related above tend not appear in histories composed from colonial vantage points. 

While the maximisation of the tax-farmer’s or local ruler’s self-interest in places such as 

Patani and Raman may not have been a guarantee of the greater social good according to 

Smithian orthodoxy, it nonetheless promoted efficient divisions of labour and development 

initiatives that were progressive by the standards of the East India Company’s amateur 

political economists. The control of elephants by the rulers of Raman may have been 

premised upon the exploitation of forced labour via the kerah system, yet we should 
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remember that the use of unfree labour to stimulate production had not been viewed by 

important colonial political economists such as Raffles to be inconsistent with ‘modern’ 

programs of economic development.372 The Chinese coolies who would underpin the 

development of west coast tin fields during the nineteenth century were no less free than 

Malay peasants engaged under the kerah system just as the economic privileges held by men 

such as Ju Laay and the Rajas of Raman were no less monopolistic than those held by 

prominent Straits Chinese or colonial governments in Penang and Singapore. Yet by virtue of 

the latter’s residence within British settlements, their activities would often be located within 

a narrative of progressive economic development. The activities of the former, by virtue of 

connections to Siam, would languish in narratives oriental despotism. In truth, however, the 

Siamese connection had little impact on the efforts of local elites to profit from a general 

upswing in regional commerce. 

      Ironically, however, the successful exploitation of tin and lead resources from the thinly 

populated interior would eventually serve to compromise the status of this area as a buffer 

zone separating various polities that were increasingly being aligned to either Siamese or 

British interests. The paths and rest houses that were developed to serve the needs of a 

growing tin industry from the 1860s onwards, would be traversed by a new generation of 

British expansionists in the latter decades of the nineteenth century, individuals whose 

fascination with the tin resources of Kroh and the mines of the upper Patani valley would 

come to exceed that of merchant-scientists such as John Anderson. These British colonial 

agents would in turn be shadowed by Siamese counterparts on the northern side of the 

watershed, representatives of the Bangkok court who were tasked with pairing back the 

autonomy of regional rulers such as the Patani Kapitans and Songkhla governors. The 

combined effect was the unfolding of a pincer movement on the rich mineral resources of the 

watershed of the watershed zone, a movement that would reach its zenith in the late 

nineteenth century. Fuelling this movement was the revival of a discourse on progress and 

development that had lain dormant for some time in British quarters of the Straits. It this 

revival that is discussed in the following chapter.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                            
372 Mary Quilty. 2001. British Economic Thought and Colonization in Southeast Asia, 1776-1850, 
PhD, University of Sydney, Sydney, pp. 229-32. 
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chapter five: a revived British forward movement,  
1876-1896 

 
 
 

Malay history is very little more advanced than it was when Crawfurd remarked on the meagre 
and unsatisfactory nature of the notices which we possess on “this curious and interesting 
subject”. 

 
W. E. Maxwell, ‘Notes on Two Malay Manuscripts’. 373 

 
 
 
It is almost inconceivable how little was actually known of the independent Malay states in the 
Malay peninsula. It would not be too much to say that in the colony there was probably not a 
European, and a very few Malays, who could have given correctly the names of all the States in 
the Peninsula, from Singapore to the southern boundary of Siam’. 

 

Frank Swettenham, British Malaya.374 

 
 
  

As Raman slowly consolidated during the nineteenth century, British observers of the lands 

neighbouring on Penang slumbered. By the time that British attention once again turned 

towards the question of the central peninsula and the wealth of the interior in the 1870s, 

participants in this ‘forward movement’ did not see themselves as the inheritors of a legacy 

but progenitors of a new step in imperial history. As the above remarks suggest, they saw 

themselves as a pioneers and the peninsula as a blank slate. By and large, history has stood on 

their side and marked the late nineteenth century as a pivotal watershed that marks the 

beginning of the region’s ‘modern’ history.   

Autonomous histories of the late nineteenth century have provided a rather mixed critique 

of this conventional viewpoint. There has been a general acquiescence to the idea that from 

the 1870s onwards, regions such as the central peninsula experienced a radical historical 

rupture as they were drawn into the modern age. Yet rather than local actors being powerless 

before the introduction of new production technologies or techniques of governance, 

autonomous historians have sought to demonstrate the capacity of rulers and peasants to 

creatively adapt to such changes, either as a mode of compliance or resistance. The growth of 

sharecropping practices amongst Malay peasants in the peninsula, for example, is pulled from 

the shadows of the plantation belt by Roff to reveal itself as a dynamic and creative response 
                                                            
373 W. E. Maxwell. 1974. Notes on Two Malay Manuscripts. In A History of Perak, edited by R. O. 
Winstedt and R. J. Wilkinson. Kuala Lumpur: Malaysian Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society. Original 
edition, 1871, p.  
374 Frank Swettenham. 1948. British Malaya: An Account of the Origin and Progress of British 
Influence in Malaya. London: Allen and Unwin. Original edition, 1906, p.113. 
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to new capitalist forms of production and exchange in colonial Malaya.375 The skill with 

which Chinese capitalists moved into new niches as opportunities were closed off by 

European competitors or Siamese bureaucrats has been another popular example of such 

creative adaptability.376 Alternatively, the manner in which the rulers of Raman expanded the 

state’s ‘elephant economy’ in the late nineteenth century might also be cited as an example of 

local agents responding positively to a boom in the tin sector that was stimulated by 

increasing integration with an international capitalist economy. 

As a tool for revealing important narratives and entire spaces of activity that are invisible 

from the perspective of the colonial capital or agency house, an autonomous history approach 

greatly enriches our understanding of late nineteenth century Southeast Asia by restoring 

agency to local actors. Problems arise however, when the subject of modernity itself is 

brought into question, for it was the idea of the modern age as a distinct rupture in the history 

of Southeast Asia that initially prompted Smail to investigate the possibility of extending the 

temporal limits of a Southeast Asian autonomous history beyond those suggested by van 

Leur. For the authors of In Search of Southeast Asia, probably the most well-known manifesto 

for an autonomous approach to Southeast Asian history, the rupture of modernity—dated to 

the 1870s—is singularly important in that it provides the opportunity for local actors to 

creatively adapt, and hence, demonstrate the autonomy of their actions. 

In a stimulating critique of Smail’s theory of autonomous history, Tony Day has argued 

that this reliance on a clear break between the modern and traditional world poses a number of 

problems. Because the timing of the break relies on Weberian model of modernity (the rise of 

the bureaucratic state), Day argues that autonomous theories of history cannot escape the 

contradiction that they have an ‘occidentalizing’ effect that denies the existence of a local 

cultural component in the process of modern state formation.377 He argues that when we look 

into ‘actual examples of bureaucracy in modern Southeast Asia’, it is evident that these 

supposedly modern institutions frequently sustained ‘irrational’ bureaucratic rituals or ‘pre-

modern’ familial structures.378 Such supposedly pre-modern characteristics were not 

exclusively Southeast Asian in origin either. Looking at the case of nineteenth century Java, 

                                                            
375 David Joel Steinberg ed. 1987. In Search of Southeast Asia: A Modern History. St. Leonards: Allen 
and Unwin, p. 229. 
376 See for example, Wu Xiao An. 2003. Chinese Business in the Making of a Malay State, 1882-1941: 
Kedah and Penang. London: RoutledgeCurzon; Suthiwong Phongphaibun, Dilok Wuthiphaanit, and 
Prasit Chinakaan, eds. 2544 (2001). Jiin Thaksin: Withii lae Phalang. Bangkok: TRF. 
377 Tony Day. 2002. Fluid Iron: State Formation in Southeast Asia. Honolulu: University of Hawai'i 
Press, pp. 31-2; Also see Tony Day. 1986. How Modern was Modernity, How Traditional Tradition, in 
Nineteenth Century Java? Review of Malaysian and Indonesian Affairs 20 (1):11; A similar argument 
can be made in regard to forms of ‘modern’ capitalist production as well as the bureaucracy. See P. L. 
Burns. 1982. Capitalism and the Malay States. In Capitalism and Colonial Production, edited by H. 
Alavi, P. L. Burns, G. R. Knight, P. B. Mayer and D. McEachern. London and Canberra: Croom Helm, 
p. 160. 
378 Day, Fluid Iron, pp. 166-9. 
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Day points out the paradox of a supposedly modern colonial project that was formulated by 

European actors whose traditional ‘aristocratic ethos’ was not that far removed from that 

which underpinned Javanese structures of social hierarchy and wealth accumulation.379 He 

argues that the basis of this paradox whereby colonial forms of modernity sponsored the re-

invigoration of certain traditions lies ‘not in the dualistic mutuality of two worlds...one 

traditional, the other modern, but in their complex and elusive integration within a particular 

form of emergent modernity’.380  

Examining the history of late nineteenth century Southeast Asian from this perspective 

offers greater opportunities to restore a degree of agency to local actors and cultures than 

Smail’s model of autonomous history. Whereas the latter merely provides a way out of the 

ultimatum of ‘to modernise or not to modernise’ by offering local actors the choice to adapt, 

Day’s argument is that Southeast Asian’s had no choice but to participate in the fashioning of 

an ‘emergent modern’ history. 

Day’s interest in the way that local cultural components contoured colonial or ‘modern’ 

programs of state-building provides a useful framework for investigating the means by which 

the British would ‘(re)discover’ Raman in the late nineteenth century. Unlike in the early 

1800s when a externally derived blueprint for economic development and civilisational 

progress had encouraged a view of peninsula states as markets and free trade the glue to bind 

those various markets together, from the 1870s onwards the British began to take a less 

mechanistic view of the world around them. British expansion towards the interior of the 

peninsula would proceed via a increasingly complex engagement between imported and local 

knowledge systems.  

My attention in this chapter turns towards the question of ethnicity, for it was during this 

period that essentialised and rigid constructs of ethnic identity would be developed by British 

colonial agents as part of an aggressive second forward movement into the central peninsula. 

Due to the substitution of Darwinian models of evolution for Smith’s metaphor of the 

machine, during the last decades of the nineteenth century the question of progress and 

modernity was increasingly framed in ethnic terms. By the 1880s it was no longer considered 

sufficient to justify British claims to the watershed by citing the failure of its local rulers or 

suzerains to modernise (embrace free trade and market rationality). Raman had become a 

pivotal part of a wider dispute between Britain and Siam over the tin-rich watershed. To 

convince the Siamese of the righteousness of their cause British expansionists felt that the 

legitimacy of the Raman as a Siamese political unit had to be disproved by the standards of 

‘Eastern’ custom as well’381, whether this meant trying to place Raman within the confines of 

                                                            
379 Day, ‘How Modern was Modernity’, pp. 13-15. 
380 Ibid., p. 13. 
381 C.O. 8774. Hugh Low to the Colonial Secretary of the Straits Settlements, Singapore 
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an essentialised Malay civilisation that had contracted itself to British protection, or 

dismembering the polity on account of its supposedly unorthodox territorial structure. 

Defining precisely what the standards of Eastern customs were would consume the energy 

of British colonial actors for decades to come. First a basic knowledge of the interior and its 

history would have to be assembled before it could be sieved, confirmed, and verified by 

‘rational’ European minds. Indigenous ideas of political space and hereditary economic rights 

would form the basis of political claims against Siam, but they would first have to be 

reconfigured as aspects of ‘rational’ regulatory regimes and ‘modern’ geography. These 

engagements with various local customs would often reconfigure them to a point where they 

were technically ‘displaced’ from their original meanings and functions, yet the significance 

of the original contact forces us to reconsider conventional understandings of modernity as a 

purely European invention.382  

 

Raman re-discovered: a ‘new’ forward movement into the interior 

 

In 1874, exactly half a century after John Anderson published his polemical essay on the need 

for a direct British intervention in the political affairs of the peninsula, his dream became a 

reality. The immediate trigger for an about-face of British policy towards the Malay states 

was a series of wars that had racked the tin-rich Larut district since the mid-1860s. Struggles 

over mining land by Chinese miners had exacerbated tensions amongst the Perak nobility, 

triggering a series of succession crises throughout the tin districts of the west coast that 

threatened the economic interests of British subjects in the peninsula. The extent of these 

interests had grown significantly since the middle of the century. Whereas the East India 

Company had considered abandoning the loss-making ilir trading post of Penang in the 

1820s, by the 1870s the island had found its peninsula ulu in the rich plantation belt of 

Province Wellesley and the tin mines of Larut. Penang’s trade receipts had quadrupled from 

₤1,114,614 in 1825 to ₤4,496,205 by 1864.383 Since the mid-1840s sugar cultivation had 

taken-off in Province Wellesley and by the 1860s agricultural exports from Wellesley were 

generating export revenues of over half a million pounds. The tin boom that had engulfed 

nearby Larut in the 1850s was generating revenue counted in the millions within a decade.384  

                                                            
382 Thongchai Winichakul. 1994. Siam Mapped: A History of the Geo-body of a Nation. Chiang Mai: 
Silkworm. 
383 L. A. Mills. 1966. British Malaya, 1824-1867. Kuala Lumpur: Oxford University Press, pp. 196-7. 
384 Khoo Kay Kim. 1972. The Western Malay States, 1850-1873: The Effects of Commercial 
Developments on Malay Politics. Kuala Lumpur: Oxford University Press, p. 89; C. M. Turnbill. 1967. 
The Origins of British Control in the Malay States Before British Colonial Rule. In Malayan and 
Indonesian Studies: Essays Presented to Sir Richard Winstedt on his Eighty-fifth Birthday, edited by 
John  Bastin and R Roolvink. London: Oxford University Press, p. 168. 
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The increased integration of Straits Settlements-based merchants and entrepreneurs into 

the economies of the peninsula states saw these figures once again clamouring for 

government action to remedy the threat posed by the tin wars of the 1860s. By the early 1870s 

the mood in London was swinging towards an acknowledgement that some form of 

intervention was required. In early 1874 such a course of political intervention was formalised 

by a treaty with the rulers of Perak. Later that year, J. W. W. Birch was appointed to the 

position of Resident Advisor to the Sultan of Perak. He was instructed to advise the Sultan of 

Perak on how ‘to govern in a ‘civilized’ manner, creating an environment in which commerce 

would thrive’.385 A career colonial officer of great ‘zeal, activity and ability’386 his duties 

commenced in December, 1874. Precisely what these duties were remained somewhat unclear 

for there was yet ‘no formulation of the specific duties of a Resident or a clear statement of 

the way in which he would advise’.387 From his detailed journal however, it may be surmised 

that his primary agenda was to resolve tensions amongst the Perak nobility while trying to 

work out the exact dimensions of the territory that Britain had committed itself to. 

The latter task would prove to be a difficult one for the peninsula that Birch was 

despatched to in 1874 remained something of an enigma beyond the coastal regions such as 

Larut.388 The latter district had so completely absorbed the attention of Penang’s merchant 

community since the mid-1850s that developments in other tin-rich parts of the peninsula 

such as Raman had passed without notice. James Logan’s Journal of the Indian Archipelago 

and Eastern Asia, one of the few outlets for the publication of articles on the subject of the 

peninsula had died a ‘quiet death’ in 1865 due to financial losses.389 As A. M. Skinner would 

remark in 1878, 

 

From the time when Logan’s Journals ceased to appear a long night that settled down 

upon the Straits, lasting some twenty years. It is difficult for those who were not here 

before 1874 to realise how little was known of the Peninsula. Kuala Kangsar and 

Selama were names unknown; S. Ujong and Sri Menanti were little better; Muar, 
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Birnam, Perak, and Kurau could not then be named without an affectation of special, not 

to say pedantic knowledge.390 

 

 Improving British knowledge on the geography of the peninsula was a pressing task for 

the vanguard of a revived forward movement. Despite the fact that the various articles of 

Logan’s journal provided ‘a fund of minute topographical details, the itineraries of at least six 

important journeys in the interior, and in short, much of the material for a Map of the districts 

which lie nearest to our settlements’391, the map which was made available to the new 

Resident would be disparaged a few years later as ‘a mere outline sketch’.392 
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Map 6: Map of the Malay Peninsula, 1862, ‘from a Compilation by T. Moniot, Surveyor 
General of the Straits Settlements’. This map was reproduced with the first Colonial Blue 
Book of 1872. Source: J. M. Gullick. 1983. Kedah 1821-1855. Years of Exile and Return. 
Journal of the Malaysian Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society 56 (2):31-86. 
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The shortfalls of this chart in regard to the job of ascertaining the boundaries of the new 

British protectorate would have struck the new Resident immediately. The choice of Kuala 

Kangsar as the location for the Residency placed Birch in close proximity to the southern 

boundary of Raman, yet this polity that was not even marked on the 1862 map. Tin mining 

centres such as Klian Intan and Pulei, which both Crawfurd and Teesdale had warranted as 

being of sufficient importance to be marked on their maps of 1830 and 1832 respectively, 

were absent from a chart that was little more than a reproduction of a Dutch chart produced in 

early nineteenth century Melaka.393 

The inaccuracies of this map would quickly be revealed to Birch. During a preliminary 

survey of Perak in April 1874, Birch and his assistant, Frank Swettenham, were provided with 

an updated sketch of the watershed by a son of the old Seri Adika Raja. 
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Map 7:  Map of the ulu Perak composed by the son of the old Seri Adika Raja in 1874. 
Source: J. W. W. Birch. 1976. The Journals of J. W. W. Birch: First British Resident to Perak, 
1874-75. Edited by P. L. Burns. Kuala Lumpur: Oxford University Press, p. 73. 

 

In form, the ramrod straight rivers of the sketch map did little to alleviate a dearth of 

knowledge of the geography of the interior. But it was not entirely without practical 

application, for the map offered a scale of sorts and noted a few topographic features. Most 

importantly however, the sketch corrected the political geography of the 1862 chart by 

showing that Perak did indeed share a frontier with Patani. When obtaining the map, the 
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political geography of the region was explained by the old Seri Adika Raja’s son in the 

following way: 

 

Some 50 or 60 years ago the Perak people in the interior had disputes with the Patani 

people which ended in fighting, this fighting sometimes resulting in favor of Perak, and 

sometimes of Patani; at last however, Patani got the best of it, and drove the Perak 

people out of a large tin district, extending from the Perak and Patani boundary pillar 

down to Jeram Panjang about 12 days journey on elephant from here [Sayong]. Since 

then the Rajah of Patani has collected the taxes here, and it is said the tin goes down the 

Muda river, and is there taxed by the Rajah of Kedah.394 

 

The information gathered at Sayong confirmed what Birch and Swettenham had earlier 

been told by the Perak Laksamana—that a goodly amount of tin was mined in the country of 

the Patani men at a place further upriver, but that the export of the mineral had long been 

diverted through Kedah via the Muda river. Sensing an opportunity with the arrival of the 

British, the Laksamana had offered the territory to Birch if he would only chase the Patani 

men out of the mining districts and resume the export of tin down the Perak river.395 While 

both Swettenham and Birch were favourably disposed towards such an idea there were more 

pressing issues that required the Resident’s attention.396 For the moment they appeared 

satisfied to have ascertained that Perak did indeed share a frontier with tin-rich Patani, 

although they remained oblivious to the existence of Raman as a petty state that had been 

carved out of the old kingdom of Patani in the early nineteenth century. Such ignorance most 

likely stemmed from the tendency of informants to refer to the Raja of Raman as the ‘Rajah 

of Patani’ and the use of the operative term ‘Patani men’ to define the boundary between 

Perak and Raman.  

It was not until a year later in July 1875, that efforts to clarify the political geography of 

this northern frontier would be resumed. In this month, the newly appointed Governor of the 

Straits Settlements, Sir Andrew Clarke, embarked on a tour of the peninsula that called at 

various east coast ports. As was typical of such familiarisation tours, the assessment of 

neighbouring economies stood high on the agenda. In Songkhla the feasibility of a trans-

isthmus canal was discussed with the ‘Cho Koon’ (Governor), while in Patani Clarke’s party 

                                                            
394 J. W. W. Birch. 1976. The Journals of J. W. W. Birch: First British Resident to Perak, 1874-1875. 
Edited by P. L. Burns. Kuala Lumpur: Oxford University Press, pp. 72-73.  
395 Ibid. 
396 As Swettenham would remark in his journal, such an extension of Perak authority would be ‘a 
simple thing I think by the terms of the Treaty with Perak’. See Frank Swettenham. 1975. Sir Frank 
Swettenham's Malayan Journals 1874-1876. Kuala Lumpur: Oxford University Press, p. 67. 
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met with the Kapitan China and made inquiries into the tin and galena mines of the interior.397 

In Kelantan Clarke and his assistant, Frank Swettenham, were debriefed by the Raja on the 

political geography of the region. In his journal entry regarding this meeting, Swettenham 

would write 

 

He stated that Kalantan [sic] does not march with Patani on the N.E. but that there are 

several small states in between, all under Singora. They are, on the coast, Sah [Sai], 

Jambu, Jering: Sah being next to Kalantan. Inland there is a state called Ligeh, and 

another, the name I don’t remember. Neither Kalantan nor Patani adjoin Kedah, there 

being another small state in between.398 

 

This small state in between was Raman. That Swettenham could not remember its name is 

ironic given that he would be eulogised in the early twentieth century for having made this 

forgettable state ‘the scene of his life’s labours’.399 The anonymity of Raman would not last 

for long however. While the name Raman may have escaped Birch and Swettenham during 

the course of their duties in the two years of 1874-1875, the murder of Resident Birch in 

November 1875 would return this remote inland state and its reputed tin wealth to the 

forefront of a British expansionist agenda. The flight of a prime suspect in Birch’s murder 

into the remote watershed of the Perak river prompted the despatch of a British military 

expedition led by W. E. Maxwell. Maxwell’s expedition journal would be the most detailed 

survey of the watershed to have emerged since Anderson’s description of the ‘Patani Country’ 

in his 1824 Considerations. From survey work conducted during this punitive expedition, the 

state of ‘Raman or Patani’ would come to be marked on a British map of the peninsula for the 

first time. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                            
397 Ibid.,  p. 267. 
398 Ibid., p. 269. 
399 In Tinland: A Journal of Interesting Mining News, 2(30) 23rd December, 1907, p. 304.  
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Map 8: Map of the Malay Peninsula, 1878. A copy of the map composed from information 
gathered during the course of the Perak War of 1876. Source: A. M. Skinner. 1878. 
Geography of the Malay Peninsula. Journal of the Asiatic Society 1:52-62. 

 

Raman, ‘a district or petty kingdom adjacent to the Perak frontier’400 was described by 

Maxwell as a polity criss-crossed by a network of paths and rest houses for travellers, well 

cultivated villages, typically miserable mining centres, and a tight administrative apparatus 

headed by the sister of the Raja of Raman, Toh Nang Patani. Unlike the restless state through 

which the journey had commenced (Perak), the restrained behaviour of village headmen and 

                                                            
400 W.E. Maxwell. 1882. A Journey on foot to the Patani frontier in 1876. Journal of the Straits Branch 
of the Royal Asiatic Society, 9, p. 42. 
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protocol of travel through the watershed revealed a disciplined society where ‘the Penghulus 

or village headmen stand in great awe of the Raja of Reman’.401 His article corrected 

Swettenham’s oversight of July 1875 and clarified Raman as one of the seven Patani states 

that was subordinate to the Governor of Songkhla. Although the capital of Raman was some 

six or seven days march across the watershed at a place known as Kota Baru, the territory of 

this petty kingdom extended across the Patani-Perak watershed to form a buffer between 

Kedah, Perak, and Kelantan. 

Maxwell’s expedition journal was limited to his experiences in the southern half of the 

polity. However, the publication of his journal in 1883 was accompanied by  a valuable article 

composed by the surveyor and geologist William Cameron who had made a detailed survey of 

the northern portion of Raman in the early 1880s. Cameron’s generally positive appraisal of 

Raman echoed that of Maxwell. His description of Patani Malays as ‘quiet and comparatively 

industrious’402 confirmed Maxwell’s opinion that the Patani Malays of the ulu Perak were 

‘honest, quiet, and fairly industrious’.403 Cameron regarded the Raja of Raman as ‘a man of 

liberal ideas and exceedingly anxious to cultivate a knowledge of European manners and 

customs’.404 Likewise, the Raja of Patani was considered to be a discerning ruler who 

managed his domain with much adroitness. What was clear from both accounts was that in the 

minds of European observers, Raman was a quite prosperous polity administered by a capable 

set of rulers and settled by quiescent and hardworking people. The economy was buoyant, the 

fields were in a flourishing state and the forests full of game. Trains of elephants jostled along 

roads and trails connecting the various tin mines to local redistribution centres, one of 

which—Baling—was described  by Maxwell as a hamlet that had ‘an air of long-established 

prosperity such as I had not seen since leaving British territory.’405 

It was precisely this sense of ‘long-established prosperity’ that stands so contrary to the 

notion that peninsula economies were in a stagnant state prior to the period of direct British 

intervention. The images rendered by Maxwell and Cameron appeared only to confirm the 

success of domestic economic development initiatives that had been pursued by local actors 

during the middle decades of the nineteenth century. Yet other aspects of both accounts would 

foreshadow an abrupt about-face in British representations of the area. Renewed interest in 

controlling the tin wealth of the Kroh plateau would see the watershed quite rapidly 

reconfigured as a destitute region in which the arbitrary power of local rulers had brought ruin 

upon local populations and stunted the development of valuable natural resource economies. 
 
                                                            
401 Maxwell, ‘A Journey on Foot to the Patani Frontier’, p. 44. 
402 William Cameron. 1883. On the Patani. Journal of the Straits Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society 
11: 126. 
403 Maxwell, ‘A Journey on Foot to the Patani Frontier’, p. 20. 
404 Cameron, ‘On the Patani’, p. 130. 
405 Maxwell. A Journey on Foot to the Patani Frontier, pp. 61-62. 
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Map 9: Cameron’s map of the Upper Patani valley, c. 1880. Source: William Cameron. 1883. 
On the Patani. Journal of the Straits Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society 11 

 

The mines of Klian Intan 

 

From the large portions of their accounts that were devoted to descriptions of the Raman tin 

mining industry, it was clear that both the Maxwell and Cameron were despatched to the 

interior with instructions to gather as much data on this sector as possible. The boom in tin 

demand fuelled by the development of the tin-plate industry in Europe had seen ‘Straits Tin’ 

emerge as a benchmark standard on the international market by the 1880s.406 Colonial 

administrators responded to high demand by driving initiatives to open up new tin country 

and improve mining methods in existing mining centres such as Larut. Whereas the first 

Resident to Perak had viewed the area northwards of Kuala Kangsar in terms of its 

                                                            
406 Burns, ‘Capitalism and the Malay States’, p. 164. 
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agricultural potential, by the 1880s the area was once again being considered primarily in 

terms of its reputed tin wealth.407  

The rush to discover natural resources—particularly minerals—peaked during those 

decades spanning the turn of the nineteenth century. Throughout the various British and 

Dutch possessions stretching from Burma to Borneo private mining interests took an 

increasingly active role in the exploration of remote frontier regions. As Tagliocozzo has 

remarked, it was a scenario wherein ‘applied geology drove empire forward...[with] the 

geologist’s shovel and the explorer’s sextant were tools of equal importance in ‘opening’ up 

the frontier’.408 While the role of the geologist as a pioneer of imperial expansion would peak 

in the post-1900s when the relationship between private enterprise and state officialdom 

narrowed considerably (discussed in the following chapter), the promise of mineral wealth in 

the remote central peninsula was already playing a significant role in British efforts to map 

this region in the early 1880s.  

The contributions of these pioneering geologists-explorers were significant, for by the 

1880s knowledge of this ‘new’ tin mining frontier had not been advanced beyond the work of 

John Anderson over fifty years prior. However, a number of publications on the subject of the 

peninsula in the last years of the 1870s demonstrated a renewed interest in the work of an 

earlier generation of observers.409 The seven year pause between the Maxwell’s 1876 

expedition and the publication of his journal in an 1882 edition of the Journal of the Straits 

Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society was clearly exploited by the author to seek out earlier 

literature on the subject of the interior that might bolster the professionalism of his scholarly 

endeavour.  

In his detailed description of the Raman tin economy, Maxwell would pepper his narrative 

with excerpts from Anderson’s Considerations in such a way that the two accounts leap 

seamlessly from one point to the next. Such references were not in the service of factual 

confirmation, for compared to Maxwell’s first hand account, Anderson’s brief description of 

Raman in this 1824 publication had little to offer. The significance of the connections that 

would be made with this early text were ideological. Like Penang’s merchant-scientists in the 
                                                            
407 Birch would remark that if the tobacco planters of Deli known of the area he was sure that they 
would have preferred to sink their capital into upper Perak. See Birch, The Journals of J. W. W. Birch, 
p. 394. 
408 Eric Tagliacozzo. 2005. Secret Trades, Porous Borders: Smuggling and States Along a Southeast 
Asian Frontier, 1865-1915. New Haven and London: Yale University Press, p. 36. 
409 By 1878, the Journal of the Straits Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society had emerged to serve a 
function that had fallen into temporary abeyance with the demise of Logan’s journal in the mid-1860s. 
In an article printed in the inaugural edition of the Journal, A. M. Skinner would praise the work of 
‘Col. Low, Capts. Burney, Newbold, and Begbie, &c.,—to whose eagerness for knowledge we owe so 
much of the little information we possess about the Malay Peninsula’. Likewise, in the preface to his 
1878 book on Perak, J. F. McNair would indicate his debt to the likes of ‘Crawfurd, Newbold, Loubere, 
Pritchard, Pickering, Marsden, and Dr. Vincent; Moor’s “Notes on the Archipelago,” and the State 
Papers’. J. F. McNair. 1972. Perak and the Malays. Kuala Lumpur: Oxford University Press. Original 
edition, 1878, p. vi. 
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early 1820s, Maxwell belonged to a cohort of expansionists for whom the exploitation of rich 

tin deposits in the interior was rationalised as part of a civilising duty. If Anderson had 

bemoaned the example of the ‘very intelligent native who came from Banca’ who found the 

Klian Intan mines to be incomparably rich but the terms of the Raja too onerous to justify 

their exploitation, Maxwell would cite this passage and seamlessly add the opinion of Pawang 

Chang (the towkay of the largest mine at Intan) ‘who seems to share the Banca man’s opinion 

as to the value of the mines, for he told me that, if the term were easier, he would have no 

difficulty in getting 1,000 men to work there.’410 At those points where the work of Anderson 

was brought into his text, Maxwell abandoned his otherwise positive appraisal of Raman and 

fell in line with long-dormant criticisms that the efficient exploitation of tin resources could 

not be expected to take place under the rapacious eye of Malay rulers. His remark that the 

mines of Klian Intan might be ‘rendered very productive and remunerative...under proper 

management, and a government that would give some security for life and property’411 were 

not far removed from Anderson’s plea to the Company protect the peoples of Kedah ‘in the 

quiet pursuits of Commerce, and give life and energy to their exertions’.412  

If Maxwell shared Anderson’s opinion in regard to the great latent potential of the Raman 

mines, the two authors differed in their opinions on how the exploitation of the Klian Intan 

reserves should be undertaken. Anderson had viewed the annexation of Kedah as the best 

means to stimulate tin production on the Kroh plateau as it would have granted the British 

control over the Muda river. Due to his confidence in the power of free trade to determine 

resource flows, Anderson had shown little interest in the subject of political boundaries or 

issues of sovereign control over resources. The only references he had made to state 

boundaries in the interior was mention of Sablah mountain (located near Baling) from which 

the three rivers of the Perak, Patani, and Muda reputably had their source. The Perak 

boundary with Raman was likewise limited to a vague point at which the Patani men began to 

replace those of Perak origin above ‘Kwala Kongsow’ (Kuala Kangsa).413 While he was 

aware of Perak claims to the mines of Klian Intan, Anderson considered them inconsequential 

insofar as Muda was considered to be the rational—and hence natural—outlet for the tin of 

the Kroh plateau. 

Ironically the structure of Anderson’s ‘Description of the Tin Countries’ had set a 

precedent for a very different interpretation of what constituted the natural outlet for the tin of 

the interior. With his descriptive geography literally structured by the various river systems of 

                                                            
410 Maxwell, ‘A Journey on Foot to the Patani Frontier’, p. 58. 
411 Ibid., p. 59. 
412 John Anderson. 1965. Considerations Relative to the Malayan Peninsula and the British Settlements 
in the Straits of Malacca. Singapore: Malaysian Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society Facsimilie 
Reprint,  p. 109. 
413 Ibid., p. 186. 
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the peninsula’s west coast, Anderson’s narrative implied a political geography organised 

around a series of unitary riparian states. Years later, J. R. Logan would overtly state what 

Anderson had implied when he remarked that ‘Malay Kingdoms are agglomerations of river 

settlements, and I doubt if a single instance can be found where a river district is politically 

divided by a river’.414 By the late 1870s the image of Malay states as river valley kingdoms 

had developed into a powerful orthodoxy. Despite the evidence on the doorstep of Penang 

that there were clear variations on the model of a unitary polity divided into distinct ulu and 

ilir portions, British observers had little interest in testing these categories to discover that 

they might not always reflect an accurate picture of the way in which political power and 

trade was organised in Malay states.415 Indigenous political models that conceptualised 

polities such as Perak ‘in terms of constantly changing social networks organised around what 

we usually translate as palaces’416 were not acknowledged by the  British.  Guided by their 

own ideas of what should constitute a state—fixed boundaries and unambiguous sovereign 

space—the second forward movement of the late nineteenth century was characterised by 

efforts to arrest the fluidity of indigenous political systems.  

The concept of the riparian state presented a solution to the fluidity and ambiguities of 

indigenous models of political space. Views of Perak or Patani as riparian states helped 

colonial scholars to make sense of a complex political situation in the peninsula. The ‘classic’ 

model of Malay state consisted of a riparian political unit divided into distinct downstream 

and upstream components that operated as a ‘single economic system’ simplified things.417 By 

the latter decades of the nineteenth century the British would argue that the only way to 

rationalise the presence of a polity that defied such a model by controlling two separate ulu 

zones but lacking an ilir was to regard it as a temporary anomaly. 

The anomalous status of Raman was already being implied by the time that Maxwell was 

footnoting Logan’s well-known proclamation that rivers could only unite and not divide. 

While Maxwell had a favourable view of Raman as an orderly polity, he nonetheless held the 

opinion that the logical that the limits of Perak should extend to the headwaters of the Perak 

                                                            
414 J. R. Logan, Journal of the Indian Archipelago and East Asia, vol 5, p. 64. 
415 Jane Drakard. 1990. A Malay Frontier: Unity and Duality in a Sumatran Kingdom. Ithaca, New 
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number of local histories in the early 1870s that the capital had a tendency to move upon the death of 
every sultan and that various branches of the Perak royal line had been constituted by members of other 
polities such as Aceh and Johor. See Maxwell. 1974. Notes on Two Malay Manuscripts. In A History of 
Perak, edited by R. O. Winstedt and R. J. Wilkinson. Kuala Lumpur: Malaysian Branch of the Royal 
Asiatic Society. Original edition, 1871; W. E. Maxwell. 1974. The History of Perak from Native 
Sources. In A History of Perak, edited by R. O. Winstedt and R. J. Wilkinson. Kuala Lumpur: 
Malaysian Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society. Original edition, 1882. 
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river and take in all the territory lying within the main watershed.418 A year after he published 

his ideas on this matter, the second Resident to Perak, Hugh Low, would remark that not only 

was the Perak river the natural outlet for the tin of the Kroh plateau, but that the diversion of 

the mineral down the Muda was to the ‘great inconvenience’ of the Chinese miners working 

in the region.419 For Low, the rulers of Raman were usurpers whose state made no sense at all. 

It contained neither a Raman river or Raman men. Far from being a relatively prosperous 

polity governed by liberal-minded ruler, Low regarded Raman as ‘a state which has gone to 

absolute ruin under its Government’.420 Invalidating Raman control over the Perak river 

watershed would be a task that would consume the second Resident of Perak for much of the 

1880s and lead to a complex integration of Western ideas on economic progress and 

traditional forms of political legitimacy.  

 

New strategies 

 

The generally positive state of diplomatic relations between Great Britain and Siam in the late 

nineteenth century effectively prohibited recourse to gunboat diplomacy as a means of 

satisfying expansionist agendas in the central peninsula. Maxwell’s own expeditionary force 

had been forced to acknowledge this fact during the 1876 pursuit of Birch’s suspected killers 

when he was denied access to Raman territory and informed that any mission to the capital at 

Kota Baru would have to be preceded by the formal exchange of letters. As such, one of the 

early lessons of the mission was that British claims to the tin-rich lands of the watershed 

would have to be advanced via means other than brute force, lest Siam be given an excuse to 

grant rival European powers a foothold in the peninsula. 

The approach taken by Maxwell and Low was to invalidate the historical claims of Raman 

to the Perak river watershed. Prior to his journey into the remote ulu in 1876 Maxwell had 

already published articles on Perak dynastic chronicles. At some time later in the decade he 

would return to the subject of Perak ‘native history’ with further articles on local historical 

manuscripts and origin myths. These local histories would be summarised in his ‘Journey on 

Foot to the Patani Frontier’ (1882) and published separately in the same edition of the Journal 

of the Straits Branch of the Asiatic Society under the title of ‘The History of Perak from 

Native Sources’.421 The native sources that Maxwell referred to were oral histories that set out 

the ancestral claims of the downstream Perak court to the all lands falling within the 

watershed of the Perak river and its tributaries. The histories he collected singled out a 
                                                            
418 Maxwell, ‘A Journey on Foot to the Patani Frontier’, p. 36. 
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number of landmarks—both natural and man-made—that allegedly marked the boundary 

between Perak and Patani. These included Gunung Jambul Merak, where ‘the Creator had, 

out of solicitude for the peace of Perak and Patani, placed a miraculous tree (kaka but), the 

blossoms of which were white on the side turned towards Perak, and red on the side turned 

towards Patani’.422 Lobang Gandang, a subterranean feeder of the Rui (an important tributary 

of the Perak) was said to be the boundary marker west of Gunung Jambul Merak, while inland 

boundaries were marked by a plain of orange trees. Rights to the mines of the Kroh plateau 

were signified by a stand of durian trees that had been planted by Pawang Sering, a Perak 

Malay who was reputed to have opened up the main mine of Klian Intan many generations 

prior.423 Origin myths describing the establishment of Perak in terms of a mythical union 

between sentient beings from coastal and interior worlds served to consolidate more empirical 

statements regarding the ancestral claims of the Perak court. Such myths long had an 

important legitimising function for downstream courts and upriver settlements founded by 

pioneering Malay migrants by embellishing what was essentially an exchange relationship 

with fraternal ideas of common origin and mutual obligation.424 

Origin myths such as those assembled by Maxwell—regardless of the fantastic scenarios 

they described—meshed neatly with an expansionary agenda rooted in a far more profane 

program of resource acquisition. They emphasised the natural unity of ulu and ilir zones 

while simultaneously advancing a model of political space that privileged the culture and 

political authority of a downstream court that the British had recently assumed control of. 

Men such as Maxwell were quite willing to overlook the extent to which the ilir-ulu 

relationship described in local histories was an ideal-typical one. While the downstream rulers 

of Perak naturally desired control over the resource rich interior, the history of the polity 

showed that such control was more the exception than the rule. Like other Malay rulers, the 

sultans of Perak had ‘only a vague idea of the topography of the area under their jurisdiction, 

or the number and the composition of the small rantau settlements scattered along the major 

river systems’.425 The supposedly organic or familial bonds that linked ulu and ilir according 

to Maxwell’s ‘native’ histories could not, for example, prevent the rampant smuggling of tin 
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out of the ulu Perak during the late eighteenth century and most of the nineteenth century. The 

timeless unity of the classic Malay state had clearly evaded Anderson and Bannerman when 

they were negotiating for tin deliveries from the Patani rulers of Kroh in the 1810s. 

As the new rulers of Perak following the 1874 Treaty of Pangkor, British expansionists set 

out to turn an ideal-typical scenario into a real one by enforcing downstream claims to the 

lands of the remote ulu.426 On their own, however, a collection of local oral histories was not 

sufficient evidence in itself to confront Siam over the question of Perak rights to a large swath 

of Raman territory. Had Maxwell been writing in the first half of the nineteenth century, such 

a course of action may have been permissible. The histories that he collected may have been 

scrutinised by a John Anderson or James Low for those ‘glimmerings of light’427 that could be 

admitted to political debate as credible facts. The latter had believed that through a careful 

appraisal of local texts, it was possible to weed out the fantastic to discover indisputable facts. 

For this reason, both John Anderson’s petition for direct intervention in Kedah in the early 

1820s and James Low’s belated rebuttal of the early 1840s, were filled with references to 

local historical texts that they considered to prove the veracity of their claims. Anderson’s 

rejection of Siamese suzerain claims over Kedah were based on ‘facts’ culled from the 

Sejarah Melayu and interviews with Kedah exiles in Penang. Low’s defence of Siamese rights 

to Kedah were based upon what he viewed as the credible information that could be sifted 

from another important Malay history, the Kisah Merong Mahawangsa or Kedah Annals.  

By the 1880s, however, British observers granted little credibility to local histories as 

statements of fact that could withstand the rigours of a diplomatic debate. Scholar-

administrators such as Maxwell had little confidence in the ability of Malays to distinguish 

between fact and fiction. New theories of evolutionary positivism or social physiology that 

had arisen during the 1860s and 1870s encouraged a very particularistic interpretation of 

humanity and its relationship to a the universalising imperatives of progress.428 Whereas the 
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merchant-scientists had seen in the Malay a latent rationality that could be revealed through 

proper exposure to the civilising tenets of free trade, the scholar-administrators saw the Malay 

as a child-like figure that was prone to exaggeration and literally incapable of understanding 

the finer points of Western reason. While Malays were amenable to advancement given the 

proper tutelage, they were beset by biological limitations that prevented them from fully 

grasping the rationality and reason of the modern condition. As a consequence, their histories 

could not be sifted and cross-referenced to separate the fact from the fiction, for the Malay 

mind was literally incapable of distinguishing between the two.429 

The abandonment of a mechanical free-trade approach to the task of civilisational 

advancement, in favour of a view that was formulated in accordance with new biological 

metaphors had important implications for a project such as that undertaken by Maxwell in the 

late 1870s. Quite simply, the oral histories he collected in 1876 were deemed far less reliable 

indicators of the truth than they were in 1824. Origin myths that marked the Perak-Patani 

boundary at Gunung Jambul Merak or accredited the opening up of the Intan mines to a Perak 

Malay named Pawang Sering were no longer considered verifiable by confirmation of the fact 

by other Malay texts. Such a process of cross-referencing that Anderson had considered a 

reliable method of establishing facts was now regarded as piling error atop of folly. Reliance 

on unverifiable Malay sources for information about the interior was considered infinitely 

worse, for as McNair would state in 1878, information on this region that was ‘obtained from 

native sources was, on the whole, so contradictory and untrustworthy as to be but of little 

use’.430 Opinions of Malay historiography had changed so that an origin myth such as 

Maxwell’s ‘Legend of the White Semang’, in which the Perak-Patani boundary is described 

as being marked by a cotton tree that bloomed red on one side and white on the other, 

 

could be used as a secondary source only. If it confirmed to the evidence that had been 

derived from Western sources, it was quoted to strengthen the argument; if it 

contradicted those sources, its reliability was rejected...to put it another way: Western 

reports about peninsula history had to be falsified, Malay texts about peninsula history 

had to be verified.431 

 

In the case of a local text such as the eighteenth century Perak chronicle Misa Malayu, it 

was possible that the ‘general accuracy’ of the text could be borne out by ‘a comparison of the 
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facts related in it with accounts of the same events obtained from European sources’.432 As 

Maier has shown, this was a process that characterised a lengthy debate over the truth-status 

of the Hikayat Merong Mahawangsa during the nineteenth century. His insightful study into 

this debate has revealed how local histories that might bolster British claims to parts of the 

peninsula such as Raman had to pass a number of tests if they were to be granted the status of 

‘fact’, the most important of which was the aforementioned verification by European sources. 

In regard to the Kedah text, Maier argues that the unearthing of data on early Kedah from 

European, Chinese, and archaeological sources increasingly saw the claims put forward in this 

local text displaced.433  

Maier’s insights into this process are nonetheless not extended to instances where 

supposedly more reliable comparative texts were non-existent. In the case of the politically 

ambiguous watershed zone, forward lobbyists were in possession of a single sentence by 

which the legitimacy of Perak claims to the entire watershed might be forwarded. This was 

John Anderson’s rather off-hand reference to an 1814 letter from the Sultan of Perak to the 

Raja of Kedah in which the former had complained about how ‘the Patani people have 

attacked out Country, and taken possession of our Tin Mines’.434 While this sentence would 

be taken out of its original context and recycled ad infinitum by every British official who was 

to ever take an interest in the Raman question, alone it provided little ammunition for the 

expansion lobby. Elaborated upon and verified, however, it might just provide sufficient for a 

land-claim against the rulers of Raman, and hence Siam. The first task would be to prove that 

the tin mines in question—those of the Kroh plateau—were ‘ours’ (Perak/British). The 

construction of particular forms of ethnic identity would be critical to the success of this 

project, for the crux of the matter was to determine who they were (the usurpers), and who 

were we (rightful owners. 

Sub-ethnic distinctions amongst Malays had held little significance for earlier 

commentators such as John Anderson or John Crawfurd. Differences were drawn between 

Patani and Perak Malays, but they were often trivial and unrelated to the question of progress. 

The science of progress was one of getting the market to function optimally, whereupon its 

civilising capacity would act in a universal fashion upon all groups. 

For British forward policy lobbyists in the 1880s, the science of progress had become a 

quasi-biological one that required careful discrimination between different ethnic groups, for 

not all peoples were created equal in their capacity to be civilised and progress along a scale 

of nations. In addition to this, ethnicity was emerging as a means of confirming pre-conceived 
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notions of territorial unity and sovereign space as sub-ethnicity emerged as an important 

politico-cultural complement to the geographical features of the classic Malay state.  

It was therefore not surprising that sub-ethnic distinctions between Perak and Patani 

Malays would be seized upon by British expansionists in the 1880s as a valuable means of 

advancing claims over the rich tin resources of Raman. Genealogy, a form of political 

legitimisation with which both local rulers and a status conscious colonial elite were well 

familiar, became a key plank in British endeavours to invalidate Raman control of the Perak 

river watershed. Stripped bare, the argument of expansionists was that Patani men belonged in 

the Patani river basin, while all lands within the Perak river watershed were ‘naturally’ the 

preserve of Perak Malays. Securing control of the tin mines of Kroh and ‘modernising’ them 

would therefore become a project that was predicated on the defence of particular indigenous 

models of political space—in this case those models produced by the downstream court.  

As noted earlier, however, a consonance of opinion between downstream history and 

British desires for territorial expansion was insufficient for the advancement of actual land 

claims. Local histories first had to be proved in order for British claims to be advanced 

against Siam, the suzerain power that laid claim to the Malay polity of Raman. It was on 

account of this need that efforts to annex all lands within the Perak river watershed shifted to 

village level where investigations would take place into individual ancestral claims to mining 

land and proofs sought to confirm the existence of ancient boundaries. It was in the remote 

watershed itself—not the downstream centre of colonial historiography—that the contest for 

Raman would take place in the late nineteenth century as traditional histories were 

reconfigured as part of a modernising British development agenda. 

 

Mapping genealogies 

 

In 1883 the British Consul General in Bangkok advanced a land claim on the behalf of the 

Sultan of Perak that proposed the restoration of territory ‘occupied’ by Raman in the Perak 

river watershed. The background to this claim resided not in the historical merits of the claim, 

but in the development of a system of land regulation that had been put in place in Perak by 

the British in 1879. Eager to develop rich tin land outside of the Larut district, in 1879 a land 

code had been devised as a means to deal with the issue of ancestral land—land that was 

‘owned’ by Malay chiefs and could only be mined with the owner’s permission and the 

payment of a royalty fee.435 To the Perak government, the royalties due on tin extracted from 
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ancestral land created a huge disincentive for the expansion of an industry that operated on 

very thin margins during the start-up stage.  

With 70% of the Perak government’s revenue derived from the collection of export duties 

on tin in 1878436, the unwillingness of Chinese miners to open up new country outside of 

Larut because of high royalty demands by local chiefs provided a strong incentive for the 

British to strip local chiefs of such privileges.437 Yet the constraints that ancestral claims 

placed on the expansion of the tin industry placed colonial administrators in a curious 

position. On the one hand, the wholesale extinguishment of ancestral title and state 

proprietorship of all lands would solve the problem of slow growth in the tin sector and 

satisfy the underlying imperative of the colonial project of maximising returns on growing 

investment in the peninsula. On the other hand, colonial administrators in the late nineteenth 

century were not entirely adverse to the concept of ancestral rights in principle. As Day has 

noted, various representatives of ‘modern’ colonial administrations in late nineteenth century 

Southeast Asia were often far from ‘modern’ themselves.438 Whether it was their aristocratic 

background or the dependence that they had upon the Malay ruling class in the course of their 

duties, the pioneers of the revived British forward movement in the 1870s and 1880s were 

often want to comment upon the ‘harmony which existed between the values of the English 

gentleman class and the Malays’.439 Bourgeois values that would unquestionably dismiss all 

aspects of an irrational indigenous order that conflicted with the imperatives of unbounded 

economic growth would not gain ascendancy in the peninsula until the turn of the twentieth 

century.440 In the meanwhile, the desires of colonial administrators to increase revenues 

remained attentive to those aspects of local culture that they identified with or felt powerless 

to overturn.  

For this reason, in seeking a solution to the problem of ancestral land in Perak, the colonial 

administration pursued the lesser option of seeking to reduce as much as possible the large 

number of ancestral land claims. Over the 1880s, the laborious task of ascertaining individual 

mine claims within Perak was carried out. Beginning in the Kinta valley, every claimant to 

mining land (ancestral or otherwise441) was requested to demonstrate the validity of their 

claim by proving a direct line of descent between the original owners and themselves. Where 

such a direct line could be shown to exist, claimants were granted title to an acre of mining 

land for every $50 dollars of usaha or capital investment that they had put into the mine since 
                                                            
436 Philip Loh Fook Seng. 1969. The Malay States 1877-1895: Political Change and Social Policy. 
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437 Royalties often amounted to around one-third of total tin production. 
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441 In addition to ancestral mine claims, regions such as Larut where the domination of Chinese miners 
had long extinguished any Malay claims over mining land were also the subject of land claims that 
were not based on hereditary links. 
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it had come into their possession.442 Where proof was lacking, the claim reverted to the state 

who then leased the property to the claimants.443 General forfeiture legislation provided a 

means of extinguishing general and ancestral claims for those title holders who allowed their 

claims to remain idle for defined periods of time.444 This bundle of legislation would be 

amended in 1885, and once more in 1895 when it was incorporated in the Perak Mining Code. 

With the burden of proof heavily weighed in favour of the state, the number of ancestral 

claims within the limits of Perak declined drastically during the 1880s. 

The general effectiveness of this genealogy-based policy in stimulating production 

prompted speculations on whether or not it might employed as a means of forwarding claims 

to land beyond the frontier. As Birch has been informed in 1874, the Perak court harboured 

vague claims to the mines of the ‘Patani men’ in the remote ulu Perak. By the early 1880s, 

Maxwell’s ‘native histories’ had further clarified the background to claim—not only to 

particular mines—but to the entire watershed of the Perak river.  

As was noted previously, indigenous histories such as those collected by Maxwell were 

not considered to be particularly reliable sources of data, let alone sources which might be 

forwarded as evidence in a land claim against a rival colonial power (Siam) that maintained 

suzerain rights over Raman.445 Yet as proceedings enacted under the 1879 General Land Code 

had been able to demonstrate, it was possible that claims to ancestral lands could be verified 

by passing a number of tests. As noted above, these tests included being able to supply 

evidence of direct lines of descent between claimants to ancestral land and proof of the 

amount of expenditure that the current petitioner had sunk into the claim. It involved 

interview processes to establish the credentials of claimants and verify their identity and that 

of their descendents. Cadastral surveys were necessary to determine the precise extent of the 

proposed claim and ensure that it did not encroach on those of others or land that had been 

alienated for other purposes. In short, should ancestral claims emerge intact after running a 

bureaucratic gauntlet designed by the British, the data upon which they were based was 

considered legitimate. 

Whether it was due to confidence in such ‘modern’ methods of verification or a misguided 

belief that the process itself would be enough to intimidate the Siamese, in 1883 the British 

Consul General in Bangkok forwarded a claim over the entire Perak river watershed on the 

behalf of the Sultan of Perak. The first stage in verifying the claim of the Sultan of Perak took 
                                                            
442 Perak 1466/1900: Secretary to the High Commissioner, Federated Malay States. John Anderson, 
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place in the early March of 1883. During the one year interval between the submission of the 

claim and its forwarding to Bangkok, the Resident of Perak, Hugh Low, set about assembling 

the ‘necessary evidence’ that would serve to verify the Sultan’s claim.446 This evidence took 

the form of a series of written testimonies that Low had assembled.447 These testimonies were 

obtained from a variety of individuals: Syed Lam and Syed Samsudin, great grandsons of a 

former Seri Adika Raja of Perak; Khoo Eng alias Panjang, a shareholder in the Raman opium 

farm; Sinneh, a Patani man from Temangoh; Toh Imam Tapa, Penghulu of Pulao Kaman in 

the Plus district; even Raja Gumbas, younger brother of the Raja of Raman and Toh Nang 

Patani. 

The content of the testimonies roamed across a range of subjects. That of Khoo Eng alias 

Panjang (a Perak subject), related a tale of his brother’s murder at the bidding of Tuan Prang 

of Krunei, and the Raja of Raman’s obstinacy in refusing to act on the case. That of Syed 

Lam touched on a similar issue in noting the manner in which the suspected murderer 

Mohamad Aris was now living as a free man in the Raman country above Jeram Panjang. Yet 

while the subject of criminal jurisdiction was one that would be taken up with great vigour a 

few years later, the majority of the testimonies were foremost concerned with establishing the 

ancient rights of Perak to the land of the watershed, particularly the mines of Klian Intan and 

Klian Endah. A sample of a two read as follows: 

 

Syed Samsudin 

I am the great grandson of Toh Lambu, he was the Sadika Raja who governed all the 

Perak country above the Kuala Temong; this was always the district of the Sadika Raja, 

I do not remember what Raja’s reign it was, I was very young at the time. Toh Lambu 

died, but I was born before his death, though I don’t remember his dying. After him, 

after Toh Lambu, Toh Tronsoh became Sadika Raja. He was also my moyang (great 

grandfather). I think I am between fifty and sixty years old, I could hold up my hands in 

salutation to the Raja when the late Sultan Ali’s father was Sultan. It was an uncle of 

Toh Lambu who opened up the mines of Intan and Endah, he was the son of Toh Lalang 

and was called Pawang Sering. The mines are called indifferently Klian Intan and Klian 

Endah. The country was at that time part of Perak, I do not know it of my own 

knowledge, but I have always heard that it was so for my relations governed it... 

   

                                                            
446 C.O. 273/120-121.Letter from Fred Weld to Her Majesty’s Agent and Consul in Bangkok, 14th 
April, 1883. 
447 The testimonies are contained in C.O. 8774. Hugh Low to the Colonial Secretary of the Straits 
Settlements, 16th March, 1883. 
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On the question of ancient boundaries, the testimony of Sinneh, a Patani man who lived at 

Temengoh in Raman, offered a detailed verbal account of the geography of the Perak river 

above Temengoh. He would state 

 

...there are other rivers falling into the main Perak river from the north before you come 

to the Batu Priangan which is about the height of a man on the Western bank of the river 

and opposite it is the place where the ‘Poko Kakabu’ formerly stood; this is the ancient 

boundary between Perak and Patani and there are no mountains at this place which it 

takes 4 days to reach from the Kwala Temengoh. The Perak river comes from the north 

of the boundary rock and has many streams falling into it but to the north of the 

boundary stone it flows through territory which always belonged to Patani.  

 

In such a manner the various testimonies would go on for pages. Each would be signed off 

with the words 

 

Set in Malay characters. Taken by the above named ......................, before me at Kuala 

Kangsar this 6 day of March, 1883, Hugh Low, Resident. 

 

For the British, this final clause transformed an assemblage of local stories into credible 

testimonies. In his preface to the reports, Low would argue that the sheer volume of 

testimonies that he had collected and verified demonstrated that the Sultan of Perak’s claim 

was not only a valid one by the standards of Western reason, but that it was reinforced by the 

‘custom of all Eastern states’. As an official who was deemed to be an expert in Malay affairs 

and fluent in the language, Low was considered capable of seeing the various reports that he 

had assembled ‘in terms of the essence of reality which could be defined by European 

discourse and European methods of research alone.’448 Having conducted his research in 

accordance with such methods, by the time Low’s numerous accounts had reached the office 

of the Straits Governor, they had become a voluminous set of documentary proofs.449 At one 

point in late 1883 when partaking in a joint-survey commission with Siamese officials, Low 

would point to his box full of testimonies when discussing the proper course of the boundary 

with the Siamese survey commissioners, as though the mere sight of them would prove 

beyond doubt the veracity of the Sultan of Perak’s claim.450 
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Governor Weld greeted Low’s evidence with predictable enthusiasm. They proved, he 

would write in a missive to the British Consul General in Bangkok, that ‘the true limits of 

Perak are well known for all practical purposes, and if the principle that all the country of the 

Perak river basin belongs to Perak be admitted by the Siamese government we obtain all that 

the Raja of Perak requires [for] we can show to a few yards the ancient boundary’.451 Such a 

survey mission, he would go on, would be an unnecessary expense at this time considering 

the weight of proofs supporting the Perak claim and the under-populated nature of the district 

in question. For the moment, it would be sufficient that the Consul General should extract 

from the Siamese recognition the Perak claim. 

Such recognition was not forthcoming however. On the contrary, the Siamese court took 

up the offer to conduct a joint survey commission that would aid in settling the boundary 

dispute between Perak and Siam. Once again, the issue of political control over the Perak 

river watershed was returned to the physical points of contention in the watershed itself, 

whether these were the location or names of particular landmarks or the identity of particular 

inhabitants. To counter British accusations of technical incompetence, the Siamese court 

seconded the British surveyor James McCarthy to their party, a decision that demonstrated 

the Siamese court’s understanding of the manner in which ‘modern’ methods of research had 

become a key battleground in territorial disputes. 

The Siamese response to the land claim of March 1883 was held up for the best part of a 

year while the Foreign Minister waited on the report of the 1883 survey commissioner. When 

the fruits of the commissioner’s inquiries into the political status of the watershed finally 

reached the Foreign Minister, Prince Devawongse, he penned a firm rebuttal of the Sultan of 

Perak’s claim. He began by pointing out that the so-called ancient boundaries that had been 

proposed as the proper limits of Perak contradicted the boundary that had been marked out on 

a map printed at the Straits Government Printing Office in Singapore in 1880.452 Following 

this, Prince Devawongse competently dismantled the leaky argument of the British that Perak 

rights to the disputed territory were effectively granted by the terms of treaties that had been 

signed between Penang and Perak in 1826 and Siam and Britain in 1855. But the most 

significant aspect of the response to the Sultan of Perak’s claim would be in regard to the 

issue of ancestral boundaries themselves. As the Foreign Minister would write 
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Perak is claiming more than 2,300 square miles of territory now under the rule of Siam 

some of the villages of which are inhabited by Siamese and others by Siamese Malays, 

but none by Malays of Perak descent, and which is defined by boundary marks declared 

by local traditions to have been fixed about three centuries ago, and which so far as His 

Majesty’s Commissioner could learn has never been under the rule of Perak. The 

important size of the territory now coveted by Perak is such that its transfer would 

deprive the Rajah of Raman of two thirds of his state and would aggrandize Perak by 

about a third of its present territory. 

The present boundary marks are very clear and appropriate. Chief of them is the 

mountain Gunong Emas 7000 feet high said to have been agreed on as a boundary in the 

year 1030 of the Hegera (AD 1651) by Datoh Purapoh of Patani, Datoh Limang of 

Kedah and Datoh Perala of Perak and the rapids Jagang Panjang or Batu Parala Inyo at 

the mountain gorge where the Balem river breaks through a chain of mountains and 

becomes the Perak river.453 

 

The Siamese response directly confronted the British with a set of counter-claims that 

operated in accordance with the new rules of the game. The Siamese were well aware that the 

‘custom of all Eastern states’ that really governed the management of political space in a 

region such as the watershed was most accurately summed up by the axiom of ‘whoever has 

the power takes it...Whoever is able to administer, administers’.454 Even Low, in his private 

correspondences with Weld, readily admitted that the occupation of the watershed by the Raja 

of Raman over the course of the nineteenth century ‘may be considered to have given some 

colour of rights to the present possession of the insignificant revenues’.455 But so far as the 

public dimensions of the dispute were concerned, the British had long ago reversed the 

equation that prowess was a legitimate measure of power or sovereign right. The latter was 

now determined by a curious mixture of ancestral linkages (that could be traced in accordance 

with modern methodologies) and the ability of power-holders to promote the well-being of 

subjects by the development of economies and the maintenance of law and order.  

Prince Devawongse’s response was a clear response to the first of these criteria. It 

nominated an alternative genealogy that supported Raman control of the watershed, one that 

stretched back to a period before the British had even entered the region. Whether it could be 
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‘proved’ was probably not as important as the fact that it could not easily be disproved, a 

point that would, in the least, serve to weaken the Sultan of Perak’s claim in the eyes of a 

British Foreign Office that was often hostile towards troublesome forward lobbyists such as 

Low and Weld. It also engaged the British over the question of distinctions between Perak 

and Patani Malays, categories that had been used by Low and Weld to assert the illegitimacy 

of the Raman ‘occupation’. Here was another example of a Siamese adaptation to a 

hegemonic discourse that had inscribed local constructions of Malayness with new meanings 

that attached ethnic identity to political space and rights. Previously, ethnic identity had been 

irrelevant as a marker of political identity. Political identities were foremost defined by one’s 

status as a unit of manpower rather than family or group origin.456 The distinction between 

Patani and Perak men in the watershed was flexible and had little to do ‘with where frontiers 

were imagined to be, or where they were ultimately set’.457 The supposedly unified figure of 

the ‘Patani’ or ‘Perak’ Malay’ was fractured by more finite territorial jurisdictions and 

obviated by acts of marriage diplomacy.458 This is not to say that ‘Perak’ and ‘Patani’ ethnic 

markers had no significance. The two categories indubitably reflected different cultural 

traditions that had evolved on opposite sides of the peninsula. But in a man-power deficient 

zone such as the watershed, ethno-cultural difference was no bar to a common subjecthood. 

As a state founded by a commoner, populated by migrants, and sandwiched between three 

neighbouring states of great historical pedigree, the rulers of Raman governed pragmatically 

over an extremely heterogeneous population. 

Recognising the manner in which the British claim was predicated upon a distinction 

between Perak and Patani Malays, the Siamese Foreign Minister introduced the category of 

‘Siamese Malays’ (as opposed to Malay Siamese), a label that took two separate ethnic 

categories and combined them in the hope of creating an unambiguous form of political 

subjecthood. That no ‘Malays of Perak descent’ were reported to reside within the contested 

region was forwarded as a rebuttal to the lineages that Low considered as indisputable proof 

of Perak rights to the watershed zone.  

As the British would have known, the seeking of political legitimacy via relations of 

descent in the peninsula states was a notoriously fickle business. In the effort to assert the 

rights of the Perak court to the lands of the watershed via such arguments, the complexity of 

the ethnic map and the difficulty in producing any definitive statement vis a vis the rights of 

one group over another saw the move parried with relative ease by the Siamese court. The 
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behaviour of local rulers did little to clarify things, for they were accustomed to withholding 

any definitive statements on their preferred alliances until such a time as the outcome of 

external debates was beyond all doubt. Like the legendary Mengkong Delaha, who disguised 

himself as a Perak Malay to steal a barrel of gunpowder from a Perak fort at Temolong in 

1845 and subsequently extend the authority of Raman down to Jeram Panjang, the rajas and 

chiefs of this polity were adept at clothing themselves according to the contingencies of the 

present situation.  

British recourse to genealogy as part of a modernising push into the interior of the central 

peninsula therefore suffered from the inherent ambiguities and contingencies of this 

traditional technique of political legitimisation. Constrained by larger diplomatic concerns 

from employing the physical tactics that typically preceded attempts to establish political 

legitimacy through lines of descent in Malay polities, the energies expended on investigating 

local genealogies would ultimately have little effect. They were counter-evidenced by a 

Siamese court which really knew as little about the region in question as the British 

themselves. Tuan Kundur (the fifth Raja of Raman), appeared to not be overly perturbed by 

British expansionary agendas, for in 1884 he would provide Hugh Low with a gift consisting 

of the garb of one of the Rajas followers.459 Any possible insinuation that the gift served to 

indicate the subordinate position of the Perak Resident was not without reason. As was noted 

in the previous chapter, the early 1880s were a boom time for the Raman tin economy. On the 

occasion of a border commission meeting that took place at Jarom in Raman in 1884, Tuan 

Kundur made his appearance at the head of a fifty-five strong train of elephants, no doubt 

atop of one of the elegant panniers that the polity was renowned for. Hugh Low, by contrast, 

arrived ‘riding on an ordinary elephant saddle, with his clerk on the other side to balance 

him’.460  

The last throw of the dice for Low in regard to his efforts to extend Perak authority over 

the watershed would be the product of the 1883 meeting at Jarom. In 1885 the map compiled 

from the survey missions conducted during the journey to Jarom would be published and sent 

on to Bangkok. With this map Low endeavoured one final time to transform a set of ancient 

boundaries drawn from the realm of local folklore to the status of tangible fact (figure 6).  

 
 
 

 
 
 
                                                            
459 C.O. 273/143. The Letters from the Rajah of Reman to Sir Hugh Low. Indicating a Very Friendly 
Spirit on the Behalf of the Rajah.  
460 James McCarthy. 1994. Surveying and Exploring in Siam: With Descriptions of Lao Dependencies 
and Battles against the Chinese Haws. Bangkok: White Lotus. Original edition, 1900, pp. 13-14. 
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Map 10: Caulfield, F. St. George, and Sir Hugh Low K. C. M. G. 1885. A Map to Illustrate 
Memorandum on the Boundary Between Perak and the Siamese Province of Rahman. Based 
on the survey work conducted in October 1883. Source: Arkib Negara. 

 

This translation of traditional oral geographies and histories into a modern map resulted in 

a curious text that was considered to have the power to impart defunct territorial claims with 

new forms of authority. As with forms of bureaucratic organisation and regulation that were 

strongly contoured by local cultural components, the authority of this ‘modern’ two 
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dimensional representation of the watershed stemmed from its reference to local traditions 

rather than its imported technical genius.  

Ironically, the ancestral claims purportedly embodied within Low’s map would be 

undermined by the process leading up to the composition of the chart. From the survey work 

conducted in 1883 it had become clear that the idea of the Perak river as the natural outlet for 

the tin of the Kroh plateau was erroneous. Whether it had ever been taken seriously by Low 

and Weld is not clear, but the dozens of rapids marked on Low’s 1885 chart confirmed the 

fact that above the treacherous rapid of Jeram Panjang, innumerable rapids and shoals made 

the river virtually impassable.461 By the time that Low and Caulfield’s map was put into 

circulation, it was already being acknowledged by Weld that the Muda was indeed was the 

most logical means of exporting the tin wealth of the Kroh plateau down to the coast.462 This 

backflip merely heightened the exasperation of a British Foreign Office who were at a loss to 

explain how this ‘slip of a territory’463 had come to be the root of so much diplomatic 

wrangling. Consequently, the Raman forward movement was abandoned. 

For the next decade—roughly between 1886 and 1896 the Raman issue would sit idle. 

Surveying would continue, but the urgency of the early 1880s waned. In the late 1880s, a joint 

British-Siamese survey party would still be able to float down the upper reaches of the Perak 

river for five days without encountering a single village or inhabitant.464 It would not be until 

a new ‘gold-rush’ for the tin of Klian Intan in the late 1890s would hold out the promise of 

actually populating the region that the issue of Raman would return to dominate Siamese-

British relations. 

 

The emergent modernity of the watershed 

 

Where the merchant-scientists of early nineteenth century Penang had subscribed to a body of 

theory in which commerce was perceived as an autonomous force that encouraged the 

rationalisation of political society, by the end of the century the order of the civilising mission 

had been reversed. As Roff has argued, during the late 1800s ‘the primary end and purpose’ 

of British intervention in the peninsula was ‘the creation of political stability and ordered 

government of a Western type, as a necessary precondition of and context for rapid economic 

                                                            
461 McNair, Perak and the Malays. 
462 During secret discussions regarding a plan to purchase the disputed territory from the Siamese in 
1886, Weld would remind his negotiators that ‘we should stipulate for free transport of produce down 
the Muda river, the direct outlet for the Reman mines.’ C.O. 273/140 Colonial Office Minutes 
Despatch, 28th May, 1886. 
463 Loh Fook Seng, The Malay States 1877-1895, p. 64. 
464 McCarthy, Surveying and Exploring in Siam, p. 17. 
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and commercial development of the country’s natural resources’.465 Orderly government of an 

Eastern type may have been preferable to discord—remember Maxwell’s favourable view of 

Raman in comparison to Perak in the mid-1870s—but it too could be vastly improved upon in 

the mind of the colonialist. The order of the modern state, it was felt, must rest upon fixed 

principles and standardised modes of government that would encourage the ongoing 

exploitation of natural resources. It was to settle the apprehensions of potential investors that 

government surveyors sought to arrest the fluidity of indigenous political space. It was those 

who drafted new mining and land codes that were to benefit from the shifting of productive 

rights from the realm of the social contract to that of the legal one  

The well-known irony of this project of bureaucratic rationalisation and capitalist 

transformation in the peninsula was the extent to which it relied upon the preservation of 

traditional political institutions. Yet perhaps less-well known is the extent to which this 

‘modern’ transformation involved a far more complex form of interaction between European 

and indigenous knowledge systems. When we examine the types of contact that took place at 

the local level and see the extent to which colonial power was a negotiated one, the idea that 

colonial intervention in the late nineteenth century was a unilateral project in which 

Europeans acted and locals reacted is no longer credible. As Tarling has written, colonialism 

was ‘always a matter, to a greater or lesser degree, of interaction, rather than simply of 

Western initiative or challenge and indigenous response’.466  

While we should be wary of Tarling’s tendency to reserve for Europeans the exclusive 

right to define the limits of indigenous responses, the theme of interaction is a great 

improvement on the crude linear structure of colonial histories. Perhaps most importantly, it is 

a term that works against the possibility of establishing clear-cut distinctions between a 

traditional and modern order. It encourages us to consider the hybrid nature of colonial 

bureaucracies or the ways in which ‘modern’ sectors of the economy were sustained by the 

presence of ‘traditional’ ones. Taken to its logical conclusion, the theme of interactivity leads 

towards the study of emergent conditions, that is, conditions that cannot be explained by 

reference to their constituent elements in isolation from one another.467 

 

 
 

                                                            
465 William R. Roff. 1994. The Origins of Malay Nationalism. Second ed. Kuala Lumpur: Oxford 
University Press, p. 12. 
466 Nicholas Tarling. 1992. The Establishment of Colonial Regimes. In The Cambridge History of 
Southeast Asia, edited by N. Tarling. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, p. 5. 
467 Richard A.O'Connor. 2000. Critiquing the Critique of Southeast Asia: Beyond Texts and States to 
Culture History. Paper read at Southeast Asian Studies for the 21st Century Conference, UCLA. 
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chapter six: men of energy and white rajahs: 
conflicting views of progress in the watershed, 1896-1909 

  
 
 

The country lying between Baling on the Muda River right up to Petani contains mining land not 
unlike the Kinta District and if facilities of transport were easier, capital would flow into the 
place. The country consists of cast undulating lands suitable and well planted up with padi and 
fruit trees, whereas the limestone and other hills are reported to be rich in minerals. 

 

In Tinland: A Journal of Interesting Mining News. 468 

 

 

 

In the last two chapters I have endeavoured to draw out the central peninsula as something 

other than a marginal space upon which rival imperial ambitions were inscribed during the 

nineteenth century. Rather than being a passive space that had lain idle prior to its animation 

by British political economists in the early nineteenth century, in chapter four I composed an 

alternative historical narrative that emphasised the dynamism of an interior zone that has been 

largely absent from the historical record up until the late 1800s. In chapter five I focused on 

this latter period to argue that a renewed British engagement with the interior of central 

peninsula involved a complex engagement between indigenous and western knowledge 

systems. Unlike conventional studies in which the British forward movement of the late 

nineteenth century is rendered as a pioneering and utterly transformative one, I argued for a 

greater appreciation of the continuities linking this forward movement to that of an earlier era, 

as well as the role of local actors and knowledge systems in the fashioning of a supposedly 

‘modern’ era.  

In this chapter I turn to the question of divisions within the British community itself over the 

direction this modern transformation. To date, histories concerned with the debates that would 

emerge over the meaning of modernity and progress in the central peninsula region have 

located such disputes the interface of British and Siamese elite conflict at the turn of the 

twentieth century.469 Analysis of this period has been dominated by studies of Anglo-Siamese 

rivalry over the Malay states of the central peninsula. A rich corpus of diplomatic wires and 

internal correspondences allows for the detailed reconstruction of what was a pivotal era vis a 

vis colonial expansion in the central peninsula. The general picture to emerge from studies 
                                                            
468 In Tinland: A Journal of Interesting Mining News. Vol 1 (14). Mon 6th May 1907. 
469 Tom Marks. 1997. The British Acquisition of Siamese Malaya (1896-1909). Bangkok: White Lotus; 
Eunice Thio. 1969. British Policy in the Malay Peninsula, 1880-1910. Vol. 1. Kuala Lumpur: 
University of Malaya Press; Kobkua Suwannathat-Pian. 1988. Thai-Malay Relations: Traditional 
Intra-regional Relations from the Seventeenth to the Early Twentieth Centuries. Singapore: Oxford 
University Press. 
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based upon these materials is one of an aggressive British colonial state determined to  annex 

Malay states such as Raman on the pretext of the need to develop them, while a Siamese elite 

plays the role of the besieged Asiatic despot, desperate to modernise but seeking to maintain 

‘traditional’ buffer zones such as the Malay states in order to buy time against European 

colonial powers. What has been lost by such a focus on the larger imperial picture is an 

appreciation of the complex struggle within British and Siamese colonial society to define the 

meaning of progress itself.  

In this chapter I examine the divisions that would arise within the British colonial 

community over the question of developing the central peninsula interior, a debate that 

paralleled the tense diplomatic dispute over the sovereign status of the region during the early 

twentieth century. My aim is to show that multiple perspectives characterised British 

conceptions of progress at the turn of the twentieth century. While ongoing efforts by 

expansionists to assert British rights to the Perak river watershed centred upon Siamese 

inability to develop the region in accordance with its resource potential, it was clear that they 

were themselves divided over the question of what this development might entail. A new 

generation of colonial entrepreneurs lobbied for the right to unconstrained resource 

exploitation, namely tin. Yet they would have to overcome the arguments of an older 

generation of colonial administrators whose ‘drive to impose the blessings of the glorious 

British civilisation was to compete for priority with the desire to accumulate wealth’.470 Both 

parties envisaged themselves as modernising agents whose toils would ultimately serve to 

bring light to a supposedly backward region, yet they differed substantially in their views on 

how the task of ‘improving’ the interior should proceed. Many colonial administrators saw 

progress in the preservation of an idyllic rural Malay society, a stance that contrasted strongly 

with a new generation of capitalist entrepreneurs for whom progress could only be measured 

in terms of transformation.  

Both groups saw themselves as agents of an irresistible force of modernity. Fittingly, rather 

than fault modernity itself, this dispute over the most appropriate development trajectory for 

the watershed would be resolved in a stalemate. Mining capitalists would wrest control of the 

richest tin country by 1909, while the much the vast watershed region would be gazetted as 

reserve land of one type or another by the mid-1910s. The various reserve acts that would 

lock up much of the watershed were progressive by the standards of a colonial administration 

that felt Malay society had to be shielded from the disruptions occasioned by transformation 

of local economies. The capital intensive mining enclaves such as Klian Intan satisfied the 

demands of the entrepreneurs. 
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Interestingly, efforts to balance the demands of competing colonial interests would have a 

far from balanced effect when it came to the representation of the interior as a whole. It would 

be the mines that would be recorded as progressive and modern, a status that would be 

attainable by the very presence of a ‘traditional’ agrarian society that had been formalized 

through the gazetting of various reserve acts. Backwardness became the necessary foil from 

which the achievements of a ‘modern’ British mining sector—and the ‘success’ of the 

colonial project in general—could be measured. Even more importantly, the persistence of a 

backward interior justified the continuation of a colonial project that, by an earlier set of 

criteria, might have been said to be nearing its endpoint. 

 

Colonial capitalism at the turn of the twentieth century 

  

Starting from a thin end of the wedge in the tin sector, British capital began to flow into the 

British and Siamese controlled Malay states of the central peninsula from the 1890s onwards. 

This inflow was invariably accompanied by the growing influence of British capitalists on the 

colonial government both within the peninsula and in Britain itself. As the first decade of the 

twentieth century came to pass, European ‘planters, miners, and men in commerce’471 came to 

outnumber the government men who had previously lorded over their precincts with relative 

autonomy. The latter were soon grappling with cases of Imperium in Imperio as intrepid 

speculators took to negotiating directly for concessions with local rulers in states such as 

Raman and Kelantan with little regard to official British policy towards the Siamese Malay 

states.472 Over the next ten years, the ‘gentlemanly capitalists’ of London with their 

representatives on the powerful mining and plantation agency houses based in Singapore 

would have increasing say on the direction of colonial policy.473  

The primary effect of this shifting balance of power was the re-organisation of the 

protected Malay states such as Perak for export production. The tin sector was the first to feel 

the effects of this change as highly capitalised British enterprises and discriminatory 

                                                            
471 John G. Butcher. 1979. The British in Malaya 1880-1941: The Social History of a European Community 
in Colonial South-East Asia. Kuala Lumpur: Oxford University Press, p. 76. 
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legislative changes marginalized Chinese miners.474 It was a process that Roff has argued 

signalled the end of any genuine philanthropic agenda in the British Malay states as profit 

displaced a more humanistic notion of progress that had previously guided the architects of a 

British colonial project in the East.475 These architects—the old Malaya hands—were 

themselves being displaced at the turn of the century by new type of colonist. These were the 

entrepreneurs and those colonial administrators who took a keen interest in facilitating the 

role of private capital in tapping the resources of the peninsula. 

The changing mood in the peninsula was nicely captured by the editors of the Mining 

Journal in 1896, a publication that served as a voice for a new generation of British 

entrepreneurs, investors, and mining professionals. In a sharp retort to the idea that the British 

had a duty of care towards the peoples of the peninsula that might override immediate 

economic interests, the editors of the journal would write 

 

We did not undertake the task of keeping order in this Peninsula from purely 

philanthropic motives. We went there, as becomes ‘a nation of shopkeepers,’ because 

there was something to be made by it—and that something is dependent on the mineral 

wealth of the country’476 

 

The exclusivity of the ‘We’ (the British) made it clear that the type of regional tin 

economy that Bannerman had envisioned was dead. Whatever remnants of the ‘Manchester 

school of laissez-faire dogmatism’477 may have survived the swing to protectionism in the 

1870s were soundly routed by the growing chorus of voices who saw the resources of the 

central peninsula—both in the Siamese and British protected Malay states—as British 

property.  

It was no coincidence that opinions such as that voiced by the Perak tin industry should 

have coincided with the promotion of Frank Swettenham from the position of Resident of 

Perak to the new post of Resident-General of the Federated Malay States (henceforth FMS) in 

1896.478 Swettenham was eager to boost the participation of British capital in the development 
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of the peninsula’s resources and did all that was within his power to attract investors and 

entrepreneurs to the tin sector. As he would write in his inaugural report as Resident-General 

 

We cannot afford to sit still. The country is, to a great extent, an unpopulated jungle; 

money must be spent in developing its resources and men of energy—miners, planters, 

traders, and Government servants—must be encouraged to drive the work along479 

 

During Swettenham’s term as Resident-General (1896-1903), money was indeed spent and 

men of energy encouraged to open up new ventures throughout the peninsula. Such efforts 

were facilitated by the signing of the Anglo-Siamese Secret Convention in 1897, a document 

that granted British firms exclusive access to Siamese Malay states such as Raman and 

Kelantan.480 By 1905, two firms had taken advantage of the privileges accorded to British 

capital under this secret agreement and obtained mining concessions at Klian Intan from the 

Siamese Mines Department.481 The first of these, Rahman Hydraulic, was formed by a 

syndicate of acting and retired Perak government civil servants and British miners.482 The 

second, Rahman Tin, was a joint stock company raised in Scotland. Together, the two 

companies obtained rights to the slopes and surrounding foothills of Bukit Paku, a tin-rich hill 

around which various Chinese and Malay mines had operated for centuries. 

 

The watershed as a new mining frontier 

 

By the time the Rahman Hydraulic syndicate had applied for a prospecting license at Klian 

Intan, the village lay little more ten miles as the crow flies from northern-most Perak station 

of Grik. The latter had been established as the site of the District Office in 1904, twenty years 

after Hugh Low had first proposed it as the site of a British frontier station.483 Previously, the 

District Officer had resided at a point lower down the Perak river at Janing, but in December 

1900 Britain and Siam had signed a new border agreement that pushed the boundary of Upper 

Perak further north up to the limits of the Kroh plateau. This new agreement had resulted in 

the British acquisition of what was termed ‘the New Territory’, a 720 square mile swathe of 
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land that greatly extended British control over the watershed. Grik was located at the 

northern-most point of the new boundary on a tributary of the Perak river. 

The formation of Rahman Hydraulic was intimately connected to the acquisition of the 

‘New Territory’. Not only was the company’s future General Manager, Cecil Pearse, 

delegated to investigate the mining potential of the New Territory in his capacity as the 

Acting Warden of Mines (Perak), but the very access to Klian Intan required by the company 

relied on the publicly-funded expansion of communications infrastructure into the region.484 

Kedah—the easiest means of accessing the tin district—remained in Siamese hands. It was 

therefore via the far more difficult route along the Perak river that Klian Intan would have to 

be reached. The revenue derived from established centres such as Kinta and Larut subsidised 

this process in Upper Perak, where expenditure far exceeded revenues for the two decades 

from 1891-1909 (see table one below). In 1905, the year that Rahman Hydraulic received 

prospecting licenses over a large tract of territory near Klian Intan, public works expenditure 

for the New Territory was over ten times the total revenue of Upper Perak. The heavy outlays 

in this and subsequent years were largely attributable to the construction of roads, bridle 

paths, bridges, and other public amenities, and the construction of Grik as the new site for the 

District Office in 1905. 
 

Table 1: Revenue and Expenditure (in Straits Dollars) for the District of Upper Perak and the 
New Territory, selected years, 1891-1908. 

 

                     

 
*For these years, the New Territory was administered separately from the District of Upper Perak. 
**Money committed to public works was a state expenditure, that is, it was not a part of the District of 
Upper Perak budget. Sources: Perak Government Gazette, 1891-1908. 
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In 1900, the entire communications infrastructure of the New Territory was noted to 

consist of a mere 400 yards of road and 10.4 miles of bridle path.485 By 1907, the District 

Officer was proud to report that a greatly improved system of bridle paths had led Grik ‘to 

become an important distributing centre for Legeh, Reman, and Kedah, and the rapid growth 

of Klian Intan, 22 miles north, from a population of 400 to one of 2,000, has brought with it a 

great increase in trade, as this is their nearest cart road [the cart road from Klian Intan to Grik, 

and onwards to Kuala Kangsar].486 By the same year, private capital had a taken direct role 

the extension of this communications infrastructure into the Siamese territory, with the second 

major European company at Klian Intan, The Rahman Tin Company, carrying the Perak 

government’s mail from Grik onwards to Betong in Raman and Baling in Kedah.487 In the 

following year (1908), this company also completed, at its own expense, the construction of a 

twelve mile road from Klian Intan to Baling in Kedah. 

The opening up of access to the watershed along with the news that Rahman Hydraulic 

and Rahman Tin had both received mining licences from the Siamese Department of Public 

Works and Mines in 1907 was responded to enthusiastically by the British mining community 

in Perak. In 1907, another Perak mining industry journal, In Tinland, was exhorting intrepid 

speculators to follow the lead of these enterprises and head into the untouched terrain of the 

watershed, an area ‘containing mining land not unlike the Kinta District’ where 

 

There is little or no doubt that a rich harvest is there for the bona fide prospector who 

goes to look for it...out in the unpopulated places where there are vast tracts of available 

land as yet untouched by the prospector488 

 

A few months later, the editors of the same journal would offer a detailed description of the 

area in an article titled ‘Upper Perak: The Coming District.’ In what was essentially a real 

estate advertisement, the district was described as  

 

the healthiest in the whole state and now that the road has been completed the rush that 

has taken place for mining land will not readily abate. In the first instance of course the 

expense of opening up mines would be somewhat heavy but the quality of the ore 

bearing land will soon brush away all illusions489 
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The watershed zone, at least in the eyes of mining industry spokespersons in 1907, was far 

from being a backward district. Quite the opposite, it was viewed as the next in a succession 

of mining enclaves that had defined the history of Perak as a British protectorate—Larut, 

Kinta, and now, Upper Perak. Ensuing editions of the journal paid close attention to the 

fortunes of Rahman Tin and Rahman Hydraulic. The opportunities that awaited on the Patani 

side of the watershed in ‘Southern Siam’ were also frequently noted. It was hoped that the 

British concessions at Klian Intan and the massive Duff concession in Kelantan would spur a 

revival in the mining industry across the border that would compensate for the degradation of 

mining land in the Federated Malay States.490 In a most abrupt turn-about, in 1907 the 

journal’s editors would heap praise upon King Chulalongkorn of Siam, whose ‘desires for the 

prosperity of his Malayan Dominions will be realised by the liberal policy he is displaying in 

granting facilities for the opening up of the rich resources of his country’.491  

It was hollow praise from a sector that had traditionally reserved its fiercest vitriol for the 

Siamese crown. In reality, the liberal policy of the Siamese court resulted from its forced hand 

rather than any desire for the prosperity of its Malay dominions. Rapid growth in the mining 

sector led by ‘a few buccaneering British mining prospectors’492 was not viewed as formula 

for prosperity by the Siamese Minister of the Interior Prince Damrong, but a recipe for a 

colonial incident that might be used as justification for a land grab by the British.493 This 

concern was particularly acute in regard to British activities in the east coast Malay states 

such as Raman. For Prince Damrong, the modernisation of this area would be measured by 

the penetration of a centralised bureaucracy, not British capital.494  

Prince Damrong’s fears were well founded. It was no secret that companies such as 

Rahman Tin and Rahman Hydraulic firmly supported the extension of British control over the 

Siamese Malay states. In the case of Rahman Hydraulic, such a move was literally banked 

upon by the company’s directors for whom Siamese control of Klian Intan was a major 

obstacle to the raising of capital from metropolitan investors.495 Metropolitan investors were 

inherently ‘risk averse’ and unlikely to invest in a project where the basic question of 

sovereignty appeared highly contested.496 In addition to this, the directors of the company 
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were only too well aware that British control over the Kroh plateau would serve to shift the 

burden of infrastructure development to the public purse of the Perak government.497  

By mid-1908, the editors of In Tinland were already speaking about an impending 

adjustment to the border of Upper Perak which would see Rahman Hydraulic and Rahman 

Tin brought into the Federated Malay States.498 Such rumours circulated between 1907-1909 

as negotiations between Siam and Britain over the status of the Siamese Malay states 

continued.499 In typical fashion, British forward policy advocates repeatedly argued that the 

failure of the Siamese government to develop the rich resources of states such as Raman 

invalidated any political claims over the Malay states of the central peninsula.500 The Siamese 

crown responded by arguing that what the British referred to as ‘progress’ and ‘development’ 

in the tin mining sector, was often little more than speculative activity designed to dupe naive 

investors and besmirch the good name of Siam.501  

A good deal of attention has been devoted to the analysis of this dispute, almost all of 

which has focused on the exchanges that took place between members of Siamese and British 

elites.502 While such analysis has noted the differences of opinion that would arise over the 

question of progress between the two powers, little attention has been given to differences of 

opinions within respective domestic domains. Yet one of the more interesting episodes in the 

dispute over Raman was going on behind the scenes of the well documented diplomatic 

dispute. This was the contest between British capitalists and colonial administrators to define 

nature of progress itself.  

 

 Managing the contradiction—progress versus preservation 

 

Despite the growing influence of industry lobbyists who argued that the Malay states of the 

central peninsula would forever languish without the immediate and rapid exploitation of the 

natural resource sector, there remained a strong body of opinion within the colonial civil 

                                                            
497 In 1909 when British control was extended over Klian Intan, the directors of Rahman Hydraulic 
would write, ‘The portion of Rahman State in which the company’s property is situated is now under 
the same British Administration as the F. M. S. Under this administration improved conditions may be 
expected, among which your directors understand that the construction of roads and the consequent 
cheapening of transport will be amongst the first’. In Tinland: A Journal of Interesting Mining News 
6(12) 26th September, 1909, p.227. 
498 In Tinland: A Journal of Interesting Mining News, 3(24), 15th June, 1908. 
499 Kobkua Suwannathat-Pian. 1988. Thai-Malay Relations: Traditional Intra-regional Relations from the Seventeenth to the 
Early Twentieth Centuries. Singapore: Oxford University Press; Margaret L. Koch. 1977. Patani and the 
Development of a Thai State. Journal of the Malaysian Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society 50 (2):69-88; Marks, The 
British Acquisition of Siamese Malaya; Thamsook Numnonda. 1967. Negotiations Regarding the Cession of Siamese 
Malay States 1907-1909. Journal of the Siam Society 55 (2) July 1967:227-36. 
500 Jennifer W. Cushman. 1991. Family and State: The Formation of a Sino-Thai Tin-Mining Dynasty 
1797-1932. Edited by C. J. Reynolds. Singapore: Oxford University Press, p. 49. 
501 Brown, The Elite and the Economy in Siam, pp. 106-107. 
502 Marks, The British Acquisition of Siamese Malaya; Thamsook, ‘Negotiations Regarding the Cession 
of Siamese Malay States’, pp. 227-36; Kobkua, Thai-Malay Relations.. 
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service that progress and development involved far more than the large-scale exploitation of 

tin resources or the construction of railways.503 Unlike in early eighteenth century Penang 

where government men were often firm believers in the merchant gospel of Adam Smith, in 

the early twentieth century much of the Malayan Civil Service was ‘distinctly anti-industrial 

in its “gentlemanly” outlook’.504 Civil servants begrudged the relative decline in their status 

occasioned by the presence of a wealthier class of entrepreneurs and professionals. From 

various quarters of the civil service the view that progress meant the unimpeded extraction of 

natural resources for private profit was regarded as a threat to the stable political situation that 

they considered themselves to have created through decades of poorly-rewarded toil. This 

situation, argues Roff, was an outgrowth of the fundamental contradiction of British colonial 

policy in the Malay states—the desire to establish order and profitability through the 

construction of Western forms of governance and production coupled with a commitment to 

the preservation of local institutions that made this an impossibility in their unaltered form.505  

The management of this contradiction was easier in some parts of the peninsula than 

others. In areas such as Larut, for example, the influx of Chinese labour into the tin fields had 

so completely erased the old Malay order that the intensification of mining activity could 

hardly be said to threaten a traditional order that was essential to the maintenance of political 

stability. In new mining frontiers where Malay chiefs retained significant claims to mining 

land, regulatory systems were developed to satisfy both miners and traditional land owners. 

Ancestral land titles were issued to secure Malay rights (where they could be proven) while 

the conditions attached to titles encouraged the exploitation of mining land by owners 

themselves or tenants.506 Local elites were brought into the colonial fold as salaried local 

officials. 

In areas such as the Perak-Patani watershed, however, the richest tin land was located 

amidst a rural Malay landscape that had remained relatively incubated from the radical 

transformations that large scale tin mining had wrought. Despite the vigorous dispute over 

Raman in the early 1880s and the subsequent despatch of numerous survey parties to the 

region during the final decades of the nineteenth century, the area remained physically 

isolated. In the mid-1890s the British surveyor James McCarthy was still able to descend 

down the Perak river for five days without encountering a single soul.507 Travel was 

                                                            
503 A similar debate took place within Siamese elite circles. See Brown, The Elite and the Economy in 
Siam; Chattip Nartsupha and Suthy Prasartset, eds. 1918. The Political Economy of Siam, 1851-1910. 
Bangkok: The Social Science Association of Thailand.  
504 White, ‘Gentlemanly Capitalism and Empire in the Twentieth Century’, p. 178. 
505 William R. Roff. 1994. The Origins of Malay Nationalism. Second ed. Kuala Lumpur: Oxford 
University Press, p. 12. 
506 Wong Lin Ken. The Malayan Tin Industry to 1914, p. 91. This ruling would be changed to a two 
year idle period under the Perak Mining Code of 1895. 
507 James McCarthy. 1994. Surveying and Exploring in Siam: With Descriptions of Lao Dependencies 
and Battles against the Chinese Haws. Bangkok: White Lotus. Original edition, 1900. 
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dependent upon elephants or conducted on foot, while the raft trip down the Perak river was a 

hazardous one given the various rapids.  

Not surprisingly, Upper Perak was an unpopular posting for colonial officials. Although 

larger than the entire state of Selangor, it was one of only two districts in the FMS that did not 

have a European social club. Cricketing prowess (an essential skill for junior officers eager 

for promotion in the civil service) was irrelevant in a District that was rarely home to enough 

Europeans to form a team. Its reputation as an administrative backwater was confirmed by the 

character of its governors. During the late 1800s it had been the preserve of a ‘white Rajah 

District Officer’—C. F. Bozzolo, an enigmatic Italian who was said to ‘never put on anything 

(even in office) except a hat and a sarong’508 Bozzolo’s intimate relationship with various 

local rulers across the watershed was such that his superiors could forgive him for ‘his want 

of knowledge of the outside world and lack of the power to express himself adequately in 

writing or by speech to strangers’.509 For his admirers, it was precisely his Italian flair—so 

contrary to the type of behaviour expected of the starched British bureaucrat—that made 

Bozzolo such an apt candidate for the position of District Magistrate and Collector of Upper 

Perak.510  

Upon his retirement from the civil service in 1904, Bozzolo was replaced by Hubert 

Berkeley, a member of an English aristocratic family who stepped effortlessly into his 

predecessors shoes. Like Bozzolo, Berkeley had little regard for the bureaucratic tardiness 

that characterised much of the administrative apparatus in Malaya. He was known to have 

settled legal disputes with tug-o-war contests and once felled a large tree across the Grik road 

to prevent the arrival of an inspection tour from Kuala Kangsar.511  

By the time that Berkeley assumed the position of District Officer of Upper Perak in 1904, 

things were nonetheless different than they had been for Mr. Bozzolo. Whereas the period of 

Bozzolo’s tenure may have been marked by diplomatic wrangles over the mapping of the 

watershed, its economic development remained a relatively minor consideration. Under the 

patronage of Hugh Low, Bozzolo’s endeavours to develop the region were centred on the 

agricultural sector and the initiation of various irrigation schemes.  

Berkeley had a keen appreciation of the agricultural sector as well, but by 1904 the eyes of 

the mining industry were turning towards the remote watershed as a possible successor to 

Kinta as a new tin frontier. For Berkeley, who held the position of District Officer of Upper 

Perak from 1904 to 1926, the vision of progress forwarded by representatives of the tin 

industry presented less of an opportunity to bring the watershed into the modern era than a 

threat to the modernising agenda that he and his predecessors had pursued—with considerable 
                                                            
508 Butcher, The British in Malaya, p. 55. 
509 C/O 273/140 Letter by Governor Frederick Weld to his Lord. July 21st 1886. 
510 In Tinland: A Journal of Interesting Mining News. 2(30) 23rd December, 1907. 
511 Ibid., p. 229. 
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success in their opinion—since the 1880s. He regarded large scale mining activity as a threat 

to the various irrigation projects that had been overseen by both himself and Bozzolo.512 What 

is more, it would definitely result in an increased workload for a man who was at ease with 

his leisurely routine. His dogged opposition of plans to open up the Klian Intan region 

provides a revealing instance of the disputes within British colonial society over the meaning 

of progress and improvement. 

 

Mr. Berkeley versus the tin company 

 

The administration of Upper Perak at the turn of the century was marked by the rapid change-

over of District Magistrates and District Officers. After having been governed almost single-

handed by the ‘seigniorial’513 Mr Bozzolo for two decades, between 1902 and 1904 no less 

than five District Officers were appointed by the Resident. This rather chaotic situation was 

alleviated when Berkeley settled permanently into the position of District Officer in 1904. 

Berkeley had previously served in the district in 1891 while Bozzolo was on leave, and again 

in 1900 following the latter’s retirement from the Perak civil service. After 1904 however, he 

would serve as District Officer for an unbroken twenty-two years. 

Berkeley was of an entirely different mould to Messrs. Pearce and Nutter, the Perak Mines 

Department officials-come-General Managers of Rahman Hydraulic. Nor did he share much 

in common with the ‘pioneering’ Scot, Mr J. D. Kemp, the mining engineer and Managing 

Director of The Rahman Tin Company. If the latter figures represented a new generation of 

capitalists who viewed the central peninsula as little more than a supplier of raw materials and 

shareholder dividends, Berkeley remained committed to a paternalistic civilising mission that 

would not unduly disrupt the structure and tenor of Malay society. A member of a relatively 

important aristocratic family in England, his paternalistic yet genuine affection for the peoples 

of the watershed—including the ruling house of Raman with whom he was an intimate 

acquaintance—led him to view the growing influence of British capital in setting 

development agendas in ‘his’ district with great circumspection.514 Whereas Swettenham’s 

                                                            
512 Hubert Berkeley, Office Diary of Hubert Berkeley. 
513 Butcher, The British in Malaya, p.  
514 Berkeley was by no means unique in this way, for it has been noted by various scholars that the 
affinity that late nineteenth century colonial administrators often drew between themselves and the 
Malay elite of the peninsula was often as genuine as the belief in the virtue of the civilising mission 
itself. See Butcher. 1979. The British in Malaya, pp. 52-3; Day, ‘How Modern was Modernity’, pp. 1-
37; Maier, In the Center of Authority, pp. 53-4; Ellen Meiksins Wood. 1998. Modernity, 
Postmodernity, or Capitalism? In Capitalism and the Information Age: The Political Economy of the 
Global Communication Revolution, edited by R. W. McChesney, E. Meiksins Wood and J. Bellamy 
Foster. New York: Monthly Review Press. On the subject of the civilising mission see Michael Adas. 
1994. The Great War and the Decline of the Civilising Mission. In Autonomous Histories, Particular 
Truths: Essays in Honour of John Smail, edited by L. J. Sears. Madison, Wisconsin: Center for 
Southeast Asian Studies, University of Wisconsin-Madison; Michael Adas. 1989. Machines as the 
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development agenda was defined by the belief that ‘we cannot afford to sit still’515, Berkeley’s 

unofficial motto for Upper Perak was Koh Dhulu, a command used by elephant mahouts 

which translated as Go Slowly.516 

 

 
 

 
Image 6: Hubert Berkeley, District Officer of Upper Perak. Source: Arkib Negara, Malaysia. 

 
 

In the tradition of the first two Residents of Perak, Berkeley’s view of the watershed was 

strongly tempered by his interest in its agricultural potential. It was this sector that far and 

away consumed the largest part of the District Officer’s energies in a region where the 

majority of the population made their living from the land. The importance of agriculture, 

                                                                                                                                                                          
Measure of Men: Science, Technology, and Ideologies of Western Dominance. Ithaca, New York: 
Cornell University Press, pp. 146-7.  
515 Thio, British Policy in the Malay Peninsula, p. 179. 
516 Butcher,  The British in Malaya, p. 229. 
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particularly rice production, was not only of interest to the District Officer, but also to the 

government of the Federated Malay States. Despite the allure of wealthy tin deposits on the 

Kroh plateau, the FMS government was well aware that the watershed was a sensitive 

environment that had to be managed cautiously in regard to mining activity. By the late 

1880s, the destructive potential of tin mining had been amply demonstrated in Larut and 

Kinta, where local river systems had been fouled beyond repair. The possibility of a similar 

scenario evolving in the headwaters of the Perak river with the expansion of large-scale 

British operations was troubling. For Berkeley, the impact of such a scenario in this region 

went beyond the pollution of the mining precincts themselves. As the source of water for the 

entire Perak river valley, the clogging up of tributaries in the watershed posed grave dangers 

for the thousands of peoples whose livelihoods were dependent upon the waters of the Perak 

river.  

The granting of the Rahman Hydraulic concession in 1905 sparked a five year battle 

between District Officer and company, the progress of which was somewhat analogous to the 

battle between those who continued to view the British role in the peninsula as part of a 

philanthropic enterprise of civilisational advancement and British capitalists for whom the 

peninsula was little more than a supplier of raw material for the metropolis. Between 1905 

and 1909, Berkeley unceasingly petitioned the FMS High Commissioner John Anderson to 

take-up the issue of the Rahman Hydraulic concession with the Siamese government in order 

that the potentially disastrous environmental impact of this massive hydro-sluicing operation 

might be mitigated.517 Berkeley was adamant that the concession had the potential to foul 

important tributaries of the Perak river in its upper reaches to a comparable extent to as had 

occurred in places such as Kinta. As he would write to the Perak Resident in August of 1907,  

 

Some 16 months ago  I reported that I could see no perceptible difference in the Rui. I 

have this month made a close inspection of the bed which I have known for 16 years and 

I find the deep holes—in some of which one could not touch bottom with a pole—silted 

up and not even knee deep. And one fears that before very long the Rui will be in the 

same state as the Kampar.518  

 

                                                            
517 A form of mining whereby water, brought in by means of ditch lines or pipelines, was pressurised and 
fired from monitors at the mine face. The resulting sludge was then passed through a series of gravel traps or 
races that collected the heavier tin ore, with the tailings usually passing back into the river system untreated. 
Hydro-sluicing operated on the same principle as traditional Chinese open-cut mines, but the volume of 
material that passed through the races and on into the rivers was significantly higher and usually resulted in 
the rapid siltation of surrounding watercourses. 
518 Perak 335/07. High Commissioners Despatches (FMS): Reported Fouling of the Rui and Perak Rivers. 
Letter from Acting Secretary to the Resident of Perak to Federal Secretary of the FMS, 24th August 1907. 
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The fouling of the rivers was directly linked to the gradual preparation of the Rahman 

Hydraulic mine, which by its scale, dramatically increased the volume of tailings entering the 

river systems of the watershed, particularly the Rui river. In Berkeley’s opinion, the silting of 

waterways as had occurred under the old mining regime that employed some 400-500 coolies 

in a number of smaller mines was of a sustainable proportions. As the table below shows, the 

number of coolies employed in the various mines around Klian Intan prior to the opening up 

of the British concessions was relatively modest. 
 

Table 2: Klian Intan Mine Concessions in 1905 
 

 

 
*A Siamese unit of area equal to 1,600 square metres.  
Source: Hubert Berkeley, Office Diary of Hubert Berkeley 

 

The total acreage of these concessions amounted to around 320 acres, excluding those that 

were yet to be surveyed. Upon this, some 345 coolies were employed. The British 

concessions were far larger. The Rahman Tin concession held in the name of Kemp and 

Meiklejohn was for 200 acres over the crown of Bukit Paku. This mine was not of great 
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concern to Berkeley however, for it was a lode mining operation that would extract ore by 

crushing dry, quarried stone in a mill prior to processing in water races.519 By contrast, the 

hydro-sluicing mine of Rahman Hydraulic would produce significant quantities of tailings 

material and was far larger than all of the Malay and Chinese mines combined. The original 

prospecting concession was obtained in four names and totalled more than seven square 

miles. 

 
Table 3: Rahman Hydraulic Prospecting Concessions, 1905. 

 

 
    

  
 

  

  
 

  

    

    

 
Source: Hubert Berkeley, Office Diary of Hubert Berkeley 
 

By 1907, this vast prospecting concession had been reduced to 673 acres organised into six 

blocks of mining land, a figure that was still double that of the total of acreage of the older 

Chinese and Malay mines. The company had also applied for an Exclusive Prospecting 

License for a further 1,200 acres.520 Primarily in response to the development of this 

concession, by 1908 there was said to be twenty to thirty coolies passing through Grik on 

their way to the Klian Intan mines every day. 521 The Perak Mines Department figures 

recorded 1756 coolies working in the mines around Klian Intan, either in the direct employ of 

Rahman Hydraulic or working on a tribute basis across the latter’s concession.522 For 

Berkeley, the scale of activity placed rivers such as the Rui, and the Perak itself, in grave 

jeopardy, particularly since the rugged terrain of the Rahman Hydraulic concession presented 

few opportunities for the construction of suitable tailings dams.  As he would write in 1908, 

                                                            
519 Perak 335/07. High Commissioners Despatches (FMS): Reported Fouling of the Rui and Perak Rivers, 
Letter from Acting Secretary to the Resident of Perak, 24th August 1907 to Federal Secretary of the 
FMS.  
520  In Tinland: A Journal of Interesting Mining News, (14) 6th May, 1907. 
521 Perak 335/07. High Commissioners Despatches (FMS): Reported Fouling of the Rui and Perak Rivers. 
District Officer of Upper Perak Hubert Berkeley to the Secretary of the Resident. 4th December 1908. 
 
522 Perak 335/07. High Commissioners Despatches (FMS): Reported Fouling of the Rui and Perak Rivers. 
Warden of the Mines Office, Batu Gajah, to the Perak Resident, 10th July 1908.  
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There are many monitors, and many thousands of coolies at work day and night, 

dislodging huge quantities of soil, and it all flows into Perak and down the Rui river, 

whose condition grows worse day by day. It is only a question of time when the bed of 

the Perak river will and must shoal, and two feet in the bed of the Perak will stop the 

flow of most irrigation drains, and ruin thousands of acres of bendangs [wet rice plots], 

and the people who depend on them for their livelihood.523 
 

 
 

Image 7: Hydraulic mining. The slurry runs through a ditch to be treated in a series of races or 
filtration chutes at the bottom of the valley. This photo was taken at the Laboo concession in 
nearby Yala province, where river siltation was also a major problem for the mine managers. 
Source: Author’s private collection. 
 

The dynamics of the dispute over river fouling were complex insofar as Siamese 

sovereignty over Klian Intan meant that the resolution of the problem was technically 

Siamese responsibility. Predictably, the issue was manipulated by expansion lobbyists who 

forwarded it as another reason why Siam should relinquish control of the entire Perak river 

watershed. But as was admitted privately by most parties, Siamese mining inspectors were 

doing as good a job as could be expected in regulating the industry in the watershed.524 Any 

criticism was compromised by the fact that the main culprit—Rahman Hydraulic—was 

managed by a former Inspector and Assistant Warden of Mines in Perak525, a man who would 

                                                            
523 Report of the Upper Perak District for the Year 1908.Perak Government Gazette, 1909. p. 5. 
524 Perak 335/07. High Commissioners Despatches (FMS): Reported Fouling of the Rui and Perak Rivers. 
District Officer of Upper Perak Hubert Berkeley to the Secretary of the Resident. 4th December 1908;  John 
H Heal, Acting Director, Royal Department of Mines and Geology, 2nd October 1907.  
525 This individual, Cecil Pearse was appointed to the position of Assistant Inspector of Mines of Perak of the 
13th December 1897. By 1900, he had risen to the position  of Inspector of Mines Kinta, and was also the 
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have been intimately acquainted with article three of the 1900 Hydraulic Mining Regulations 

which stipulated that ‘tailings should in no instance be allowed to enter any stream or river, 

but should be confined to land either worked or proved to be non-stanniferous’.526 In this 

respect, any attacks on Siam over its inability to control river fouling placed the British in a 

rather awkward position, a point which is born out by the reticence with which the High 

Commissioner approached the issue at the diplomatic level.  

In many ways, however, the more significant aspect of the dispute over river fouling was 

not the diplomatic one that would occur between 1905 and 1908, but the domestic one that 

pitched the mining industry against figures such as Berkeley and likeminded administrators in 

the government of the FMS. Although highly dependent upon the revenues obtainable from 

an increase in tin production, the FMS government continued to view Upper Perak primarily 

in terms of its value as an agricultural district rather than a mining precinct. Pressure from a 

series of High Commissioners—who appeared genuinely sympathetic to Berkeley’s pleas for 

the protection of the fragile watershed—saw action taken that would result in Siamese mining 

inspectors forcing Rahman Hydraulic to comply with tailing disposal regulations. By 1908 the 

FMS government had also suspended mining applications in the many parts of the watershed, 

a move that only served to confirm rumours amongst Perak miners that the entire region was 

being closed off to miners in favour of planters. 

The closure of various valleys to mining operations was, nonetheless, only a partial victory 

for Berkeley. In the same year that applications for mining land in various valleys was closed, 

the Perak Mines Office approached the Resident of Perak to argue that the desire that only 

clear water should run out of many feeders of the Perak river was both ‘unrealistic and 

uneconomical’.527 It was an uneconomical policy for Perak because by 1908 it was highly 

likely that the mining concessions at the centre of the dispute—Rahman Tin and Rahman 

Hydraulic—would shortly to be brought within the fold of the FMS. With the transfer of 

sovereignty over the Kroh plateau immanent, royalties from these two mines would soon flow 

into the coffers of the Perak state government rather than the Siamese crown. In 1909 this 

long-rumoured ‘adjustment’ to the borders of Upper Perak was confirmed when Siam 

relinquished control of those parts of Raman that were located in the Perak river watershed.  

For their part in having aided the cause of imperial expansion, the Perak government 

recognised the leases and various licences that had been obtained by Rahman Hydraulic and 
                                                                                                                                                                          
Acting Warden of Mines for the entire state. While he had applied for the permanent position of Warden, 
correspondences from Straits High Commissioner suggest that he was unfit for the position on account of a 
conflict of interest. See Perak Government Gazette, 11(5), 11th February 1898; Perak Government Gazette, 
14(18), 10th May 1901; Perak 1546/1900. High Commissioners Office. His fellow general manager, H. F. 
Nutter, was also a member of the Perak civil service (Mines Department), as were a number of important 
directors such as Eric Maxwell and F. Douglas Osbourne, owner of the giant Gopeng mine located neat 
Ipoh, Perak. See In Tinland: A Journal of Interesting Mining News,  3(6) 10th  February, 1908. 
526 Enclosed: RGO 1467/1900 Taiping. 9th May 1900. 
527 Mines Office Batu Gajah to Resident, 8th December 1908. 
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Rahman Tin from the Siamese government. In order to encourage economies of scale that 

would enable the companies to overcome the tyranny of distance, both Rahman Tin and 

Rahman Hydraulic were granted a one-third reduction in tin-royalty payments on account of 

transportation costs involved in moving tin down to the coast from such a remote location.528 

Rahman Hydraulic was furthermore granted an exemption from strict rules governing tailings 

disposal that had been formulated by a 1906 Commission of Inquiry (ironically, this was a 

document that the Straits High Commissioner had sent to Bangkok in 1907 with the 

suggestion that it might be used by Siamese mining inspectors to help regulate the operations 

of Rahman Hydraulic).529 All previous concerns over river fouling evaporated as Rahman 

Hydraulic went from being a British-listed company operating in Siam to one that was located 

in the FMS. 

Berkeley continued to pursue what he regarded as a progressive mode of government, but 

by the 1910s he was already cutting a figure reminiscent of ‘a white rajah in a day when such 

figures appeared only on the pages of Conrad’s novels’.530 Both his fellow colonials and 

immediate superior (E. W. Birch) were ‘men of energy’ for whom the return of ever-larger 

shareholder dividends had become the civilising mission. For Birch, the colonial 

administration was not an instrument of civilisational tuition. Its purpose was to provide an 

environment in which private enterprise would be able to flourish. 

 

 A capitalist vision of modernity 

 

It was appropriate that the ceremony that formalised the annexation of the Perak river 

watershed in July of 1909 should have taken place at Klian Intan, site of operations for the 

Rahman Tin Company and Rahman Hydraulic, rather than at Grik—the home of the eccentric 

District Officer Hubert Berkeley. By 1909 the primary agent of modernity in the watershed—

indeed, throughout the central peninsula—was increasingly being identified in the imported 

technological genius of British capitalism rather than the paternalistic wisdom of the old 

Malayan hand. Berkeley was tolerated insofar as his ‘eccentricities did not clash with the 

demands of economic development’531 in mining enclaves such as Klian Intan, and he 

continued to pursue his alternative vision of progress in Upper Perak that was based upon the 

desire to improve the Malay society without unduly destabilising it. Yet his motto of ‘Go 

                                                            
528 M.383/75 (C.0. 273/355) Raman Tin Co. Mining Lease and Licences, 31st December, 1909. 
529 W. E. Everitt. 1952. A History of Mining in Perak. Johore Bahru, p. 29; Perak 335/07. High 
Commissioners Despatches (FMS): Reported Fouling of the Rui and Perak Rivers. Resident General of the 
FMS to High Commissioner, 3rd of September, 1907; British Legation (Mr Beckett) to the High 
Commissioner, 5th October 1907. 
530 Butcher, The British in Malaya,  p. 232. 
531 Ibid. 
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Slowly’ was increasingly out of step with a vision of progress intimately associated with 

European technological achievements in the early twentieth century. 

In reality, British conceptions of modernity had always been based upon a peculiar 

ideology of improvement that was foremost directed towards the ‘the improvement of 

property, the ethic—and indeed the science—of productivity and profit, the commitment to 

increasing the productivity of labour, the ethic of enclosure and dispossession.’532 The 

contingencies of the colonial setting had nonetheless placed significant constraints on 

transformation of a science of productivity and profit into an applied one. In the mining 

sector, for example, the British had long been dependent upon Chinese labour and capital, as 

well as peripheral services provided by local Malay rulers.  

From the mid-1890s onwards however, the movement of capital intensive British 

enterprises into the tin industry heralded the beginning of the end for the dependent 

relationship that had previously blurred distinctions between a British vision of modernity 

based on the complete transformation of relations to property and production along capitalist 

lines, and the reality of a system that operated on a partial transformation at best. New capital 

intensive production techniques greatly lessened the reliance on Chinese labour, while the 

centralisation of smelting activities by British companies encouraged the development of 

economies of scale that went beyond the capabilities of Chinese financiers. Relatively 

suddenly, the future direction of the tin industry seemed far clearer as new technologies threw 

the ‘inefficiencies’ of the past into ever sharper relief. 

The introduction of the tin dredge in the early twentieth century has often been identified 

as the sharpest manifestation of ‘modern’ progress in the mining sector of the peninsula. Yet 

it was the financial structure of new British mining enterprises that signified the most 

important difference from established Chinese mining operations. The joint-stock company of 

British entrepreneurs enabled mining firms to sustain losses for lengthy periods of time while 

concessions were surveyed and prepared for production. As an example of this, the first two 

years of surveying concessions at Klian Intan cost the Rahman Hydraulic syndicate over 

$40,000. At the same time it was estimated that the purchase of machinery for the mine would 

cost a further $128,000 before a single dollar could be earned from the sale of tin. This start-

up capital of Rahman Hydraulic was raised through the issuance of 15,000 ten dollar shares in 

1905 and the release of a further 15,000 shares two years later. These floats that brought the 

company’s working capital to a figure of $450,000.533  

Shares in companies such as Rahman Hydraulic and Rahman Tin were purchased as long 

term investments by both domestic and metropolitan shareholders. Purchasers were well 

aware that dividends may not be earned for many years as costs were written down and funds 
                                                            
532 Meiksins Wood, ‘Modernity, Postmodernity, or Capitalism?’, p. 38. 
533 In Tinland: A Journal of Interesting Mining News, 1(14), 6th May 1907. 
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spent on developing an economy of scale that would justify the heavy initial outlay. The 

ability of the company to sustain such loses during the start-up period distinguished it from 

Chinese mining ventures that required a fast turn-around from investment to returns in order 

that labour—the most critical ingredient in the Chinese mines—could be paid. As Chinese 

labour attained even greater leverage against management towards the turn of the twentieth 

century, the ability of Chinese-run mines to develop on a scale akin to that of rival European 

enterprises had been further constricted. As the measure of mining operations was subjected 

to ever-more scientific appraisals of efficiency—often measured in terms of the units of 

energy required to produce a single pikul of tin—the gap between labour-intensive Chinese 

mines and capital intensive British ones continued to widen.  

It was a contrast vividly rendered by the Resident of Perak, E. W. Birch, during his trip to 

Klian Intan in 1909 for the ceremony that would formalise the annexation of Raman territory. 

In his narrative of this important event, Birch’s description of the Rahman Tin Company mine 

was one of sheer amazement. Upon making his way up to Klian Intan from Grik along a path 

discursively pioneered by the likes of Maxwell, J. W. W. Birch, and John Anderson (all 

heavily quoted in his account), Birch would write,  

 

Mr Kemp’s mine is a revelation, and it is almost incredible that he had been able to 

convey so much machinery and set up so magnificent a mill in such an inaccessible 

place. There are 25 head of stamps on a hill, next door to Mr. Kemp’s house. Water is 

brought by gravitation from the Kajang river from a hill behind. Firewood is brought 

from below in an endless chain, railway trucks, full of water, pulling up the trucks of 

wood. The mine itself is a hill, 2,300 feet high, in front of the mill, but ¾ mile away. An 

overhead wire rope—3,800 feet long—carries eleven cages at one and the same time, 

brings the stone from the hill top to the mill, and takes empty cages back to be filled.534 

 

The mine was indeed a significant technological achievement. Indeed, one did not need to 

travel far from Klian Intan to discover the rusting relics of stamp heads that stood as 

testimony to previous failures to introduce new mining methods into the remote interior. 

Given that the task of obtaining a single spare part might take months, labour rather than 

machinery had long proven to be a more reliable input for mines across the watershed.  

As a mining engineer himself Kemp was well-suited to this attempt to revolutionise tin 

production in the interior. But his operation was more than just a technical marvel. It was also 

symbolic of the victory of Western reason over irrational Eastern traditions, for although 

known to be rich in tin, the crown of Bukit Paku had long been venerated by locals as the 

                                                            
534 E. W. Birch. 1909. My Visit to Klian Intan. Journal of the Straits Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society 
54:142 
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home of a powerful spirit or jin who was the guardian of the tin that layered the surrounding 

river valleys of the Kroh plateau. Prior to Kemp cutting off the top of the hill, a local 

hereditary Pawang535 had periodically ascended the mountain ‘to sacrifice a water buffalo to 

the “Jin” and after elaborate ceremonies, place the head and horns of the buffalo on the top of 

a quartz boulder on the hill summit’.536 Whether the role of this pawang was somehow related 

to the story of Pawang Sering who was reputedly responsible for the opening of the Klian 

Intan mines is not clear, but it is quite likely. What is almost certain, however, is that the 

tradition came to an end with the commencement of mining at Bukit Paku when the quartz 

boulder most likely it found its way into one of the overhead wire cages of the Rahman Tin 

Company to be crushed in Mr. Kemp’s Fraser and Chalmers twenty-five head stamp battery.  

Mills and overhead trolleys were a sign that the machine age of the British had finally 

conquered both the physical isolation of the watershed as well as the sublime mythologies that 

had only recently played such an important place in British discourses on the watershed. 

When seeking to rebut Raman claims to the Kroh plateau in the early 1880s, Perak Resident 

Hugh Low had placed great importance on the genealogy of Pawang Siring as proof of 

Perak’s territorial claim to this tin producing district. The testimonies of his descendents had 

been transliterated and forwarded as evidence of Perak’s historic connection with the Kroh 

plateau. ‘Myths’ regarding the role of this Pawang had been verified through scientific 

methods of genealogical reconstruction and presented to the Siamese as indisputable proofs of 

the Perak Sultan’s claim. 

With the Kroh plateau annexed by 1909, the new Perak Resident, E. W. Birch, was 

content in the knowledge that there was no longer any use for such a local hereditary Pawang. 

Birch presented the technological achievement and symbolic conquest of the Rahman Tin 

Company as indisputable evidence of the benefits British progress and development. Kemp’s 

mine personified a technological solution to obstacles that were seen to have long-stunted the 

more rational and efficient organisation of tin production in the region. This achievement 

cleared the way for the development of economies of scale that would allow for the long-

awaited exploitation of the tin resources of Klian Intan.  

                                                            
535 Spirit medium or shaman. This was a role that had possibly been adopted by the Chinese mine manager 
Toh Chawan by the late nineteenth century 
536 Everitt. A History of Mining in Perak, p. 67. Mountains and hills as venerated or feared haunts of jin was 
a common belief among Malays. Surveyors and scholars such as McCarthy and Skeat often found porters 
unwilling to ascend mountains on account of local superstitions. The plot of Shahnon Ahmad’s Srengenge, a 
novel set in a remote village in the Becha Deradap district near Klian Intan, revolves around the tensions that 
emerge when one member of the village community proposes the clearing of a local hill that was the home 
of locally venerated spirits. One might assume that the types of dissent and friction described in Ahmad’s 
story surfaced in Klian Intan when the Kemp concession was announced. See Shahnon Ahmed. 1979. 
Srengenge. Translated by H. Aveling. Kuala Lumpur: Heinemann Educational Books. 
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The foil to the technological marvel of the Rahman Tin mine was the old village of Klian 

Intan, the town that had long serviced the various smaller Chinese mines scattered in the 

surrounding river valleys. Of this place Birch would write, 

 

The village [Klian Intan] has since my first visit been burned down for the third time. It 

was one of the filthiest I have ever seen, and is extraordinarily unhealthy. It is filled with 

Chinese, the riff-raff of Perak, and a taking of finger-prints would probably prove 50 per 

cent of its native inhabitants to be criminals.537 

 

The contrast to the description of the Rahman Tin Company mine could not be starker: one 

a paragon of Western technical know-how, the other an oriental slum.538 The modernising 

capacity of the former was clearly reflected by Birch’s proposal that the best remedy to the 

squalor and criminality of the village would be to relocate it closer to the mine itself, as 

though closer physical proximity would be enough in itself to civilise an otherwise 

irredeemable rabble. Failing this, Birch’s speech at the handover ceremony was replete with 

references to the commitment of the colonial administration—as distinct from British 

capitalists—to the task of upholding law and order in the region. He would declare with 

typical colonial aplomb that ‘where the British flag was flying, even justice, irrespective of 

nationality, would be done to everyone’.539 The theatrics of the ceremony itself were to 

symbolise this commitment, for after this flag was flown, the final act of the day would be the 

retreat of the Siamese garrison from the Klian Intan police station, and its occupation by an 

Indian sentry.540   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                            
537 Birch, ‘My Visit to Klian Intan’,  p. 143. 
538 Neither description was devoid of objectivity, for Kemp’s achievement was indeed impressive, and 
Klian Intan was confirmed as a rather grubby village by other contemporary observers such as the 
English surveyor James McCarthy who declared it to be ‘a regular death-trap [in which] the graveyard 
seemed the cleanest spot’. James McCarthy. 1994. Surveying and Exploring in Siam: With Descriptions 
of Lao Dependencies and Battles against the Chinese Haws. Bangkok: White Lotus. Original edition, 
1900, p.  
539 E. W. Birch. 1909. The Taking over from Siam of Part of Reman or Rahman. Journal of the Straits 
Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society 54:151 
540 Ibid. 
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Image 8: The handover of Raman at Klian Intan, 1909. Resident E. W. Birch stands to the right 
of the flag pole and District Officer Berkeley to the left. Next to Berkeley is Mr. J. D. Kemp, the 
manager of the Rahman Tin Co. In the foreground to the left is Wan Hussein, the Nai Amphoe of 
Betong who governed the Kroh district following the restructuring of the Patani provinces in 
1902. Source: Arkib Negara, Malaysia. 

 

The significance of this emphasis on law and order should not be overlooked. It was not 

an issue that had previously been connected with the subject of mining the interior, excepting 

the occasional manipulation of the issue during the mid-1880s by Straits Governor Frederick 

Weld (on this subject however, he was not even taken seriously by his own Foreign Office). 

Indeed, it was ironic that Birch’s account of the take-over of Raman should have began with 

lengthy excerpts from Maxwell’s ‘Journey on Foot to the Patani Frontier’, as it will be 

recalled that Maxwell had depicted a remarkably well-ordered state and society in the 

watershed region. Rather than law and order, the primary issue for all previous commentators 

on the subject of Raman’s tin wealth had been how to garner access to it.   

The issue of access, however, had been largely resolved via the gradual expansion of 

roads and cart tracks northwards from Kuala Kangsar between 1880 and 1909. After the 

signing of the 1909 Anglo-Siamese Treaty the annexation of Kedah finally gave the British 

control over the Muda river, the most convenient means of reaching Klian Intan. 

Having built the roads that had tempted the likes of Rahman Tin to take a gamble on the 

tin of a most remote area, Birch viewed the primary role of the colonial administration in 

Upper Perak to be the prevention of any disturbances to the progress of these enterprises. As a 
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former director of the North Borneo company who would leave the civil service in 1910 to 

take up the chairmanship of Eastern Smelting, Birch’s interest in the watershed zone was 

clearly governed by his desire to see these companies brought to a most flourishing state.541 In 

theory, they were viewed as the precursor to a wider transformation of a region that, by and 

large, was characterised by the persistence of pre-capitalist forms of production, rural 

conservatism, and a reputation for lawlessness that had discouraged capital accumulation 

amongst smallholders and peasants. As Birch’s proposal for the relocation of Klian Intan 

village suggested, such transformation would be almost osmotic in its effect, so that mere 

contact with examples of superior British production techniques or lifestyles would be enough 

to effect the abandonment of old ways. 

As I shall discuss in the following chapter, any such wider transformation of the watershed 

would be indefinitely deferred. Rather than the successful exploitation of tin at Klian Intan 

serving as the model for a wider transformation of the watershed zone, this island of capitalist 

industry would merely throw the supposed backwardness of the surrounding watershed region 

into sharper relief. While Birch had proclaimed the success of the mines as the beginning of a 

new era of order and prosperity, the development of Klian Intan would be productive of new 

forms of disorder that perpetually deferred the attainment of any such bounty. It is the manner 

in which the types of capitalist visions of progress touted by Birch were productive of such 

backwardness and disorder that is the subject of the following chapter. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                            
541 Besides sitting on the boards of numerous mining companies, Birch was also the chairman of 
Eastern Smelting Ltd. 
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chapter seven: development and disorder 
 
 
 

Southern Siam is in a state of progress; our age has conquered it; but close to civilization, cheek 
by jowl with it, lies untouched nature. In the mountains, the haunt of tiger, leopard, and black 
panther, and the great gibbon that climbs among the tree-tops, wild men still live, the Semangs, 
who do not come down to the valleys, nor out to the roads; they are the last relics of a bygone 
age, the very last remnant of the ancient Siam that has vanished. 

 

Ebbe Kornerup. Friendly Siam: Thailand in the 1920s.542 

 

 

 

It was with considerable hyperbole that the secretary of Rahman Tin would inform the British 

Secretary of State for the Colonies in 1910 that his company had ‘been instrumental in 

converting a tract of almost virgin jungle into a large and prosperous district, in the heart of 

the Malay peninsula north of the Upper Perak boundary...[and was] responsible for 

establishing the village of Intan with a population of over 3000’.543 Klian Intan was far from a 

blank space on the map when this Glasgow-registered company moved into the watershed. 

Rather than ‘discovering’ the wealth of Klian Intan at the beginning of the twentieth century, 

Rahman Tin had effectively usurped and expanded upon a profitable tin trade that had been 

conducted for almost a century under the auspices of the rajas of Raman. Perhaps more 

significantly, from the entry of this achievement into the colonial record, the secretary of 

Rahman Tin was positioning the company as a history-making agent. By converting a non-

historical expanse of ‘almost virgin jungle’ into a ‘large and prosperous district, in the heart of 

the Malay peninsula’, it was a case of history in the making. 

Colloquially speaking, this history would not turn out to be a best-seller, for with the 

securing of tin reserves at Klian Intan the interior as a subject of colonial interest—and 

historical interest given the reliance of historians upon colonial sources—suddenly ceases. It 

is a shift akin to that experienced by Penang and Kedah as subjects of historical inquiry in the 

wake of the 1826 Burney Treaty. Just as the northern end of the Straits came to be considered 

as a backwater in comparison to Singapore after 1826, following the 1909 Anglo-Siamese 

Treaty the interior garnered a reputation as a daerah ketinggalan or backward region, a 

portion of the central peninsula that would experience but a partial engagement with the 

forces of modernity. In a matter of years, an area that had been defined and demarcated 

                                                            
542 Ebbe Kornerup. 1999. Friendly Siam: Thailand in the 1920s. Bangkok: White Lotus, p. 133. 
543 C.O. 273/366. Secretary of Rahman Tin Company to The Earl of Crewe, H. M. Secretary of State for 
Colonies, 11th August 1910.  
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through a ‘liberating’ discourse of progress over the course a century rapidly devolved into 

one that progress had seemingly forgot. 

How and why the interior receded into such anonymity and supposed backwardness during 

the twentieth century is the subject of this chapter. It is a valuable question to ask as this was, 

after all, a region that had been touted as the natural successor to the two richest tin mining 

centres in Southeast Asia—Bangka in Dutch East Indies and Perak’s Kinta valley. More so, 

such predictions would eventually be justified as the Rahman Hydraulic mine at Klian Intan 

attained the status of Malaysia’s largest tin producer by the end of the twentieth century.544 

Yet this was a mining operation that has received scant attention from historians. Other 

significant ventures in the mineral economy of the neighbouring southern Siam that might 

challenge mainstream representations of a backward and ‘un-modern’ frontier have likewise 

passed undocumented.  

The reasons for such omissions from the historical record are various. On the one hand 

they are partially justified by the fact that ongoing efforts to exploit the rich mineral reserves 

of the watershed had a relatively marginal impact on the livelihoods of the largely agrarian 

population of the region. British investments in the tin industry of the watershed would 

produce a nodal pattern of development whereby mining enclaves worked by imported labour 

floated above the rural economy, anchored to external distribution and supply markets by 

purpose built roads. Profits did not ‘trickle down’ to stimulate growth in the wider region, but 

were siphoned off as dividends for domestic and foreign investors.  

On account of this nodal pattern whereby mines were separated by vast swathes of jungle, 

capitalist enterprises did not assume a density akin to that which would emerge along the west 

coast after 1909 as the railway link between Penang and Songkhla was constructed. On the 

contrary, the construction of the railway served to highlight the presumed backwardness of 

the interior. As a technological avatar of modernity par excellence, the railway came to be 

seen as synonymous with the ‘developed’ or modernised western portion of the peninsula 

where, as one visitor in the 1920s would write, ‘an entirely new tradition of wheels, motors, 

and machinery has been created.545 

In the first section of this chapter I dispel some of the supposed geographical specificity of 

this modern transformation by arguing that the interior was far from isolated from the wheels 

and machinery of the modern age. As has already been discussed in the previous chapter, 

mining ventures in the interior involved significant capital investments in new technologies. 

British-owned mines at Klian Intan and across the new border in southern Siam sponsored the 

development of new communication infrastructure as trucks gradually replaced elephants in 

                                                            
544 Louis W. Cope. 2000. Malaysian Tin. Engineering and Mining Journal December 1. 
545 Kornerup, Friendly Siam, p. 133. 
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the transportation sector during the interwar years. Quite simply, the ‘new tradition of wheels, 

motors, and machinery’ that is often assumed to have by-passed the interior did not.  

Counter-evidencing the view that the interior was entirely bypassed by the types of 

transformations affecting the coastal plain does not, however, resolve the question of how 

representations of the interior as a backward and undeveloped zone garnered such coherence 

during the first half of the twentieth century. In the second part of this chapter I argue that if 

we are to understand the durability of this representation we need to appreciate how 

backwardness was defined not only by the absence of particular technologies or production 

habits, but also the presence of specific subjectivities. Just as pre-colonial political 

geographies were conceptualised in terms of a malevolent spiritual realm located at the 

margins of commercialised ilir society546, the complex centre of the so called modern age also 

constructed its legitimacy upon the depiction of peripheral subjects as a yet-to-be civilised 

Other.547 

The inhabitants of the Malaya-Siam borderlands were constructed as one such Other 

whose resistance to—or incapacity to grasp—the modern age was ‘destined to be overcome 

by the leaders of the nation on their march to progress’.548 In the second section of this 

chapter I deconstruct the supposedly nobility of this cause by charting the way in which 

subaltern identities were in fact a product of this march, a product that underpinned the 

capacity of colonial powers to indefinitely defer the endpoint of a the so-called civilising 

mission. These subaltern identities ranged from the ‘lazy Malay’ to the ‘traditional’ Islamic 

teacher who rejected ‘modernist’ interpretations of the religion. But along the border of the 

interior it was the figure of the criminal that achieved particular notoriety as both a symbol of 

an untamed frontier and as a stubborn obstacle to progress. Ongoing colonial intervention in 

the peninsula was defended by the need to overcome such criminal elements, but in reality the 

criminal of the borderlands was the necessary adjunct to regimes of law and order upon which 

the legitimacy of the colonial project was increasingly based during the first half of the 

twentieth century. 

 

Ongoing mining activity across the interior 

 

                                                            
546 See Philip Stott. 1991. Mu'ang and Pa: Elite Views of Nature in a Changing Thailand. In Thai 
Constructions of Knowledge, edited by Manas Chitakasem and A. Turton. London: University of 
London.pp. 142-154; Hans Morganthaler. 1994. Impressions of the Siamese-Malayan Jungle: A Tin 
Prospector's Adventures in Southern Thailand. Bangkok: White Lotus. 
547 Thongchai Winichakul. 2000. The Quest for 'Siwilai': A Geographical Discourse of Civilisational 
Thinking in Late Nineteenth and Early Twentieth-Century Siam. Journal of Asian Studies 59 (3):528-
549. 
548 Ranajit Guha. 1997. Dominance without Hegemony: History and Power in India. Cambridge, 
Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, p. 5. 
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Unlike thirty years earlier when a second generation of scholar-administrators had bemoaned 

that modernity’s presence was yet to be felt in the various states of the central peninsula, by 

the first decades of the twentieth century it was felt that progress had indeed been made. A 

recurring theme in observations of the central peninsula during this period was of a region in 

which the modern age and uncivilised past had come to exist side by side. For the German 

visitor Ebbe Kornerup, the modernity of the Siamese border provinces during the mid-1920s 

was manifest in the railway, the ‘wide macadamized highways just as good as the famous red 

motor-roads of Malaya’, and the ‘the great avenues of Singora’.549 Modernity’s other, by 

contrast, was the encircling jungle that ‘grew in rank profusion, out of every cranny, every 

cleft’, and the narrow and tortuous lanes of Malay fishing villages where Kornerup and his 

Siamese hosts ‘walked in Indian file through mud and slush’.550  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                                                            
549 Kornerup, Friendly Siam, pp. 132, 163. 
550 Ibid., pp. 165, 169. 
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Image 9: The Southern Siamese railway. Source: Ebbe Kornerup. 1999. Friendly Siam: Thailand 
in the 1920s. Bangkok: White Lotus. 

 

Across the border, contemporary observations of northern Malaya were likewise 

frequently composed in terms of the divide that existed between the orderly bendang (rice 

plots) and canals of the Kedah plain and a frontier consisting of ‘irregular masses and chains 

of hills...covered with a thick forest which renders it almost impassable.551 It was only along 

the thirty-one miles of laterite road between Alor Setar and Bukit Kayu Hitam on the  border 

that one was able to comfortably travel by motorcar and pass by an ever-expanding number of 

                                                            
551 A. W. Hamilton. 1922. The Old Kedah-Patani Trade Route. Journal of the Straits Branch of the 
Royal Asiatic Society 86:389. 
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rubber and tapioca plantations that exhibited the geometric order of the modern age.552 

Beyond such ‘scientifically run’553 plantations the landscape was invariably described in 

terms evoking images of disorder. Jungles were untamed. Roads and rivers were either 

‘twisted’ or ‘tortuous’. The very hills and mountains of the coastal hinterland and interior 

were ‘broken’ as though they might literally be mended by British industry at a later date.  

More recent historical investigations of the inter-war years has largely echoed the opinions 

of contemporary observers such as Kornerup or the first British Advisor to Kedah, G. W. 

Maxwell. For Bailey, the Kedah interior that pushed up to the mines of Klian Intan was a 

‘quiet backwater...attracting no more than the occasional tour of inspection from British 

officials’.554 For Pitsuwan, the adjoining interior of what was now southern Siam was a region 

that attracted no more than an occasional investment in the modern capitalist economy and 

remained largely untouched by the vagaries of an international commodity market during the 

inter-war years. Both in terms of administrative and economic changes, the interior zone has 

been rendered as one that remained incubated from transformations effecting the tin mining 

centres of Malaya or the plantation belt that emerged along a corridor linking Penang to the 

Siamese administrative centre of Songkhla.555  

Given the tendency for historians to be drawn to narratives of change and transformation, 

it is not surprising that studies of the central peninsula during the interwar years have been 

focused on the more highly urbanised west coast of British Malaya.556 What little has been 

written about early twentieth century southern Siam has been focused on the development of 

the railway, that great symbol of the modern age that would sponsor the emergence of a 

dynamic plantation sector and numerous bustling trading hubs such as Hat Yai and Trang. 

The railway indeed heralded great changes as thousands of Chinese labourers were imported 

to lay the line, the surplus labour triggering ‘processes of cumulative causation based on 

increasing returns’557 as industries sprouted alongside the track to take advantage of this cheap 

means of transport. Formerly idle deposits of tin and wolfram along the route between Alor 
                                                            
552 W. George Maxwell. 1910. The Annual Report of the Advisor to the Kedah Government for the Year 
1327 A. H. 23rd (January 1909-12th January 1910), p. 54. 
553 Kornerup, Friendly Siam, p. 176. 
554 Connor Bailey. 1976. Broker, Mediator, Patron, and Kinsman: An Historical Analysis of Key 
Leadership Roles in a Rural Malay District. Ohio: Ohio University Center for International Studies, p. 
37. 
555 Surin Pitsuwan. 1985. Islam and Malay Nationalism: A Case Study of the Muslims of Southern 
Thailand. Bangkok: Thai Khadi Research Institute, Thammasat University. 
556 Amarjit Kaur. 1980. The Impact of Railroads on the Malayan Economy, 1874-1941. Journal of 
Asian Studies 39 (4):693-710; Maliwan Raknong. 2002. The Establishment and Commercial Growth of 
Hat Yai, 2458-2484 (Thai). Paper read at First Inter-Dialogue Conference on Southern Thailand, 
Pattani, Thailand; Michael J. Montesano. 1998. The Commerce of Trang, 1930s-1990s: Thailand's 
National Integration in Social-Historical Perspective. Cornell University: UMI Dissertation Services; 
Phuwadol Songprasert. 2002. The Implications of Penang's Historical Connection with Southern 
Thailand. Malaysian Journal of Tropical Geography 33 (1 & 2):1-10. 
557 Ron Martin. 1999. The New 'Geographical Turn' in Economics: Some Critical Reflections. 
Cambridge Journal of Economics 23:69-70. 
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Setar and Songkhla were re-opened.558 Railway coolies cleared the forest for rubber 

smallholdings that were eventually consolidated into plantations of up to 30,000 rai (10,000 

acres).559 Many stayed on after the completion of their initial contracts to settle along the line 

and accentuating the increasingly ‘lopsided economy’ of the central peninsula by their 

presence.560 Hat Yai evolved from a sleepy village on the U-Taphao river into a bustling trade 

centre that soon eclipsed Songkhla in importance. To the south, ‘modern mining and rubber 

estate interests clustered in blocks along the Singgora road in Kubang Pasu district and the 

Kuala Muda and Kulim districts to the south’.561 For Hill, this ‘modern’ sector concentrated 

along the railway and road connections between Songkhla and Kedah was discontinuous with 

the self-sufficient agrarian economy interior.  

There is therefore much to warrant the interest that has been shown in the  transformations 

that were to affect the coastal lowlands. But just as there was much to warrant historical 

interest in the growth of Singapore during the nineteenth century, that growth did equate to a 

stagnation of activity in other regions. The west coast railway ushered in rapid change, but it 

had hardly been extended beyond Butterworth by the time that the government had metalled 

the road connecting Province Wellesley with Baling. The development of the road had taken 

close to a century to complete from the time that John Anderson had first noted that ‘a regular 

trade has long been maintained [with Patani via Kroh] via means of elephants, but the 

passage, which occupies six or eight days, might be rendered much more easy and expeditious 

if the roads were improved’.562 The reward for this rather lengthy wait was a reduction in 

duration for the trip from Penang to Klian Intan to a five hour drive by 1916.563 Just as the 

railway between Alor Setar and Songkhla had originally been proposed by rubber plantation 

interests, the metalling of the road to Baling came on the back of requests from the Directors 

of Rahman Tin.564 In 1910 the company’s directors had appealed to the Colonial Office to 

improve communications infrastructure, arguing that the exploitation of a district that ‘will 

prove to be one of the richest in mineral wealth throughout the F.M.S’ required the 

construction of ‘an easy means of ingress and egress to facilitate and encourage would-be 

                                                            
558 Maliwan, ‘The Establishment and Commercial Growth of Hat Yai’, p. 3. 
559 Laurence D. Stifel. 1971. Rubber and the Economy of Southern Siam. Journal of the Siam Society 
59 (2):10-11; Phuwadol, ‘The Implications of Penang's Historical Connection’, p. 8. 
560 Kaur, ‘The Impact of Railroads on the Malayan Economy’, pp. 703-4. 
561 Hill cited in Donald M. Nonini. 1992. British Colonial Rule and the Resistance of the Malay 
Peasantry. New Haven, Connecticut: Yale Center for International and Area Studies, p. 84.  
562 John Anderson. 1965. Considerations Relative to the Malayan Peninsula and the British Settlements in 
the Straits of Malacca. Singapore: Malaysian Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society Facsimile Reprint, p. 64. 
563 The FMS Chamber of Mines Magazine, 5 January, 1918. 
564 It was the rubber magnate Charles Dunlop who had originally obtained a railway concession from 
the Siamese government for a railway from Songkhla to Alor Setar in the mid-1880s. See J. Chandran. 
1965. An Early Railway Project in Kedah. Malaysia in History 4 (1):22-8. 
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mining and planting enterprise’.565 The initial requests had been for the metalling of the 

thirteen mile road between Klian Intan and Baling. By 1916 this desire had been more than 

surpassed with the metalling of a road connection with Province Wellesley itself, a route that 

made the connection between the Kroh plateau and the rest of Upper Perak largely redundant. 

As a territory that had been wrested from the rulers of Raman on the pretext that it was an 

inalienable part of Perak, by the 1910s it was already clear that the mines of Klian Intan were 

effectively an extension of Kedah. The road up to Baling was the major supply line and the 

means by which tin ore concentrate reached the smelters of Penang. The British mine 

managers maintained offices in Baling itself while the town also became home to a growing 

number of Chinese-owned dry-stores and pawnshops. Simultaneously, the link between Klian 

Intan and remainder of Perak fell into disrepair and was regarded as impassable in the wet-

season. 

 

 
                                                            
565 C.O. 273/366. Chairman of Directors, Rahman Tin Co. Ld. to the H.M. Secretary of State for the 
Colonies, August 12th 1910. 
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Map 11. 1926 Map of Kedah showing the clustering of estates along the Alor Setar-Songkhla 
Road. Source: Arkib Negara, Malaysia. 

 

With the improvement of road access the tin ore of Klian Intan began to flow down to Penang 

in increasing amounts. From 1909 onwards, the British mines of Klian Intan would come to 

supply around 3% of the total tin output of Perak. 

 

Table 4: Output and Profits for Rahman Hydraulic and Rahman Tin, 1909-1938 (based 
on available data) 

 

  
- 

 

 
Sources: In Tinland: A Journal of Interesting Mining News, various issues; The FMS 
Chamber of Mines Magazine, various issues. 
 

The two British ventures of Rahman Tin and Rahman Hydraulic proved to be profitable 

concerns. While the initial years brought little in the way of dividends as profits were written 

down to pay-off capital investments, by 1915-16 Rahman Hydraulic was able to pay its 

shareholders a 15% dividend and give its employees a bonus month of salary.566 Even 

following a downturn brought about by higher duty rates and smelting costs, in 1917 Rahman 

Tin was able to pay its shareholders a 25% dividend.567 If we calculate the gross value of tin 

ore extracted for those years in which data is available (that is the value of output before 

                                                            
566 The FMS Chamber of Mines Magazine, 1, December 1916. 
567 The FMS Chamber of Mines Magazine, 5, January, 1918. 
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write-down expenses, duty payments, operating, transportation and smelting costs) the over-

all value of the mines becomes much clearer. At the average market price of $93.90 a pikul in 

1911-12, the output of Rahman Hydraulic for that year had a gross value of $300,480 while 

the 10,886 pikuls produced by Rahman Tin in 1916-17 had a value of close to one million 

dollars at the average market price of $87.53.568 Even with a one-third reduction on duty rates 

that was made by the Perak government in consideration of the transportation costs involved 

in mining the remote interior, these operations made handsome annual contributions to state 

coffers. In 1910 when production was still relatively modest, Rahman Tin would remit 

£25,000 in tin duty to the Perak State government.569 

As was the case elsewhere in Perak, the output of the mines fluctuated as water shortages 

slowed operations in the dry season. The booming plantation sector of the early 1900s also 

capped the availability of funds that might otherwise be sunk into the mining sector for the 

development of larger economies of scale. While the above table suggests that the mines 

never really extended beyond their initial production output, it is important to note that as the 

years passed mining in the interior was becoming cheaper and cheaper. On the Rahman 

Hydraulic concession one pikul of ore won cost the equivalent of $1.27 in 1909. By 1917 this 

was down to $0.27 as capital investments were paid off and operating procedures were fine-

tuned.570  

As the link between Klian Intan and the rest of Perak fell into disrepair, that route which 

connected the Kroh plateau to the Patani valley was also sustained and gradually improved 

over the course of the interwar years. Whereas the British Consul to Songkhla had remarked 

in 1910 that roads in the Siamese Malay provinces were non-existent aside from those ‘mud 

embankments over which wheeled vehicles can rarely pass’571 by the 1920s communications 

infrastructure in the region had improved along with Siamese eagerness to open-up the 

mineral sector to foreign companies. Patani was connected to Yala by motor-road. The latter 

town grew rapidly when the east coast railway was routed to pass through it. By the 1930s a 

government motor-road had been extended from Yala up to the important mining depot of 

Bannangsetar and onwards to Betong, though the latter stage remained impassable during the 

wet season. 

Road access into the interior from the Patani side of the watershed greatly enhanced the 

viability of tin mining in the Upper Patani valley. As already discussed in previous chapters, 
                                                            
568 Figures for annual average tin prices taken from Francis Loh Kok Wah. 1988. Beyond the Tin 
Mines: Coolies, Squatters and New Villages in the Kinta Valley, Malaysia, c. 1880-1980. Singapore: 
Oxford University Press, p. 11. 
569 C.O. 273/366. Secretary of the Rahman Tin Company to the Under Secretary State, Colonial Office; 
On the duty reduction for the Rahman companies see Report on the Upper Perak District for the Year 
1908. Perak Government Gazette, 1909. 
570 The FMS Chamber of Mines Magazine, 5, January, 1918. 
571 M385/75 (C.O. 273/365). W. A. R.  Wood,  His Majesty’s Acting Consul at Singgora. A Copy of 
His Adventure up the Peninsula. 23rd April, 1910, p. 169.   
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the rich tin and galena mines of the area had long been worked by Chinese kongsi and many a 

failed European syndicate. The former had varying degrees of success, but distance, 

particularly between the broken-down stamphead and the nearest spare-parts supplier, had 

long frustrated European efforts to introduce capital intensive mining practices into the upper 

Patani valley. By the 1930s, however, the improvements in communications infrastructure 

(and perhaps the successful example of the Rahman firms) was sufficient temptation for 

British Malaya’s largest corporation—the Straits Trading Company—to establish a subsidiary 

concern in a location even more isolated than that of the Kroh plateau. This subsidiary, Straits 

Consolidated Limited took over a number of mining leases along the Yala-Perak-Kedah 

border, the centrepiece being a concession that had been opened up by Pui Sae Tan almost a 

century prior. The Laboo mine was located in rugged terrain astride the Yala-Kedah border 

around fifty kilometres north of Yala. The sheer scale of plans for the exploitation of tin at 

Laboo were impressive and dwarfed the surface mining operations that had been conducted 

for three generations under the stewardship of the old Patani Kapitan China and his 

descendents. Close to six million dollars was set aside for the pre-production development of 

this site, $4,250,000 of which had been spent before the outbreak of World War Two would 

halt the development of the concession.  

Like the Klian Intan operations, the profitability of the Laboo mine was predicated on an 

economy of scale that would cover the expense of operating in such an isolated locality. The 

largest single capital expenditure—a power plant—was to cost two hundred thousand dollars 

alone. During the start-up years when teething problems were expected to hinder the 

operation of the mine and mill, it was estimated that tin ore could be won at a cost of $0.84 

per pikul of ore won. Within three year, however, it was estimated that this figure could be 

reduced to around $0.20 within three years.572 The crushing mill, imported from Denvar in the 

United States, was designed to treat 10,000 ton of ore every month for an expected net profit 

of $98,100 a month or $1,177,200 a year.  

A reading of the weekly manager reports from the Straits Consolidated Tin concessions in 

Yala indicates that the Upper Patani valley did not fade into commercial obscurity during the 

interwar years. The reports show an ongoing process of road construction linking various 

concessions along the border with the supply centre of Bannangsetar in Yala. The 

development of communications infrastructure was certainly not on a scale comparable to that 

involved with railway construction on the west coast, yet it was far from negligible in terms 

of its importance to the local economy. Trucks were replacing elephants by the start of the 

1940s. The telegraph linked the mines to Patani while the latter port was serviced by a weekly 

steamer to Singapore and Bangkok. Tin samples from Laboo were sent for testing to 
                                                            
572 L. Hunter. Report on the Laboo Lodes of the Straits Consolidated Tin Mines Limited, Yala, South 
Thailand. 1940. 
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destinations as far a field as Australia and the United States. Indeed, there is little in the mine 

manager’s weekly reports, which present a constant record of the Laboo operation during the 

late 1930s/early 1940s, to suggest that the mine was overly-compromised by its remote 

location.  

Beyond the limits of the British concessions existed numerous smaller operations that 

dotted the valleys of the watershed region from Tomo in the east to Bukit Kaki in the west. 

Some of these were taken over by British speculators while other remained in the hands of 

Chinese miners. Far from being discontinuous with development of a ‘modern’ economy 

along the coastal plain, colonial authorities maintained an intense interest in these mines. If 

engagements with the interior during the last decades of the nineteenth century were led by 

survey teams who climbed mountains to establish trigonometric stations, in the 1920s it was 

what laid within the ground that had assumed the greatest importance. Detailed geological 

surveys were made of the northern frontier to ascertain potential for the expansion of the 

mining industry while existing sites such as Klian Intan continued to be explored to provide 

more accurate estimates of tin reserves that could boost company share values.573 Far from 

being an area of primeval slumber, maps such as the that shown below are one indication of 

the increasingly scientific manner in which the rich tin land of the interior was being charted 

during the interwar years. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                            
573 See for example E. S. Willbourn. 1926. The Geology and Mining Industries of Kedah and Perlis. 
Journal of the Malay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society 98:289-332; Geological Department (FMS), 
Ipoh Perak. File No. 55/24. Memorandum on the Occurrence of Tin at Intan on the Property of the 
Raman Hydraulic Tin Ltd. 1924 
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Map 12. Segment of a topographic map that details a number of concessions stretching along the 
Siam-Malaya border in the mid-1930s. This segment features the Meh Bulan concession 
originally opened up by Pui Sae Tan in the 1840s. The numerous dots and captions on the map 
are records of adits or shafts where underground lode tin has been traced.    

 

Beyond the concessions 

 

Beyond the various capital intensive mining concessions of the watershed the rate of 

economic transformation was far less tangible, a factor that has greatly contributed to 

representations of the region as one that ‘progress’ seemingly forgot. Yet it was clearly 

evident that the ongoing growth of the mining industry sponsored a range of economic 

activities that were not part of a traditional self-sufficient agrarian economy. In the immediate 

vicinity of various mines, secondary treatment of detrial material by dulang washers offered a 

means of raising surplus revenues for Malays outside of the planting season.574 Nor was it for 

reasons of self-sufficiency that 2000-3000 head of oxen and buffalo were annually driven 

over the mountainous interior via Betong. This livestock, along with the many thousands 

more that were funnelled through another important border pass to the northeast of Baling 

were drawn to the Kinta market in Lower Perak where they were used for cart work on the 

                                                            
574 The FMS Chamber of Mines Magazine. No 5 January 1918. While dulang washing may have been 
regarded as a secondary pursuit, the amount of tin raised was often quite high. The managers of 
Rahman Hydraulic annually received 1500-2000 pikuls of tin ore concentrate from dulang washers. 
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mines and slaughtered for food.575 The mining industry in Kinta also supported a busy rotan 

industry in the interior, with 314,000 being exported southward from Upper Perak in 1907 for 

the construction of baskets used for carrying tin ore.576 Patches of unproductive land on 

mining concessions also hosted the first attempts to grow para rubber in the watershed. The 

managers of Rahman Hydraulic had a 300 acre estate planted by the time of the 1909 

handover.577 A large number of Malay smallholders also planted para rubber, a diversification 

that did not unduly disrupt padi farming and demonstrated that within this largely subsistence 

economy there was some degree of ‘local market orientation’.578 

Many of these smallholders were Patani Malays who continued to migrate across the 

frontier in the early twentieth century. Around six thousand Patani Malays reportedly moved 

into British territory in the watershed during first decade of the 1900s in the wake of political 

disturbances wrought by Siamese administrative reforms. They were followed by another 

wave in the 1920s that was triggered by further political disruptions in the Patani lowlands.579 

Many settled in isolated valleys at the invitation of local penghulu for whom additional 

manpower was always welcome in the thinly populated interior.580 They were evidently not 

drawn to the main urban centres, for as 1931 census figures show (below), Klian Intan and 

Kroh experienced little growth over the two decades since 1909. Klian Intan remained a town 

that owed its existence to the British mining operations with ninety-one per cent of its 

population being Chinese. In neighbouring Kroh, the Chinese comprised two-thirds of the 

population. Laboo village, site of the original kongsi houses established by Pui Sae Tan, was 

inhabited solely by Chinese coolies. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                            
575 Report on the Upper Perak District for the Year 1908. Perak Government Gazette, 1909, p. 2; The 
droves passing from Songkhla to Kedah tended to be directed to Penang for slaughter. W. George 
Maxwell. The Annual Report of the Advisor to the Kedah Government for the Year 1327 A. H. 23rd 
(January 1909-12th January 1910). 
576 Report on the Upper Perak District for the Year 1907. Perak Government Gazette, 1908, p. 3. 
577 Report on the Upper Perak District for the Year 1908. Perak Government Gazette, 1909 p. 2 
578 R. D. Hill cited in Donald M. Nonini. 1992. British Colonial Rule and the Resistance of the Malay 
Peasantry. New Haven, Connecticut: Yale Center for International and Area Studies, p. 84; Details on 
the introduction of rubber into the interior district of Sik, Kedah in the post-1910 era can be found in 
Bailey, Broker, Mediator, Patron, and Kinsman, pp. 32-5  
579 Khoo Kay Kim. 1988. Patani During the Turn of the Twentieth Century. Journal of the Malaysian 
Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society 61 (1); David J. Banks. 1986. Islam and Political Change in Rural 
Malay Society: Shahnon Ahmad's Novels as Data. In Cultural Identity in Northern Peninsula 
Malaysia, edited by S. A. Carstens. Ohio: Ohio University Monographs in International Studies. 
580 Bailey, Broker, Mediator, Patron, and Kinsman, p. 25. 
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Table 5: Census of 1931581 
 

Town Occupied 
Houses 

Unoccupied 
Houses 
 

Persons Males Females 

Klian   Intan 
 

509 74 2618 1718  900 

Kroh 214 36 981 595 386 

 

The market economy did, nonetheless, have a limited impact upon the largely 

migrant population of the interior that resided beyond the mining precincts. This 

limited impact was not related to any innate rural conservatism as the British were 

want to imagine, but more so to a series of regulations that were designed to keep 

Malays in the padi sector and protect the British dominated plantation sector. One of 

the great ironies of a colonial zest to impart the value of progress on the indigenous 

mind was that rural Malays in the interior would become victims of their own success 

in seizing the opportunities afforded by the rubber boom of the 1910s. Their ‘rude’ 

smallholdings were more productive than the allegedly more ‘scientific’ plantation 

sector, an achievement that threatened the latter by driving down prices through over-

supply of the international market. In addition to this, the colonial state saw Malay 

movement into the rubber sector as a threat to food supplies. As a colony that was 

highly dependent on imported grain for its industrial workforce, the fear of food 

shortages after the First World War prompted the 1917 Rice Lands Enactment and 1918 Food 

Production Enactment, legislation that made it illegal for land that had been alienated for rice 

to be used for any other purpose.582 In the early 1920s, rural Malay participation in the rubber 

sector was further discriminated against by an output restriction scheme that favoured the 

more inefficient British-dominated plantation sector.  

 Static urban populations and the suppression of Malay commercial initiative in a region of 

vast natural resource potential was certainly not what men such as John Anderson and John 

Crawfurd had envisaged when the Kroh plateau had caught their eye in the early nineteenth 

century. For the colonial administrator during the first decades of the twentieth century, 

however, the scenario was perfectly in tune with a modified vision of progress and 

improvement that would have significant ramifications for the spatial identity of the central 

peninsula interior and the fashioning of indigenous subjectivities during the interwar years. 

 
                                                            
581 DOUP 279/46. Annual Report for Kroh, Perak 1946.  
582 Paul H. Kratoska. 1982. Rice Cultivation and the Ethnic Division of Labor in British Malaya. 
Comparative Studies in Society and History 24 (2):296-9. 
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The neoclassical turn 

 

The classical political economy of the merchant-scientists had been intimately concerned with 

the issue of growth: the expansion of international trade among nations, the accelerated 

exploitation of natural resources such as peninsula tin, and the pressures that population 

growth placed upon finite resources. In addition to this, universal laws governing market 

exchange among nations were not just prescriptions for growth, but ideas that themselves 

required tending and propagation. Like a seed, these were ideas that needed to planted in the 

ignorant or barren soil of the Asiatic mind if Eastern nations were to advance along histories 

scale of civilisation. For John Anderson, it would ‘be a series of ages to come’ before the 

British would be able to ‘compel them [Asiatics] to a steady and faithful adherence to any 

proposed and consistent system’583, but like his contemporary John Crawfurd, Anderson was 

confident that the rational science of political economy must eventually prevail in the Asiatic 

mind.584 Such an advance would result not only in the more efficient exploitation of natural 

resources in the peninsula, but would serve to remedy the types of political instability that so 

frustrated this vanguard of British colonialism. As Smith had argued, it was the creation of a 

stronger social bond or ‘fellow feeling’ amongst humankind that was the ultimate product of 

an economic system based on laissez fairism and the maximisation of self-interest.  

Ironically, by the early twentieth century it turned out that it was Adam Smith’s ideas 

which had not prevailed in the colonial mind. The ‘marginal revolution’ of neoclassical 

economics, a movement that commenced in Europe in the late nineteenth century, fractured 

the causal relationship that had previously existed between universal economic growth and 

the civilising mission. Writing at a time when the successful consolidation of capitalism in 

Western Europe had dispelled Malthusian fears of population overload or Smith’s forecasts of 

periodic episodes of economic stagnation, the neoclassicists no longer saw issues of growth 

and distribution as the crux of economic theory. At the centre of their revolution were a series 

of economic laws that abandoned the search for an absolute determinant for value in favour of 

the idea that the value of any commodity was an outcome of its utility. The neoclassicists 

argued that under competitive market conditions there would emerge an ‘equilibrium pattern 

in the prices of commodities in such a way that all markets would be ‘cleared’.’585 The linear 

growth and recession model of classical political economy was replaced by a circle to accord 

with the belief that when the value of commodities was based on utility rather than absolute 

                                                            
583 Anderson, Considerations, p. vi. 
584 Hendrik M. J. Maier. 1988. In the Center of Authority: the Malay Hikayat Merong Mahawangsa. 
Ithaca, New York: Cornell Southeast Asia Program, p. 39. 
585 Arturo Escobar. 1995. Encountering Development: The Making and Unmaking of the Third World. 
Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton University Press, p. 66. 
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value, it was logical that nowhere in the market place did there exist goods without potential 

complements. As Escobar has written 

 

The underlying picture of the neoclassical world was that of order and tranquillity, of a 

self-regulating, self-optimizing economic system, a view undoubtedly related to the 

pomposity of the Pax Britannica then prevailing.586 

 

The parallels between the late nineteenth century worldview of the European 

neoclassicists and British colonial administrators in early twentieth century Malaya were 

striking. Having made the investments that had pushed the peoples of the peninsula along a 

linear scale of civilisational progress to a point where the perceived chaos and anarchy of 

earlier times had been remedied, colonial elites were at ease with a neoclassical worldview 

that did away with classical concerns over the limits of growth and problems related to 

distribution. The Malays were regarded as content and in want of nothing.587 Repatriation was 

still regarded as a solution to any possible social problems stemming from growth and 

distribution issues effecting Chinese and Indian communities.588 With British capital in the 

ascendant, colonial elites came to view the peninsula states in terms of a ‘circular flow of 

economic life’589 rather than through a lens of ever onward and upward progress. It was this 

attitude that granted District Officer Hubert Berkeley the license to govern his domain in a 

most eccentric fashion so long as it did not impinge upon the capacity of companies such as 

Rahman Tin to make healthy remittances to the state. The closure of the Kroh plateau to 

further mining applications in 1909 did not mean the abandonment of a positivist ethic of 

improvement, merely a modification whereby improvement was reinterpreted as innovation 

in existing fields of production rather than the ceaseless search for new ones. In the 

neoclassical tradition, interest turned to ‘the fine-tuning of the operations of the system, 

including the rationalization of decisions and the coordinated performance of markets toward 

an optimal equilibrium’.590 The British mines at Klian Intan exemplified this new attitude as 

the cost per pikul of ore won was progressively reduced through ever more efficient mining 

techniques. Mining the interior became an increasingly scientific exercise. Stream flows were 

calculated to the gallons per second, timber resources tabulated according to species and 

                                                            
586 Ibid. 
587 Swettenham would proudly cite the comment of an American visitor who had once told the 
Resident-General that ‘you have done so much for the Malays that there is nothing left for you to do, 
unless you divide the surplus revenue amongst the people’. Frank Swettenham. 1948. British Malaya: 
An Account of the Origin and Progress of British Influence in Malaya. London: Allen and Unwin. 
Original edition, 1906, p. 304. 
588 R. Emerson. 1966. Malaysia. Kuala Lumpur: University of Malaya Press, pp. 508-9; Loh Kok Wah, 
Beyond the Tin Mines, pp. 28-9. 
589 Escobar, Encountering Development, p. 65. 
590 Ibid. 
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metric volume per rai, diamond drills bored to depths of 750 feet and samples assayed.591 The 

mapping of the interior literally went underground as mining surveyors and geologists 

composed detailed drafts of subterranean lode formations and alluvial deposits. Back on the 

surface, the thickest boundary lines on the map were now those that demarcated the 

concession and mineral distribution rather than the state border.  

 

 
Map 13. The above map shows the Laboo concession that sat astride the Thailand-Malaysian 
border. The thick red line indicated the concession boundaries, while the state border is the thin 
dashed line in the bottom right-hand corner. The Laboo concession was opened by Pui Sae Tan 
and surfaced mined for three generations before being sold to a British lode mining company in 
the 1930s. 

 

Alongside the new mantra of efficiency, competition—the invisible hand of the 

neoclassicists—was deemed the best mechanism of ensuring the prosperity of the colony and 

its peoples.592 Conveniently, competitive advantage in the economic sector was already 

swinging in favour of European capital during the first decade of the twentieth century as the 

economies of scale required for profitable participation in the rubber and tin sectors out-

stripped the financial resources of most Chinese capitalists. Malays, it was argued, were 

                                                            
591 Hunter, Report on the Laboo Lodes. 
592 Richard Winstedt. 1966. Malaya and its History. London: Hutchinson University Library. Original 
edition, 1948, p. 109; Alan Hodgardt. 1977. The Economics of Imperialism. London: Edward Allen, p. 
45. 
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inherently non-competitive, and thus their exclusion from the capitalist sector of the economy 

could be validated by reference to economic law as well as pseudo-scientific laws of 

evolution that arose in the late nineteenth century.593   

The depiction of Malays as non-competitive rice growers developed primarily as a 

response to the threat that a competitive and efficient Malay peasantry posed to the colonial 

plantation and non-productive urban sector. But in terms of the underlying discourse of 

progress through which the colonial project was rationalised, such a representation also 

signalled the abandonment of early nineteenth beliefs that it was the natural right of ‘every 

denomination of inhabitants [to enjoy] an unlimited and unrestricted freedom to commercial 

intercourse’.594 Whereas the classical political economists had positioned laissez fairism as a 

universal prescription for enhanced social cohesion, by the twentieth century unfettered free 

trade was viewed as a potential trigger for social discontent ‘consequent upon the 

disorganisation of Malay village life’.595 To encourage the movement of Malays from the 

idyllic kampong to the capitalist whirl of the tin towns was regarded ‘not only a disaster to, 

but a violation of the whole spirit and tradition of...the Malay race’.596 After three decades of 

urgent lobbying for the interior to be developed in accordance with its natural resource wealth 

and arguments that the Kroh plateau was the next Kinta, the crystallisation of a policy to 

maintain rural Malays at their present station meant that the post-1909 era turned out to be 

quite anti-climactic in terms of new development initiatives in the predominantly Malay-

populated watershed zone. As already discussed, the development of Klian Intan would 

continue on unabated after 1909, but it would increasingly take the form of a capital intensive 

mining enclave floating in a sea of Malay Reserve land.  

Across the border at Laboo, the entry of a highly capitalised British firms in the 1930s 

would likewise have a minimal impact on the wider population of the Upper Patani valley. 

While the Siamese government was not guided by a conscious policy of keeping Malays in 

the agricultural sector, opportunities for capital accumulation among the indigenous Malay 

elite on this side of the border were quashed in the early 1900s as they were stripped of 

various economic privileges and revenue collection was transferred to appointed Siamese 

bureaucrats. In this respect, Malays on the Siamese side of the new border were doubly 

disadvantaged in that the avenue of upward mobility through the bureaucracy was not even 

available as it was to the old Malay ruling class in British Malaya. Elite dissatisfaction in the 

Siamese Malay states was frequently manifested in protests and uprisings against local 

                                                            
593 Anthony Reid. 2001. Understanding Melayu (Malay) as a Source of Diverse Modern Identities. 
Journal of Southeast Asian Studies 32 (3):12. 
594 John Crawfurd cited in Maier, In the Center of Authority, p. 39. 
595 Ibid., p. 103. 
596 High Commissioner of the FMS in 1919, quoted in Reid, ‘Understanding Melayu (Malay) as a 
Source of Diverse Modern Identities’, p. 307. 
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Siamese officials and solicitations to the British to incorporate Patani into Malaya. A 1899 

law on elephant trapping that displaced traditional elephant-owning elites such as the Rajas of 

Raman pushed these watershed elites into ‘a struggle against the Thai state on behalf of their 

communities and their region’.597 In Bangkok, such actions merely confirmed the historical 

identity of Patani Malays as troublemakers, a subjectivity that would greatly influence central 

government policies in the region. Such Malay militancy against the Siamese state acquired a 

spatial identity that overlapped with British representations of frontier dwellers as a rather 

unruly lot of mixed-breeds. In both cases, Malay identity came to situated at the nexus of a 

discourse on frontier criminality and backwardness. 

 

Uncivilised subjects 

 

The relationship between modernity, civilisation, and race remained a popular topic of 

conversation among colonial elites during the first decades of the twentieth century. As 

Thongchai has shown, during this period the Siamese elite was consumed by an earnest desire 

to show the world that they and their country were indeed siwilai (civilised). As was the case 

in British Malaya, being civilised was intimately associated with an embrace of the modern 

age and its mechanical symbols, urbanity, and ‘western things and ways of conduct’.598  

While the Briton regarded the Siamese as a clever imitator at best, discussions on the 

nature of civilisation and progress in Bangkok and the Straits Settlements shared a number of 

common characteristics. One of these was the conceptualisation of civilisational space as one 

of a descending hierarchy, commencing from the enlightened urban centre, spreading out into 

the rural villages and finally diminishing at the margins of the untamed jungle.  

Race was closely implicated in this hierarchy of civilisational space via a discourse on the 

origins of civilisation.599 As the novel concept of British Malaya and Siam as bounded 

territorial units congealed after the 1909 Treaty, questions regarding the origins of 

civilisational identity figured prominently in discussions amongst elites in both states. For 

early twentieth century British scholar-administrators such as Richard Wilkinson, Richard 

Winstedt, and Hugh Clifford, these origins resided firmly in Melaka. The Melaka tradition 

was seen to define the essence of the Malay as the most civilised of Asiatic subjects.600 As 

                                                            
597 Duncan McCargo. 2005. Southern Thai Politics: A Preliminary Overview. In Dynamic Diversity in 
Southern Thailand, edited by W. Sugunnasil. Chiang Mai: Silkworm and Prince of Songkhla 
University, pp. 28-9. 
598 Charnvit cited in Thongchai, ‘The Quest for 'Siwilai'’, p. 530.  
599 As Reynolds has argued, ‘the intent of colonial knowledge of Southeast Asia, as produced by Dutch, 
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Reid writes, this essence was ‘no longer the product of an Archipelago diaspora, nor a 

civilisation into which all could assimilate, but a racial sense of lost grandeur set within the 

geographic boundaries established in 1909’.601  

In Siam endeavours to place Bangkok in the centre of civilised space and the urbane 

Bangkokian at the apex of a civilisational racial hierarchy promoted a similar quest for 

origins. Important early twentieth historians such as Prince Damrong and the sixth Chakri 

monarch, Vajiravudh, rewrote Siamese history as the history of three great urban centres—

Sukhothai, Ayudhaya, and Bangkok.602 New forms of travel writing that became popular in 

the decades bridging the turn of the century confirmed the new historiography of Siam by 

mapping the hierarchies of civilisational space that unfolded across the countryside outside of 

the enlightened centre of Bangkok. As Thongchai has argued, urban travellers set out to 

demonstrate their credentials as members of a modern and civilised age by mapping ‘the 

Others within’ as they toured the regions outside of the capital. These ‘Others’ were the rural 

villagers and highlanders ‘who were in the past of the city traveller’.603  

This simultaneous quests for the origins of civilisation in British Malaya and Siam placed 

the borderlands in a rather ambiguous position. In spatial terms, this was a region that existed 

at the furthest physical distance from the point of origin of both new states. From the British 

perspective, the Melakan definition of Malayness posed obvious problems for peoples whose 

historical origins and identity were considered to stand outside of the Melaka tradition. The 

‘Patani men’ of the watershed were not regarded as descendents of that ‘parent stock which in 

bygone times migrated from the district of Menang Kabau, in the island of Sumatra’.604 For 

Winstedt, the reason that the court chronicle of Kedah was replete with legends borrowed 

from Indian and Buddhist Jataka tales was because they were probably ‘adapted to symbolize 

that the ancestry of the dynasty [was] not purely Malay’.605 Like popular ‘centre not 

boundaries’606 models of the pre-colonial Southeast Asian polity, the peoples of the northern 

frontier were regarded by British colonialists to reside in that nebulous zone where light of the 

civilised centre faded out and intermingled with the periphery of the neighbouring Siamese 

polity/culture. 

The overlap between the northern Malay states and southern Siam held significant 

implications for British perceptions of Malays along the border. The ‘modern’ reinvention of 

                                                            
601 Reid, ‘Understanding Melayu (Malay) as a Source of Diverse Modern Identities’, p. 307. 
602 Thongchai, Siam Mapped, pp. 162-3. 
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the Siamese elite during the reign of Chulalongkorn had failed to impress men such as Straits 

Governor Frank Swettenham for whom  

 

of all Eastern people, the Siamese are the most contemptible, the most unreliable, the 

most corrupt. They are cruel and lazy, unjust and untruthful, and they are not even 

courageous. Indeed I have looked in vain for any good characteristics, and, if the people 

possess them, such qualities are to be the last degree rare amongst the governing 

classes.607 

 

As security issues along the new border began to greatly perturb the British in the 1910s, a 

general low-regard for the Siamese prompted theories that either the Siamese were to blame 

for an escalating crime rate or that their uncivilised blood had polluted the Malays of Kedah 

or Upper Perak, a biological contamination that had imparted ‘an instinct of the dacoits of the 

countries to the north’.608 With the rising spectre of criminal activity along the frontier during 

the post-1909 era, the inhabitants of this region came to be viewed as a criminal sub-class of 

Malays. ‘There is no doubt’, the first British Advisor to Kedah would write in 1909, ‘that the 

Malays on the frontier of North Kedah (who are mostly of mixed blood) and the Sam-Sams 

are naturally more lawless than the Malays of the South’.609 The notion of a vertically aligned 

civilisational vitality could not have been made more explicit. Lateral narratives of Malay 

identity such as were contained within the Hikayat Merong Mahawangsa or Hikayat Patani 

were soundly routed by the sacred status bestowed upon the Sejarah Melayu or History of the 

Kings of Melaka. For Maxwell, it was as though the Malay character degenerated the further 

one moved from the Melaka heartland, until such a point that it became polluted by the 

naturally barbarous character of the Siamese to the north. It was a sentiment seconded by E. 

W. Birch during his visit to Klian Intan in 1909, when he proclaimed that ‘a taking of finger-

prints would probably prove 50 per cent of its native inhabitants to be criminals.610 It was this 

criminal subjectivity that would come to define the spatial identity of the frontier for the 

duration of the interwar years and beyond, as the physical distance of the region from the 

capitalist coastal zone would be compounded by the idea that its peoples were equally distant 

from the civilising well-spring of the Malay (and to lesser extent, Siamese) cultural heartland. 

 

A criminal spatial identity 
                                                            
607 Tom Marks. 1997. The British Acquisition of Siamese Malaya (1896-1909). Bangkok: White Lotus, 
p. 54. 
608 Maxwell cited in Cheah Boon Kheng. 1988. The Peasant Robbers of Kedah 1900-1929: Historical 
and Folk Perceptions. Singapore: Oxford University Press, p. 16. 
609 Ibid. 
610 E. W. Birch. 1909. My Visit to Klian Intan. Journal of the Straits Branch of the Royal Asiatic 
Society 54:142. 
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District Officer and Advisor reports for the border regions during the first decades of the 

twentieth century are replete with commentary on the successful expansion of regulatory 

mechanisms and communications infrastructure. But while the expanding mileage of bridle 

paths in the interior and increasing remittances from the mines at Klian Intan symbolised the 

success of the colonial project in the remote interior, a complementary set of figures 

suggested a far more ambiguous outcome. From a perusal of the various annual reports that 

present such a positive image of British progress in an ever-expanding range of fields, it is 

clear that rates of criminal activity were expanding as rapidly as mining activity and the 

trades. When annual reports first become available in 1891, Upper Perak was described as 

crime-free district.611 By 1907, one hundred and eighty-six reports of crime were received.612 

In 1908, the year during which the details of the 1909 handover were being negotiated and the 

British mining firms had their operational licences granted by the Siamese government, three 

hundred and seventy-two reports of crime were reported, two hundred and forty-nine arrests 

were made, with two hundred and fourteen convictions recorded.613  

Affairs in neighbouring Kedah, Songkhla and Patani exhibited a similar pattern. In Kedah, 

the first decade of British rule was marked by a promising economic recovery. The plantation 

economy around Alor Setar expanded while the activity picked up in mining centres such as 

Kulim.614 The immanent arrival of the railway, as discussed at the beginning of this chapter, 

prompted a flurry of land speculation as various parties bought up property along proposed 

routes in the expectation that it might be on-sold to the government at a hefty profit or 

converted into estate land. But as was the case in Upper Perak, as positive indices on public 

works and capital investment pushed upwards, they were paralleled by a crime wave. Police 

reports for the period 1909-1927 show that crimes such as theft, gang robbery, and cattle 

rustling, all recorded increases as the economy grew. The volume of crime committed in 

Kedah outweighed the combined total of the Federated Malay States (Perak, Negeri Sembilan, 

Selangor and Pahang).615 Internally it was the northern frontier adjoining the former Raman 

territory, Patani, and Songkhla in which criminal activity was most concentrated.616 In 1907, a 

visitor to the town of Baling, the main tin depot and supply centre for the nearby Klian Intan 

mines, would write 

                                                            
611 Annual Report on the Upper Perak District. Perak Government Gazette, 1892, p. 955; On the Upper Perak 
District in 1893, by the District Magistrate, Perak Government Gazette, 1894, p. 242. 
612 Report on the Upper Perak District for the Year 1907. Supplement to the Perak Government Gazette, 
1909, p. 3. 
613 Report on the Upper Perak District for the Year 1908. Supplement to the Perak Government Gazette, 
1909, p. 3. 
614 Chandran, ‘An Early Railway Project in Kedah’, p. 27. 
615 Cheah Boon Kheng. 1981. Social Banditry and Rural Crime in North Kedah, 1909-1929. Journal of the 
Malaysian Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society 54 (2), pp. 106-107. 
616 Maxwell, The Annual Report of the Advisor to the Kedah Government, p. 34. 
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Cattle lifting is carried on as a profession, it being stated that it is no uncommon thing 

to have a herd stolen while being tethered for the night under the owner’s houses, and 

that the owners of elephants seldom think it safe to leave their animals near any big 

village for fear of being stolen or the tusks removed during the night.617 

 

The large volume of goods travelling between the Raman mines points and Kedah and 

lower Perak coast presented further opportunities for criminals.618 District Officers 

encouraged the private sector to hire police to act as armed escorts for valuable cargo such as 

opium and payrolls, though even this did not deter some of the more audacious brigands on 

the frontier.619 By 1922, the area from Baling to Durian Burong was described as ‘one of the 

most lawless and insecure districts in the peninsula’.620 Thirty years later, it remained a part of 

the peninsula that Malaysian and Thai security forces ‘couldn’t...and wouldn’t go anywhere 

near’.621 For colonial administrators during the interwar period, it was a scenario that could 

largely be attributed to the behavioural characteristics of frontier dwellers, particularly a 

‘criminal tribe’ of mixed-blood Sam-Sams.622 

On the other side of the new border, such behavioural characteristics were producing a 

similar form of subaltern identity in what were now the southern Siamese provinces. It was a 

region which, according to one early twentieth century commentator, was defined by an 

intimate ‘mixture of native barbarity and imported civilisation that has reached them by way 

of China and Siam’.623 Chenak and Thepa, two inland districts bordering on northern Kedah 

where the population was considered to be thoroughly ‘mixed’, were singled out as the home 

to a number of prominent bandits and dacoits. ‘Singgora Siamese’ or the mixed-blood 

descendents of Chinese immigrants were regarded as untrustworthy figures by local Malay 

and Bangkok elites alike.624 As for the Malays themselves, the members of the incoming 

Siamese administration of the early twentieth century treated them in no high regard. The old 

elite was viewed suspiciously on account of ongoing efforts to resist Siamese overlordship, 

the result being that many local leaders were arrested on criminal charges and shipped out of 
                                                            
617 Anonymous. 1907. A Picnic in Kedah. In Tinland: A Journal of Interesting Mining News, 2(30), p. 345. 
618 Maxwell, The Annual Report of the Advisor to the Kedah Government, p. 27. 
619 In 1922 an English mining engineer in the company of two Malay constables was shot dead by 
bandits and relieved of a $6,100 payroll near Sintok. In the same year an English surveyor was killed in 
similar circumstances near Baling. See Cheah, The Peasant Robbers of Kedah 1900-1929, pp. 100-1; 
Report on the Upper Perak District for the Year 1908. Supplement to the Perak Government Gazette, 1909, 
p. 3. 
620 Cheah, ‘Social Banditry and Rural Crime in North Kedah’, p. 113. 
621 Tim Hardy, Unpublished Memoirs. 
622 While the Sam-Sam were listed separately in the colonial census, police reports suggest that the 
label was often applied to any frontier brigand whose exact racial origin was not known. See Cheah, 
The Peasant Robbers of Kedah 1900-1929, p. 128. 
623 Khoo, ‘Patani During the Turn of the Twentieth Century’, p. 91. 
624 Ibid. 
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the south. Local resistance to culturally insensitive policies regarding Islamic law and custom 

only cemented the reputation of the Malay majority as a naturally troublesome population.  

For the British, the solution to the problem of frontier banditry was the expansion of the 

state’s coercive apparatus. Such a law and order approach was standard procedure in a colony 

whose short history had been written in terms of progressive victory of British law over a 

continually receding frontier of native criminality.625 For influential figures such as 

Swettenham and Winstedt, the implementation of British law through the District Magistrates 

(an office later renamed as the District Officer) and police force was conceptualised in terms 

of a zero-sum game. Crime was a social ill—typical of societies undergoing what was viewed 

as a modern transformation— upon which one merely needed to apply the correct remedy.626 

Swettenham would list figures on the establishment of gaols and growing prison populations 

alongside achievements in health and educational spheres, a tendency that was repeated 

across the border by Siamese officials.627 Winstedt would not even pay heed to educational 

and health initiatives when he proudly boasted that ‘in no sphere was British influence more 

beneficial than in the sphere of law.’628 The travel accounts of Western visitors to the Siamese 

Malay states were incomplete if they did not contain lengthy excerpts on the status of the 

gaols and the criminal inclination of various classes. Kornerup, for example, devoted around 

a third of his discussion of Songkhla to a description of the gaol and took an overt delight in 

photographing prisoners throughout his extensive tour of Siam in the 1920s. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                            
625 The continually receding criminal in Penang commenced with the campaign against piracy in the early 
nineteenth century, shifting to bandits and dacoits as colonial boundaries pushed beyond the shoreline. For a 
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Porous Borders: Smuggling and States Along a Southeast Asian Frontier, 1865-1915. New Haven and 
London: Yale University Press, pp. 108-128. 
626 E. J. Hobsbawm. 1974. Social Banditry. In Rural Protest: Peasant Movements and Social Change, edited 
by H. A. Landsberger. London: Macmillan, p. 149. 
627 Swettenham would boast that in 1904 ‘the prisons received 10,000 prisoners, the hospitals treated 
46,000 in-patients and 130,000 out-patients at a cost of £50,000 a year, and the schools were attended 
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officials for whom the incarceration of criminals was presented as an important symbol of the 
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628 Richard Winstedt. 1966. Malaya and its History. London: Hutchinson University Library. Original 
edition, 1948, p. 98. 
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Image 10: Prisoners in irons in Songkhla gaol during the mid-1920s. Source: Ebbe Kornerup. 
1999. Friendly Siam: Thailand in the 1920s. Bangkok: White Lotus. 

 

Figures on prison populations and gaols served as a valuable index of a nation’s 

modernity. A disciplined society was regarded as a modernised one, while the practice of 

incarceration for specific periods was regarded as infinitely more civilised than either torture 

or the indenture of subjects. Gaols may swell as a result of the implementation of new 

regimes of law and order, but it was envisaged that the tide of criminality would inevitably 

turn as more civilised subjects were produced as a result. 

For another well known colonial administrator writing from a neighbouring part of 

Britain’s eastern empire, there was a glaring anomaly in such a scenario of the civilising 

colonial power bringing law and order to hitherto barbaric societies. For John Furnivall, 

investigation into the origins of British colonial rule in Tenassarim led him to the rather novel 

conclusion that rather than decreasing, levels of crime tended to rise in parallel with the 

extension of colonial rule into new territories. Furnivall argued that the relationship between 

colonialism and crime could not be reduced to the zero-sum game imagined by Swettenham 

or Winstedt, for all evidence pointed towards the conclusion that crime was ‘an inevitable, 
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even indispensable, part of colonial state formation’.629 Crime was inevitable because the 

workings of colonial capitalism entailed the promulgation of a complex raft of new laws and 

regulations that simply made it easier to break the law, often unknowingly as previously 

permissible productive activities and cultural practices became the subject of new regulations. 

Crime was indispensable to the formation of the colonial state for ‘just as the law is 

productive of crime, so is criminality an enabling condition for the materialization of the law 

and its powers of recognition, the very powers which make up the substance of the ‘rule of 

Leviathan’ [the colonial state]’.630 

Furnivall’s analysis of ‘Leviathan’ penetrated the dissembling rhetoric of economic 

progress and civilisational improvement that had accompanied British intervention in the 

East. The state did not extinguish conditions of disorder and criminality as it expanded. On 

the contrary, in behaving as ‘a creature of the Law’631 Leviathan produced forms of disorder 

that furnished its raison d’ etre. But it was precisely what induced new patterns of disorder 

that made Furnivall’s conclusions so prescient. For almost two centuries, convention had 

dictated that doux commerce (gentle commerce)—the idea that ‘market exchange is a 

guarantee of peace because it ties people to one another’632—was the best guarantee of the 

social bond. It was the creation of a binding ‘fellow feeling’ amongst people that Adam Smith 

had postulated as the ultimate effect of an economic system where individuals were free to 

maximise their self-interest as buyers and sellers of commodities and services. And it was the 

‘gentle pursuit of commerce’ that John Anderson touted as the remedy to political in-fighting 

in the Malay peninsula during the 1820s. While the mathematics of the classicists may have 

been surpassed in the marginal revolution in the late nineteenth century, the neoclassicists 

likewise discovered a narrative of order and balance in the idea of market equilibrium.  

Furnivall’s unorthodox assertion was that colonial capitalism acted to loosen the social 

bond, primarily through the disruption caused by the introduction of large numbers of foreign 

labourers whose ‘alien customs and ideas weakened the social bonds that among a 

homogenous people are the most effective factor in preventing crime’.633 His argument was 

an important critique of the long-standing belief that conditions of disorder and backwardness 

in frontier zones such as the Malaya-Siam borderlands were due to the persistence of 
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primordial, yet-to-be modernised identities and/or the absence of a legal and coercive 

apparatus.634 Such subaltern identities were, on the contrary, a product of a colonial project 

that was fuelled by ‘the desire for gain’ or capitalist modes of accumulation.  

Furnivall’s romantic depictions of pre-colonial social harmony and racial homogeneity 

indicated that he was not standing completely outside of the epistemological field that he was 

critiquing, yet his views on the origins of British colonial rule in the imperial periphery of 

Tenassarim resonate strongly with the history of expanding intervention in the nearly imperial 

periphery of the Siamese-British Malay borderlands during the early twentieth century. There 

too the expansion of new regulatory regimes provided a whole new field of potential criminal 

transgressions. Reserve enactments, whether related to the preservation of forests or the 

sowing of particular crops on privately held land, made habitual activities such as the 

collection of forest products illegal.635 As the colonial state attempted to consolidate its 

control over the border trade in cattle by funnelling all transactions through sanctioned 

quarantine stations where duties cold be levied, herders who utilised long established paths 

that skirted such stations were transformed into smugglers. In the 1920s the closure of various 

quarantine stations along the new border was designed to force cattle traders from southern 

Siam to utilise the railway, which was carrying 2,398 ton or 171,657 head of cattle a year by 

1920, a figure that would double by 1939.636 New territorial jurisdictions not only created 

criminals of those who were to cross them without the appropriate documents, but it 

sponsored the growth of criminal bands who deftly manipulated these jurisdictions to escape 

prosecution by British or Siamese authorities. 

Perhaps above all else, criminality along the frontier provided the colonial administration 

with a reason for being in the interwar years. With the all important tin and plantation sector 

in private hands by the 1920s, the continued relevance of the colonial administration and the 

self-importance of its officials was increasingly reliant on their role in protecting the private 

sector from a criminal spectre that was very much of their own creation. The limited coercive 

capacity of the police forces in places such as northern Kedah and Upper Perak meant that the 

harmonious relationship between private capital and state coercive power was particularly 

stark as the keeping of law and order was reduced to the provision of armed escorts for supply 

convoys in and out of the watershed. While such a scenario satisfied the needs of foreign 

shareholders in the Rahman Tin companies, it also sustained the raison d’être of a colonial 

administration whose role was incomplete so long as free trade—in the sense of a truly 
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unhindered connection between coast and interior—was not yet brought to a flourishing 

condition. But the colonial state could never succeed in eradicating the criminal contagion 

that supposedly infected the peoples of the watershed. While the persistence of the criminal 

threat was invariably fended off by complaints about a lack of manpower, evolutionary 

miscreants, and the failure of the Siamese to cooperate in the apprehension of known dacoits, 

the dialectic that governed the relationship between criminality and the expansion of the 

state’s coercive apparatus could only be exacerbated by the construction of more police posts 

or despatch of more armed patrols. While Tagliocozzo has presented criminal disorder along 

such frontiers as a challenge to ‘the civilizing project of the state’, it is perhaps more astute to 

recognise this threatening Other as a critical means by which this project was sustained and 

legitimated.637 This was certainly the case during the post-World War Two years when the 

watershed’s reputation as a lawless frontier was etched with even greater force into the annals 

of both late-colonial and post-colonial history texts and popular imaginations.  
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chapter eight: a development interregnum, 1941-1989 
 
 
 

The world of today is rapidly moving on. It does not claw along as in the olden days. The world 
is running forward. At present, we have arrived at a junction. 
 

F. M. Phibun Songkram, Prime Minister of Thailand, 1938-1945, 1948-1957.638 
 

  

 

In the ebb and flow of the regional history that I have traced in this thesis, the Japanese take-

over of various European colonies during the Second World War represents a major 

watershed. Generally speaking, for historians of Southeast Asia the rupture of the war would 

be highly significant for its effect in simplifying the complexity of the late colonial period (by 

putting an end to it) while simultaneously clarifying the boundaries of their own discipline.639 

This ‘end’ may not have been instantaneous nor the spatial boundaries of Southeast Asia as a 

‘new’ field of scholarly inquiry unanimously agreed upon, but for the larger part the war 

opened up a new chapter in Southeast Asian history defined not by the presence of colonial 

powers, but rather their retreat and eventual displacement by new indigenous leaderships and 

regimes.   

In many other ways, however, strong patterns of continuity would inform the post-war 

experiences of new nations and the manner in which they would be recorded. The hegemonic 

power of a Western discourse of progress and improvement would be sustained by post-war 

domestic elites in the potent guise of nation-building and national development.640  Strong 

continuities would likewise characterise perceptions of the Southeast Asia’s internal spatial 

organisation. While the war would help to define the region’s external limits, the post-

colonial map remained largely analogous to imperial maps of the nineteenth century with 

their patchwork of brightly coloured states. 

                                                            
638 Kobkua Suwannathat-Pian. 1990. Phibunsongkhram's Socio-Cultural Program and the Siamese 
Malay Response, 1938-1950. Paper read at 4th International Conference on Thai Studies, Kunming, 
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Theory, Authoritarianism, and Identity. London: Macmillan. 
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Encountering Development: The Making and Unmaking of the Third World. Princeton, New Jersey: 
Princeton University Press; For the Thailand case see Harvey Demaine. 1986. Kanpatthana: Thai 
Views of Development. In Context, Meaning and Power in Southeast Asia, edited by M. Hobart and R. 
H. Taylor. Ithaca, New York: Cornell University Press. 
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These continuities would have important implications for the writing of post-war histories 

of the central peninsula. This was an area that would resist the neat boundaries of the Area 

Studies country specialist in the same way that it had resisted the civilisational boundaries of 

European Orientalists. For a new generation of domestic nationalist historians, the central 

peninsula would continue to reside outside of mythologies designed to establish a seamless 

continuity between the genesis of new nation-states and the glories past empires. 

This combination of spatial and historical exclusion would serve to consolidate the 

perception that the borderlands had evolved along a different historical tangent to that of 

surrounding political centres. Such an opinion would have significant repercussions in an era 

to be dominated by a highly centralised practice of ‘nation-building’. Whereas one historical 

tangent (the dominant centralist historical narrative) would produce a centre that was 

supposedly capable of harnessing the unstoppable juggernaut of post-war Development to its 

advantage, the other would not. The borderlands were regarded as a region that was 

ketinggalan or ‘stranded’ at that historical junction that men such as Thailand’s wartime 

Prime Minister Phibun Songkram were so fond of referring to (see opening quotation). This 

condition of ketinggalan would be exacerbated by the effects of ongoing political conflict 

along the border in the post-war era. Over time, ketinggalan and conflict along the frontier 

would be diagnosed as two-sides of the same coin by respective central governments. A 

condition of ketinggalan bequeathed by a marginal historical experience would be identified 

as a key cause of political resistance against the centre. Simultaneously, political conflict 

would be identified as the primary barrier to the types of development that could ‘modernise’ 

the borderlands. 

Consistent with my analysis up until this point, in the following chapter I seek out 

alternative historical narratives that disrupt the logic of this post-war phase of centralist 

historiography. In this chapter I present two complementary stories that force us to reconsider 

the accuracy of depictions of a backward and ‘un-modern’ frontier. The first of these focuses 

on the emergence of a booming black market along the frontier in the post-war decades, a 

phenomenon that was far from representative of a region that supposedly remained lulled in a 

traditional stupor while the world around them marched to a different beat of modernisation 

and nation-building. Indeed, probably the most remarkable outcome of fifty-years of state 

endeavours to bring the gift of development to the central peninsula would be a frontier black 

market that was estimated to be nine times larger in value as its legitimate counterpart by the 

early 1990s.641 
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Following a discussion of the black market as one means of disrupting conventional 

narratives of central peninsula post-war history, I return to a history of tin mining during the 

post-war decades as an example of a ‘legitimate’ development success story of the post-war 

era. As with the black market, the material benefits of tin mining operations in locales such as 

Klian Intan and Laboo may have had a limited impact on the wider population, yet the 

success of these operations disrupt representations of the region as a backward, undeveloped, 

and endemically violent region. 

I shall begin with a brief overview of the occupation period and post-war reconstruction 

era in order to sketch out the processes that would sustain pre-war perceptions of the Malaya-

Thailand borderlands as a black area characterised by unchecked violence and economic 

backwardness.  

 

The war years 

 

The eviction of the British from Malaya in 1941 was not without its irony. It was a road that 

the British had paved to the tin resources of Laboo and Klian Intan that functioned as one of 

the primary routes by which Japanese forces would move south through the peninsula from 

landing points in Songkhla and Patani. As British forces waited along the Songkhla road in 

anticipation of the impending assault, Japanese troops marched and rode their bicycles 

through Patani and Raman into Upper Perak. As defences were mounted on the Baling road 

that connected Kroh to Penang to counter this unexpected move, the Japanese pushed on 

southward along the track to Grik, the route that the British had pioneered in their efforts to 

take control of the Perak river watershed but which had fallen into disrepair after the signing 

of the 1909 Anglo-Siamese Treaty. Using this route and by floating troops down the Perak 

river on rafts, the Japanese advanced quickly on Kuala Kangsar which was abandoned on 

December 23rd, 1941. The rest of the story is well known. In just over two months Singapore 

had been captured and British Malaya incorporated into the Japanese Co-Prosperity Sphere. 

The following year the states of Kedah, Kelantan and Trengganu were annexed by the 

Thailand as a ‘reward’ for the country’s ‘facilitation’ of the Japanese invasion of Malaya. 

Under Phibun, the Kroh/Klian Intan area was hived-off from Upper Perak and placed into 

Region 1 alongside with Kedah and Perlis.642 The Thai at least, appeared willing to 

acknowledge what the British never could—that Upper Perak was not a natural complement 

to downstream Malay court in lower Perak, but a rather unique bridging territory between the 

west and east coasts of the central peninsula. 

                                                            
642 This was a system that would partially persist after the war as policing duties in Kroh sub-district 
remained a Kedah responsibility and cases that should have been handled by the Perak District Officer 
were transferred to the District Court Baling. See Kroh Perak, 279/46. Annual Report 1946. 
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Under the rather lax supervision of a Thai administration during the war the watershed 

region emerged as a sanctuary for a number of anti-Japanese resistance movements. The 

isolation of the watershed from the nearest garrison towns and the heavily forested 

countryside made it an attractive base for both Thai and Malayan liberation groups. Foremost 

among them was the Malayan Communist Party (MCP)-linked Malayan Peoples’ Anti-

Japanese Army (MPAJA), followed by the Kuomintang-linked Overseas Chinese Anti-

Japanese Army (OCAJA). Both the MPAJA and the OCAJA operated with a high degree of 

impunity from various bases across the watershed. Adding to the interesting mix of resistance 

forces along the frontier were a smaller number of Seri Thai (Free Thai) members and 

disaffected Malay nationalists from Patani for whom the Malayan liberation cause was seen 

as a step towards the future liberation of the southern Thailand provinces from Bangkok.643 

This mixture of resistance movements ensured that the borderlands would be a flashpoint 

of political tensions at the conclusion of the war. When the Japanese surrendered in late 1945, 

a number of towns along the Thai-Malayan border were commandeered by the OCAJA and 

MPAJA prior to the return of Allied forces. A Peoples Communist Government was declared 

by MPAJA officers at Kuan, five miles from Baling.644 The OCAJA occupied Kuala Kangsar 

and Kota Baru in Kelantan before being pushed out by relieving Allied Forces. While Malay 

royalist and nationalist figures in Patani lacked the capacity to carry-out such bold unilateral 

actions, they were nonetheless impatient to see the Allied forces punish Thailand for its 

wartime collaboration with Japan by stripping it of control over the Malay-dominated states 

of the south. 

During the immediate post-war era period, the issue of how to deal with former resistance 

groups on both sides of the border created a number of dilemmas. During the war Allied 

forces had collaborated with resistance groups such as the MPAJA as part of a rearguard 

action against the Japanese. Such collaboration had always been a marriage of convenience 

however. Like other Communist parties throughout Southeast Asia, the CPM-linked MPAJA 

was an anti-colonial movement committed to independence from all colonial powers—Asiatic 

or otherwise. While the MCP leadership was pragmatic enough to tolerate the return of the 

British at the conclusion of the war in the Pacific, it remained ideologically opposed to the 

post-war reconstruction agenda based upon the rehabilitation of Malaya as a dollar-earning 

export economy.645 Pragmatism also forced Malay opposition figures in southern Thailand to 

                                                            
643 Mohd. Zamberi A. Malek. 1999. Harimau Melayu: Biografi Tengku Mahmood Mahyiddeen. Bangi: 
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644 Cheah Boon Kheng, Red Star Over Malaya, pp. 186-7. 
645 As recorded by CPM leader Chin Peng, at the end of the war in the Pacific ‘The feeling within the 
Party was that the war remained in progress. Our objective of Independence for Malaya still remained a 
long way off’. Chin Peng, My Side of History. Singapore: Media Masters, p. 125. 
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accept the collapse of the Phibun regime at the end of the war as a partial victory. Like the 

MCP, however, Phibun’s fall did not alter a commitment to the principal goal of 

independence or incorporation into the British colony of Malaya.  

For a relatively short interval after the war, resistance movements on both sides of the 

border enjoyed a degree of freedom to articulate demands for change. The MCP would play a 

prominent role in seeking a new deal for labour in the post-war Malayan economy. Despite 

the remonstrations of British capitalists that the colonial government must take a stronger law 

and order approach to labour unrest and the occupation of mining and plantation land by 

squatters, the government was limited in what it could do in the immediate post-war years.646 

It would not be until mid-1948 that the stabilisation of food supply and the rehabilitation of 

the mining sector placed the British colonial state in a far stronger position from which to 

intervene on the behalf of capital over the question labour.647 Beginning with crack-downs on 

organised labour and a monumental re-settlement program that would see tens of thousands of 

squatters either repatriated to China or forced into fenced enclosures, by mid-1948 the status 

of the MCP as a legitimate voice of opposition to the colonial state was rescinded. The Party 

was outlawed on July 23, 1948 and subsequently announced the commencement of an armed 

insurrection. Over the next decade the party would slowly retreat northward to a number of 

well-defended bases along the Thai-Malay border.648 

The Communist bogey-man likewise snuffed-out the hopes of Malay nationalist figures in 

the southern provinces of Thailand for a peaceful resolution of sovereignty questions. With 

the United States eager to maintain Thailand as a bulwark against Communism in Southeast 

Asia, in 1947 the wartime collaborator Field Marshall Phibun Songkram regained the 

premiership by means of a coup d’ etat. Phibun cracked-down on Malay leaders who had used 

the relative freedom of the post-war years to voice demands for reform in the southern Malay 

states.649 Petitions for the recognition of the Malay provinces as a culturally unique region 

requiring a high degree of autonomy in matters such as religion and education were responded 

to with arrests and the despatch of troops. The severity of the military state’s response to 

Malay opposition movements prompted key figures to retreat to the jungles of the borderlands 

and towns of northern Malaya where they too would commence a program of armed struggle 

against the colonial Thai state. 
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The frontier as a black area 

 

The withdrawal of various anti-colonial resistance groups into remote parts of the central 

peninsula ensured the continuation of pre-war representations of the region as one given over 

to forces of disorder and dissent. As the place of robber gangs and cattle rustlers as a 

threatening Other at the margins of civilised space was taken up by separatists and communist 

guerrillas in the post-war years, the view of the borderlands from the vantage point of the 

centre remained largely unchanged. For the duration of the conflict known as The Emergency 

(1949-1960) British propaganda would declare the central peninsula to be ‘black area’.650 

Within Thailand, the existence of various separatist and irredentist movements would 

commonly be referred to as the ‘the southern problem. As this ‘southern problem’ dragged on, 

the spatial identity of the border region would enter the lexicon of Thai general public as ‘the 

deep south’ and the mere utterance of the word Patani enough to conjure up images of 

bombings and sectarian violence. 

Post-war administrations did not have to start from scratch in efforts to represent the 

frontier as an unruly zone at the margins of a civilised national space. As has already been 

discussed in the previous chapters, representations of the central peninsula as a unruly realm 

at the margin of two major civilisational forms were of long historical formation. By the mid-

twentieth century the spectre of frontier criminality had acquired an inertial quality. It did not 

matter that this unruly frontier was a highly unstable one that ebbed and flowed in terms of 

intensity and location or that crime levels in urban centres were often of far more concerning 

proportions  than in the thinly populated watershed. Reputation alone was productive of a 

dangerous reality in the minds of lowland dwellers and external observers. 

This reputation of dangerous frontier—one closely linked to the spectre of criminality—

was sustained in the post-war years via ongoing input from the centre. In Malaya the image of 

an unruly northern frontier was spearheaded by the post-war colonial administration as part of 

a vigorous propaganda war against the CPM. While the fact that groups such as the CPM 

were in possession of both ‘political aspirations and modern weaponry’651 suggested that there 

was an important difference between this political resistance organisation and the brigands of 

the inter-war years, the Emergency was presented to the domestic and international 

community as a police action against a new class of frontier criminal: the Communist 

‘bandit’. Prompted by legal concerns that recognition of the CPM as an ideological foe would 

invalidate insurance coverage for the plantation and mining sectors, the image of the bandit 
                                                            
650 Susan L. Carruthers. 1995. Winning Hearts and Minds: British Governments, the Media and 
Colonial Counter-insurgency 1944-1960. London: Leicester University Press, p. 87. 
651 White ,‘Capitalism and Counter-insurgency?’, p. 150. 
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was a carefully crafted one. During the height of the Emergency the figure of the bandit 

graced the headlines of Malayan and metropolitan newspapers. A highly disciplined and 

ideological movement was reduced to a rabble of opportunistic brigands and thugs.652 While 

the terminology of the ‘bandit’ would be officially changed to that of Communist Terrorists 

(CTs) in the early 1950s, the spectre of the frontier bandit remained a persistent one 

throughout the period of the Emergency. 

With the formal conclusion of the Emergency in 1960 the term was kept alive by Thai 

authorities who exploited the spectre of the southern bandit to fight the propaganda war 

against Malay separatist in the southern provinces. As was the case during the Malayan 

Emergency, in the Thai public domain the political dimensions of ‘the southern problem’ 

were played down by emphasising the involvement of separatists in criminal activities such as 

extortion and racketeering. Efforts to stamp out Malay separatists in the 1970s would be 

handled by the appropriately named ‘Southern Bandit Suppression Operation Command’ and 

key figures in the separatist struggle rendered in the national press as bandit chiefs.653 While 

separatists groups such as the Barisan Revolusi Nasional (BRN or Revolutionary National 

Front) were urban-based organisations dominated by disgruntled aristocrats and religious 

teachers,  including many foreign-educated university graduates, the public consumption of 

the southern problem would be dominated by the stories of men such as Poh Su Wamaedesa, 

an infamous gang leader who controlled various rackets in Raman on the behalf of the BRN 

or the folktale-like ‘Dolah-Rosa brothers’ or ‘Sameng Arwae...who became an outlaw four 

years ago...joined about ten gangs and gained a reputation of being an executioner who never 

failed’.654  

As was the case with the British war on frontier criminality during both the interwar years 

the Emergency, the personalisation of the separatist movements in Thailand’s south saw 

public consumption of the conflict devoid of discussion of the structural and organisational 

dimensions of political resistance movements.655 This aspect of the southern problem would 

be responded to with gusto by domestic and foreign scholars, yet the ironic outcome of this 

response was that the central peninsula would become as synonymous with conflict and 

violence in academic circles as it was in the imaginations of the Thai and Malaysian public. 

During the 1970s and 1980s an extensive numbers of studies were made of political conflict 

in Thailand’s south.656 In 1979, one of the most prolific writers on the subject, Surin 
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Pitsuwan, would play on the title of Wheatley’s seminal study of the peninsula during the 

Classic era with a paper titled ‘The Troubled Khersonese: Thai Politics from a Southern 

Perspective’.657 By the 1980s Patani had assumed a status akin to that of Thailand’s Aceh or 

Mindanao as scholars dissected separatist movements in a search for the root causes of 

political conflict. The findings were often incisive and original. The problem with such 

studies was not their content, however, but the collective impact they would have upon 

studies of the region in general. As southern Thailand become increasingly synonymous with 

conflict studies, it became increasingly difficult to see this region as a site of alternative 

historical narratives that might point to a far-less conflict-ridden and violent past.658 It has 

only been in relatively recent times that historians and anthropologists have began to critique 

the dominance of conflict studies as a de facto framework for studies of southern Thailand 

and uncover possible alternatives.659  

In the following section I briefly outline one such alternative that upsets many of the 

standard assumptions regarding the inherent political instability and associated backwardness 

of the central peninsula during the post-war era.  In contrast to standard arguments that link 

the persistence of traditional worldviews to political instability and blame the latter for a 

failure to ‘develop’, I propose that a region commonly see as inherently resilient and hostile to 

a modern development agenda based upon the primacy of the free market was, in fact, 

capable of producing a ‘modern’—albeit black—market economy far greater in size than its 

legitimate equivalent. 
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State-led underdevelopment 

The argument that the activities of various resistance groups and criminal gangs hobbled 

the modern transformation of the borderlands during the post-war era has formed an integral 

part of mainstream nationalist histories in both Thailand and Malaysia. The crux of the charge 

has centred on the way that chronic political instability inhibited the growth of a modern 

market economy along the borderlands, with the exception of the narrow corridor connecting 

Songkhla to Penang.  

As has already been discussed in the previous chapter, the failure of the market to penetrate 

beyond the coastal lowlands in the first decades of the twentieth century owed more to state 

policies on infrastructure development and population management than a local incapacity or 

unwillingness to embrace the market as a means of upward mobility. In the post-war era state 

responses to political challenges in the borderlands would have a similar effect in severely 

curtailing the ability of local communities to participate in various sectors of the ‘modern’ 

market economy.  

The most institutionalised program of state-led underdevelopment in the frontier 

commenced in 1949 with the implementation of Emergency Restrictions by British colonial 

authorities, a series of laws that were designed to starve CPM guerrillas from their hideouts 

along the frontier. At a time that the MCP itself was developing a sophisticated network of 

market-orientated economic interests, Emergency Restrictions saw the British colonial 

government suspend the operation of the free market in border areas. A ration-card system 

was implemented to control the import of goods such as rice and wheat into the watershed. A 

rather complicated system of passes was instituted to control an act as simple as taking a pig 

from Klian Intan to Baling. The import of medicines to Upper Perak had to take place through 

a single vendor in Penang, with shipments frequently being escorted by police to ensure that 

they reached stated destinations. At Gunung Paku, the Rahman Hydraulic Company operated 

a shop that sold rice, sugar, and condensed milk on a non-profit basis on the grounds that the 

escalation in food costs brought about by Emergency regulations forced the company to sell 

food below the market rate in order to solve labour supply problems at the mine.660  

Curfews and other restrictions designed to prevent the smuggling of supplies to CPM 

members severely compromised the possibility of local capital formation that would allow for 

the types of ‘development’ that both Malaysian and Thai governments were to pursue with 

particular vigour during the post-war decades. Along the border curfews kept residents in-

doors between the hours of six in the evening and six in the morning. It was a law that made a 
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generation of children late for school, kept rubber tappers at home during the most productive 

hours of the day (the best time for tapping rubber trees is in the cool hours before dawn when 

the latex of the trees is at its most fluid) and hindered the transit of goods to morning markets 

outside of local districts.661 At a time when a rather frenzied period of road development was 

leading to the consolidation of regional markets centres in other parts of the peninsula, the 

curfew along the border had the opposite effect of sustaining the traditional periodic 

market.662 What modes of trade that were sustained between the interior and external centres 

were compromised by escort premiums that ate away at the profit margins of small to medium 

scale traders. As bus fares were raised, petty traders passed the protection premium on to 

customers in order to retain margins. The end result was the high price for food in mining 

towns such as Klian Intan, a factor that would limit labour availability in non-food sectors and 

hence depress the output of those sectors of the economy that the British regarded as modern. 

In Kroh sub-district, the burden of Emergency restrictions was further exacerbated by the 

continuation of a ban on smallholder rubber cultivation up until 1955, a ruling that denied 

local farmers the opportunity to participate in the rubber boom of the Korean War years by 

prohibiting the conversion of rice lands to rubber.663 Across the border in provinces such as 

Yala and Patani—as well as in north-eastern Malaya—the smallholder rubber sector would 

also experience a gradual post-war decline due to a combination of aging trees, restrictions on 

tapping, and the poor quality of connections to increasingly distant markets. Whereas the 

more productive smallholder sector—concentrated in the east coast provinces—had 

accounted for over half of Thailand’s total rubber production in 1940, by 1963 this had 

declined to 25%.664  

That other important aspect of the central peninsula agricultural sector—the cattle trade—

would also suffer from a continuing ban on the overland trade between Raman and Kroh after 

the war. The funnelling of cattle into railway box cars for transit across the official checkpoint 

at Padang Besar in Songkhla/Perlis would merely compound the increasing marginalisation of 

the central and east coast states in the trades with Malaysia that brought such wealth to 

booming railway towns like Hat Yai.665  
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The black market response 

 

As Emergency Regulations stifled opportunities for local capital accumulation along many 

parts of the frontier and a skewed communications infrastructure drove the trades into an ever 

more concentrated band of activity stretching between Penang and Hat Yai, a blackmarket 

quickly expanded to meet the demands of both consumers and producers along the border.666 

Indeed, smuggling at key points along the border such as Betong (Yala-Perak) and Sungai 

Golok (Narathiwat-Kelantan) became so institutionalised from the 1950s onwards that it can 

hardly be regarded as a ‘black’ economy. Highly visible and sustained through complicity of 

state agents, as noted earlier the value of illicit trade across the border was nine times more 

than that of its legal equivalent by the early 1990s.667 

Whilst a black market had grown apace with efforts to demarcate political boundaries 

across the central peninsula since the late nineteenth century, that of the post-war decades was 

greatly indebted to the extraordinary circumstances of the Second World. The collapse of the 

tin sector during the war, coupled with a Japanese ‘Grow More Food’ campaign, had 

prompted a population explosion in the thinly populated watershed region as unemployed 

miners and plantation labourers poured out of the cities and mining precincts in search of 

farming land. Malay Reserve and Forest Reserve land in the Upper Perak river was a logical 

destination for Chinese coolies from the crowded Kinta valley. Against a permanent and 

primarily Malay agrarian population that numbered around 2000 people in the early 1940s, by 

1948 it was estimated that there were approximately 15,000 Chinese farmers squatting in the 

Weng, Klian Intan, and Kroh areas.668 A further 12,750 Chinese squatters, mainly Kwongsai 

Chinese had established themselves around Grik. Continuing a trend that was in evidence 

during the interwar years, the squatters were actively involved in market gardening activities 

that supported a booming black market in food-stuffs during the occupation period and the 

years of scarcity that were to follow.669 It was an ironic scenario given that the post-war 

British Military Administration (BMA) had abandoned the market as mechanism for 

economic recovery, relying instead on distribution monopolies controlled by ‘old boy’ 

networks.670  
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The mass resettlement of Chinese squatters by British authorities in the late 1940s would 

bring an end to market gardening activities in the watershed.671 Resettlement did not, 

however, dismantle a thriving blackmarket for a variety of foodstuffs and world market 

commodities that could flow across the frontier. Thailand’s historical status as a net food 

exporter and Malaya’s perennial demand for food to support a large industrial workforce 

meant that the border was a natural haven for smugglers. The pushing of many Malayan 

Chinese into southern Thailand as part of an unofficial solution to the squatter problem of the 

late 1940s merely enhanced smuggling activities as many new arrivals established themselves 

in southern Thai border towns where they acted as brokers in the thriving border trade. This 

trade boomed when Emergency Restrictions triggered the onset of frequent food and 

commodity shortages in towns on the Malayan side of the frontier. Far from being 

compromised by the strength of resistance groups, border towns such as Betong, Baling, and 

Sadao expanded rapidly as a major supply and transit points for contraband goods entering 

into Malaysia.672 Whereas Kroh was described in 1954 as a ‘small place with just the one 

small street’, Betong was a ‘noisome metropolis’ built upon the wealth of the illicit trade 

across the border.673 As was the case with all of the twin-towns along the border, it was far 

larger than its Malaysian equivalent, its population being eight-times the size of Kroh by the 

1980s.674 It functioned as the centre for a lucrative and highly organised illegal trade in natural 

resources such as rubber, minerals, cattle, and timber, as well as a bazaar for an army of petty 

traders who shuffled across the border peddling all manner of dry goods. Other world market 

commodities such as arms and narcotics also figured prominantly in the illegal border trade, 

the former flowing along road and sea routes from Cambodia to satisfy the demands of 

resistance groups such as the CPM.675  

Consistent with most manifestations of ‘modern’ free market economies, the profits of the 

lucrative frontier black market were largely enjoyed by prominent capitalists and a small 

army of state agents tasked with its regulation. The wealth of a booming legitimate and illicit 

trade across the west coast railway junction at Padang Besar largely flowed into the pockets 

of established businessmen in Hat Yai and Penang, with local police chiefs and functionaries 

skimming the remaining surplus through arbitrary taxes and tea money.676 In Kroh, mining 
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and trade would dominate the lives of civil servants and mine managers who, unlike an 

agrarian population mired in a grinding cycle of subsistence agriculture677, ‘led seemly lives 

discussing excise duties—avoidance of’.678 In Betong during the 1950s, it was the District 

Officer, policemen, customs officers (along with the CPM) who profited the most at that point 

where the profit margins of the black market were created (the border). As one contemporary 

observer would note, the illicit wealth of Betong would allow the District Officer during the 

early 1950s to 

 

run swaggering about in tailored uniforms, silk suits, sea-island cotton shirts, Italian 

shoes, Swiss time pieces and American shades. He smoked Balkan Sobranie, kept a 

harem of exclusive harlots and was driven around in a Mercedes Benz from whose 

tinted windows he viewed his domain.679 

 

This domain itself would be described by the same observer as a grubby settlement ‘a 

jumble with poorish people: rubber tappers, tin miners, peasants, shopkeepers, swindlers, 

boozers, down-and-outs and nuns’.680 As Pas-Ong has examined in a detailed in a study of 

petty border trade on the eastern side of the frontier during the later period of the 1980s, the 

failure of a vibrant black market to provide much more than a subsistence means of living for 

the majority of traders could be largely attributed to the presence of such state agents whose 

exactions tend to take the form of that surplus which might otherwise enable for degree of 

upward socio-economic mobility amongst petty traders.681  

The other primary beneficiaries of a prosperous black-market economy in the post-war 

decades would be those very resistance movements that were frequently identified as the 

central obstacle to the development of the borderlands. In the various trades that were the 

lifeblood of Betong, for example, the relationship between the CPM and Thai officials was 

quite amicable, the latter taking the view that CPM members and sympathisers were 

‘economic partners who contributed handsomely to the nation’s economic well being’.682 

According to CPM leader Chin Peng, the group’s withdrawal to the Betong region in the early 

1950s was well-received by local Thai officials who saw the CPM as a means to ‘get rid of 

the other Chinese group [two platoons of Kuomintang] as they were causing too much 

                                                            
677 For a powerful description of the lives of the rural Malayan frontier during the post-war 
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trouble’.683 Kuomintang and bandit mopping-up operations by the CPM in the Sadao area 

were also well received by local authorities. Far from disorder, the retreat of the CPM 

restored a degree of order to the borderlands and stabilised black market activity across key 

crossing points such as Sadao and Betong. Thus while the Party functioned as threatening 

Other for a series of jingoistic central governments in Bangkok, for local representatives of 

these regimes this threatening Other was a highly profitable one.684  

This success of the informal partnership between the CPM and Thai authorities was 

reflected in the development of what (by the standards of the time) was a modern plantation 

sector in the otherwise subsistence landscape of the Betong salient.685 The mining sector also 

continued to expand under the supervision of the CPM whose annual ten per-cent tithe on 

mining companies and other businesses came with the guarantee that operations would be 

allowed to proceed without disruption. The tin rich Laboo concession—which had passed 

back into the hands of the descendents of Pui Sae Tan following the collapse of Straits 

Consolidated Ltd in 1957—continued make handsome profits for decades under the 

‘supervision’ of the CPM.686 Likewise across the border at Gunung Paku—the site at which 

CPM leader Chin Peng would emerge from the jungle for the famous 1955 Baling peace 

talks—mining operations continued to expand despite the supposedly disruptive presence of 

anti-government groups. Both mines would eventually fall victims to a collapse in the 

international price of tin in the 1980s rather than the predations of resistance groups. Up until 

this time the relationship between mine managers and local representatives of the state with 

the CPM was a relatively stable one with occasional fluctuations triggered by new 

appointments in the local state apparatus and the wavering ability of the CPM ‘to smooth over 

any problems arising from our presence’.687 For three decades this ebb and flow relationship 

between the CPM, state, and capital would support a booming black on the frontier. The 

profits of this trade may not have trickled down to the local agrarian population or petty 

traders. Yet if we put the question of equitable development aside, in the least it is clear that 

this was not a region that remained isolated from patterns of trade and world commodity 

production that have been taken as indicative of modern transformation in other contexts.  

With the above discussion I have merely sought to open up one possible means of 

critiquing centralist historical narratives that have equated political instability to economic 
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backwardness. In the following section I return to the subject of tin mining in the central 

peninsula interior as an example of another historical narrative that disrupts mainstream 

depictions of the central peninsula as a region mired in backwardness and tradition during the 

post-war development decades. Unlike the vibrant black market that is by its very nature 

difficult to quantify, post-war mining operations at Klian Intan offer a more calculable 

example of a development ‘success story’ in a region famed more for its ketinggalan than 

kemajuan (development). 

 

Rebuilding the tin sector 

 

The Japanese conquest of Malaya during the Second World War may have been a boon for 

the growth of a bustling black market across the frontier, but it had a catastrophic impact on 

the world’s largest tin producer. During the occupation period, all European economic 

concerns within British Malaya were seized and taken over by Japanese companies that were 

established to exploit the resources of conquered territories for the further execution of the 

war in the Pacific.688 With the war severing the colony from its most important market in the 

US, tin production slumped dramatically. The number of mines operating within all of 

Malaya dropped from 933 in late 1941, to 216 in 1946.689  

Capital intensive operations such as Rahman Tin and the Straits Consolidated Tin mine at 

Laboo in southern Thailand collapsed as plant was cannibalised for other industries and 

shortages of every imaginable kind (expertise, grease, fuel, spare parts) rendered equipment 

inoperable.690 While the rapidity of the Japanese assault had only allowed for the partial 

destruction of plant equipment at Klian Intan there does not appear to have been any attempt 

to rehabilitate machinery and work the mines on a commercial basis during the occupation 

period. The Laboo concession of Straits Consolidated Tin was severely damaged as shafts 

were flooded and equipment pilfered. Only Raman Hydraulic made a profit from the war—$3 

dollars representing the rent of the mine manager’s house to the local District Officer during 

the final months of the occupation period.691 

With the re-opening of the international tin market in the post-war era—and its radical 

expansion during the boom years of the Korean War—the returning British administration 

energetically set about rehabilitating this important dollar earning sector. Dollar earnings from 

the sale of tin on the international market would play a crucial role in the post-war 
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reconstruction of Britain and the management of a severe fiscal crisis in the years between 

1947 and 1951.692  

District Office reports for Upper Perak during the post-war years are useful in helping to 

piece together the reconstruction of the tin mining sector following the Japanese surrender in 

late 1945. The first such report for 1946 notes that only Rahman Hydraulic and another 

concession held under the name of Kwong Kwong Loon were to resume production in the 

immediate post-war era.693 Rahman Tin ceased to exist as a metropolitan registered company 

for reasons that are not clear, but it most-likely on account of bankruptcy. The Gunung Paku 

concession of Rahman Tin was sold to the locally registered Rahman Hydraulic that held the 

concession for a vast hydraulic mining operation around the foothills of the mountain and the 

surrounding valleys. The only vestige of Rahman Tin to remain after the war would be its 

former manager, Mr. J. D. Kemp, who would return to Klian Intan as the manager of a much 

smaller Malayan registered company, Hitam Tin. 

The re-opening of tin mines in the watershed of the Perak-Patani rivers was not without its 

challenges. In terms of political stability, the mines of Klian Intan were located in an area 

firmly under the sway of the CPM. As Short has documented, the catalogue of incidents in 

this area during the first year of the Emergency were alarming. Beginning in February of 1949 

 

forty Chinese bandits raided Klian Intan, shot a customs officer and Chinese villager and 

then pillaged the entire village itself...In May, bandits threatened to decimate Klian Intan 

unless the village paid a ransom of thirty thousand dollars...In June, police and twenty 

bandits were engaged in an hour-long shooting battle near Grik...In September, three 

police and six civilians were killed and fourteen wounded when bandits ambushed two 

buses and an escorting lorry-load of policemen, again near Klian Intan.694 

 

The ferocity of the initial years of the Emergency abated relatively quickly however, 

partially on account of an increase in state security forces to the region, and partially on 

account of compromises reached between local residents and the CPM. Aside from an 

occasional attempted ambush on convoys between the mine and the coast, the managers of the 

mine at Klian Intan had few problems maintaining profits in what was a CPM stronghold. 

Likewise, life for civil servants and European mine managers in the nearby administrative 

centre of Kroh, was a regarded as pleasant one, barring the isolation and occasional food 

shortages.695 As one regular visitor would note,  
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the bazaar and lines [the section of the town in which civil servants resided] were 

blessed with drainage systems that worked, both were regularly swept, the grass was 

mown, flower beds were tended and there was a malaria control labourer who did 

nothing but circle around Kroh cleaning possible mosquito-breeding places.696  

 

Beyond the civil service lines, Kroh hosted a buoyant service sector comprised of twelve 

eating shops, seventeen street stalls, seventeen hawkers, fifteen bakeries, eight coffee shops, 

two lodging houses, a tinsmith, blacksmith each, a pork roasting house, two abattoirs, and 6 

rubber storage houses.697 This was hardly the image of a frontier town groaning under the 

weight of a diabolical Communist enemy who might strike at any time. Most of these 

services—including the abattoirs that most likely owed their existence to a black market trade 

in cattle from Raman—were reliant upon the mining sector. In 1954 it was reported that a 

total of total of five-hundred and sixty persons owed their livelihoods to the mines of the 

ulu.698 In reality this number was probably much higher, for in 1951 it was listed that five-

hundred and twenty-five people alone were employed by Rahman Hydraulic on the 

concession at Gunung Paku.699 With prohibitions on the opening up of new tin mining land in 

Kroh subdistrict being renewed in 1949, 1955, and then permanently closed in 1957, by the 

end of this decade tin mining in this part of the interior had become a virtual monopoly of the 

company.700 

The actual mining town Klian Intan did not enjoy the same charmed existence of the 

administrative centre of Kroh, ten miles to the south-west. Rather than being characterised by 

neatly swept streets and a mosquito free environment, the mining town sat at the foot of the a 

mountain that took on the appearance of    

 

a hot, dry and inhospitable moon-like landscape. The whole mountain, which had been 

mined for tin in terraces and consisted of stony red volcanic laterite, rock and shale, 

without as much as a blade of grass growing on it, was surrounded at its foot by primary 

jungle.701  
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Image 11: The ‘moonscape’ of Gunung Paku in the early 1970s. Source: Rahman Hydraulic Tin 
Annual Report, 1973. 

 

Half-a-century of relatively intensive lode and hydraulic mining operations had taken an 

obvious toll on a mountain that had once been the home of a guardian spirit revered as the 

provider of the ulu’s great mineral wealth. Despite the considerable duration of this 

exploitation, however, the mountain was by no means close to exhaustion. Unlike lowland 

alluvial deposits that were generally worked out quickly or reached a point where the expense 

of raising tin outweighed its value on the market, Gunung Paku was—as early nineteenth 

century merchant-scientists had suspected—a mountain of tin. While the rather living 

conditions at Klian Intan were hardly conducive to a long life for mine coolies, the life-span 

of the mine was almost incalculable. 

Over the course of the 1950s the Rahman Hydraulic mine made a gradual recovery on the 

profits realised from its important post-war acquisition. While it would be over a decade after 

the Japanese surrender before tin output would climb above pre-war levels, by 1954 the mine 

would reach this benchmark and not look back.702 In 1957 when Malaya was granted 
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Independence from British colonial rule, the only alteration to the company’s standing as the 

largest tin producer in Upper Perak would be its re-incorporation as a Malayan firm. Twelve 

years later, Rahman Hydraulic Sdn Bhd would be granted a renewal of its thirty year lease on 

the mine and commenced a major capital upgrade in order to boost productivity. Following 

the replacement of ageing mills and the purchase of heavy earth-moving equipment, tin ore 

output from the mine grew steadily for the next two decades. If output had averaged between 

7,500 and 9,000 pikuls of tin ore a year during the 1960s (equal to early twentieth century 

figures), following the upgrade the mine was producing an average of 14,000-16,000 pikuls a 

year.703 By the 1980s replacement of the pipes and monitors of the 1950s with heavy 

machinery and larger mills powered by a hydroelectricity station on the Pong river had 

enabled the mountain to be quarried on a scale than could never have been imagined by Mr. 

Kemp when he had originally applied for his concession for Gunung Paku from the Siamese 

government in 1905. 
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Image 12: Gunung Paku in the late 1980s. Source: Rahman Hydraulic Tin Annual Report, 1988. 
 

Following a drop in production in the early 1980s in response to Tin Export Control 

measures, between 1983 and 1993 the mine at Klian Intan consistently produced in excess of 

1,000 metric tons of tin ore each year, production peaking at 1,829 metric tons of ore in 1993. 

By this time Rahman Hydraulic Tin had evolved into a multi-million dollar company with 

interests in rubber estates, manufacturing, housing, and construction. For shareholders, 

earnings on stock and dividend returns were consistently high.704 The mine at Gunung Paku 

remained the company flagship as ever-more efficient means of ore treatment enabled greater 
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output rates. As the above photo indicates, what had started out as a lode mining operation in 

the early 1900s had been transformed into a massive open-cut quarry eighty-years later as 

Gunung Paku was quite literally cut down. In the process, the mine became the single largest 

producer of tin in the Malay peninsula, at last fulfilling the expectations of early nineteenth 

century observers such as John Anderson, for whom the tin of Klian Intan had always been 

suspected to be of an ‘inexhaustible’ quantity. 705  

Growing output and the continued health of the ore body could not, however, offset the 

losses experienced by Rahman Hydraulic as a result of a drastic drop in the price of tin in 

1986. While the company had ridden out a Japanese occupation, Communist rebellion, and 

innumerable fluctuations in the international tin market, the stabilisation of international tin 

prices at historically low prices in the late 1980s eventually proved to be too heavy a burden 

for the company. While it would continue to operate its mining flagship throughout the 1990s, 

by the end of the decade Rahman Hydraulic passed in into receivership at the same time that 

its second thirty year lease over the Gunung Paku concession expired. With the Perak 

government having already frozen all mining licences in the ulu and the owners of the nearby 

Laboo concession ceased mining operations in favour of rubber plantations and orchard, the 

collapse of Rahman Hydraulic represented something of a landmark in the history the region.  

 

Non-autonomous alternatives 

 

A major difficulty to be faced with when challenging conventional post-war 

representations of the central peninsula is that one must confront a dense body of literature 

that has assumed that aside from serving as an incubator for various resistance groups and all 

manner of traditions, the interior and eastern half of the central Malay peninsula were 

bypassed by the types of changes that might be labelled ‘modern’. The argument that 

populations along both sides of the 1909 border either failed or chose not to modify their 

productive habits in a modern way has, in turn, encouraged the view that the types of 

primordial attachments considered to sustain traditional modes of thinking and productive 

activity remained largely intact.  

With the above overview of the post-war years I have endeavoured to disrupt and 

destabilise such conventional narratives by presenting two alternative ways of examining the 

post-war history of the region.  I have argued that the notion that the region was bypassed by 

the types of industry and trade regarded as modern by the standards of the centre itself is far 

from accurate. Quite the contrary, the modernity of a frontier black market driven by the 

forces of supply and demand would probably have proven more satisfying to nineteenth 
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century classical theorists than types of state-led development that emerged in post-war 

Thailand and post-Independence Malaysia. Both a booming black market and the ongoing 

successful exploitation of tin in the remote interior represent examples of a vibrant ‘modern’ 

economy in a region more famed for its stagnation. That this growth could occur under the 

very nose of resistance groups that were accused of being the root cause of the central 

peninsula’s backwardness only adds to the value of these narratives as a means of disrupting 

centrally composed histories.  

Alternative historical narratives such as those introduced above may not fall into that 

category of autonomous history that is designed to restore agency to local actors whose 

presence and endeavours have been obscured by enterprises such as Rahman Hydraulic. The 

value of this company as a means of narrating a post-war history of the central peninsula lies 

in the way that it can highlight the inconsistencies and contradictions contained in mainstream 

narratives. The ongoing success of Rahman Hydraulic as well as the growth of the black 

market may not have had much effect in empowering local subjects, but these histories do 

disrupt representations of unruliness and backwardness by suggesting that exceptions might 

be found. As Thongchai has argued, it is this initial point of destabilisation that marks an 

important phase in critical revisions of mainstream centralist historical narratives. From this 

point further research may reveal that such exceptions were a rule by, for example, showing 

that the success of modern mining operations such as Rahman Hydraulic were not unique, but 

repeated on a smaller scale all along the Malaysian-Thailand borderlands. Alternatively, 

themes such as the black market may be explored to chart the experiences of subaltern classes 

whose presence is either denied or elided with that of a dangerous frontier Other in nationalist 

histories. It is this task that must form the post-war corollary to revisions of central peninsula 

history that have generally focused on a more distant colonial and pre-colonial past. 

In the following and final chapter of this study I examine one such initiative that has been 

positioned as one such means to decolonise the central peninsula past and present. 

Interestingly this initiative has come not from critical historians, but the state. On the surface, 

attempts to rehabilitate the central peninsula as a dynamic subregional economy in the 1990s 

would signal a dramatic turn around in the way that that central actors were to view distant 

borderlands. Beyond the rhetoric, however, the conjuring up of a new spatial identity for this 

region in the ‘global’ age would serve to perpetuate colonial development trajectories that 

merely intensified processes of peripheralisation. 
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 chapter nine: from periphery to centre: the IMT-GT 
 

 
 
I will turn the handle of this golden axe into a diamond. 

 
Thai Prime Minister Gen. Chavalit Yongchaiyudh, 1997.706 

 
 

 

In December 1989 a new era in development for the Thailand-Malaysia borderlands was 

announced with the signing of a symbolic armistice between the Malayan Communist Party 

and the Malaysian government of Prime Minister Mohamed Mahathir. Brokered by the Thai 

military and signed in the commercial centre of Hat Yai, the armistice formalised the end of 

the Cold War along the Malaysian-Thailand border.707 With the CPM issue retired, Prime 

Minister Mahathir announced the lifting of curfew restrictions and expressed his hope that 

‘rubber tappers and farmers can start their day earlier, shops can stay open longer, bus and 

taxi services can be extended while school children can be in school on time when the new 

term starts next week’.708 The key broker of the CPM armistice, Thailand’s General Chavalit 

Yongchaiyudh, referred to the moment of the armistice signing as ‘a day of peace’ that would 

open the door to a prosperous future for the peoples of the borderlands.709  

Over the next few years, the precise nature of this prosperous future was refined and a new 

spatial identity devised for a region long-known foremost as a disorderly and backward 

frontier. The daerah ketinggalan of the borderlands was reconceptualized as part of a 

dynamic new transnational economic zone—a growth triangle—a scheme premised upon the 

rapid development of the central peninsula via the exploitation of numerous economic 

complementarities. Speaking at a conference on ‘The Economic Prospects of Penang’ in 

1990, the respected Malaysian economist K. S. Jomo presented the IMT-GT as a means of re-

establishing traditional economic ties between the northern Malay states and southern 

Thailand that had been severed by decades of political conflict and state-centric development 

agendas.710 The re-establishment of economic ties would in-turn clear the way for a process of 

cultural rapprochement between the peoples of the central peninsula. The value of Malay as a 

lingua franca of regional commerce could be restored and a distinctly regional historical 
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identity revived. In Malaysia, standard Melaka-centric histories of the peninsula were revised 

to acknowledge the importance of Patani and Kedah as early centres of a transnational 

tamadun Melayu or Malay civilisation.711 Paralleling this, from the early 1990s the Thai 

government began to acknowledge the Malay population of the southern Thai border 

provinces as something other than a problem to be overcome. From economic, political, and 

cultural perspectives, the IMT-GT appeared to represent the movement of a peripheral 

national space into the centre of a transnational one.   

The question of whether the IMT-GT is indeed a driver of such a shift from periphery to 

centre for the central peninsula has not been addressed to date. Most discussions of 

subregionalism have focused on the similar projects in Thailand’s north and the prototypical 

Singapore-Johor—Riau Growth Triangle (Sijori).712 The lack of interest shown in the IMT-

GT is interesting if only for the fact that the Thai-Malaysia border handles a volume of trade 
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Melaka centre of Malay civilisation see Azizian Abu Samah, ‘Ketahanan Bahasa Melayu Sejak Sri 
Vijaya’, Utusan Melayu, 5th May 2003. 
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Singapore: Times Academic Press; P. Hirsch. 1995. Thailand and the New Geopolitics of Southeast 
Asia: Resource and Environmental Issues. In Counting the Costs: Economic Growth and 
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M. Innes-Brown and M. J. Valencia. 1993. Thailand's Resource Diplomacy in Indochina and Myanmar. 
Contemporary Southeast Asia 14 (4):332-351; Craig Reynolds. 1998. Globalization and Cultural 
Nationalism in Modern Thailand. In Southeast Asian Identities: Culture and the Politics of 
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that dwarfs the combined total of trade conducted with Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar and 

southern China.713 In further evidence of the persistence of that disciplinary divide at that 

point on the map where Malayistics gives way to Thai studies, Thai specialists have shied 

away from the IMT-GT while the view from south of the border has focused on the 

Malaysian-Indonesia tangent of the project. 

It is the movement from periphery to centre that IMT-GT is purportedly sponsoring in the 

central peninsula that I examine in this final chapter. This development project has been 

posited as a harbinger of modernity—indeed, post-modernity—for a region that was 

supposedly left behind in the great modern transformation of the late-nineteenth century and 

the development boom of the post-World War Two era. From data collected through 

numerous interviews with local participants in the project and a survey of developments over 

the last decade I argue that this supposed forward movement into the ‘modern’ world is yet to 

occur if measured by the standards set by state development planners themselves. The Malay-

majority border provinces of southern Thailand and all but a slither of northern Malaysia have 

been increasingly marginalized on account of the persistence of colonial era development 

trajectories based upon the exploitation of key natural resources. Unlike the colonial era, 

however, it is the energy sector rather than tin or plantations that today constitute the 

backbone of state-led economic development strategies in the central peninsula.  

I will commence this final chapter with an overview of subregionalism in Southeast Asia, 

paying particular attention to the neoclassical origins of subregional development theory and 

criticisms that have been made of a trend that was premised upon the liberation of marginal 

spaces such as the central peninsula from the over-bearing Southeast Asian state. 
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Image 13: The IMT-GT. Source: The IMT-GT Liaison Secretariat, Alor Setar, Kedah. 
 

Subregionalism in Southeast Asia 

 

It was in 1988 that Thai PM Chatichai Choonhaven made his famous remark that the 

thawing of Cold War tensions along Thailand’s north-eastern frontier had opened up the 

possibility of transforming this former conflict zone from ‘a battlefield into a trading 

market’.714 The following year, Singapore Deputy Prime Minister Goh Chok Tong suggested 

that Singapore, Johor state (Malaysia) and Riau province (Indonesia) could establish a 

‘triangle of growth’ to capitalise on complementary economic differentials between the city-

state and neighbouring territories.715 Over the next five years, the maps of these and other 

parts of Southeast Asia were amended in terms of what Reynolds has referred to as Asia’s 

‘new geometries of regional development’.716 In Thailand’s north, Chatichai’s trading market 

was formalised as the Northern Quadrangle. Deputy Prime Minister Goh’s ‘triangle of 

growth’ would evolve into the Singapore-Johor-Riau Growth Triangle or Sijori. In between 
                                                            
714 Carl Grundy-Warr, ‘Turning the Political Map Inside Out’, p. 67. 
715 James Parsonage. 1997. Trans-state Developments in South-east Asia: Subregional Growth Zones. 
In The Political Economy of Southeast Asia: An Introduction, edited by G. Rodan, K. Hewison, R. 
Robison. Melbourne: Oxford University Press, p. 255. 
716 Craig Reynolds, ‘Globalization and Cultural Nationalism in Modern Thailand’, p. 117.  
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these two schemes, the Indonesia-Malaysia-Thailand Growth Triangle was formerly 

established in 1993.717 Here also the plan was to turn a former Cold War battlefield into a 

subregional market place.  

Subregional development was viewed as a locally-grown component of the ‘economic 

miracle’ being experienced by East and Southeast Asian countries during the 1980s and 

1990s.718 The concept had its origins in East Asia where the relocation of labour intensive 

industries in Hong Kong and Taiwan to neighbouring Chinese provinces during the 1980s had 

given rise to a new forms of transborder economic integration.719 It was a similar process of 

industrial decanting in Singapore during the 1980s that led to establishment of Sijori, a 

scheme that adopted a ‘growth pole’ format whereby Singapore served as the fulcrum upon 

which the Malaysian and Indonesian components of the scheme balanced.720 While the spatial 

format of ensuing subregional development schemes in the central peninsula and mainland 

would differ significantly, they rested on the same fundamental principles that transborder 

economic linkages offered the opportunity to exploit various economic and cultural 

complementarities and relieve pressure on existing industrial heartlands.  

The idea of liberalising border regimes fell in with a wider trend of financial liberalisation 

and deregulation taking place during the late 1980s and early 1990s. Championed by 

neoclassical economists who had re-captured ‘the public policy high ground’721 from statist 

development theorists, the concept of the growth triangle was singled out as a valuable means 

of sustaining high rates of economic growth in Southeast Asia. This task was to be achieved 

by decanting industrial production from congested rust belts and manufacturing centres into 

regional spaces with cheap pools of labour and easy access to natural resources. In addition to 

                                                            
717 Other geometries of regional development would be inscribed across the Sulu Sea (the Brunei-
Indonesia-Malaysia-Philippines East Asean Growth Area or BIMP-EAGA) and the Mekong basin (the 
Greater Mekong Subregion or GMS). Both the BIMP-EAGA and the GMS were established as 
subregional development schemes by the Asian Development Bank. Numerous reports on both projects 
can be viewed as the website of the Asian Development Bank (www.adb.org). In Thailand, the 
progress of the GMS has been closely followed in the print media. See ‘Thai Firms Plan Historic 
Mekong Trip’, The Nation, 30th July 2002; ‘Mekong Area to get Boost’, The Nation, 27th August 2002; 
‘Chinese to Fund Chiang Rai High Tech Zone’, The Nation, 1st September 2003; ‘Companies from 
Yunnan to Build Industrial Estate, The Nation, 9th December 2003; ‘Savannakhet Special Economic 
Zone’, The Vientiane Times, 14-17th July 2000. More recently the Pakse Declaration of 2003 
formalised the creation of the ‘Emerald Triangle’, a tri-national regional development plan spanning 
the junction of the Thai, Laotian, and Cambodian borders. See ‘Provinces Picked for Emerald 
Triangle’, The Nation, 22nd April 2002; ‘Golf Project Will Go Ahead’, The Nation, 3rd August 2003.  
718 Kiichiro Fukasaku. 1995. Introduction. In Regional Co-Operation and Integration in Asia, edited by 
K. Fukasaku: OECD, p. 11; Christopher Noyer. 1995. Welcoming Remarks. In Regional Co-operation 
and Integration in Asia, edited by K. Fukasaku. Paris: OECD. 
719 Myo Thant. 1996. Overview. In Indonesia-Malaysia-Thailand Growth Triangle: From Theory to 
Practice, edited by M. Thant and M. Tang. Manila: Asian Development Bank, p. 5;  
720 Lee Tsao Yuan, ‘The Johor-Singapore-Riau Growth Triangle’. 
721 G. Rodan, K. Hewsion, and R. Robison. 1997. Introduction. In The Political Economy of Southeast 
Asia: An Introduction, edited by G. Rodan, K. Hewison and R. Robison. Melbourne: Oxford University 
Press, p. 9. 
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this, subregional development was premised upon the creation of entirely new integrated 

markets for regional services and products such as tourism and energy. In both cases the key 

to the success of subregional development was the ironing-out of ‘market distortions’ created 

by political borders. Labour must be able to flow across borders with ease. Regional products 

should be able to directly access nearby international markets without taking a circuitous 

route through primary export hubs in state capitals.722 In this respect, subregionalism was seen 

as a return to a pre-colonial scenario where labour and commodities were allowed to follow 

their ‘natural’ or market tendencies. For the central peninsula, this meant a restoration of 

lateral trade patterns that had connected key ports such as Penang and Songkhla and the 

recognition of these ports as tertiary nodes in a subregional economy rather than secondary 

centres within a national one.   

For the more enthusiastic proponents of subregional development, programs of border 

liberalisation and subregional economic integration were interpreted as evidence of the 

triumph of capital over the state. The most well known proponent of the concept of self-

regulating subregional economy was the Japanese management guru Kenichi Ohmae. 

Ohmae’s theories of the borderless economy proved to be popular amongst business and 

government elites in Malaysia and Thailand.723 At the core of Ohmae’s thinking was the 

conviction that the nation-state had become ‘an unnatural, even dysfunctional, unit for 

organising human activity’724 in a era of global capital flows and transnational corporations. 

Ohmae stressed the need for governments to defer to the market as the natural arbiter of 

economic space and prognosticated the evolution of the global economy into a interlocking 

patchwork of region-states. Growth triangles such as the IMT-GT were identified as nascent 

region-states, spatial units defined by the interplay of market forces and the distribution of 

factor endowments across space.725 

A similar set of ideas were forwarded by the prominent Thai political scientist Chai-Anan 

Samudavanija who argued that the leading role of private enterprise in forging subregional 

business partnerships across political borders indicated the growing irrelevance of the state as 

an economic actor. Tapping into a vigorous debate within the social sciences over the future 

of the state in a globalising era, Chai-Anan asserted that 
                                                            
722 Hiroshi Kakazu, Myo Thant, and Min Tang, eds. 1995. Growth Triangles in Asia: A New Approach 
to Regional Economic Cooperation. Hong Kong: Oxford University Press; Mun-Heng Toh, and L. 
Low, eds. 1993. Regional Cooperation and Growth Triangles in ASEAN. Singapore: Times Academic 
Press; Lee Tsao Yuan, Growth Triangle: The Johor-Singapore-Riau Experience.  
723 Kenichi Ohmae. 1995. Putting Global Logic First. In The Evolving Global Economy: Making Sense 
of the New World Order, edited by K. Ohmae. Boston: Harvard Business Review Book; Kenichi 
Ohmae. 1995. The End of the Nation-State: The Rise of Regional Economies. New York: The Free 
Press; Kenichi Ohmae. 1999. The Borderless World. New York: Harperbusiness. Aside from his role as 
an author, Ohmae served as an advisor to the Malaysian cabinet of Prime Minister Mahathir during the 
1990s.  
724 Kenichi Ohmae, The End of the Nation-State, p. 78. 
725 Parsonage, ‘Trans-state Developments in South-east Asia’, p. 249.  
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The globalisation and internationalisation of capital have made the state a less important 

actor in a world where spatial and temporal dimensions have shrunk. The political space 

that elites have occupied is no longer the main arena for the allocation of resources and 

the distribution of benefits. The nation-state—a nineteenth century social and political 

creation—is being bypassed by the potent forces of information and communications.726 

 

With this bypass operation, people would no longer be trapped within an anachronistic set 

of national boundaries but ‘free to follow jobs or cultural ties and build connections with 

neighbours in other states’.727 As borders were prised open by the market, national-forms of 

collective self-interest or that sense of communal essence that theorists such as John Furnivall 

had identified as intractable barriers to the creation of a ‘fellow feeling’ amongst people 

would fragment as consumer loyalties set off in hot pursuit of the lowest price.728 Advances in 

space and time-shrinking technologies, the rise of multinational companies, and the highly 

mobile nature of capital, would make traditional means of state economic management 

redundant729 The nation-state would be forced to submit to what Camilleri has described as a 

‘globalism-regionalism dialectic’730—the theory that globalisation processes necessitate the 

emergence of regions in the same way that the international economy of the nineteenth 

century produced an interlocking set of nation-states. 

There was a certain smug satisfaction in the idea of the free market liberating 

individuals—particularly should they hail from long-oppressed minority groups—from the 

over-bearing Southeast Asian state. But as triumphant globalisation manuals filled bookstores 

throughout countries such as Thailand and Malaysia, critics and less-utopian neoclassical 

economists were engaged in far more complex discussion on the place of the state in the 

1990s. For critics such as Douglass and Meiksins Wood, the claim that the state was an 

increasingly irrelevant actor in the world of the 1990s was fundamentally flawed. According 

to Meiksins Woods, a scheme such as the IMT-GT not only presupposes the nation state but 

‘relies on the state as its principal instrument’. If, for example, the IMT-GT was in fact a 

                                                            
726 Chai-Anan, ‘Old Soldiers Never Die, They Are Just Bypassed’, p. 54. 
727 Ibid.,  p. 55. 
728 A good summary of debates within the social sciences on the issue of globalisation is Joel S. Kahn. 
1998. Introduction. In Southeast Asian Identities: Culture and the Politics of Representation in 
Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore and Thailand, edited by J. S. Kahn. Singapore: Institute of Southeast 
Asian Studies. 
729 For a summary of the literature on this subject see Martin Perry and Carl Grundy-Warr. 1998. 
Economic Integration or Interdependence? The Nation State and the Changing Economic Landscape of 
Southeast Asia. In Regional Change in Industrialising Asia, edited by L. Van Grunsven. Aldershot: 
Ashgate. 
730 Joseph A. Camilleri. 2000. Regionalism and Globalism in the Asia Pacific: The Interplay of 
Economy, Security and Politics. Paper read at International Studies Association 41st Annual 
Convention, Los Angeles, CA, pp. 6-12. 
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manifestation of an evolving global system of region-states, it was an incontrovertible fact 

that the operation of such a scheme relied upon state boundaries to 

 

perpetuate and stabilize the international division of labour which allows capital to, for 

example, develop consumer markets in one region while exploiting cheap pools of 

labour in another.731  

 

In other words, subregionalism ‘not only presupposes the nation-state but relies on the 

state as its principal instrument’.732 In 1992 for example, unskilled labour rates in Penang 

stood at RM$14, while two hours to the north in southern Thailand they averaged M$8.20733 

Potential investors in the subregion were encouraged to establish labour intensive operations 

in Thailand’s south with higher end processes and management located in places such as 

Penang. Subregional development planners went so far as to note that southern Thailand’s 

subregional competitiveness could benefit from the fact that employees were regularly paid at 

a rate below the minimum wage.734  

It was not only critical social scientists who dismissed the stateless world of theorists such 

as Ohmae and Chai-Anan. The state also remained an important consideration for more 

conservative neoclassical economists who were gathered under the label of New 

Institutionalists during the early 1990s. The view of new institutionalist economists in regard 

to subregional development was in many ways very similar to that of early nineteenth century 

political economists such as John Anderson. The presence of natural market in locations such 

as the Thailand-Malaysian borderlands was acknowledged (the black market was proof of its 

existence), but the potential of this market as a means of improving livelihoods was 

considered to be largely latent. Most significantly, it was held that the market was hindered by 

all manner of state regulations pertaining to the defence of state borders such as tariffs and 

restrictions on labour and capital flows. Removing such regulations would open up the 

subregional economy, but this was a task that could only be achieved if the state itself were to 

                                                            
731 Mike Douglass. 1995. Global Interdependence and Urbanisation: Planning for the Bangkok Mega-
Urban Region. In The Mega-Urban Regions of Southeast Asia, edited by T. G. McGee and I. M. 
Robinson. Vancouver: UBC Press, p. 53. 
732 Ellen Meiksins Wood. 1998. Modernity, Postmodernity, or Capitalism? In Capitalism and the 
Information Age: The Political Economy of the Global Communication Revolution, edited by R. W. 
McChesney, E. Meiksins Wood and J. Bellamy Foster. New York: Monthly Review Press, p. 45. See 
also Linda Weiss. 1997. Globalization and the Myth of the Powerless State. New Left Review 
September/October:3-27. 
733 Ismail Muhamed Salleh. 1992. Economic Cooperation in the Northern Growth Triangle. Paper read 
at Regional Cooperation and Growth Triangles in ASEAN, International Symposium, Singapore. 
734 Asian Development Bank, Indonesia-Malaysia-Thailand Growth Triangle Development Project 
Volume 1, p. 79. 
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make specific policy choices.735 In addition to this, further state intervention in the 

subregional economy would be required in order to ‘override short term or parochial concerns 

in favour of more broad-based welfare’.736 Once a growth triangle was working, the 

momentum of the scheme would become increasingly self-generating and managed by the 

private sector, but the state would nonetheless maintain a role as a ‘market facilitator’737 and 

guarantor of basic welfare services.   

The net result of such market facilitation would not only be economic growth, but the 

creation of a more stable political environment. Subregional development was identified not 

only as an avenue of upward mobility for ‘peripheral’ populations, but as a peacemaker. With 

the promotion of Sijori and the IMT-GT, the spectre of konfrontasi that had haunted 

Malaysian-Indonesian relations since the 1960s was replaced by one of serumpun or ethnic 

fraternity.738 Along the Thailand-Malaysia border, the triangle was sold to the public as a 

market-based solution to decades of ideological and ethno-religious conflict.  

The argument that the IMT-GT offered a means of resolving colonial-era political tensions 

was a interesting one, precisely because these tensions were not to be overcome by a market-

led dilution of essentialised ethnic and civilisational identities. On the contrary, a major 

selling point of the scheme was the strength of essentialised ethno-religious identities within 

the subregion. Subregional identity—if it was to be a post-colonial one—would be one based 

upon a discourse of long-lost ethnic fraternity and historical regional unity. The notion of a 

transnational Malay unity would stand out in this respect. Yet as I discuss below, like the 

design of the project itself, the parameters of Malay identity within the IMT-GT would 

continue to be determined by external actors in a fashion similar to that of colonial 

administrators in earlier times. 

 

A  Melayu triangle 

 

The formal establishment of the IMT-GT in 1993 was strongly promoted as a means of 

advancing the interests and welfare of the ethnic Malay population that comprises the 

                                                            
735 Sree Kumar and Lee Tsao Yuan. 1991. A Singapore Perspective. In Growth Triangle: The Johor-
Singapore-Riau Experience, edited by Lee. Singapore: Institute for Southeast Asian Studies, p. 10; Leo 
van Grunsven, Shuang-Yann Wong and Won Bae Kim. 1998. State, Investment and Territory: 
Regional Economic Zones and Emerging Industrial Landscapes. In The Asian Pacific Rim and 
Globalisation: Enterprise, Governance and Territoriality. Le Heron and Park, p. 162. 
736 Asian Development Bank. 1995. Indonesia-Malaysia-Thailand Growth Triangle Development 
Project Volume 1. Manila: Asian Development Bank, p. 25. 
737 Kumar and Lee, ‘A Singapore Perspective’, p. 26; Rodan et al. The Political Economy of Southeast 
Asia, p. 10; I. Islam. 1992. Between State and Market: The Case for Eclectic Neoclassical Political 
Economy. In Business and Government in Industrialising Asia, edited by A. MacIntyre. St Leonards: 
Allen and Unwin, p. 95. 
738 George Aditjondro. ‘All in the Name of ‘ASEAN’ Solidarity’’. The Sydney Morning Herald, 14th 
April 1996. 
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majority of the population along the Thailand-Malaysia border. Malays constitute a clear 

majority in four of the five southern border provinces of Thailand (Songkhla being the 

exception), while the northern states of Malaysia are an ethnic Malay heartland. In line with 

changing opinions within both national governments that Malay identity and social networks 

could be ‘considered an opportunity, not a constraint, for economic development’739, the 

triangle was presented as a vehicle for the advancement of Malay interests in a variety of 

sectors. It was needed. In Thailand, Narathiwat and Yala (Raman is now a subdistrict in this 

province) hold the dubious distinction of having the first and third highest poverty levels in 

the country.740 Unemployment is high across the entire region and returns in the primary 

industry sectors of fisheries and rubber have long been diminishing on account of resource 

depletion and low market prices. Across the border in the interior of Kedah and Perak, a 

similar scenario of poverty prevails in many rural communities. The area around Baling has 

long been regarded to have the highest incidence of poverty in peninsula Malaysia.741 

During the development decades of the post-war era, Malay identity in southern Thailand 

and northern Malaysia was viewed as a problem to be overcome by respective national 

governments. If southern Thailand’s Malay majority were quite literally part of a ‘southern 

problem’, across the border the residents of northern Malaysia have commonly been 

stigmatised as adherents of a traditionalist stream of Islam that is inherently hostile to 

government efforts to improve livelihoods and modernise the region.742 While the Malay 

population of the entire border region is quite heterogeneous, from external vantage points the 

people of this area have been stereotyped as exceedingly traditional in their spiritual 

orientation and worldview, shunning secular education systems and guarding their local 

identity with a dialect loyalty that has long challenged attempts by the state to propagate the 

use of national languages.743  

The formulation of the IMT-GT in the early 1990s brought with it a revision of 

conventional representations of Malay identity along the borderlands. This was perhaps most 

significant in Thailand where the view of Malayness as a problem to be overcome was 

                                                            
739 Srisompob Jitpiromsri, Piya Kitthaworn, and Chidchanok Rahimmula. 2000. The Indonesia-
Malaysia-Thailand Growth Triangle (IMT-GT) Project: Implications of Open "Regionalism" to the 
Local Economy. Songkhlanakarin Journal of Social Sciences and Humanities 6 (1):45.  
740 Based on 1998 figures published by Thailand’s National Economic and Social Development Board 
(NESDB), The Bangkok Post, 30th September 2001. 
741 Shafie Abu Bakar. The Tragedy of Pattani and Memali: A Comparative Study. Harakah Daily, May 
19, 2003. 
742 See James C. Scott. 1985. Weapons of the Weak: Everyday Forms of Peasant Resistance. New 
Haven: Yale University Press. A rich fictional account of northern Malaysian peasant resistance to the 
green revolution can found in Shahnon Ahmad. 1968. Rentong. Melaka: Abbas Bandong. 
743 ‘Bahasa Melayu di Kelantan: Suatu Cabaran’, Jendela Timur, Ogos 2000, p. 6. 
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replaced by one where Malay identity could operate as a valuable form of social capital.744 

After decades of economic marginalisation, the growth triangle was presented to the Malay 

community of Thailand’s south as an unprecedented opportunity to exploit their cultural and 

linguistic affiliation with Malays on the other side of the border. Promotional material for the 

scheme was replete with Malay-Muslim symbolism—mosques, girls in hijab or head scarves, 

the colourful golek boats used by Malay fishermen in south. Provinces such as Patani were 

singled out for the development of a tourism sector catering to a niche Islamic market while 

the Islamic identity of this southern province was banked upon in an ambitious strategy to 

turn the central peninsula into a major supplier for a US$80 billion a year international market 

in halal food.745 As one local informant put it, somewhere in the 1990s Islam suddenly ‘went 

from being a problem to a brand name’. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                                                            
744 Southern Border Provinces Administrative Centre. 2000b. Indonesia-Malaysia-Thailand 
Development Project: Southern Border Provinces Administrative Centre; Patrick Jory. 2000. 
Multiculturalism in Thailand. Harvard Asia Pacific Review (Winter). 
745 Tourism Authority of Thailand. 1997. Analysis of Tourism Investment Trends in Indonesia-
Malaysia-Thailand Growth Triangle Development Project. Bangkok: Chulalongkorn University for the 
Tourism Authority of Thailand. On the ‘Halal Hub’ see ‘Push for Three-Nation 'Halal' Food Industry’, 
The Bangkok Post, 26th September 1998; ‘Call for Urgent Implementation of Plan for Southern Halal 
Hub’, The Bangkok Post, 27th January1999; ‘Pattani sees Rapid Growth in Exports of Muslim Food’, 
The Bangkok Post, 26th March 1999. 
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Image 14: Brochure cover for the Thai-Malaysian gas pipeline scheme, a scheme that would serve as 
the backbone of the IMT-GT by 2000.  

 

A lengthy explanation of the shift in attitudes was forwarded by former Thai Foreign 

Minister Surin Pitsuwan as part of a keynote address to a major conference on Southern Thai 

studies in 2002. Well known for both his scholarly and political interest in the southern border 

provinces, Surin’s speech discussed how 

 

The attitude of the state used to be that leaving these people speaking Malay, southern 

dialect, Yawi, was a threat to national unity and national security. In 1991, 92 and 93, 

when I was Deputy Foreign Minister, the government at the time under Mr. Chuan 

Leekpai decided that ‘no’. Diversity down here should be considered an asset, our social 
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capital. At the same time Mr. Chuan and Dr. Mahathir decided together to set up this 

thing called the IMT-GT, the Indonesia-Malaysia-Thailand Growth Triangle. In order to 

make use of the resources in the three adjoining areas of these three countries. Over 250 

million people down there speak Malay, 62 million only speaking Thai, only a portion 

here speak Malay, granted its Pattani dialect. But the government at that time decided 

that we should adopt a new policy and a new attitude. Let us make use of this diversity 

and turn it into an asset in order to interact more effectively with Indonesian and 

Malaysia, in order to integrate these border areas. The people down here speaking 

Malay already could be the spearhead of cooperation between Thailand and Malaysia 

and Indonesia. They could also attract the Malays and Indonesians to southern Thailand 

to invest because they speak the same language...So at that time there was a policy to 

introduce central Malay language down here at schools, at universities, at colleges. So 

when they finished they could speak the same central dialect as 250 million people 

down there. So you see the shift in thinking, you see the transformation of attitude.746 

 

In one respect, this ‘shift in thinking’ or repositioning of Malay identity from liability to 

opportunity was indicative of a realisation that there are ‘positive reasons for preserving 

minority identity’.747 As was the case with the re-discovery and celebration of Thailand’s 

Chinese history in the 1990s, Malay identity offered itself as a point of access into lucrative 

new international markets as the plan for a halal food hub indicated. Equally important, the 

consolidation of a parliamentary democracy in Thailand over the course of the 1990s saw 

Malay identity achieve a new type of political significance as the southern border provinces 

emerged as a valuable swing constituency.748  From Kuala Lumpur’s perspective also, the 

political climate in the border provinces of Thailand had an important bearing on domestic 

Malaysian political arena. With 10,000-15,000 passes issued by the Malaysian government 

every year to agricultural workers in the border areas and the presence of large number of 

dual nationals, southern Thai Malays have been said to represent ‘a significant proportion of 

eligible voters who can ‘make or break’ the outcome of a general or local election’ in 

Malaysia.749 

                                                            
746 Surin Pitsuwan. 2002. Keynote Address on Conflict Resolution Policies on Ethnicity, Religion, and 
Culture in Southern Thailand. Paper read at First Inter-Dialogue Conference on Southern Thailand, 
Pattani, Thailand. 
747 Ruth McVey. 1984. Separatism and the Paradoxes of the Nation-State in Perspective. In Armed 
Separatism in Southeast Asia, edited by Lim Joo Jock and S. Vani. Singapore: Institute of Southeast 
Asian Studies, p. 17. 
748 Robert B. Albritton. 1999. Political Diversity Among Muslims in Thailand. Asian Studies Review 23 
(2):234-46. 
749 Asian Development Bank, The Indonesia-Malaysia-Thailand Growth Triangle Vol. 1, p. 55; See 
‘Dual Nationality not Root of Problem’, The Nation, 19th February 2003. 
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On closer inspection, however, this recognition of the economic and political potential of 

the large Malay population in the southern Thai border provinces did not equate to a desire to 

preserve ethnic identity. More accurately, the about-face in central government attitudes 

towards Malays of the central peninsula was driven by a renewed desire transform and 

modernise Malay identity in the borderlands. In both the northern states of Malaysia and the 

border provinces of southern Thailand this endeavour was closely linked to Malaysian 

government efforts to incubate the entrepreneurial and self-confident Melayu Baru or New 

Malay.750 As a vigorous Malaysian discourse on the origins of the tamadun Melayu (Malay 

civilisation) in the 1990s reached out to ‘long lost brothers’ in neighbouring areas such as 

Patani, the debate over the Melayu Baru spilled over into southern Thailand where it was 

taken up by an upwardly mobile Malay middle class.751 As in Malaysia, the New Malay was 

presented as the saviour of a transnational tamadun Melayu that had grown decrepit on 

account of inflexible philosophical conservatism and irrational defence of ‘tradition’.  

Whereas Bangkok had once perceived any form of pan-Malay sentiment emanating from 

Malaysia as a threat to Thailand’s sovereignty, this discourse on the revival of Southeast 

Asia’s tamadun Melayu sat comfortably within a framework of nation-states. As Malaysian 

Prime Minister Mahathir would emphasise at a signing ceremony for the IMT-GT in 1998, 

‘Thais in Malaysia are loyal to Malaysia and likewise the Muslims in Thailand should be 

loyal to Thailand’.752 Furthermore, the agent who would drive this cultural renaissance—the 

New Malay—exuded a quality that was consonant with Thailand’s own vision of Malay-

Muslim modernity in the southern border provinces. As Mahathir developed his image of a 

self-confident and independent class of Malay entrepreneurs and thinkers, prominent Thai 

Muslims such as Surin Pitsuwan pushed for a similar renovation of Malay identity with the 

encouragement of a ‘New Way of Learning’ in the border provinces. Within the universities 

and chambers of commerce where I conducted numerous interviews on the issue of Malay 

participation in the IMT-GT, the answers were typically the same. There had to be a review 

the role of traditional educational and patronage networks that were seen to retard Malay self-

improvement. Malays must learn to stand on their own feet and recognise the advantages that 

they possessed as potential participants in a subregional economy. While there was a 

widespread recognition that government policies often discriminated against the realisation of 

such potential, southern Thai Malays could not afford to wait around for government hand-

outs or programs of positive discrimination.  

                                                            
750 A. B. Shamsul. 1999. From Orang Kaya Baru to Melayu Baru: Cultural Construction of the Malay 
'New Rich'. In Culture and Privilege in Capitalist Asia, edited by M. Pinches. London: Routledge. 
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Malay Identity Formation in the Malay-Speaking World. Paper read at National Integration and 
Regionalism in Indonesia and Malaysia: Past and Present, Canberra. 
752 The Nation, 23rd April 1998. 
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An important aspect of efforts to propagate the New Malay in the borderlands were 

programs for the expanded usage of standard bahasa Melayu. As noted in the above extract 

from Surin’s speech, in the early 1990s policies were formulated to encourage the use of 

standard Malay in the east coast provinces of Narathiwat, Patani, and Yala. As the decade 

progressed, domestic policies were boosted by Malaysian programs to encourage the usage of 

the language. The Jendela Timur or Eastern Window program developed by the Kelantan 

branch of the Dewan Bahasa dan Pustaka (Language and Literature Council) involved the 

organisation of various collaborative forums to encourage the use of standard Malay in 

Malaysia’s northern states and southern Thailand. A quarterly journal/newsletter provided an 

additional forum for both the publication of regional literary works (in standard Malay) as 

well as offering reports on various workshops, conferences, and public readings.  

 

 
Image 15: Masthead of the first edition of Jendela Timur. 

 

In broadcasting, one of the earliest proposals for the IMT-GT project was the 

establishment of a new television channel broadcasting to the entire border region in English 

and standard Malay. Originally to be based in Langkawi, this project has long been delayed 

by the failure to secure investors, although the more recent involvement of ShinCorp—the 

family firm of Thai Prime Minister and telecommunications mogul Thaksin Shinawatra—may 

eventually see it come to fruition. 

As the decade progressed, standardised Malay in turn became an important pre-requisite 

for various programs of educational exchange to Malaysia, particularly those involving the 

placement of Malays from Thailand in technical colleges. Aside from vocational training that 

could offer Thai students with ‘opportunities to equip themselves with skills required in the 

industrial sector’753, opportunities for tertiary education were also expanded with the 

establishment of a new campus of Universiti Utara Malaysia in 1990. Symbolically located at 
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Sintok, a former CPM stronghold in the Kedah interior not far from the Songkhla border, this 

pet project of the Kedah-born Prime Minister Mahathir was designed to produce the 

archetypal New Malay with a curriculum focusing on management, business, and applied 

sciences. From the graduation hall it would be a short step to employment in one of the many 

industries that were slated for development under the IMT-GT program.754 By the late 1990s, 

however, this step was becoming an increasingly small one as the IMT-GT contracted from a 

broad triangle to a narrow corridor that primarily functioned to facilitate the growth of highly-

capitalised industries along the Kedah-Songkhla road. 

  

From triangle to corridor 

 

Prior to the completion of an extensive survey by the Asian Development Bank in 1995, the 

modus operandi of the IMT-GT had been rather vague. When it was released, the ADB’s five 

volume blueprint revealed a scheme that shared little in common with the stated priority of 

opening up opportunities for ethnic Malays in southern Thailand. The extensive survey did 

not seriously address issues of the latter community’s participation in the borderland economy 

or the complex issues that have long driven poverty cycles in the border provinces. Foremost, 

the blueprint emphasised a neo-classical mantra regarding the need for the liberalisation of 

trade policy and deregulation. Adopting a trickle-down approach to socio-economic 

development, the Bank’s survey was governed by the assumption that by allowing the private 

sector uninhibited initiative within the central peninsula, the market would arbitrate an 

equitable flow of benefits to ensure that ‘the welfare of indigenous populations and women of 

the subregional will be enhanced’.755 

Unfortunately, the private sector that the ADB envisaged as the ‘motor of subregional 

development’ bore little resemblance to what Srisompob has termed ‘the real private sector’ 

in southern Thailand—small to medium enterprises with low levels of capitalisation and 

personalistic entrepreneurial links.756 By insisting upon the primary role of the private sector 

and the need for a level playing field, the ADB survey granted every advantage to those 

parties that had already achieved a degree of success in the economy of the subregion and to 

new foreign investors.757 For the estimated 50% of petty border trade that consists of 

agricultural products from the subsistence economy, the simplification of trade regulations to 

                                                            
754 ‘Pasaran Modal Semakin Terima Bahasa Melayu’, Berita Harian, 23rd Februari 2001; As the 
development of the energy sector came to dominate the IMT-GT in the late 1990s, Malaysia’s state oil 
company, Petronas, funded numerous scholarships for Thai students to study in Malaysian tertiary 
institutions where they could be equipped with skills for a future in the energy sector. 
755 Ibid., p. 1. 
756 Srisompob, ‘The Indonesia-Malaysia-Thailand Growth Triangle (IMT-GT) Project’, p. 42. 
757 Sanjaya Lall. 1996. Industry and Energy. In The Indonesia-Malaysia-Growth Triangle: Theory to 
Practice, edited by M. Thant and M. Tang. Manila: Asian Development Bank, p. 154. 
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facilitate freight passage was unlikely to have any affect on their lives.758 Indeed, research by 

Baka conducted amongst border traders in Yala has shown that 90% of people had no idea 

what the project was about, a point confirmed by the author in numerous discussions with 

border traders at markets in Songkhla and Satun. 759 Such a lack of awareness was not 

altogether surprising, for the focus of the scheme was primarily on the development of 

multimillion dollar enterprises.760 It was at this level of enterprise that the supposedly 

borderless economy of the subregion was devised. If the IMT-GT was to represent a breaking 

down of colonial era borders, this process was to be highly selective and would make ‘the 

boundary meaningless for only specific types of economic activity, movements of capital, 

goods and people’761—namely the haves rather than the have-nots.  

The ADB survey failed to analyse potential constraints on capital accumulation amongst 

the Malay communities in southern Thailand and northern Malaysia. Despite the findings of 

scholars such as Pra-Song that the persistence of ‘informal’ tax regimes represent the greatest 

obstacle to marginal producers and traders seeking to accumulate capital, this issue was not 

addressed by the ADB survey teams. Nor were problems of credit access or the potential for 

the exploitation of the Islamic voluntary economy seriously examined, despite it representing 

a potential source of finance for Malay small-to-medium enterprises. As one Malay member 

of the Yala Chamber of Commerce argued, a fifty to five-hundred baht investment by the 

8,000 to 10,000 small to medium enterprises registered in the three east coast provinces could 

provide a vital funding pool for revolving credit schemes or educational purposes.762 Instead, 

when the Thai government finally did pass bills for the formation of an Islamic Bank in 

2002—a decade after the announcement of the IMT-GT—the first series of loans were slated 

for the construction of multi-million dollar hotels catering to wealthy Muslim tourists in 

places such as Phuket.763 

Other constraints that could not be expressed in the mathematical language of neo-classical 

economists were likewise ignored in the planning survey or ‘assumed to be of secondary or 

marginal importance’.764 Examples range from a general lack of self-confidence amongst the 

Malay business community, a well-seasoned suspicion of state development projects, and 

                                                            
758 Pas-Ong, ‘Market and Petty-Trade Along the Thai-Malaysian Border’, pp. 25-6. 
759 Interview with Dolmanak Baka, Prince of Songkhla University. 
760 Interview, Liaison Secretariat, Southern Border Provinces Administrative Centre, Yala, Thailand. 
761 Grundy-Warr and Perry, ‘Economic Integration or Interdependence?’, p. 199. 
762 It has been estimated that the formal collection of the annual Islamic wealth tax (zakat fitrah) could 
raise between fifty to one-hundred million baht for the promotion of Malay interests in Thailand’s 
south. 
763 ‘Islamic, SME Banks to be set up’, The Nation, 4th June 2002. 
764 Ron Martin. 1999. The New 'Geographical Turn' in Economics: Some Critical Reflections. 
Cambridge Journal of Economics 23:75. 
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language barriers.765 The frequently encountered remark that southern Thai Malays possessed 

a natural advantage in opening up new business ventures with partners across the border 

ignored the fact that Patani Melayu and standard Melayu are almost mutually 

incomprehensible. To compound this, within the committal structure of the IMT-GT English 

was the official language of communication. 

Issues such as these were not canvassed during the project survey. But as Martin argues, ‘it 

is precisely the social, institutional, cultural and political embeddedness of local and regional 

economies that can play a key role in determining the possibilities for or constraints on 

development, and thus why spatial agglomeration of economic activity occurs in particular 

places and not others’.766 The IMT-GT was promoted as a broad-based development scheme 

that would provide various opportunities throughout the various provinces and states of the 

central peninsula. In reality, cultural and social factors were largely irrelevant or understood 

in purely commodified terms. Islam was a brand name and people were resources that could 

be ‘decanted’ across Southeast Asia’s ‘new industrial landscapes’.767 In reality, the scheme 

has attracted a very low level of participation by southern Thai Malays for whom it is 

dismissed as a Songkhla project designed for wealthy Sino-Thai capitalists. 

The latter criticism is not without substance. From the initial ADB survey of 1995, it was 

evident that the distribution of projects (both under development and in the planning process) 

was remarkably skewed. In Thailand, fifteen of the twenty-one major projects initially 

proposed were concentrated in the narrow corridor running from Songkhla to the border at 

Sadao.768 All proposals listed under the portfolios of Investment and Industry were limited to 

this one province which at the time of the 1994-95 survey already accounted for ninety-four 

percent of southern Thailand’s legal trade with Malaysia and more held more than sixty per 

cent of investments.769 Projects scheduled for Malay-dominated provinces such as Yala and 

Patani were usually of the lowest priority, despite such projects being viewed by local 

business people as essential to the meaningful participation of Malays in the scheme. In the 

1995 ADB survey, for example, the building of the Ban-Gabang (Yala)–Sik (Kedah) road 

occupied last place on the list of ‘initiatives ranked by priority’.770 

                                                            
765 Chavivun Prachuabmoh. 1985. Changing Values in Market Trading: A Thai Muslim Case Study. In 
Cultural Values and Human Ecology in Southeast Asia, edited by A. L. Becker. Michigan: The 
University of Michigan, p. 297. 
766 Martin, ‘The New 'Geographical Turn' in Economics’, p. 75. 
767 Grunsven, Leo van, Shuang-Yann Wong, and Won Bae Kim, ‘State, Investment and Territory: 
Regional Economic Zones and Emerging Industrial Landscapes’, p. 162. 
768 Asian Development Bank. 1995b. Indonesia-Malaysia-Thailand Growth Triangle Development 
Project Volume 1. Manila: Asian Development Bank, pp. 144-7.  
769 Kishore Rao. 1995. Trade, Investment, and Labor Mobility. In The Indonesia-Malaysia-Thailand 
Growth Triangle: Theory to Practice, edited by M. Thant and M. Tang. Manila: Asian Development 
Bank, pp. 113, 116. 
770 Asian Development Bank, The IMT-GT Development Project, p. 150. 
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The revitalisation of such alternative trade routes over the interior were proposals that 

local Malay business people saw as having great potential. Both the route pushing up through 

Betong to Baling and another extending through Patani to the old cattle trading station of 

Durian Burung on the Kedah border were singled out as a vital means of stimulating Malay 

participation in the IMT-GT. In terms of distance, these routes over the interior involve 

significant reductions in time for the transit of local produce such as fish and fruits to markets 

in Penang and Sungai Petani on Malaysia’s west coast. It was hoped that improvements to 

road connecting Patani to Betong would enable this route to emerge as an alternative to the 

dominant Hat Yai-Sadao route.771 In interviews small scale traders often noted the strong 

presence of a Patani Malay diaspora along the Betong and Durian Burung routes as a means 

of carving out a commercial space that could compete with Sino-Thai interests. Yet aside 

from some improvements that have been made to these routes via the patronage of a 

prominent Yala politician, no inroads have been made into the dominance of the Songkhla-

Kedah road as Thailand’s pre-eminent overland entry point into the subregional economy of 

northern Malaysia. 

In terms of project proposals, the provinces of Narathiwat, Patani, and Yala, have 

performed dismally as part of this new ‘dynamic’ subregion. Board of Investment figures 

released in 2002 showed that since 1996 there had been no new foreign investment registered 

in these three provinces. On the other hand, many Malaysian companies had invested in 

Songkhla which received over eight billion baht in foreign investment during the same period. 

When queried on the reasons for the absence of investment in the other provinces, the director 

of the Board of Investment’s Southern Region Investment and Economic Centre suggested 

that the ‘different culture’ of the predominantly Malay east coast provinces was a part of the 

problem.772 Far from being pulled from the periphery to the centre, within a few years of the 

original ADB survey the IMT-GT had emerged as a new means of perpetuating intra-regional 

inequality in the provinces of the borderlands. 

A similar scenario was evident on the Malay side of the border where the lion’s share of 

all IMT-GT projects was scheduled for the state of Kedah. Along with plans to establish the 

state capital of Alor Setar as a communications hub for the IMT-GT, the main theatre of 

development was scheduled for the border district of Bukit Kayu Hitam. Located adjacent to 

the bustling Siamese bazaars/brothels of Ban Dan Nok and Sadao, the centrepiece of the IMT-

GT in Bukit Kayu Hitam was a proposed city—Kota Perdana—a 67,500 strong residential 

township built on 8,500 hectares of former rubber plantation. Designed to service a proposed 

Free Trade Zone spanning the Thailand-Malaysia border, the grand scale of this project was 

indicative of the type of development envisaged by the architects of the IMT-GT. The 
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projected cost of the scheme ran into the billions of ringgit, with RM100 million alone being 

ear-marked for the construction of a water plant to service the industrial zone.773 

Yet it was what would literally power ambitious mega-projects such as Kota Perdana that 

best reveal the narrowing extent of the IMT-GT from a subregional development plan 

premised upon the breaking down of colonial boundaries to a central government 

consolidation of colonial a development trajectory based on the exploitation of the natural 

resource sector. 

 

The Trans-Thai Malaysia gas pipeline 

 

In 1995 the Thai cabinet passed a resolution for the preparation of a development master 

plan for the southern border provinces. Four years later in mid-1999 the National Economic 

and Social Development Board (NESDB) published the findings of a comprehensive survey 

in a document titled Preparation of Master and Action Plan: Development of the Penang-

Songkhla Economic Zone Through the Utilisation of Thailand’s Natural Gas Resources.774 

The report outlined an ambitious plan for the rapid industrial development of a capital 

intensive corridor between Songkhla and Penang.  

The history of this document long pre-dated the establishment of the IMT-GT in 1993. The 

origins of the master plan resided in negotiations between Thailand and Malaysia over a series 

of natural gas deposits of the coast of Patani in the late 1970s. In 1979 an agreement was 

signed in which it was agreed that any future revenues from a disputed patch of the seabed 

spanning the maritime boundaries of the two countries would be split equally. Banking on the 

existence of hydrocarbon reserves, the agreement stipulated that the future exploitation of oil 

and gas from the area would be managed by a joint authority. 

It was not until the early 1990s when plans for the IMT-GT were being formulated that the 

two countries signed a further series of agreements regarding the exploration of the 7,250 

square kilometre area of seabed that would subsequently be known as the Joint Development 

Area (JDA). By 1994 exploratory drilling had revealed commercial quantities of natural gas. 

Malaysian Prime Minister Mahathir Mohamed and his Thai counterpart, Chuan Leekpai, 

presided over the signing of production sharing contracts in Songkhla that same year. The 

scheme would be managed by a joint authority on the behalf of the two state-owned 

petroleum companies, Petronas (Malaysia) and PTT (Thailand). These two domestic giants 
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Action Plan: Development of the Penang-Songkhla Economic Zone through the Utilisation of 
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would in turn invite foreign oil companies to tender for exploration and production contracts. 

In 1999 a Thai cabinet resolution granted the contract for the construction of a US$1,034 

million pipeline and gas separation plant to Trans Thai-Malaysia Limited (TTM), a jointly-

owned subsidiary the PTT and Petronas. On the technicality that neither of the state oil firms 

owned more than 50% of TTM, the company was registered as a private company, a sleight of 

hand that paid lip service to the supposed central role of the private sector in driving 

subregional development.775 

As the details of the gas production scheme were being worked out throughout the 1990s, 

the question of where the JDA gas would be brought ashore remained unanswered. Songkhla 

had served as a supply base for natural gas platforms in the Gulf since the early 1980s, but all 

refining processes were conducted in Ranong on Thailand’s eastern seaboard courtesy of one 

of the world’s longest submarine pipelines. Initially it had been proposed that the JDA be 

linked to this network, a likelihood that would mean that the project would have little impact 

upon life in the neighbouring provinces or influence upon the future direction of the IMT-GT. 

 

 
Map 14: The JDA or Joint Development Area. Source: Trans-Thai Malaysia Pty Ltd. 2543. Thai-
Malaysia Natural Gas and Gas Separation Project (in Thai). Bangkok: TTM (Thailand) Ltd. 

 

Such an assumption was quashed with the release of the NESDB’s Master and Action Plan 

of 1999 and the formation of TTM Ltd. in the same year. As the title indicated, this 
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comprehensive plan was far more focused than the ADB’s 1995 survey on the IMT-GT. The 

latter was regarded as far too ambitious in scope and was perpetually compromised by the 

presence of conflicting national development plans such as Thailand’s Southern Seaboard 

Project. With the onset of the Asian Financial Crisis in 1997, the frailty of the IMT-GT was 

quickly revealed as the program was put on hold. Both Malaysian and Thai IMT-GT liaison 

secretariats were disbanded as Malaysia tried to seal the border to contain the contagion 

effects of Thailand’s currency meltdown.  

As the IMT-GT went into hibernation, bi-lateral negotiations on the development of the 

energy sector continued on unabated. In 1998 Prime Ministers Mahathir and Chuan met in 

Songkhla to witness the signing of sales agreements for the JDA gas. It was during this 

meeting that it was announced that rather than being piped through existing networks in the 

Gulf to serve high-demand centres such as Bangkok, natural gas from the JDA would come 

ashore in Songkhla province. Here it would undergo refining on the Songkhla coast before 

being piped overland to Bukit Kayu Hitam were it would be plugged into Malaysia’s 

domestic pipeline network (PGU or Peninsula Gas Utilisation network). Despite the project 

being entirely absent from the 1995 ADB survey volume on the energy sector, the Trans-

Thai-Malaysia Gas Pipeline (TTM) project was announced as a successful example of the 

‘prosper thy neighbour’776 ethic of IMT-GT cooperation and a crucial link in a proposed 

Trans-ASEAN Gas Pipeline that would deliver increased energy security to Southeast Asian 

nations.777  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                            
776 The Straits Times, 24th April 1998. 
777 The ADB’s comprehensive 1995 survey report makes no mention of the gas scheme. It merely 
mentions that the border region could serve as an ‘optimal location’ for power generation facilities 
which could possible involve the ‘establishment of a joint consortium of generating companies’. See 
Asian Development Bank. 1995b. Indonesia-Malaysia-Thailand Growth Triangle Development Project 
Volumes 1 and 2. Manila: Asian Development Bank, pp. 224-6;  
On the Trans-AEASN Gas Pipeline see ‘Trans ASEAN Gas Pipeline Project Takes Shape’, 
Alexander’s Gas and Oil, 7 (3), February 6th 2002;  ‘Challenges Ahead for Trans-Asean Pipeline’, The 
Nation, 19th February 2001; ‘Trans-Asean Gas Pipeline Plan Slowly Starts to Take Form’, Alexander’s 
Gas and Oil, 6 (22), November 21st 2001. 
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Map 15: The Pipeline route: Source Trans-Thai Malaysia Pty Ltd. 2543. Thai-Malaysia Natural 
Gas and Gas Separation Project (in Thai). Bangkok: TTM (Thailand) Ltd. 
 

The scope of this subregional cooperation narrowed significantly with the prioritisation of 

the gas pipeline project. By the time the formal organisational structure of the IMT-GT was 

revived in 2000, the scheme had been ‘repositioned’778 to take the form of what was termed 

the Seamless Songkhla Penang Medan corridor (SSPM).779 The SSPM was essentially a 

confirmation of the Thai government’s own Vision 2020 plan to establish Songkhla as 

Thailand’s third largest industrial belt, one that would be integrated into an export processing 

corridor leading down to the border with Kedah. Natural gas would literally fuel the 

development of a new petrochemical industry, privately-owned power generation facilities 

(IPPs), and a host of downstream industries. This new industrial landscape would follow the 

gas pipeline and major highway down to the border at Bukit Kaya Hitam where Malaysian 

plans for the construction of a high-tech industrial park were already underway. JDA gas 

would provide the energy requirements for proposed industrial parks and residential 

complexes in Kedah. 

 

 
                                                            
778 Indonesia-Malaysia-Thailand Growth Triangle Development Project. 2001. Agreed Minutes: 
Indonesia-Malaysia-Thailand Growth Triangle, 9th Senior Officials Meeting. Medan. 
779 Indonesia-Malaysia-Thailand Growth Triangle Task Force. 2000. Proposals of the Task Force on 
Strategic Approach to Repositioning the IMT-GT. Medan, p. 1. 
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Map 16: Proposed land usage scheme. Source Trans-Thai Malaysia Pty Ltd. 2543. Thai-Malaysia 
Natural Gas and Gas Separation Project (in Thai). Bangkok: TTM (Thailand) Ltd. 

 

 

Map 17: Industrial clustering along the pipeline route: Source Trans-Thai Malaysia Pty Ltd. 
2543. Thai-Malaysia Natural Gas and Gas Separation Project (in Thai). Bangkok: TTM 
(Thailand) Ltd. 
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The ‘repositioning’ of the IMT-GT represented a clear consolidation of a skewed colonial 

development trajectory rather than a step towards the resolution of intra-regional socio-

economic imbalances. In terms of numbers employed in the industrial sector, the area covered 

by the primary land use Master Plan already contained 60% of sub-regional industrial activity. 

Under the SSPM this would rise to 70% by 2020. The link from Songkhla to the border would 

be consolidated through the construction of a duel carriage toll-road, furthering the 

consolidation of a route that in 1991 carried 91% of the volume of Thailand’s overland trade 

with Malaysia.780  

For various Malay businessmen interviewed in 2001-2003, the fashion in which the 

pipeline bypassed Patani to make landfall in Songkhla before pushing overland to the border 

at Sadao was hardly surprising. Although sites in Patani had been listed as options for the 

construction of gas separation facilities and associated industries, the unanimous opinion was 

the site of Ban Taling Chan in Songkhla province had been decided upon long before the 

signing of contracts and the preparation of Environmental Impact Statements. Aside from 

strong indications of land speculation amongst political and commercial elites, it was felt that 

the Thai state would simply not trust southern Malays with such a strategic development 

scheme.  

From both participating governments, the pairing back of the IMT-GT into a narrow 

corridor of capitalist intensive development was defended as a necessary step in the 

transformation of the wider central peninsula region. The basis of this defence was, once 

again, that wealth generated along the SSPM would eventually trickle down into hinterland 

regions. Aside from the short term prospect of jobs in the construction phase of the pipeline 

and gas separation plant, long term solutions to unemployment problems in the south were 

located in the expansion of various manufacturing and primary processing industries along the 

corridor. At a more general level, public relations campaigns funded by the two state 

petroleum giants presented the development of the energy sector as a means of literally 

bringing light to the ‘deep south’. Consonant with promotional material in Malaysia that 

emphasised the term kemajuan (to advance, to move forward), advertisements such as those 

shown below commenced with a Thai equivalent, derm (to walk forward, move). The 

development of the energy sector was to allow small scale fisherfolk such as those shown 

below to derm...khwaam man jai (advance...[with] confidence) and derm...phian phayaayaam 

(advance...persist in your endeavours). 

 

 

                                                            
780 NESDB, Preparation of Master and Action Plan, pp. 7-1, A-67; Asian Development Bank, 
Indonesia-Malaysia-Thailand Growth Triangle Development Project Volume 1, p. 113. 
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Image 16: Images from a PTT advertising campaign for the development of the energy sector in 
southern Thailand.  
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The focus on small-scale fisherfolk was not coincidental. Not only were members of this 

occupational category to be most affected in the short term by plans for pipeline and refining 

projects, but they also represented a highly organised community that had frequently stood at 

the vanguard of opposition to large state development projects in Thailand. The 

announcement that the coastal fishing village of Ban Taling Chan in Jana sub-district, 

Songkhla, would soon form the starting point of Thailand’s most ambitious industrialisation 

program since the early 1980s was therefore precluded by efforts to socialise the scheme by 

the PTT. As one leader of the protest movement against the TTM scheme would later 

recollect,  

 

The first time they [the PTT] came here in 1998 they told us only about the positive side 

of project. They convinced us we should be proud that our community was the 

designated area for a project that would generate income for the whole country. At that 

time I really had no idea what the PTT was, what the NESDB and IEAT were for, and 

why such a big project had to be erected here... From a textbook that I found near my 

home, I learnt that natural gas is useful to many industries. I was so excited then and 

longed to see our country developed by the gas brought in from the sea near my 

home.781 

 

It was only after closer consideration of the project and study trips to Thailand’s Eastern 

Seaboard (the centre of Thailand’s petrochemical industry) that many local residents began to 

seriously question the fortune in having their village designated for the project. As the full 

details of the plan emerged between 1998 and 2000 so too did a strong body of local and 

national opposition to the gas pipeline and industrialisation strategy. 

 

Resisting development 

 

Coming on the heels of a controversial pipeline project between Thailand and Burma and in 

the midst of a catastrophic economic crisis, the timing of the TTM project could not have 

been worse. Across the country expensive mega-projects in Thailand lay idle. Energy demand 

had plummeted and the PTT was facing mounting fines on account of its inability to take up 

gas being supplied by foreign concessionaires on account of standard industry ‘take or pay’ 

contracts. A new ‘Peoples’ Constitution’ promulgated in 1997 had introduced strict controls 

on the future implementation of mega-projects such as the TTM scheme. To compound 
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problems, in his 1997 birthday speech Thailand’s King Bhumipol had made a strong 

endorsement of a popular alternative discourse of development centred around the concepts of 

community culture and local wisdom.782  

In Songkhla, widespread public opposition to the gas project emerged after the signing of a 

series of secretive contracts in 1998 and 1999 that presented the TTM gas pipeline as a fait 

accompli.783 When the contracts were belatedly released to the public, the text was full of 

deletions that made them difficult to interpret. It was nonetheless clear that the contracts were 

in clear breach of seven articles of Thailand’s new ‘Peoples’ Constitution’, particularly those 

relating to the need for large public infrastructure projects to proceed through a process of 

public consultation.784  

When the government made the curious decision to hold public hearings on the subject of 

the new industrialisation strategy in July 2000 to satisfy public outcry—two years after 

legally binding contracts had been signed—the southern city of Hat Yai descended into riot 

that saw the hasty abandonment of the meeting.785 This was followed by a another serious riot 

when a second public hearing was attempted in September 2000. Two years later when the 

Thai Prime Minister convened a meeting with this Malaysian counterpart in Hat Yai, the city 

was once again witness to a riot when police charged protestors who were either dining or in 

                                                            
782 On the subject of Thailand’s community culture movement see Chattip Nartsupha. 1991. The 
'Community Culture' School of Thought. In Thai Constructions of Knowledge, edited by Manas 
Chitakasem and A. Turton. London: University of London; Sulak Sivaraksa. 1999. Global Healing: 
Essays and Interviews on Structural Violence, Social Development and Spiritual Transformation. 
Bangkok: Thai Inter-Religious Commission for Development, Sathirakoses-Nagapradipa Foundation; 
Pasuk Pongpaichit and Chris Baker. 2002. Thailand’s Crisis, Chiang Mai: Silkworm; Civic Groups 
Slam Mega-Projects, The Bangkok Post, 28th March, 2002; In 2002 Hat Yai’s Prince of Songkhla 
University played host to the first ever conference of Southeast Asian Fisherfolk (Kaan Prachum 
Khrang Raek Khong Chaaw Pramong Haeng Asia). The title of the Conference was Tat Hae 
Lokakhiwit (Cut the Net of Globalisation). 
783 Heads of Agreement Between Malaysia-Thailand Joint Authority and Petronas Cari Gali (JDA) Sdn 
Bhd and PTTEP International Limited as Sellers and Petroliam Nasional Berhad and the Petroleum 
Authority of Thailand as Buyers for the Supply of Gas from the Blocks B-17 & C-19 of the Malaysia-
Thailand Joint Development Area. 1998; Gas Sales Agreement Between Malaysia-Thailand Joint 
Authority and Petronas Cari Gali  (JDA) Sdn Bhd and Triton Oil Company of Thailand and Triton Oil 
Company of Thailand (JDA) Ltd As Sellers and Petronas Nasional Berhad  and the Petroleum 
Authority of Thailand  as Buyers  For the Supply of Gas From the Block A-18 of the Malaysia-Thailand 
Joint Development Area. 1999. 
784 A number of works have analysed both the contractual irregularities of the TMM project and other 
factors that stimulated heated public opposition to the scheme. See Penchom Tang. 2002. The 
Thailand-Malaysia Gas Pipeline Project and the Movement Opposing the Project. Paper read at First 
Inter-Dialogue Conference on Southern Thailand, Pattani, Thailand; Civic Net. 2001. Raising the Issue 
of Electricity and National Productivity (Thai). Bangkok; Group for the Sustainable Development of 
Natural Gas Resources, Songkhla. 2543. Will Southern Thailand Become Another Maap Taa Phut 
(Thai). Songkhla: Project for Small-Scale Fisherfolk, Project for the Management of Southern Thai 
Coastal Resources; Prasetsak Sampchaano. 2543. Who Wins, Who Loses from the Thai-Malaysia Gas 
Pipeline and Gas Separation Plant Project? (Thai): Project for the Management of Southern Thai 
Coastal Resources. 
785 Patcharee Siroros and Kenneth J. Haller. 2000. ‘Thai Public Hearings: Smokescreen or Ceremony?’. 
Thammasat Review 5(1):147-164. 
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the midst of prayer rituals. In the resulting melee scores of protestors were severely beaten 

and arrested by police.786 Thailand’s National Human Rights Commission and a separate 

Senate Committee inquiry would later condemn the incident as a clear case of state 

brutality.787 

After initially seeking to satisfy widespread accusations of procedural irregularities with a 

series of post-hoc public meetings, in 2001 the Council of State (Thailand’s highest legal 

authority) ruled that TTM Ltd.—although wholly-owned by the PTT and Petronas, ‘was a 

privately owned company and thus was not subject to laws requiring public hearings or state 

endorsement’.788 With this decision opposition to the project could therefore be declared as 

illegal. By this legal sleight of hand the coercive apparatus of the state was brought in to 

ensure that the construction phase of the pipeline and gas separation plant would proceed 

without interruption from local villagers who repeatedly stated their willingness to die in their 

effort to put a halt to the scheme. After further delays prompted by a domestic election 

campaign and further reviews of Environmental and Social Impact Statements by the OEPP 

(State Environmental Agency), the green light for the project was given by the time of the 

third serious riot in Hat Yai in December 2002 on the occasion of a meeting between the 

Prime Ministers of Malaysia and Thailand. 

The all-clear to begin construction of the controversial pipeline and gas separation plant 

was paralleled by the gradual militarisation of the area around the proposed landfall site and a 

stepped up campaign of intimidation against supporters. In the wake of the December 2002 

affray, over a dozen protest leaders were arrested and legal proceedings commenced against a 

number of them. A regular pattern of arrests came to characterise life in the villages 

surrounding the project site with people being picked up and held overnight in local lock ups 

before being released. An important patron of the village protest movement had an arrow 

from a crossbow fired through front window of his house and a wreath placed on his doorstep.  

Over the course of 2003, there were twenty-seven recorded cases of police and army 

intimidation of local villagers in the sub-district of Jana, Songkhla. As efforts to commence 

the construction phase of the gas scheme mounted, the militarisation of the local environment 

escalated rapidly. By the end of 2003 three hundred provincial police and three hundred 

border patrol police were permanently stationed at the proposed construction site in Ban 

                                                            
786 ‘Pipeline Protest’, The Bangkok Post, 21st December 2002. 
787 National Human Rights Commission of Thailand. B.E. 2546 (2003). ‘Summary report on the 
investigation of human rights violation: The case of violence related to the Thai-Malaysian Gas 
Pipeline Project’; ‘Rights body slams govt 'brutality', The Nation, June 12th 2003; ‘Senate panel blames 
minister, police chief’, The Bangkok Post, 17th June 2003 
788 ‘PTT Determined to Start Construction’, The Bangkok Post, 13th January 2001. 
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Taling Chan.789 Soldiers from Hat Yai’s fourth army headquarters were employed by the PTT 

to ‘disseminate information’ on the benefits of the project to local residents on the grounds 

that the company did not have the personal. Agreements were made whereby the PTT would 

funnel money through the Internal Security Operation Commands (a hangover of the war 

against Communism during the Cold War) to fund the placement troops at the construction 

site at Ban Taling Chan. In a fashion similar to the despatch of military and paramilitary 

forces to protect plantation and mining interests during the Malayan Emergency, soldiers, 

police, and border patrol police provided escort services to survey parties, established various 

checkpoints on roads leading into the proposed landfall site, and manned permanent security 

camps at the landfall site. 

Given that the fiercest opposition to the project stemmed from Malay villagers, it was 

perhaps inevitable that the next stage in the state’s efforts to turn a marketplace into a 

battlefield was the linkage of the Jana conflict to the bogeyman of Malay separatism in 

Thailand’s south. In May 2003, a meeting between the head of the Provincial Police 

command and representative of TTM produced the following summary of the situation in the 

area around the proposed gas pipeline landfall in Jana subdistrict: 

 

Current situation; since 20 Dec 2002, at least 18 leaders were arrested and under the 

court proceeding the leaders could not mobilize or work very openly. However, the 

protest group is still very well organized...From the recent incident of the mass/crowd 

killing two border police patrol officers in Narathiwat Province, it can be believed that 

the protester groups could also commit such violence and act against the law again. We 

believed that the protester groups could mobilize 600 people within the first 30 minutes 

by using mobile phones. 

Timing: The current unease situation in 3 of 5 southern remote provinces; Yala, Patani 

and Narathiwat effect to national security. If the unease occurred in Songkhla province, 

it could not be tolerated as it might be widespread or linked to the four provinces 

separation movement of the south or worsen the violence in the south.790 

 

It was a far-fetched speculation, if only for the fact that the Malays of Jana are Thai-

speakers who would probably have great difficulty in even communicating with separatists in 

                                                            
789 ‘Police Teams, Opponents set up Camps’, The Bangkok Post, 22nd June 2003; ‘Tensions as Work 
Starts’, The Bangkok Post, 24th June 2003. 
790 Govt’s suppression plan at Laem Hoy Siep, Chana District. News Alert on Thai-Malaysian Gas 
Pipeline Protesters, 2nd June 2003.  
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the borderlands to the south.791 It was, however, a clear indication of the failure of a market-

based salve to heal ethnic tensions in Thailand’s south. A mere three years after then Prime 

Minister Chuan Leekpai had emphasised how ‘the diverse culture of the Muslim-dominated 

provinces, once ignored and regarded as a security threat, had now emerged as a national 

asset crucial for the success of the government's development plan for the area792, that 

development plan had led to a perpetuation of crude stereotypes of southern Malay identity. 

The slogan of ‘you build it and we’ll burn it’ (adopted from the Yadana pipeline campaign of 

the late 1990s) was seized upon by pro-pipeline parties as evidence of the existence of a 

dangerous radical element within the protest group. 

The insinuation in that Muslim-Malay villagers were intrinsically conservative and 

potentially violent opponents of development in Thailand’s south served to connect the 

pipeline struggle to a more general discourse of frontier criminality of long historical 

formation. From the Malaysian side of the border, the rationale of opposition groups was 

decried as a manifestation of that type of rural conservatism that had long prevented Malays 

from securing their proper place in the region’s economy. The reality of the situation—a 

political struggle over the question to rights to livelihood, proper natural resource 

management, and legal transparency—was dutifully neglected by state participants in the gas 

project.  

Development uninterrupted 

 

After a decade of the IMT-GT there is little indication of the immanent transformation of the 

Thai-Malaysian borderlands into a dynamic subregion linked by a web of timeless ethno-

cultural bonds. Far from representing a break from a colonial development trajectory based 

upon extractive patterns of natural resource exploitation and the maintenance of communal 

boundaries, the transformation of the triangle into a gas-fuelled corridor in the late 1990s has 

served to perpetuate both processes. The role of metropolitan elites in the SSPM has done 

little to convince regional actors that schemes such as the IMT-GT represent a 

decentralisation of state power in a world supposedly shackled to a new globalism-

regionalism dialectic. More worrying still, the project has done little to challenge ethnic 

stereotypes or draw attention to the ways that the supposed civilisational divide in Thailand’s 

south is breached in an infinite number of ways on a daily basis. 

With the development of the supposedly all-important human resources sector accounting 

for a trifling 1.2% of the estimated US$15 billion that would be required for physical 

                                                            
791 Rumours of a link between the Jana protestors and separatist movements were reportedly fanned by 
a local military informant who was planted in the village. 
792 ‘New Policy for Deep South Today’, The Bangkok Post, September 18th 1999.  
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infrastructure development in the first two decades of the triangle scheme, hopes that an 

underlying cultural matrix would become the motor of subregional development were clearly 

cosmetic from the outset.793  Once again the primary attraction of the central peninsula for 

metropolitan actors has been the natural resource sector. As with the construction of roads 

into the remote interior of Kroh during the nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries, 

infrastructure developments under the guise of this most recent attempt to realise the great 

potential of a backward frontier have primarily functioned to facilitate the siphoning off such 

resources for the benefit of metropolitan actors.  

Rather than standing as a testimony to the power of the market to determine natural 

economic zones, the brief history of the IMT-GT merely confirms the ‘the role of human 

institutions, including political institutions, in defining regional space’.794 Without doubt the 

most important of these has been the state which, contrary to the theories of New 

Institutionalist economists has performed far more than a facilitating role in the development 

of this scheme. On the contrary, both the Thai and Malaysian states have probably never 

exercised more power over their physical peripheries than they currently do. The unfortunate 

corollary to this has been that rather than serving as a peacemaker, centrally-orchestrated 

subregionalism has tended to exacerbate existing patterns of political conflict and perpetuate 

class structures that tend to mirror communal divisions in Thailand’s south. In the case of the 

Jana pipeline, efforts to consolidate colonial development trajectories for the benefit of 

metropolitan elites has engendered conflict in sites where inter-ethnic social harmony and 

cultural exchange was previously the norm. 

Rather than dissolving the border, the IMT-GT has also magnified the condition of 

borderness by making it the primary selling point for potential investors. The empirical 

corollary to this has been the increasingly intense surveillance and physical demarcation of 

the Malaysian-Thailand border over the last decade. Indeed, more walls have been built along 

the frontier since the implementation of the IMT-GT than at any other time in history.795 Such 

attempts to block the operation of black markets and funnel trade through official checkpoints 

has had far more to do with the maintenance of elite privileges in respective national centres 

than the triumph of a global logic based on increasingly porous state boundaries. 
                                                            
793 Asian Development Bank, Indonesia-Malaysia-Thailand Growth Triangle Development Project 
Volume 1, pp. 230-1. 
794 Michael J. Montesano. 1998. The Commerce of Trang, 1930s-1990s: Thailand's National 
Integration in Social-Historical Perspective. Cornell University: UMI Dissertation Services, p. 24. 
795 ‘Security Wall for Thai Border at Kelantan’, The Straits Times, 9th June 1991; ‘M’Sia Building Wall 
Along Part of Border with Thailand’, The Straits Times, 11th July 1991; ‘Perak-Thailand Fence to be 
Extended to Curb Smuggling’, The Straits Times, 25th December 1992; ‘Malaysia Insulates itself from 
Thailand with Border Wall’, The Straits Times, 23rd September 1997; ‘Malaysia to Build Watchtowers 
Along Border’, The Nation 12th January 2001; ‘Children being used to Carry Contraband’, The 
Bangkok Post, 16th January 2001; ‘Dual nationality not Root of Problem’, The Nation 19th February, 
2003; ‘PM wants Fences Along Border’, The Bangkok Post, 17th February 2004; ‘Army to Build Road 
and Fence to Seal Border with Malaysia’, The Bangkok Post, 18th February 2004. 
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In summary, the history of the IMT-GT over the last decade has been analogous to a recent 

IMT-GT Friendship Auto Rally. This promotional tour had originally been scheduled to take 

in all five border provinces, beginning in Betong before winding through Narathiwat and 

Pattani provinces where participants would take in sites of cultural and historical interest such 

as Narathiwat’s Taksin Ratchaniwet Palace and Pattani’s Kruesae Mosque. These provinces 

were, after all, the ones that held the closest cultural affiliation with neighbouring regions in 

the triangle scheme and were targeted as niche markets for tourism under the both the original 

and ‘repositioned’ IMT-GT.796 But as has been said of the cultural politics of subregional 

development elsewhere in Southeast Asia, when the prospect of money is absent, essences of 

cultural commonality tend to evaporate rather quickly. It was no surprise then that  when the 

light turned green, the convoy of forty cars set out from Hat Yai, passed through the sanitised 

border market of Wang Prachan in Satun province, before speeding through the ‘well laid out 

plantations and orderliness’797 of Kedah onwards to Penang. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                            
796 Tourism Authority of Thailand. 2001. Progress Report on the Development of the Tourism Market 
(Thai and English). Bangkok: Tourism Authority of Thailand. 
797 ‘Triangular Engagements’, The Nation, 14th August 2003; ‘Penang a Beautiful Isle, says TAT 
Deputy Director, The Star, 25th July 2003. 
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APPENDIX 1 
 
 

The Rajas of Raman 
 

Long Mansur alias Tuan Nik Loh Teh 
1st Raja of Raman, died 1836. Succeeded by his son 

 

Tuan Kundur alias Toh Nik Ulu 
2nd Raja of Raman, died c.1858. Succeeded by his son 

 
Tuan Timung alias Phraya Rattanaphakdi 

3th Raja of Raman, died 1870. Succeeded by his brother 
 

Tuan Jagong alias Tungku Abdul Kendis 
4th Raja of Raman, died 1899. Succeeded by his son 

 
Tuan Lebih Long Raya alias Luang Raya Phakdi 

55h Raja of Raman, died 1901. 
 
 

The above list, based on work by Syukri807 and Malek808, differs somewhat from that provided 
by Hubert Berkeley, District Officer of Upper Perak (see Appendix 2). 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

                                                            
807 Ibrahim Syukri. 1985. History of the Malay Kingdom of Patani. Translated by C. Bailey and J. N. 
Miksic. Athens, Ohio: Ohio University Centre for International Studies. 
808 Mohd. Zamberi A. Malek. 1994. Patani Dalam Tamadun Melayu. Kuala Lumpur: Dewan Pustaka 
dan Bahasa. 
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APPENDIX 2. 

 

 ORIGINAL FAMILY TREE COMPOSED BY BERKELEYAPPENDIX 2 (CONTINUED) 
          Long Brahim 
alias Tuan Jagong                                       
       6th Raja of Raman, died 1899 
 
           
    Long Raya Raja Muda Bekak  
                                  
Raja Perempuan     
     
 
 

Long Abdullah  
alias Toh Nik Bendang Saring 

   2nd Raja of Raman 
   Head cut off at Bangkok  
   And body sent back to Raman    Long 
[unclear]    6th Raja of Raman ? 
                 5th Raja of 
Raman    
          Died 1870 
 
          
 Unclear 
   Long Teh            
   3rd Raja of Raman 
Long Mansur 
1sr Raja of Raman          Tuan Kundur           
                       
                       4th Raja of Raman  
  
                               Che Itam    
       Unclear     
Puteri Chagong         Toh Nang 
Labu 
 
 
 
   Toh Nang Si Kuat 
 
 
Simplifed version of the genealogy composed by Berkeley. The primary differences are the inclusion 
of two Rajas (Long Abdullah)  and Long Teh who, if Berkeley’s information was accurate, must have 
governed for very brief periods in the late 1830s. Tuan Kundur was ruling by the early 1840s up until 
the late 1850s when he was succeeded by his son. While the name is impossible to make out from 
Berkeley’s records, this was most-likely Tuan Timung. 
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